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Abstract 
 
In this thesis I investigate the ambitious nature of Giovanni Florio’s First Fruites (1578), an 

Italian-English dialogue manual in parallel-text format. The ambitiousness of the text has 

been suggested by Frances Yates (1934), Michael Wyatt (2005) and, most importantly, Florio 

himself. Yates assessed Florio’s outlook as more literary and courtly than his predecessors, 

and Wyatt noted that the text tackles a variety of difficult grammatical issues from the 

opening dialogue. Their reading of First Fruites as ambitious is based on an analysis of its 

language pedagogy in comparison to Claudius Hollyband’s The French Littelton (1576). This 

thesis argues that Florio took advantage of a broader tradition of language manuals, and 

situates the text within that tradition. The connections between First Fruites and the earlier 

tradition (which are discussed for the first time in this work) show that Florio's manual not 

only taught English and Italian cultures and languages but also provided an introduction to 

vernacular rhetoric and literature for the benefit of the budding English diplomatic and courtly 

elite.  

 

Florio was born in London c. 1553. His father, Michel Angelo Florio, was an Italian 

Protestant who had fled the Roman Inquisition and emigrated to England during the reign of 

Edward VI, where he came under the protection of John Dudley, the Duke of 

Northumberland. On the ascension of the Catholic Queen Mary I to the throne, Michel 

Angelo and his family were forced to flee England and settle in Switzerland. Sometime in the 

early-to-mid 1570s Giovanni returned to the land of his birth and a nation that had re-

embraced Protestantism under Queen Elizabeth I. According to the early Oxford historian 

Anthony à Wood, he was appointed tutor in the Italian and French languages to Emmanuel 

Barnes at Oxford University about 1576. Florio’s time at Oxford exposed him to an 

intellectual milieu of progressive young scholars who were connected or sought connection 

with the entourage of the Earl of Leicester at court, and they had a strong interest in Italian 

vernacular culture. His appointment as tutor to Barnes is consistent with studies of Oxford in 

the sixteenth century that have demonstrated that under the supervision of their tutors 

progressive students often pursued innovative studies in modern languages that were 

complementary to the requirements of the university statutes.  

 

It is my contention that the ambitious project behind First Fruites was shaped in part by 

Florio’s experiences at Oxford, and by what he saw as the need of scholars seeking political 

or diplomatic careers at the Elizabethan court to be able to undertake informed study of 



 

 

foreign vernacular cultures, the fulfilment of which required skills in ‘familiar’ conversational 

language and knowledge of rhetorical precepts in the foreign vernaculars. 

 

First Fruites is dedicated to Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, who was one of the most 

senior courtier-politicians in Queen Elizabeth’s government and the most prominent advocate 

of things Italian in the Elizabethan period. It is also addressed to culturally diverse readership 

communities: Gentilhuomini Inglesi (English Gentlemen) and Gentilhuomini e Mercanti 

Italiani (Italian Gentlemen and Merchants).  

 

First Fruites is structured into three sections of diverse functionality. The first group of 

seventeen dialogues focuses on ‘familiar speech’ with diverse interlocutors in a variety of 

situations. They all have the Italian verb parlar (meaning ‘to talk’ or simply ‘speech’) in their 

title, indicating that they were mainly envisaged as conversational exercises. The next group 

of four dialogues contain a range of sayings, proverbs and other sententia. The third group of 

twenty-one dialogues is didactic in style rather than conversational, in that the dialogues cover 

a wide range of subject matter often presented in monologic form. They nearly all have the 

Italian words discorsi (meaning a speech or address on a certain matter) or ragionamenti 

(meaning reasoning or a line of argument on a certain matter) in their title and their contents 

are not so much familiar, conversational talk as moral and/or didactic abstractions on a 

diversity of topics. The dialogues of the first group are closest in concept to the dialogue-

manual tradition, and much of the existing literature on First Fruites has tended to focus on 

them. The dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group have received very little 

scholarly attention (the notable exception being Yates’s identification and analysis of 

dialogues 34, 36-9, 41 and 42 as extracts from Portonaris’s Italian translation of the writings 

of the Spanish bishop Antonio Guevara). 

 

Del Re (1936) read the first seventeen dialogues of First Fruites – the ‘Parlar’ group - as 

having been primarily designed for Italians studying English. Following from Del Re, Wyatt 

recognized that the cultural descriptions of England in chapter fifteen of the text would have 

been useful to a newly arrived Italian merchant. My research supports these views and also 

shows that the ‘Parlar’ group represents an innovative and sophisticated approach to the 

learning of ‘familiar speech’ in both Italian and English, within an English cultural context. 

The ‘Parlar’ dialogues appealed to a culturally diverse patronage of political and mercantile 

elites: they offered conversational instruction in Italian (for ‘English Gentlemen’) and English 

(for ‘Italian Gentlemen and Merchants’) that also provided cultural enlightenment for the 

benefit of the latter readership.  

 



 

 

The final section of First Fruites - the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group - represents a 

fundamental shift in the dialogue-manual tradition. This section reflects the ambition of the 

text to appeal to ‘English Gentlemen’ seeking higher calling to the Elizabethan court, who 

needed to be able to undertake informed study of foreign vernacular cultures, the fulfilment of 

which required more than just skills in ‘familiar’ conversational language. It also required the 

ability to perform rhetorical analysis of speeches, and the dialectical reading of literature in 

the foreign vernacular. ‘Familiar’ talk in the vernacular enabled the courtier-diplomat to 

conduct informal discussions on the international court scene, while rhetorical and dialectical 

precepts were important for recognising particular techniques of persuasion and argument that 

could be stored and imitated in original compositions. The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ 

dialogues showcase aspects of Italian vernacular rhetoric and were designed by Florio to 

assist his ‘English Gentlemen’ readership in the construction of eloquent, persuasive language 

of use to the English state in its political, commercial and cultural dealings with foreign 

nations.  

 

This thesis breaks new ground in the scholarship on Florio and Early Modern language 

manuals because it is the first monographic study of First Fruites that explains, using 

evidence from the text and in light of the pre-Florian tradition of the dialogue manual genre in 

England, the extent to which Florio’s first language manual was such an ambitious text. 
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Introduction 
 

For knowing by experience your continuall delight in setting foorth of good letters, and 

earnest zeal in maintaining of languages…I encouraged my selfe in your Honours name to 

send this little pamphlet abroade, hoping that your Honour wil not onely with curteous 

acceptation beholde this…with your bodely eyes, but also consider of it with your inward eye 

of discretion, and not weigh the gift given by the givers hart, though…too  unripe, sower, and 

unsaverie fruites for your Honour to take a tast of, yet notwithstanding such as they be I give 

them to you…whom I know to be the onely furtherer, maintainer, and supporter of all well 

disposed minds toward any kinde of studie, yet (ryght Honorable) consider, that little, or (to 

say truth) none at all is the learning I have, and smal is the seede, plant and grafe whence 

these, altogether wilde, and unsaverie fruites doo spring, the which though so they be, are not 

altogether to be rejected, & utterly refused. For the basenes and sowernesse of these, will 

serve to set out the pleasaunt and delectable taste of other mens fruites
1 

 

 

In the dedicatory epistle of his first Italian-English parallel-text dialogue manual First Fruites 

(1578) Giovanni Florio praises Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, for his patronage of key 

aspects of sixteenth-century humanist activity: ‘setting forth of good letters’, ‘maintaining 

languages’, and ‘any kind of study’
2
. To my knowledge, First Fruites is the first dialogue 

manual in which learning a vernacular is associated with ‘belles-lettres’ and ‘study’, and the 

dedicatee is presented as a strong supporter of the learning of languages
3
. Ostensibly, Florio 

was seeking to commend the dedicatee as a great benefactor of humanist learning, yet his use 

of these terms also hinted at the broad cultural and educational programme underpinning the 

text. Florio is presenting First Fruites as a manual that can assist Leicester with a range of 

humanist endeavours: not only is it suitable for the ‘maintaining of languages’, it is also a 

guide for the ‘setting forth of good letters’ and the ‘furthering, maintaining, and 

supporting…of study’. Furthermore, despite initially adopting the Tudor literary convention 

of modesty
4
 by portraying the manual as the underdeveloped produce (‘unripe, sour and 

                                                                 
1
 Del Re (1936): 6-7. Throughout this thesis I will be using Arundel del Re’s facsimile reprint of Florio’s 1578 

publication (Florio’s First Fruites (1936)) when quoting from the text, hence I will reference Del Re’s page 
numbers rather than use the ‘sig’ citation based on the original. I also maintain Del Re’s spelling of the title, 
which is slightly different from the original “Firste Fruites”. I am using Del Re’s facsimile reprint as my reference 
since, at the time when I began my research, I was not able to access an online copy of the original. I have since 
compared Del Re’s reproduction with the original, and apart from Del Re’s exclusion of Florio’s section on Italian 
grammar, they are identical.    
2
 Concepts such as ‘Letters’ and ‘Study’ were commonplaces of humanist literature which were linked to the 

study of literature as a cultural product and the notion of the humanitate litterator as a specialist in humanist 
studies – refer Marino (1996): passim.  
3
 By the phrase ‘maintaining of languages’, I take it that Florio meant the nurturing of languages. 

4
 “A poet who sought print was expected…to overflow with professions of modesty…It was customary to 

disparage poems as ‘trifles’ and ‘toys’, and printed books as mere ‘pamphlets’” (Saunders (1951): 147). 
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unsavoury fruits’) of an unfledged author (‘small is the seed…whence these…fruits do 

spring’), in the end he boldly urges Leicester to accept his text as a conduit to the 

understanding and enjoyment of other vernacular literary works (‘pleasant and delectable 

taste of other men’s fruits’). Florio is presenting First Fruites as far more than just a manual 

for language tuition. I demonstrate in this thesis that it was an ambitious text that sought to 

innovatively adapt the English tradition of the parallel-text dialogue manual into a broader 

cultural and educational programme for the benefit of diverse readerships
5
.    

 

Thirteen years later, in the dedicatory epistle of his second Italian-English dialogue manual 

Second Frutes (1591), Florio reveals that the hopes he had once held of achieving recognition 

and advancement from the publication of First Fruites and its dedication to Leicester had not 

been fulfilled. He blamed the ambitious nature of the text for its lack of success:    

 

The maiden-head of my industrie I yeelded to a noble Mecenas (renoumed Lecester)…I 

published long since my first fruits to the use of such as were but meanely entred in the Italian 

tongue (which because they were the first, and the tree but young were somthing sowre…)…& 

now I have againe after long toyle and diligent pruning of my orcharde brought forth my 

second fruites (better, riper, and pleasanter than the first)…These two I brought forth as the 

daughters and offprings of my care and studie: My elder…because she was ambitious…I 

married for preferment and for honour, but this younger (fayrer, better nurtured, & comelier 

than her sister) because my hope of such preferment and honour as my first had, fayled me, I 

thought to have cloystred up in some solitarynes…and therefore have I given her my consent, 

because shee hath jumped so well with modesty, and not aspired so high that shee might be 

upbraided either with her birth or basenes when she could not mend it
6
 

 

Here, in Second Frutes, Florio emphasises the youth and inexperience behind his first effort 

(‘maidenhead’, ‘young’, ‘sour’), and adds the metaphor of his two Italian-English language 

manuals as his progeny to the previously adopted fruit analogy. They are linked rhetorically 

by a fecund Florio who ‘brings forth’ both ‘fruits’ and ‘daughters’. Each trope emphasises 

improvement through regeneration and rebirth while subtly underlining the knowledge and 

understanding gained through experience. In comparison to the ‘sour’ fruits of his first 

harvest, Florio’s orchard has now yielded ‘better, riper, and pleasanter’ fruits based on ‘long 

toil and diligent pruning’. Likewise, his younger ‘daughter’ is ‘fairer, better nurtured, and 

                                                                 
5
 The lack of grammars in the sixteenth century for the learning and teaching of modern languages in England, 

particularly in regard to the English language itself or European vernaculars written for English native speakers, 
meant that a different type of manual evolved for use as a language-teaching tool. These often contained limited 
pronunciation and grammar rules and included dialogues written in two or more languages in parallel-text format 
as their main teaching text. I have used the term ‘parallel-text dialogue manual’ to specifically describe this style 
of text as exemplified by a work such as First Fruites. For the sake of brevity, from this point on I will use the 
simpler term ‘dialogue manual’ to denote this particular genre.  
6
 Florio (1591): The Epistle Dedicatory, sig. A3(r)-A4(r).  
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comelier’ than her elder sister, who was overly ‘ambitious’. He extends the metaphor of the 

manuals as his ‘daughters’ by portraying the dedication of First Fruites to Leicester as akin to 

a father seeking advancement through his elder daughter’s marriage alliance. Florio depicts 

the alliance as having been an unproductive venture, of having ‘failed’ to fulfil his hopes of 

receiving ‘preferment and honour’. Pointedly, he emphasises the reduced aspirations of the 

second work by underlining the ‘modesty’ of the ‘younger daughter’ in contrast to her 

‘ambitious’ elder sister. Florio is portraying Second Frutes as an improved, more prudent 

work than First Fruites, and he himself as an author who has experienced disappointment and 

subsequently revised his approach.   

 

Florio presents his manuals as being quite different in scope, implying that a shift has 

occurred in his second manual away from the ambitious nature of First Fruites. Frances Yates 

noted “a marked change of tone between the First Fruits and the Second Fruits” whereby the 

latter moved away from the former’s “Italianate culture with a moralised veneer” based on 

“long extacts from Guevara or moral snippets from Guicciardini”. She argued that the content 

of Florio’s second manual displays a greater emphasis on late sixteenth-century literary 

fashions such as sonneteering and the Italian courtesy-book (Yates (1934): 136-8). Simonini 

noted that Second Frutes moved away from the “doctrinal dissertations found in Firste 

Fruites” to dialogues concerned primarily with “the interests of the more genteel circles”
7
. 

 

The shift in ambition appears to be closely associated with the hopes Florio once held for 

personal recognition and advancement from the dedication of his first manual to Leicester. 

The dedicatory epistle of Second Frutes suggests that these hopes were related to activities 

beyond simple language tuition, since he describes First Fruites as having ‘failed’ him not 

because it hadn’t been useful to those ‘meanly entered in the Italian tongue’ but rather 

because it had not delivered the ‘preferment and honour’ that he had been seeking. Pointedly, 

Florio now considers First Fruites to have been an overly ambitious project. His comments 

are further evidence that his first language manual was conceived as much more than a text 

for the teaching and learning of vernacular languages. Indeed, they indicate that there were 

social and political dimensions to First Fruites within its broader cultural and educational 

programme of ‘letters’, ‘languages’ and ‘study’.  

 

The dedicatory epistles of First Fruites highlight the importance that Florio placed on the 

patronage of Robert Dudley as key to the ambitious project. Leicester was a renowned 

“patron of letters” (Rosenberg (1955)) who was “…‘Italianate’ in his tastes, spoke the 

                                                                 
7
 These “interests” were arms and horses, amusements, courtesy and love, banquets, games and travels. 

Simonini (1952a): 62-3.   
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language well, and liked to employ Italians” (Yates (1934): 28). His outlook was influenced 

by two important aspects of the sixteenth-century Anglo-Italian milieu. Firstly, the high 

standing accorded to Italians by the Elizabethan government for their skills in a broad range 

of areas including humanistic study, diplomacy, international law, music, horsemanship, 

fencing and military matters
8
. Secondly, a tradition of assistance and protection to learned 

Protestant strangers by the English authorities had been inaugurated during the reign of 

Edward VI when England became a refuge for embattled Protestant immigrants fleeing the 

counter-reformation activities in Northern Europe
9
. In the extract above from the dedicatory 

epistle of First Fruites, Florio hints at some kind of personal relationship with Leicester 

(‘knowing by experience’) which may well be a reference to the historical connection 

between their two families. Florio’s father Michel Angelo was an Italian Protestant preacher 

who had taken refuge from the Roman inquisitors in England during the Edwardian period (c. 

1550)
10

. He was assisted by Archbishop Cranmer and subsequently moved within prominent 

social circles, living for a while in the households of Lord Burghley (William Cecil) and the 

Duke of Suffolk (Henry Grey), and coming under the patronage of the Duke of 

Northumberland (John Dudley, the father of Robert). Besides his preaching duties he pursued 

opportunities to teach Italian among England’s privileged classes, eventually becoming a tutor 

in Italian to Lady Jane Grey and writing a grammar on the rules of the Tuscan language.  

Giovanni was born in London during this sojourn, but the family were forced to flee to 

Switzerland in 1554 soon after the ascension of the Catholic Queen Mary I to the English 

throne, where they settled in the Protestant stronghold of Soglio in the Val Bregaglia. 

Giovanni would eventually return to London at around twenty years of age
11

, and although it 

is thought unlikely that he ever set foot in Italy due to his Protestant beliefs, he identified as 

Italian at this time through force of language - as Michael Wyatt noted: “Florio was among 

                                                                 
8
 Prominent examples cited by Michael Wyatt include Alberico Gentili, Giacomo Castelvetro and Giovanni Battista 

Castiglione in literary, diplomatic and legal matters; Petruccio Ubaldini, who wrote first-hand accounts of life in 
England and addressed historical commentaries to various aristocratic and political figures at the English court; 
and Giacomo Aconcio in reformed religious discourse and military fortification technology (Wyatt (2005): 125-34, 
151-4, 193-6). 
9
 The assistance and protection of Protestant refugees was supported by the highest levels of the Edwardian 

government.  Archbishop Cranmer had explicitly invited prominent European Protestant activists to England to 
advise the independent Anglican Church on best practice reformation policy, a group which included the leading 
Italian reformers Bernardino Ochino and Pietro Martire Vermigli (Wyatt (2005): 85; Boutcher (1997): 41-3). These 
Italian Protestant elites, then, exerted some influence on the development of Anglican Protestant culture during 
the Edwardian period, and although this development would be curtailed during the reign of the Catholic Mary 
Tudor, the tradition of protection for learned Protestant strangers was soon re-established under Elizabeth I, 
albeit it with a broader focus than religious reformation. 
10

 The biographical information summarised here on Michel Angelo Florio and Giovanni Florio’s early life has 
been mainly sourced from Yates (1934).  
11

 It is not known precisely when Florio immigrated to England. Yates was only prepared to acknowledge Anthony 

Wood’s observation that he was teaching at Oxford in 1576 (Yates (1934): 27-8), Simonini claimed - without citing 
any evidence - that it was “sometime before 1572” (Simonini (1952a): 57), and based on the dialogic content of 
First Fruites Del Re believed it likely “that Florio came back to England at the earliest in 1570 and certainly not 
later than 1571” (Del Re (1936): Part II, Introduction, x).   
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the first generation of Italians who considered themselves such by dint of their mother tongue; 

their families having been driven from Italy for reasons of religion, these refugees occupied 

an ambiguous political space” (Wyatt (2005): 166). In other words, Italian ‘strangers’ such as 

Giovanni Florio lacked political presence in their adopted land through absence of full 

citizenship rights, and it was therefore beneficial – if not imperative - that they secured 

assistance
12

. By the Elizabethan era, assistance for learned strangers often took the pragmatic 

form of placement at the universities and assignment to private households as secretaries, 

tutors, and advisors (Boutcher (1997): 44). Indeed, this appears to be precisely what happened 

to Florio sometime after his arrival in England: Yates notes that according to the early Oxford 

historian Anthony à Wood, he was appointed tutor in the Italian and French languages to 

Emmanuel Barnes at Oxford University about 1576 (Yates (1934): 27).          

 

Florio’s time at Oxford some years before and after the publication of First Fruites
13

 exposed 

him to an intellectual milieu of progressive young scholars such as Richard Hakluyt, Samuel 

Daniel, Matthew Gwinne, Stephen Gosson and John Lyly. Some of these scholars were 

connected or sought connection with the entourage of the Earl of Leicester at court, and they 

had a strong interest in Italian vernacular culture (Yates (1934): 51-8; Boutcher (1997): 48-9). 

Furthermore, his appointment as tutor to Barnes in Italian and French is consistent with 

studies of Oxford in the sixteenth century that have demonstrated that, under the supervision 

of their tutors, progressive students often pursued innovative studies in modern languages that 

were complementary to the requirements of the university statutes (Mack (2002): 49-51)
14

. It 

is my contention that the ambitious project behind First Fruites was shaped in part by Florio’s 

experiences at Oxford and by what he saw as the need of scholars seeking higher calling to 

the Elizabethan court to be able to undertake informed study of foreign vernacular cultures, 

the fulfilment of which required skills in ‘familiar’ conversational language, rhetorical 

analysis of speeches, and the dialectical reading of literature in the foreign vernacular
15

. 

                                                                 
12

 On the status of ‘strangers’ and the Italian community in Elizabethan England, see Wyatt (2005): 134-40, 146-
54. An example cited by Wyatt that is apposite to this discussion is Giacomo Aconcio, who made significant 
contributions in England to the discourse on religious reforms and the development of military fortifications yet 
his status as a ‘stranger’ required the protection of Elizabeth and several of her closest advisors.  
13

 According to Wood, Florio was appointed “about 1576” to attend Emmanuel Barnes at Oxford as tutor in 

Italian and French, and that he matriculated as a member of Magdalen College in 1581 “as a teacher and 
instructor of certain scholars in the university”. However First Fruites contains evidence that Florio was living in 
London in 1578, and therefore as Yates notes Florio “was certainly at Oxford by 1580; he may have been there in 
1576; but between these two dates he spent some time in London”. See Athenæ Oxonienses: An Exact History of 
all the Writers and Bishops who have had their education in the University of Oxford, by Anthony à Wood. A new 
edition, with additions, and a continuation by Philip Bliss; Volume II; London, 1815: 380-1 and Yates (1934): 28.  
14

 Mack, Boutcher and others reference the studies collected by McConica in his 1986 publication as an 

authoritative source of their understandings of Oxford in the sixteenth century.    
15

 The foreign vernacular literature included works such as histories, diplomatic letters, philosophical treatises, 

and political discourses. Primary source evidence for the importance of the knowledge of modern languages for 
life at court can be found in the annotations and comments captured in the marginalia of the books in the library 
of the Cambridge humanist and would-be courtier Gabriel Harvey (Stern (1979): 156-64).    
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‘Familiar’ talk in the vernacular enabled the humanist diplomat to conduct informal 

discussions on the international court scene, while rhetorical and dialectical precepts enabled 

Elizabethans to recognise particular techniques of persuasion and argument that could be 

stored and imitated in their own original compositions (Boutcher (1996): 189-202; Mack 

(1996): 82-3; Mack (2002): 2-3). The increased importance of modern vernacular languages 

as part of the progressive educational curriculum opened up opportunities for humanist 

scholars who spoke foreign vernaculars – or immigrant humanists with language-teaching 

skills - to pursue career prospects at the Elizabethan court. My work will demonstrate, using 

textual analysis, that First Fruites contains evidence of having been written with the needs of 

the potential humanist courtier in mind, from the learning of ‘familiar’ language for everyday 

conversation to the use of rhetorical and dialectical precepts to assist in reading and 

composing in the vernacular.  

 

This study, then, investigates Florio’s claim that his first language manual was ‘ambitious’ 

and reveals that First Fruites was in fact an innovative text that offered a broad cultural and 

educational programme for the benefit of diverse readerships. Prior to moving to an overview 

of the contents and purpose of each chapter, I would like to emphasize that the focus of this 

study is not language teaching. Rather, its analysis is driven by the utilization of the dialogue-

manual genre to communicate information on, and mediate messages about, the cultures 

represented by the languages of the manual. Certainly this necessitates examining the 

language deployed in the dialogues for rendering those cultural representations, as well as the 

reception and interpretation of that language by a manual’s readerships, but the act of 

teaching itself is not my main concern. Although, as we shall see, First Fruites is indeed on 

one level a manual for teaching both Italian and English, I believe Florio’s linguistic career - 

language teacher, lexicographer and translator - is reasonably well documented. By 

examining First Fruites as a text which communicates and mediates representations of a 

culture rather than the words, phrases and sentences of a language, I open the manual to 

analytical perspectives not yet examined or fully explored in the existing scholarship.    

 

The analysis approach I have taken is to select specific dialogues that are particularly relevant 

to unveiling the cultural and educational ambition of First Fruites. Florio’s manual is a 

complex text that encompasses a diversity of genres, from conversational dialogues, to 

rhetoric, poetry and history. As a result, my analysis is based on a broad range of primary and 

secondary sources (English and Italian Renaissance literature, Early Modern pedagogy, 

rhetoric, and translation) and disciplines that are not normally studied together. For instance, 

in my analysis of rhetoric in First Fruites I used modern scholarship on Renaissance rhetoric, 
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the Elizabethan Calendar of State Papers, sixteenth-century Italian and English rhetoric 

manuals, pedagogical treatises, and Italian Renaissance historiography
16

.        

 

In the first chapter, I review the primary literature on Florio and First Fruites, and make note 

of other scholarship that has informed my research, from three particular contexts: ambition, 

patronage and tradition. These contexts represent the three perspectives from which I fully 

explore the ambitiousness of the text; hence I have structured the literature review 

accordingly. I begin by establishing what authors have already suggested in regard to First 

Fruites’ ambition, and the basis on which they formed their conclusions. In this thesis I argue 

that the relationship between First Fruites and its patron Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, 

is fundamental to the text’s ambition, and therefore I move on to outline the views of those 

authors that have informed my understanding of Renaissance patronage in general, and 

Leicester as patron in particular. I then provide an overview of the major dialogue manuals 

that preceded First Fruites, and I examine how authors have viewed Florio’s text in relation 

to the dialogue-manual tradition. Finally, I describe the textual analysis guidelines I adopted 

in my research for examining the structure of dialogue manuals for analysis and comparison. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an understanding of the scholarship on First Fruites 

as it currently stands in relation to the key research areas of ambition, patronage and tradition; 

explain the approach I have used to reveal and summarise the content of the dialogue manuals 

examined in this thesis; and prepare the ground for a full exploration of the innovations that 

First Fruites brought to the dialogue-manual tradition.  

 

In the second chapter, I perform a comparative analysis of First Fruites and selected manuals 

of the dialogue-manual tradition which focuses on key differences in structure and content. 

This analysis serves to demonstrate the innovations that Florio brought to the genre, and it 

reveals the composite structure of First Fruites by which Florio served diverse readerships 

through the text. The purpose of the chapter is twofold: to bring to light three key features of 

First Fruites by which its ambitiousness may be evidenced - the compositeness of the text’s 

structure, its cultural representations and its educational paradigms; and to match those 

features to the diverse readerships that Florio was seeking to serve. This then enables a full 

exploration of First Fruites’ ambitiousness through an analysis of the cultural representations 

and educational paradigms of its dialogic content based on readership.  

 

The third chapter analyses the cultural representations of selected dialogues in First Fruites 

from the point of view of an Italian reader wishing to learn English. It focuses on passages 

                                                                 
16

 See chapter IV. The Vernacular ‘Fruites’ of Rhetoric. 
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that cover a variety of social, economic, religious, and political issues of particular interest to 

an Italian readership - especially the Italian merchant community – in their understanding of 

Elizabethan society. The purpose of this chapter is to emphasize the ambition of these 

dialogues to assist the Italian community to overcome the cultural divisions and 

misunderstandings that were inhibiting successful outcomes in their social, commercial and 

political endeavours.  

 

The fourth chapter examines the educational paradigms of selected dialogues in First Fruites 

from the point of view of an English reader wishing to learn Italian. It focuses on extracts 

from Italian literature that Florio incorporated into the dialogues for the benenfit of an English 

readership. The purpose of the chapter is to emphasize the ambition of these dialogues to 

provide examples of the ancient wisdom now available in Italian translation, and to 

demonstrate the rhetorical power of Italian to Englishmen hoping to gain preferment at court.   

 

Finally, I bring together the main research outcomes from the earlier chapters in order to 

conclude the thesis. In particular, I examine evidence from Florio’s comments in First 

Fruites, Second Frutes and a letter he wrote to Sir Edward Dyer in 1582 to suggest that Florio 

attributed the perceived failure of First Fruites to its overly ambitious nature.   
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I. First Fruites: Ambition, Patronage and Tradition 

 

As discussed in the Introduction, this thesis demonstrates that Florio’s First Fruites was an 

ambitious text that sought to innovatively adapt the English dialogue-manual tradition into a 

broader cultural and educational project for the benefit of diverse readerships. In this chapter, 

I review the literature on First Fruites that is most relevant to my research, examine 

paratextual evidence that suggests closer ties between First Fruites and the personal and 

commercial interests of its patron than has been understood heretofore, and outline the model 

I use for textual analysis. 

   

1. Ambition 

 

Analyses by Frances Yates (1934) and Michael Wyatt (2005) suggest the ambitiousness of 

First Fruites in relation to its language pedagogy
17

 and a cultural project that reflected 

Elizabethan social concerns and a sober Protestant morality. In her seminal 1934 biography of 

Florio, Yates identified First Fruites as an innovative, ambitious departure from the tradition 

that preceded it: 

 

It is noteworthy that Florio in the First Fruits hardly uses the ordinary dialogue themes at all; 

his description of England, for instance, is quite a new departure for a language-manual. His 

whole outlook also is more ambitious, more literary, more courtly than that of Hollyband
18 

 

Yates further noted that the pedagogy practiced by modern-language teachers such as Florio 

was “vivid and advanced” in comparison to that used in the grammar schools or universities 

(Yates (1934): 139). Her evaluation of Florio’s “outlook” was related in part to her 

uncovering of important intertextual links between some of his dialogic content and works by 

Italian and English Renaissance authors, including the sententia in Lodovico Guicciardini’s 

                                                                 
17

 ‘Pedagogy’ and ‘pedagogical’ are used in this thesis in the somewhat narrow sense of the teaching of 

languages. In contrast, I use the word ‘educational’ in the broader sense of learning in general, which includes 
language tuition. We shall see that First Fruites was much more than a manual for teaching languages. It also 
offered valid vernacular paradigms of both English society and culture for Italians and Italian literary culture for 
the English. On the use of the terms ‘pedagogy’ and ‘education’ see Hinchliffe (2001). 
18

 Yates, Frances A.; John Florio: The Life of an Italian in Shakespeare's England; Cambridge University press, 

1934: 144. The ‘ordinary dialogue themes’ of Elizabethan dialogue manuals identified by Yates include getting up 
in the morning, tavern and meal scenes, looking for lodgings, buying and selling, and going to school. ‘Hollyband’ 
refers to Claudius Hollyband, a language teacher and peer of Florio who published two French-English dialogue 
manuals just prior to First Fruites in 1573 and 1576. Hollyband and his works will be discussed in this thesis in 
chapter II. The ‘Fruites’ of Innovation. 
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L’Hore di Ricreatione (1569) and its English translation by James Sanford in The Garden of 

Pleasure (1573), and extracts from the Italian translation by Francesco Portonaris da Trino of 

the Spanish Bishop Antonio de Guevara’s Libro aureo de Marco Aurelio and Relox de 

Principes
19

. Yates recognized that First Fruites encompassed cultural themes that reflected a 

strong Protestant socio-religious viewpoint. Observing that “Guicciardini and Guevara were 

both moralists” and noticing the disapproval expressed in Florio’s dialogues about certain 

aspects of life in Elizabethan London, she declared Florio to be “something of a Puritan” 

(ibid: 36, 37). She diagnosed “an undercurrent of discontent” running through the work and 

stressed the “Puritan standpoint” of many of its criticisms of contemporary English life (ibid: 

29, 33). Yates contextualized these views by reasoning that Florio had tried to combine an 

Italianate literary polish with a sober Protestant morality in the text in order to appease upper-

class Elizabethans who wanted to learn the Italian language but were wary of what they saw 

as the ‘moral corruption’ and ‘wickedness’ of Italian culture. Furthermore, she detected a 

connection between the didacticism of certain groups of dialogues and Florio’s socio-

religious themes, describing the “simple” early dialogues as giving “a most interesting sketch 

of life as really lived in Elizabethan London”, whereas “towards the end” the dialogues “grow 

in difficulty” and those based on quotations from literary extracts “all have a moralising 

tendency” (ibid: 29, 36). She surmised that “…the first group of dialogues describes the 

ordinary activities of life in simple language. When the learner has in this way acquired some 

grasp of the language he is introduced to higher things in the shape of discussions under moral 

headings with frequent quotations” (ibid: 36). In examining the Guevara extracts found in the 

dialogues towards the end of the text, Yates draws attention to the “characteristics of 

euphuism, both in manner and content” of Florio’s English translations of Portonaris’s 

Italian
20

. She concluded that beyond just teaching Italian, these dialogues were meant to raise 

the quality of Florio’s pupils’ English composition – a view that is clearly focused on 

language pedagogy. Yates’s interpretation of First Fruites as ambitious, then, was 

rationalized by aspects of the text such as Florio’s innovative use of Italian literary extracts, 

the pedagogical intention of improving the students’ English style as well as teaching them 

Italian, and the encompassing of cultural themes linked to a strong Protestant socio-religious 

viewpoint.  

                                                                 
19 Yates (1934): 36-41. Antonio de Guevara (1481-1545) was a native of north-central Spain who joined the 
Franciscan order and rose to prominence at the Spanish court under the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V. His 
Libro Aureo is a fictionalized biography of the virtuous pagan emperor Marcus Aurelius. The Relox de Principes 
subsequently expands on the Libro Aureo to incorporate other doctrinal principles aimed at the ruling classes 
(Jones (1975): 27-66).  On Italian translations of Guevara’s Libro Aureo and Relox de Principes see Brunori, Livia; 
Le traduzioni italiane del ‘Libro aureo de Marco Aurelio’ e del ‘Relox de Principes’ di Antonio de Guevara; Galeati; 
Imola 1979.  
20

 Yates (1934): 40-1. Euphuism was an affectedly elegant literary style of the Elizabethan period which takes its 

name from prose romances written by John Lyly: Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit (1578) and Euphues and his 
England (1580). It was a highly elaborate and artificial style marked by extreme use of antithesis, alliteration, and 
extended similes and allusions.  
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Seventy-one years after Yates, in his study of the circulation of Italians, their language, and 

culture in Tudor England, Michael Wyatt noted: 

  

With the publication of Firste Fruites in 1578 we are confronted with a notably more 

ambitious contribution to the practice of foreign-language learning in England
21

 

 

Using Claudius Hollyband’s The French Littelton (1576) as the basis for comparison
22

, Wyatt 

argues that right from the opening dialogue, Florio boldly departed from the traditional 

approach of his predecessors: “Where The French Littleton is careful to provide dialogues 

that progress slowly in difficulty, spelling out grammatical issues within the course of each 

dialogue, the very first chapter of Firste Fruites charges recklessly ahead, assuming that 

practice – rehearsal of the dialogue – will make perfect, a pedagogical position that squares 

well with the subject it promotes”
23

. Wyatt cites the breadth of grammatical constructions in 

the first dialogue of the text as evidence of Florio’s ‘bold’ language pedagogy that – even for 

a beginner - gave preference to conversational practice ahead of precise acquisition of 

grammar
24

. It would seem that the focus of Wyatt’s evaluation - as indicated in his statement 

quoted above – is Florio’s method for ‘maintaining of languages’, that is his evaluation of 

First Fruites as “ambitious” relates in the main to Florio’s pedagogical method.  

 

Wyatt and Yates mainly analyse First Fruites as a text-book for language tuition. The focus 

of my research is not so much language teaching as cultural exchange. Hence, this thesis does 

                                                                 
21

 Wyatt, Michael; The Italian Encounter with Tudor England: A Cultural Politics of Translation; Cambridge 

University Press; 2005: 165. 
22

 Claudius Hollyband was a native of Moulins in France who came to London in the 1560s and opened a private 

school for language teaching at Lewisham and then moved into new premises at St Paul’s Churchyard sometime 
between 1573 and 1576 (Pollard (1915): 265). He was also a private tutor to the nobility and eventually 
established himself as one of the leading language teachers of Elizabethan London (Yates (1934): 142-5; Wyatt 
(2005): 163-5). Containing dialogues in French and English, Hollyband’s The French Schoolemaister (1573) and 
The French Littelton (1576) were very popular, with the former running through more than 20 editions over 
nearly a century and the latter producing ten editions before 1630. There is some debate concerning the exact 
first publishing dates of Hollyband’s manuals. The earliest extant edition of The French Schoolemaister is from 
1573 however some authors cite 1565 as the original year of publication. The Littelton has 1566 clearly marked 
on its title-page, but this is generally accepted as an error by the printer. A.W. Pollard (1915) has mounted a 
convincing case that the 1573 edition of The French Schoolemaister is in fact the original, and that the year of 
publication of the Littelton was most likely 1576. Between these two French language manuals Hollyband also 
published in 1575 an Italian language-learning book entitled The pretie and wittie history of Arnalt & Lucenda. 
Although it contained some basic dialogues and brief grammar and pronunciation guides, this book was mainly 
concerned with the publication of a Spanish novella in Italian-English parallel text format. Hollyband expanded, 
improved and rearranged Arnalt & Lucenda into The Italian Schoolemaister in 1583, obviously a parallel title to 
his earlier French works. 
23

 Wyatt (2005): 168. Here Wyatt is emphasising the conversational practice that forms a key aspect of the use of 
dialogues in language tuition.    
24

 Florio included an Italian grammar in First Fruites however he positioned it after the dialogues towards the end 

of the text. Wyatt examines it as part of his analysis of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century formal vernacular 
grammars that were often published together with vernacular dictionaries (Wyatt (2005): 210-8).   
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not undertake a linguistic or pedagogical study of the dialogues of First Fruites. In that 

regard, however, other seminal works on Florio and his language pedagogy have informed my 

research. Early biographical studies of Florio by Longworth
25

 and Spampanato
26

 examine 

aspects of Florio’s life and work with a particular focus on his potential literary influence on 

other artists and philosophers
27

. Foster Watson is a useful primer for the introduction of 

modern subjects into English education and he includes Florio’s works in his chapters on the 

teaching of modern languages
28

. Arundel Del Re, whose 1936 analysis of First Fruites is 

discussed below, provides copious observations on the language style and literary value of the 

dialogues
29

. Simonini concisely traces Italian Renaissance scholarship and the evolution of 

modern language teaching in England from its humanist fifteenth-century roots to the impetus 

provided by Protestant immigrants fleeing religious persecution in Europe during the 

sixteenth century
30

. Matthiessen’s seminal work on the importance of Elizabethan 

translations, which includes a detailed examination of Florio’s translation of Montaigne’s 

Essays into English in 1603, highlights the textual means by which Renaissance culture came 

to England, and shows the pedanticism and meticulousness of Florio’s methods
31

. More 

recently, Lawrence argues that a close link existed between translation for language-learning 

and the imitation of Italian literary materials in original composition by English poets and 

playwrights, and he specifically examines Florio’s work in tracing the influence of modern 

language-learning techniques in that context
32

. 

                                                                 
25

 Longworth de Chambrun, Countess Clara; Giovanni Florio: Un apotre de la Renaissance en Angleterre à 

l’époque de Shakespeare; Paris, 1921. This work was probably an elaboration of her earlier studies on the 
relations between Shakespeare and Florio, see Shakespeare   Florio  étude de vieux docu ents -Shakespeare et 
la critique étran  re      ne réponse   la “Question Shakespearienne” (de M. Firmin Roz) (Paris, 1916). 
26

 Spampanato, Vincenzo; “Giovanni Florio: Un amico del Bruno in Inghilterra” in La Critica, vol. 21 (1923): 56-60, 

113-25, 189-92, 313-7 and vol. 22 (1924): 56-61, 116-24, 246-53. Spampanato bemoaned his inability to procure 
a copy of First Fruites in Italy however he was successful in gaining access to copies of Second Frutes and Florio’s 
two Italian-English dictionaries. In any event, the later publications were more relevant to his research than 
Florio’s first parallel-text dialogue manual as he had just published a biography of Giordano Bruno and his main 
interest in Florio stemmed from the relationship between the two Italian exiles (Refer his Vita di Giordano Bruno; 
Gela, 1921). 
27

 Longworth, who published her work on Florio in French, provided a brief account of his life and an examination 

of his language manuals as a preview to her assessment of his possible relationship with the famous English 
playwright. Likewise, Spampanato examined Florio and his works through the prism of his relationship with the 
Italian Philosopher Giordano Bruno. 
28

 Watson, Foster; The Beginnings of the Teaching of Modern Subjects in England; Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons; 

London, 1909. 
29

 Del Re, Arundel (ed.); Florio’s First Fruites; Formosa: Taihoku Imperial University, 1936. Silvio Policardi also 

published a biography of Florio entitled John Florio e le relazioni culturali anglo-italiane agli albori del XVII secolo 
(Venice 1947). However I have not included it in my review because, as Michael Wyatt has pointed out, Policardi 
basically plagiarized entire sections of Del Re’s introduction (Wyatt (2005): 267n25).  
30

 Simonini, Rinaldo C.; Italian Scholarship in Renaissance England; Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 

1952 and “The Genesis of Modern Foreign Language Teaching” in The Modern Language Journal, Vol. 35, No. 3 
(March, 1951), 179-186. 
31

 Matthiessen, F.O.; Translation, An Elizabethan Art; Harvard University Press, 1931. He nominated Florio’s 

translation of Montaigne’s Essais as one of the five most important Elizabethan translations in prose. 
32

 Lawrence, Jason; ‘Who the devil tau ht thee so  uch Italian?’  Italian lan ua e learnin  and literary i itation 
in Early Modern England; Manchester University Press, 2005. 
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Wyatt also makes an important observation regarding Florio’s dialogic method that is further 

evidence of textual ambition: “The first and most important thing to note about Florio’s 

dialogic method is its performative aspect” (Wyatt (2005): 167). In likening the speaking of 

Italian in England to “assuming another identity in a way similar to the actor taking on 

another’s persona on stage”, Wyatt suggests that “the cultural project Florio (at times 

haltingly) elaborates in Firste Fruites bears a strong resemblance to the feigned theatrical 

world” (ibid). Extracts quoted from the dialogues by Wyatt regarding a range of Elizabethan 

social concerns - attitudes to public theatre, the wearing of clothing proper to one’s social 

standing, and the ritual of the royal progress – are presented as examples of the theatrical 

nature of Florio’s dialogic method which “suggests a nexus of concerns…linked to a theory of 

poetic veracity…that situates Florio’s book, and the acquisition of a ‘foreign’ language that it 

advances, within a literary-critical continuum that stretches from Boccaccio to Sidney” (ibid: 

170). These extracts are all taken from the early dialogues of the manual whose linguistic 

focus is conversational skills in ‘familiar’ speech, and thus Wyatt’s interpretation of the 

ambitiousness of First Fruites focuses on the language pedagogy of the first group of 

dialogues, and a ‘cultural project’ in which the learning of Italian in England is associated 

with Elizabethan social concerns regarding individuals deceitfully assuming other roles – “be 

they in the theatre, the court, or on the street” (ibid: 170-1).                 

 

While Wyatt’s and Yates’s valuable insights are significant, neither author read the text as a 

fully-fledged educational project. This thesis demonstrates that Florio’s First Fruites was a 

much more ambitious project than that established by Wyatt and Yates. One of the reasons 

why Wyatt’s reading of First Fruites’ ambitiousness is somewhat lacking is that he refers to 

Del Re for a thorough analysis of the text. Wyatt directs his readers to Arundel Del Re’s 1936 

publication of a facsimile reprint of First Fruites for those wanting a “thorough examination 

of Florio’s copiously constructed text” (Wyatt (2005): 166). Del Re reproduced the first 

edition of Florio’s first set of Italian-English dialogues and included much biographical and 

background material and commentary on the text. It remains today the only examination of 

Florio’s first dialogue manual in its entirety
33

. While admitting that Yates’s book “proved of 

                                                                 
33

 Del Re’s research into Florio began “some years before the European war [World War I]” and was based on his 

professional academic career as a lecturer in Italian and Professor of English literature. His stated intention in 
making First Fruites available to a wider audience was to “induce others…to turn their attention to a work 
which…throws important new light upon the linguistic development of English and Italian as well as upon the 
cultural relations between the two nations”. Del Re’s transfer from England to Japan in 1927 interfered with his 
ability to conclude his own research on Florio and he readily admitted to having been “painfully aware of the 
many shortcomings of this edition…which in no sense claims to be either definitive or critical”. Thus, his 
geographic isolation from the primary source materials available in England prevented him from completing a 
thorough, systematic analysis of Florio’s text to the degree he would have wished. Nevertheless, his notes on the 
historical and social background to the text and his intertextual tracing of source materials used by Florio form an 
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considerable assistance and value in the preparation of the present work and confirmed many 

of the conclusions already reached” (Del Re (1936): Preface, I), Del Re took issue with a 

number of Yates’s propositions. He opined that Florio’s authorial voice had been somewhat 

distorted “by over stressing his puritanism” and he preferred to view the moral tone of the 

dialogues as reflecting a humanist culture that attempted to reconcile art with morality
34

. 

Furthermore, although he considered the English of the later dialogues of First Fruites as 

remarkable given English was not Florio’s first language
35

, he preferred to view the 

euphuistic-like elegancies of the English of the Guevara dialogues as merely an attempt by 

Florio to foster “an appreciation for style and elegance of diction” normally found in the 

Italian language (Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxii, n106).  

 

Del Re’s introduction to First Fruites takes into consideration a little-studied aspect of the 

work – its culturally diverse readership constituencies. Following from Del Re, Wyatt 

recognized that the cultural descriptions of England in chapter fifteen of the text would have 

been useful to a newly arrived Italian merchant (Wyatt (2005): 15-16). Other authors have 

also touched upon the fact that First Fruites was addressed to both English and Italian 

readerships
36

, yet none set out to evaluate or consider the educational project in the dialogues 

on the basis of their constituent readerships. Del Re explicitly identified the first seventeen 

dialogues of First Fruites as having been primarily designed for Italians studying English. He 

noted a significant difference in the quality of Florio’s English in the earlier dialogues as 

compared to the later ones, and concluded that the English style of the former was associated 

with the needs of Italian merchants (Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxix-xl)
37

. Although 

clearly related to language pedagogy, Del Re’s demarcation of the text based on groups of 

dialogues designed to teach either Italian or English was a particularly valuable insight which 

compelled me to reconsider the scope and design of the ‘cultural project’ alluded to by Wyatt 

and Yates. For example, were the Elizabethan social concerns cited by Wyatt in the early 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
important backdrop to this study, which uses Del Re’s facsimile reprint as the reference document when quoting 
from Florio’s text. Del Re (1936): Preface, i-ii; Willcock (1937): 608.  
34

 Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxv: “It seems not improbable that he was aware of the conflict between art and 

morality at least in so far as it affected the diffusion of Italian literature and culture in England”.  
35

 Ibid: Introduction, xl: “The English of the later dialogues appears even more remarkable if, as there seems 

reason to believe, when he came to England he knew no English”.  
36

 Besides Del Re, Simonini (1952a): 58; Franzero (1969): 56-7, 62; and Lawrence (2005): 21 all make the 

observation that First Fruites was designed to teach English to Italians as well as Italian to the English, but these 
remarks are not expounded to any great degree. Yates only identifies certain remarks in Italian towards the end 
of First Fruites as being “addressed to Italian students of English” (Yates (1934): 33).   
37

 In his Italian biography of John Florio, Carlo Franzero declared that even if First Fruites were primarily a text-

book for the teaching of Italian to the English, the precise observations of English life captured in its dialogues 
would imply that Florio was instinctively addressing an Italian readership: “E se pur quei Dialoghi erano stati 
composti come un manualetto per i suoi studenti di lingua italiana, si direbbe che nel comporli egli istintivamente 
si rivolgeva a un lettore italiano” (Franzero (1969): 62). This thesis argues that instinct had very little to do with it, 
in that Florio deliberately set out to capture scenes of Elizabethan life for the cultural edification of his Italian 
students.    
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dialogues actually designed for the cultural edification of Italians using the text to learn 

English? What would an Italian merchant have made of the sober Protestant morality running 

through some of the dialogues? Was there a broader educational purpose behind the use by 

Florio of Portonaris’s Italian translations of Guevara beyond merely providing examples of 

euphuistic language in English? Del Re does not set out to consider questions such as these in 

his examination of First Fruites. Rather, as he himself indicates, the copious notes attached to 

his reproduction of the text are an attempt “…to illustrate the historical and social background 

and to trace, wherever possible, the sources from which the author has derived his material” 

(ibid: Preface, I).               

 

2. Patronage  

 

Another aspect of the text that has received little consideration in regard to its ambitious 

nature is the evidence provided by its paratext
38

. In his canonical study of the liminal, or 

‘threshold’ features of texts published in 1987, Gerard Genette described the paratext as:  

 

…a threshold, or…a ‘vestibule’ that offers the world at large the possibility of either stepping 

inside or turning back…a privileged place of a pragmatics and a strategy, of an influence on 

the public, an influence that – whether well or poorly understood and achieved - is at the 

service of a better reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it (Genette (1987): 2).  

 

Note the dual roles that Genette assigned to paratext: a ‘gate-keeper’ between potential 

(external) readers and the (internal) text, and an influencing factor in how a text is received 

and read by those who decide to pass through the ‘gate’. The paratext is therefore a significant 

aspect of the physical form that influences the presentation of a text and the transmission of 

its meaning to its readers. Genette saw its essential property as functional: “the main issue for 

the paratext is...to ensure for the text a destiny consistent with the author’s purpose” (Genette 

(1987): 407).    

 

Genette especially focused his study on paratextual information found at the beginning of 

books such as the name of the author, titles, publisher information, dedications, epigraphs, 

etc. His concept of paratext as a ‘threshold’, then, neatly fits with his prefatorial focus. In 

regard to the Early Modern era, Helen Smith and Louise Wilson have pointed out that 

“...properly liminal paratexts, including indices and addresses to the reader, operate in 

                                                                 
38

 Smith and Wilson define ‘paratext’ as comprising “the physical presentation of the text, and…the various 
additional or supplementary texts, information, and addresses which surround it” (Smith and Wilson (2011): 2).   
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multiple directions, structuring the reader’s approach not only to the text in question but to the 

experience of reading, and of interpreting the world beyond the book”
39

. I am taking Smith 

and Wilson’s point as apposite to the genre of the Elizabethan dialogue manual, that is the 

paratext of the dialogue manual acted to mediate between author and reader (to help achieve a 

successful reception for the text by endeavouring to ensure the reader’s language-learning 

needs were consistent with the author’s purpose – ‘the experience of reading’) and between 

text and reader (to help shape reader expectations regarding the social and cultural usefulness 

of the situations depicted in the dialogues - ‘interpreting the world beyond the book’). 

Furthermore, Neil Rhodes has noted that Genette’s study of paratexts did not include works of 

translation or parallel-text. In partly redressing this lacuna Rhodes observed that the 

paratextual material of Renaissance English translations “often presents complex and 

interesting negotiations between cultural and social status” due to the “status anxiety” 

experienced by the translator in his attempt to transmit meaning from one language and 

culture to another (Rhodes (2011): 107-120). Given that translation was fundamental to the 

production of Elizabethan dialogue manuals, Rhodes’s views suggest that the authors of those 

manuals may also have been prone to similar experiences due to anxiousness about their own 

social and cultural inadequacies in comparison to that of their readers and that of the culture 

they wished to represent in their dialogues. 

 

The link between First Fruites and its patron as evidenced in the paratext is important in 

considering the ambitious nature of the manual. In his monographic treatment of the 

architecture, system and rituals of the literary dedication Marco Paoli has noted that as a 

general rule dedicatory epistles were not put into print without the prior authorisation of the 

dedicatee, and patrons were usually presented with a copy of the book in question before any 

others were distributed (Paoli (2009): 22-9). Care must therefore be taken in assessing the 

contents of dedicatory epistles, since they were designed in the hope of procuring financial 

support or some other form of preferment from the patron. This was especially so in the case 

of religious or political immigrants from Europe such as Hollyband and Florio who needed to 

establish themselves within a foreign culture among a general population that often treated 

‘strangers’ with hostility (Rossi (1986): 15). Nevertheless, dedicatory and reader epistles 

remain an important source of information in our understanding of – in Genette’s terms - the 

‘pragmatics’ and ‘strategies’ authors used to shape their patron’s and readers’ interpretation of 

the purpose of the text and ‘the world beyond the book’.  

 

                                                                 
39

 Smith and Wilson (2011): 6-7.  
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This thesis builds on Wyatt’s and Yates’s views regarding the aspirational nature of Florio’s 

dedication of First Fruites to Robert Dudley to argue that Leicester’s patronage is in fact 

fundamentally related to its ambitious scope. Yates saw the dedication as a desire by Florio to 

exploit the connections that his father Michel Angelo Florio had made with the Dudley family 

at the time of his sojourn in England during the reign of Edward VI (Yates (1934): 28), 

whereas Wyatt rationalized that it was prompted by Dudley’s role as “the most prominent 

advocate of things Italian in the Elizabethan period” (Wyatt (2005): 166). However, other 

extensive scholarly treatments on the topic of patronage in Elizabethan England demonstrate 

the importance that the relationship between writer and patron had from an economic, 

ideological and literary viewpoint
40

. Patronage occupied a central place in the cultural politics 

of the period. In return for financial and political support, authors were expected to promote 

the interests and ideological views of their patron:  

 

Given the socioeconomic dependency of most writers, especially those who deliberately 

arranged to have their work printed, patronage was a social and financial necessity… 

Dedicatory letters and poems indicate that writers and publishers sought patronage as a way of 

legitimating and endorsing printed texts, rewarding them for producing such work, and 

lending prestige to the whole enterprise (Marotti (1991): 1-2).  

 

Chartier links the practice of dedication to an “economy of patronage” in his analysis of 

princely patronage in Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries:  

 

For authors, scholars, and artists, entry into a client relationship, participation in a court, or 

dependence on a sovereign was often the only way to win an independence unavailable to 

them through the usual membership in a university or trade guild….The practice [of 

dedication] was central to the economy of patronage, which obligated the dedicatee to accord 

protection, employment, or remuneration in exchange for the book dedicated, offered, and 

accepted. At a time when the market for works was not yet strongly enough established to 

permit scholars and men of letters to live by their pens, the favours dispensed by a generous 

patron were the only way to make one’s reputation and find remuneration for one’s talents 

(Chartier (1995): 36, 41)
41

.   

                                                                 
40

 See for example Marotti, Arthur Patronage, Poetry, and Print (1991); White, Paul Theatre and Reformation: 
Protestantism, Patronage, and Playing in Tudor England (1993); Thomson, Patricia, Literature of Patronage 
(1952); Lytle, G.F. and Orgel, S. (eds.), Patronage in the Renaissance (1981); Jardine, M.D. The Politics of 
Patronage in the Renaissance (1991); and Ebel, Julia Translation and Cultural Nationalism (1969). 
41

 Regarding the ‘market for works’, David Scott Kastan (Plays into Print: Shakespeare to His Earliest Readers in 

Andersen & Sauer (2002): 27-8) has surmised that the going rate that a publisher paid an author for a small book 
in the early seventeenth-century England was about 40 shillings. Chartier noted that in the early-to-mid sixteenth 
century in Paris, it was often the case that bookseller-printers took responsibility for all expenses and the author 
received compensation in the form of a certain number of free copies of the book. Monetary remuneration was 
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In contrast to Marotti’s and Chartier’s focus on the relationship between patron and client as 

fundamentally economic, Werner L. Gundersheimer viewed Renaissance patronage as 

essentially a political institution housed within a social hierarchy that he associated with the 

anthropological notion of tribal ‘Big Man’ systems: “The same elements are there: the 

growing accrual of power in the hands of Big Men; the evolution of patterns of deference and 

patronage; the competition between rivals and their client groups, both in politics and the 

arts”
42

. This Darwinian view emphasises the existence of patronal hierarchies in the 

functioning of Renaissance patronage, in that a powerful leader wishing to support and attract 

talented protégés often did so via social connections and networks within the urban elite of 

the state. However, although he believed individual patrons functioned within corporate 

structures based around aristocratic families or the court, Gundersheimer admits “It would be 

foolish to deny the relevance of a particular patron’s tastes, means, and interests to the 

understanding of the work produced in his ambiance”
43

.     

 

Rosenberg’s analysis of Elizabethan literary patronage revealed that it functioned along lines 

similar to those outlined by Gundersheimer. Queen Elizabeth I delegated much patronage 

activity to senior courtiers within her ‘corporate structure’ who were in turn given some 

liberty to promote their own interests, albeit within the policies of the state. She noted that 

Elizabeth inherited a tradition that considered literary patronage an instrument for the 

formation and direction of public opinion (Rosenberg (1955): 3, 187). In return for financial 

support or appointment to a position in the royal service, writers were expected to promote the 

policies of the Crown and undertake activities considered profitable for the commonwealth. 

The responsibility for the patronage system under Elizabeth was in the main entrusted to the 

senior nobles and government administrators who formed her Privy Council and her Royal 

court, however patrons could also exploit the system for their own personal causes and 

ambitions (ibid: 8-9, 11). In the case of First Fruites, the relationship between Florio and 

Robert Dudley can therefore be understood within the broader context of Elizabethan literary 

patronage, as outlined here: 

 

Authors dedicated books in order to gain support for a cause or to draw attention to their 

loyalty and personal expertise in an attempt to improve their own social position through 

“preferment”. Both the works themselves and their dedicatory pages almost invariably 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
only given if the author “had obtained the privilège to print the work and had paid the chancery fees” or when 
“the contract was for a translation” (Chartier (1995): 31).  
42

 Gundersheimer (1981): 13. ‘Big Man’ systems exist within tribes in which an authoritarian type dominates 

society through networks of powerful allegiances.  
43

 Ibid: 19.  
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stressed political, religious, or educational usefulness to Queen and country. Writers therefore 

tried to approach influential political figures with their dedications – the Earl of Leicester, for 

instance, or even the Queen herself – rather than elightened connoisseurs, if they existed (Van 

Dorsten (1981): 192).  

 

Literary patronage under the Tudors can be understood only as a part of a pattern in which 

medieval and Renaissance traditions, the Reformation, growing national ambition, and 

changing social conditions must be reckoned as factors – factors that provided reasons for the 

patron’s interest in the works dedicated to him and in the fate of their authors, and that 

directed the writer’s choice of patron as well as of style and content. The relationship between 

patron and protégé is often a collaboration for a cause to which both men have promised 

themselves, and it sometimes amounts almost to a conspiracy to foist a certain point of view 

upon the reading public (Rosenberg (1955): Introduction, xv - xvi). 

 

The “certain point of view” that Leicester would have wanted to pursue may be judged by his 

record of patronage and the support that he gave to special groups that were allied to his 

interests. Various authors who have analysed Leicester as an Elizabethan patron of letters 

have demonstrated that his patronage covered a range of personal, intellectual, political and 

economic interests such as his religio-political agenda of English intervention in the revolt of 

the Netherlands against Spain (Goldring (2007): 177; Collinson (2007): 134), his 

encouragement of learning and scholars as Chancellor of Oxford University (Rosenberg 

(1955): 116-51), his commercial interests including his involvement in the allocation of trade 

licences and other entitlements (Rosenberg (1955): 98; Adams (1996): 26), and his leadership 

at Elizabeth’s court of the Puritan faction of anti-Catholic nobles who favoured a more 

thorough reformation of the church than had been implemented by the Elizabethan Settlement 

(Rosenberg (1955): 22, 186-7). The dialogic content of First Fruites touches to a certain 

extent on all of these interests however an analysis of the text’s prefatory material in 

conjunction with other historical documentation from the era suggests firmer links existed 

between First Fruites and its dedicatee in two key areas. These have received scarce attention 

in the existing literature on First Fruites yet they potentially indicate awareness by Florio of 

ways in which he could assist Leicester’s personal and commercial arrangements. The first 

area relates to Florio’s possible relationship with Leicester’s acting troupe (known as 

‘Leicester’s Men’) and the second relates to Leicester’s income from customs concessions 

and his related involvement in the trade monopoly with Venice.  

 

At this point a brief description of Leicester’s place in Elizabethan society would be useful 

before moving on. I will also describe in more detail the evidence from the prefatory material 

of First Fruites and the historical record which, as I shall demonstrate in chapter three, is 
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linked to the ambitiousness of the text in that by adapting the dialogue manual tradition into a 

cultural project for the benefit of Elizabethan political and mercantile readerships, Florio 

sought to align his work with Leicester’s interests
44

.   

 

2.1 Robert Dudley and his patronage of First Fruites 

 

Robert Dudley (1532 – 1588) was an English nobleman who made a considerable mark upon 

the Elizabethan era
45

. His father John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, had been Lord High 

Admiral and President of the Privy Council during Edward VI’s reign. Robert was a 

childhood friend of Princess Elizabeth during those years, and when she became Queen 

Elizabeth I in 1558 Dudley was appointed Master of the Horse. In 1562 he joined the Privy 

Council; in 1564 he was created Baron Denbigh and made Earl of Leicester. Alongside 

William Cecil and Francis Walsingham, Robert Dudley became one of Elizabeth's leading 

statesmen and politicians. He was a prime mover in pre-Shakespearian drama through his 

company of players, called the Earl of Leicester’s Men, for whom in 1574 he obtained 

permission from the Queen to perform throughout the realm without hindrance from Puritan 

authorities
46

. He also became a promoter of the cause of international Protestantism and a 

protector and supporter of the communities of foreign Protestants in England. In particular, 

his strong interest in Italian language and culture saw him become a special patron of Italian 

works and of Italian exiles resident in England (Rosenberg (1955): 55). 

 

The inclusion of the Dudley family’s device of the bear and ragged staff on the inside of the 

title page of First Fruites is the indication of the personal interest and patronage of the Earl of 

Leicester. It was an important sign of support because simply dedicating a work to Leicester 

did not always guarantee that the author had the ongoing protection of the Earl
47

. Indeed, 

Florio alludes to some personal contact with Leicester in his English dedicatory epistle, in 

which he explains his decision to choose him as dedicatee: 

 

                                                                 
44

 The personal interest of Leicester in Florio was consistent with the support and protection he gave to a 
number of other Italian expatriates and Protestant refugees. Examples include Claudio Corte (an authority on 
horsemanship), Giacomo Concio (a military engineer and historiographer), Petruccio Ubaldini (a courtier, poet 
and historian), and Alberico Gentili (an authority on international law). Wyatt (2005): 73-84, 127-8, 193-6 and 
Rosenberg (1955): 55-8, 286-93.  
45

 Most of what follows here on Dudley’s life I have taken from Wilson (1981).  
46

 Wilson (1981): 153 declares “The importance of this development for the history of English theatre can 

scarcely be exaggerated. As well as giving a company of actors permission to ply their craft anywhere they could 
obtain an audience, it bestowed a new dignity on their profession”.  
47

 An example being the treatment of Alexander Dickson cited in Rosenberg (1955): 38n23. On the use of the 

device of the bear and ragged staff by Leicester to symbolize service to the Dudleys, see Rosenberg (1955): 
passim. 
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At last calling to remembrance, the noblenesse of your Honours minde, I chose you…as a 

sufficient rampier to shield me from the battery of such venomous tongues. For knowing by 

experience your continuall delight in setting foorth of good letters, and earnest zeale in 

maintaining of languages, I did as it were perswade with my selfe that few or none would 

attempt…to set, or whet their carping tongues against it (Del Re (1936): 6-7 – my italics). 

 

Certainly Leicester was a ubiquitous and powerful patron who was often dubbed “Maecenas” 

by his protégés in their dedications to him. Evidence cited by Yates, which alludes to 

interventions by Leicester on Florio’s behalf, include the latter’s assignments at Oxford both 

before and after the publication of First Fruites (Robert Dudley was appointed chancellor of 

Oxford University in 1564) and his employment at the French embassy in 1583
48

. To these I 

believe can be added paratextual evidence from the text which, in conjunction with primary 

source materials such as letters, proclamations and customs declarations, suggests deeper ties 

existed between Florio and Leicester at the time of the publication of First Fruites that have 

not been fully understood heretofore. The first of these ties relates to the possibility that Florio 

knew key players in Leicester’s acting troupe, and was therefore involved in their activities in 

some capacity, and the second relates to Leciester’s relationship with high profile members of 

one of First Fruites’ key readership communities: Italian merchants. I examine the evidence 

for these ties – the significance of which I will refer to later in this thesis - in the next two 

sections.          

 

2.1.1 Leicester’s and Florio’s Links to Elizabethan Theatre  

 

‘Leicester’s Men’ were a prominent acting company working under the patronage of Robert 

Dudley who “played frequently at Court for the ‘solace’ of the Queen, and were known in 

other great cities” (Stopes (1913): 8). Information regarding the identities of some of 

Leicester’s company is found in the signatories to a letter written to him shortly after the 

proclamation of an anti-vagrancy act in January 1572, which deemed non-liveried actors (that 

is “Comon players in Enterludes & Minstrels not belonging to any Baron of this Realme or 

towardes any other honourable Personage of greater Degree”) to be equivalent to “Roges 

Vacaboundes and Sturdy Beggars” and to be punished accordingly
49

. Although the act 

                                                                 
48

 Yates suggests that Florio was placed at the French embassy as a spy by Sir Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth’s 

Secretary of State (Yates (1934): 83-6). Given that Leicester and Walsingham, along with Sir William Cecil, were 
the three most senior councillors in Elizabeth’s government, Rosenberg suggests the placement came through 
Leicester’s influence (Rosenberg (1955): 352).  
49

 An Acte for the punishement of Vacabondes and for Releif of the Poore & Impotent (1572), extract taken from 

Montrose (1996): 54. Although generally spoken of as an act designed to punish “Rogues and Vagabonds”, the 
proclamation was also intended to assist officials in the identification of suspect or questionable characters – 
especially religious and political spies and messengers. It prescribed that anyone over 14, convicted of being a 
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enabled the licensing of players belonging to members of the aristocracy, it also required the 

plays to be approved by “…two Justices of the Peace at the leaste…”. This restriction on their 

activities, and the proscription in the act of the retaining by Lords of more men than they 

actually used as servants, forced Leicester’s players to petition him for more formal, closer 

arrangements in domestic service. Their letter carries the following signatories: 

 

JAMES BURBAGE 

JOHN PERKINNE 

JOHN LANEHAM 

WILLIAM JOHNSON 

ROBERT WILSON 

THOMAS CLARKE     

 

Leicester responded to the letter by organising for the Queen to provide protection for his 

players from the terms of the 1572 act (Montrose (1996): 54). The names on the earlier 

petition are confirmed in her Royal patent of May, 1574, which permitted “James Burbage, 

John Perkyn, John Laneham, William Johnson, Robert Wylson and others, servants to our 

trustie and well-beloved Cousin and Counsellor, the Earl of Leicester, to use, exercise and 

occupie the art and facultie of playing Comedies, Tragedies, Interludes, Stage Plaies and such 

other, like as they have already used and studied, or hereafter shall use and study, as well for 

the recreacion of our loving subjects as for our solace and pleasure when we shall think good 

to see them . . .together with their musick ... as well within our city of London and the 

Liberties of the same, as also within the liberties and freedoms of any other cytyes, towns, 

boroughes, etc., whatsoever throughout our realm of England” (Stopes (1913): 12-13). 

 

Significantly, the terms of the patent transferred the approval for the licensing of plays from 

the Justices of the Peace to the Master of the Revels – an officer of the Royal court. Leicester 

had ensured that local London authorities could no longer censure his players’ activities and 

the patent legitimised theatre in public space for both the ‘recreation of the Queen’s loving 

subjects’ and as a means of practicing for future performances at court when the Queen ‘shall 

think good to see them’. These events recognised acting as a legitimate livelihood and cleared 

the way for the financing and building of permanent public theatres from 1576. For the 

purpose of this study it is important to understand that the licensing in public of companies of 

players who were the liveried retainers of the aristocracy enabled a new source of revenue for 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
rogue or vagabond, was to be grievously whipped, and pierced in his right ear, "unless some honest person shall 
take him into his service". The definition of “Rogues, Vagabonds and Sturdy Beggars” in the act included “all idle 
persones using subtyll crafty and unlawful games or playes” (Montrose (1996): 53-3; Stopes (1913): 8-10).  
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the Elizabethan regime (Montrose (1996): 58). In addition, the distinction between liveried 

actors and itinerant players – the latter were considered no better than vagabonds and rogues – 

relied on the recognition of playing as a form of professional labour which in turn required 

paying audiences to regularly attend the theatres.         

  

Paratextual evidence from the prefatory material of First Fruites suggests a possible 

relationship between Florio and Leicester’s Men. It contains a series of commendatory verses 

by authors who in the main were only prepared to identify themselves using their initials or 

reduced versions of their names, as follows: I.P., Piers H. Gent., R. H. Gent., John Cowland, 

Steven Gosson, R. Wilson, Ri. Collines, John B., Ri. T., T.C., and I.H. There is a remarkable 

coincidence between the actors named in Leicester’s troupe above and some of the authors of 

the commendatory verses
50

. For example, “R. Wilson” may be “Robert Wilson”, “I.P.” may 

represent “John Perkinne”, “T.C.” could be “Thomas Clarke”, and even “John B.” could well 

represent “John Brayne” who was Burbage’s brother-in-law and is known to have performed 

in plays with him and became his partner in the construction of the first permanent public 

theatre in England
51

. Although not listed in the above signatories as one of the Earl of 

Leicester’s players, Brayne has been identified as a member of Leicester’s company (Murray 

(1910): 30). “Ri. T.” could represent “Richard Tarleton”, a well-known clown actor in 

Elizabethan England who joined Queen Elizabeth’s players along with Robert Wilson and 

James Burbage in 1583
52

. Andrew Gurr notes that Leicester’s nephew Phillip Sidney was 

godfather to Tarleton’s son and that Tarleton probably came to the Queen’s Company from 

Leicester’s troupe (Gurr (1992): 32, 84)
53

. In his biography of Stephen Gosson, William 

Ringler concludes from the evidence of Gosson’s own writings and the requirement at the 

time for a player to be enrolled as a member of a nobleman’s household that he had also been 

a member of Leicester’s troupe (Ringler (1972): 23)
54

.  

 

                                                                 
50

 Arundel del Re conjectured a connection between Florio and the stage based on his acquaintance with Gosson. 

His notes discussing the possible signatories to the commendatory poems in First Fruites state “it is at least an 
interesting coincidence that most of the possible candidates should be actors and playwrights under the 
patronage of Leicester” (Del Re (1936): Notes, 7-8).  
51

 Established in 1576 and located just outside London’s city wall at Shoreditch, the building was simply known as 
the ‘Theatre’.  
52

 Queen Elizabeth formed her own acting company in 1583, taking the best players from Leicester’s men and the 

liveried troupes of other aristocratic patrons such as the Earls of Oxford and Sussex. Leicester’s Men 
subsequently went into decline and were eventually disbanded after the Earl’s death in 1588.  
53

 Other scholars have also nominated Tarleton as having belonged to Leicester’s men – see for example Wilson 
(1981): 154. However it should also be noted that some scholars believe Tarleton was at some point part of the 
Earl of Sussex’s troupe – see for example Roslyn Knutson’s essay “Marlowe, Company Ownership, and the role of 
Edward II” in Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England, Volume 18, edited by S. P. Cerasano (2005): 38 and 
Scott McMillin & Sally-Beth MacLean; “The Queen's Men and their Plays” (1998): 5, 11-12.  
54

 Frederick Fleay had also arrived at the same conclusion as early as the last decade of the nineteenth century 
(Fleay (1890): 51).  
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That the names and initials may be indicative of closer ties between Florio and Leicester than 

previously understood is substantiated by the fact that the verse by “I.P.” heads up the 

commendations and is addressed directly to the Earl. Hence, it is possible to suggest from this 

evidence that Florio was not only well acquainted with Leicester’s Men, he was also 

confident enough in his own relationship with the Dudley to permit “I.P.” to address verse in 

his dialogue manual to the Earl
55

.  

 

It is intriguing to consider if Florio’s possible involvement with Leicester’s Men influenced 

the references he makes to Elizabethan theatre in First Fruites. We shall see in chapter four of 

this thesis that Florio refers to seeing a play “at the Bull” in the opening dialogue. This alludes 

to the Bull Inn, a playhouse in Bishopsgate Street that some scholars believe was the place 

where Leicester’s Men often played prior to 1576, after which they became the first troupe to 

occupy Burbage’s Theatre (Chambers (1923): 88, 380; Yates (1969): 110).  The fact that 

Florio chose to promote the Bull rather than other playhouses that were then in use such as the 

Bell Savage, the Curtain, the Bell Inn, etc. would have financially benefited Leicester’s men 

and ipso facto Leicester’s prestige as a patron of players
56

. Although Leicester was the leader 

of the Puritan faction at Elizabeth’s court who gave support and protection to the cause of the 

advanced reformers, he nevertheless protected his company of players and ensured they did 

not founder under the anti-theatrical attacks of London’s civic elite and the radical Puritan 

preachers who influenced them (Rosenberg (1955): 196-229; Montrose (1996): 56-62)
57

.   

 

2.1.2 Leicester’s links with Mercantile Communities in London 

 

Simon Adams’ analysis of the household account books of the Earl of Leicester reveals his 

strong reliance on revenue from trading licences and monopolies allocated to leading London 

merchants
58

. These commercial interests also extended to the activities of prominent Italian 

merchants in London, who tended to link their trading activities with political services 

                                                                 
55

 Florio’s involvement with Leicester’s Men reflected the significant interest in Italian Renaissance drama 
amongst the Elizabethan theatre groups and its strong influence on the English theatre of the late sixteenth 
century (Clubb (1989); Mulryne and Shewring (1991)). In addition, professional Italian actors toured England 
during the second half of the sixteenth century, often performing co  edia dell’arte or commedia erudita as 
they wandered the land, and there was a need to translate speeches for the audience (Chambers (1923): 261-5).  
56

 On the playhouses of 1570s London, see Chambers (1923): 379-474.  
57

 Yates believed that this “double-faced attitude” was merely a “characteristic of the age and of the Queen’s 

own policies” (Yates (1969): 110). 
58

 Adams (1996): 26: “Even when his landed estate reached its height in the 1580s, most of his deployable 
income came from customs concessions”.  
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(Ramsay (1973): 40-5)
59

. Now, the prefatory material of First Fruites contains an epistle 

addressed to “tutti I Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani che si dilettano de la lingua inglese”
60

. 

We shall see in chapter three that Florio wrote his manual in part to assist the Italian 

community in London overcome their linguistic and cultural isolation, however there is 

evidence to suggest that such assistance also dovetailed with the ambitious scope of the text 

since it could have provided benefit to both Elizabeth’s diplomatic dealings with Venice and 

Leicester’s own personal commercial arrangements. This evidence relates to the political 

influence of Italian merchants and their personal relationships with Leicester and other senior 

members of the Elizabethan regime, as I will now outline.  

 

Florio’s addressing of First Fruites to the Italian merchant community in London followed a 

period of upheaval in English trade with Italy. The activities of the Duke of Alva in the 

Netherlands from 1568 to 1573 had prevented trade between England and Italy via the main 

trading route through Antwerp, and the Turco-Venetian conflict of the late 1560s and early 

1570s had curtailed direct trade with Venetian merchants via the Mediterranean
61

. By the 

mid-1570s, English merchants were starting to usurp their Italian competitors by trading 

directly by sea to the Mediterranean, leading to a decline in the size and importance of the 

Italian mercantile community in London
62

. It is important to understand that those Italian 

merchants who had remained prominent in London during this period had often done so by 

increasingly linking their trading activities with political services. Thus there were often 

strong financial ties or personal relationships between the Italians and the privy councillors or 

senior courtiers of the Royal court, or even with the Queen herself (Ramsay (1973): 33, 40-6; 

Wyatt (2005): 140-6). Not only were these relationships important for the success of the 

Italian merchants’ business interests, they also provided protection from overly zealous 
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 Benedict Spinola, for example, from the middle of the 1560s acted “…as [Leicester’s] banker, supplying ready 
money…for the purchase of household necessities, from servants’ liveries and harness for horses to Normandy 
glass, feather beds, meat and drink, on the security of plate and jewels pledged to him” (Ramsay (1973): 43).  
60

 Del Re (1936): 12: “All Italian gentlemen and merchants who delight in the English tongue”.   
61

 Sixteenth-century trade into and out of England prior to 1570 was dominated by Italian mercantile families, 

either through the Antwerp mart and then overland across the Alps or via the Mediterranean in Venetian or 
Ragusan large ships. English merchants simply did not have the financial links or vessel tonnage at that time to 
compete with the Italians. Alva and his troops had been sent to the Netherlands by the Spanish King to “put an 
end to local autonomy and to prepare the way for fusing all the provinces into a unitary state” (Ramsay (1973): 
52). On the receipt of instructions from the Spanish ambassador in London, Don Guerau Despes, in December 
1968 Alva ordered the arrest of all English merchants and the confiscation of their goods. Queen Elizabeth 
immediately retaliated by ordering the arrest of all subjects of the King of Spain and the sequestration of their 
goods. The standoff between the two countries was to last for over four years (Ramsay (1986): 95-9). These 
events subsequently impacted Italian mercantile activities between England and the Netherlands: “The 
Italians…found that their transit trade with the Netherlands was abruptly brought to a halt. The Genoese, 
Florentine and Lucchese merchants resident at London were in particular affected” (Ramsay (1986): 101). The 
conflict between Venice and Turkey resulted in a tapering off of direct trade between England and Venice 
because the Venetians recalled all their ships to home waters (Ramsay (1973): 37).     
62

 Ramsay (1973): 39. By 1581 the activities of the English merchants were regulated by the Levant Company, a 

joint-stock corporation, which traded with cities in Venice and Turkey via the Mediterranean Sea in direct 
competition with Venetian merchants (Willan (1955)).   
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English customs inspectors who had the power to search vessels for evidence of fraudulent 

use of import and export licences
63

.  

 

The links between Italian merchants, English political elites and Elizabethan realpolitik in the 

mid-1570s is particularly exemplified by the Lucchese merchant and financier Acerbo 

Velutelli. In 1575 he was granted an exclusive licence for the import of currants and oils from 

Venice and her dominions
64

. Various entries in the Calendar of State Papers relating to 

English affairs in the archives of Venice demonstrate that Velutelli was under the protection 

of the Earl of Leicester and had gained the monopoly through his efforts - most likely 

indicating that the two men shared in the profits (Rosenberg (1955): 98) - and that the 

Venetian merchants in London had then requisitioned the Venetian ambassador in Paris to 

have the Signory intervene on their behalf
65

. When the Venetian Signory endeavoured to have 

the licence revoked, Elizabeth made it clear that she would only consider their request if they 

were prepared to establish a permanent ambassador in London (Venice had not had 

diplomatic representation in England since Elizabeth’s ascension to the throne due to pressure 

from Rome)
66

. In such an environment, there would have been a clear need for Italian 

merchants to gain familiarity with English politicians and to be active in court circles. If so, 

then Florio’s attempts to educate Italians in English language and culture could have been 

beneficial to Elizabeth’s diplomatic endeavours in general and Leicester’s commercial 

interests in particular.  

 

3. Tradition 

 

Scholarship of First Fruites has not fully explored the relationship between the text and the 

dialogue-manual tradition that was known to Florio. I have already noted Yates’s and Wyatt’s 

referencing of Claudius Hollyband in proposing the ambitiousness of First Fruites
67

. Both 

authors mainly focus on Hollyband’s French-English manuals, The French Schoolmaister 

(1573) and especially The French Littelton (1576), when assessing the state of language 
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 The prying of the Elizabethan councillor Henry Middlemore and his deputies was particularly notorious among 

the Italian merchants. Ramsay mentions a number of occasions in the 1570s when he harangued and humiliated 
the Italians, demanding sums of money or even arresting them on minor charges (Ramsay (1973): 32-3).   
64

 Rosenberg (1955): 98; Ramsay (1973): 47.   
65

 Calendar of State Papers Relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice, Volume 7: 1558-1580; 544-553; 

February to December, 1576. 
66

 Calendar of State Papers Relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice, Volume 7: 1558-1580; 'Preface'; 

VII-XXXVIII. The papal faction in the Venetian Senate ensured that the Signory declined to satisfy the Queen’s 
demands. 
67

 See section I.1. Ambition on page 9. Yates described Hollyband as – along with Florio – “the most important 

exponent of the language-dialogue” (Yates (1934): 142) and Wyatt declared his French Littelton as “closest in 
conception to Firste Fruites” (Wyatt (2005): 164). 
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instruction in Elizabethan England prior to Florio. Hollyband’s Italian-English dialogues, 

which were included in his The pretie and wittie historie of Arnalt & Lucenda (1575) – a 

publication of an Italian-English parallel-text translation of a Spanish novella – are not given 

consideration in this regard
68

. Yates noted some limited intertextuality between First Fruites 

and Hollyband’s The French Littelton and she suggested that the popularity of the two 

Hollyband French-English dialogue manuals that preceded Florio’s work may have been the 

catalyst for him producing something similar for Italian students (Yates (1934): 38-9; 143)
69

. 

Del Re remarked that “The English style of ch. 1-6, 16-17…is inferior to that of Hollyband’s 

manuals” but cited other studies in adding that “…two of Hollyband’s dialogues [show] that a 

profound difference of purpose, temperament and, to a lesser degree of technique, 

distinguishes him from Florio” (Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxix & xliii). Both Yates and 

Del Re mention other possible authors and works that may have provided models for Florio to 

consider, such as the Latin conversation manuals of Juan Luis Vives and a French-English 

dialogue manual by Peter du Ploich
70

. Lambley (1920)
71

 and Kibbee (1991)
72

 proved to be 

excellent sources in this regard. They demonstrate that England’s modern language-manual 

traditions were firmly rooted in the teaching of French as a second language
73

. Both authors 

nominate the latter part of the fourteenth century as the period when dialogue manuals (for the 

learning of French) first start to appear in England. They were known as manières de langage 

and were intended to teach practical conversation of use to merchants and travellers
74

. It was 

the introduction of printing technology into England that enabled the format of the manières 
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 Wyatt notes the existence of Arnalt & Lucenda but says of Hollyband’s Italian-language pedagogy: “Hollyband 
also issued several Italian-language books both before and after Florio had initiated his publishing career….While 
these books do not approach the challenging design Florio pursued through his two dialogue books, their 
accessibility and modest ambitions were clearly part of their wide appeal” (Wyatt (2005): 164). Yates cites 
Hollyband’s The Italian Schoole-maister (1583) as his original Italian-English work (Yates (1934): 144). This was a 
rearranged and slightly improved version of Arnalt & Lucenda.    
69

 DeWitt T. Starnes (1937, 1965) has been somewhat critical of Yates, Del Re and Simonini in their praise of 

Florio’s erudition, particularly his lexicographical work. In regard to First Fruites he claims Florio extensively 
borrowed from both of Hollyband’s works The French Schoolmaister (1573) and The French Littelton (1576). The 
‘extent’ of the borrowing is not substantiated - Starnes cites only the evidence of a few lines in one chapter of 
First Fruites as having been borrowed from The French Littelton. 
70

 Vives’s Colloquia was a popular European text-book that was used in English grammar schools for 

conversational practice in Latin. Du Ploich’s A Treatise in English and Frenche was an Edwardian forerunner to the 
Elizabethan French-English dialogue manuals. See Yates (1934): 140-2; Del Re (1936): Introduction, xlii.   
71

 Lambley, Kathleen; The Teaching and Cultivation of the French Language in England during Tudor and Stuart 

Times; Manchester University Press, 1920 
72

 Kibbee, Douglas A.; For to speke Frenche trewely: the French language in England, 1000-1600: its status, 

description, and instruction; Amsterdam; Philadelphia: J. Benjamins Pub. Co., 1991.  
73

 From the date of the Norman Conquest to prior to the rise of the Tudor dynasty, French had been the 
vernacular language of choice for the cultural, political and commercial elites. Deanne Williams, who examines 
the cultural legacy of the Norman Conquest in England from Chaucer to Shakespeare, describes the breadth and 
depth of the French language in England around the mid-14

th
 century thus: “French had served in England as the 

language of royalty and of religion, of international trade and learning, of Parliament and the Inns of Court, of 
public records and the records of guilds and town councils, for almost three hundred years” (Williams (2004): 18).  
74

 Lambley (1920): 35-42; Kibbee (1991): 79-83. Andres Kristol’s 1995 publication of an examination of three early 

manières de langage together with their original text lucidly demonstrates the pedagogy that underpinned the 
teaching of conversational French in England around the close of the fourteenth century.      
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de langage dialogues to be transformed into parallel-text, thereby greatly increasing their 

effectiveness as a didactic tool. As with Wyatt and Yates, Lambley acknowledges Claude 

Hollyband as the most popular teacher of French in Elizabethan England (Lambley (1920): 

56). She briefly notes that intertextual links exist between Hollyband’s first language manual 

The French Schoolmaister (1573) and two other previous works – Peter du Ploich’s A 

Treatise in English and Frenche and Noel de Berlaimont’s Colloques
75

. The former appeared 

in 1551 and is considered one of the earliest English-French dialogue manuals to be published 

in England by a French Protestant refugee, whereas the latter was a multilingual dialogue 

manual that emerged from the early sixteenth-century pan-European merchant culture of the 

Low Countries
76

. However, she does not pursue these earlier influences on Hollyband to any 

great degree and therefore their potential influence on the Elizabethan dialogue-manual 

tradition – including Florio’s first work - is not traced in depth. Indeed, apart from Lambley’s 

brief acknowledgement of Florio as a “writer of books for teaching Italian” who also tutored 

in French and was “best known by his translation of Montaigne’s Essais” (Lambley (1920): 

201, 261), and Kibbee’s rather perfunctory quoting of extracts from the dialogues of First 

Fruites and Second Frutes in assessing the status of vernacular language learning in general in 

Elizabethan England, neither author makes any attempt to analyse Florio’s works in light of 

that tradition or evaluate the innovations he brought to the genre.   

 

Although not fully explored, Lambley’s noting of intertextuality between Berlaimont’s 

Colloques and Du Ploich’s Treatise highlights the ongoing importance of the influence of the 

mercantile community on the dialogue-manual tradition. The first dialogue books to be issued 

in England – the manières de langage – were aimed primarily at merchants, and the growing 

importance of English trade in the sixteenth century within the Northern European mercantile 

communities resulted in English being included in European multi-lingual dictionaries and 

dialogue manuals from around 1534 onwards - the most prominent and influential of which 
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 On the similarities between Hollyband’s The French Schoolmaister and Du Ploich’s Treatise, Lambley notes: “It 
will be noticed that…Holyband resembles Du Ploich, and no doubt he was acquainted with the Treatise of his less 
well known fellow-teacher. The points of resemblance between the dialogues of the two works are sufficient 
proof of this, although Du Ploich’s cannot compare with Holyband’s in interest” (Lambley (1920): 145). On 
Berlaimont’s Colloques, she notes: “…we are at once struck by the close resemblance between its dialogues and 
those of the French text-books produced in England…especially those [dialogues] of Du Ploich” (Lambley (1920): 
243). Thus in a roundabout way Lambley links the dialogic content of the Colloques with Hollyband’s 
Schoolmaister via Du Ploich.     
76

 Berlaimont’s dialogue manual appears to have begun life as Vocabulaire pour apprendre à bien lire, escripre et 

parler françoys et flaming, a Flemish-French dictionary for merchants which was published in Amsterdam in 
1511. This text then appears to have been progressively adapted and expanded over the years by various authors 
to include other languages as well as dialogues. Two streams of books resulted from the continual enlargements 
and adaptations of Berlaimont’s original work: a series of polyglot Vocabulaires which included chapters of short 
phrases continued to be published well into the seventeenth century, and books of dialogues (Colloques) which 
included their own vocabularies that were consistently reprinted without many alterations until the early 
nineteenth century. Brunet (1834): 141; Lambley (1920): 241-3; Collison (1982): 64-5. 
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was Berlaimont’s Colloques
77

. Indeed, the Colloques has been greatly overlooked in the 

scholarship on the dialogue-manual tradition in England, yet as alluded to by Lambley there is 

clear intertextuality between its French columns and the contents of the works by Du Ploich 

and Hollyband. The first edition to include English and Italian columns in parallel-text format 

was printed in 1576 in Antwerp and entitled Colloques ou dialogues avec un dictionaire en 

six langues: Flamen, Anglois, Alleman, Francois, Espaignol, & Italien (Lambley (1920): 242; 

Hüllen (1999): 109)
78

. It appears this edition was well-known in England through the 

intermediary of Italian merchants who brought it with them on assignment in London or 

English merchants who bought it back on their return from doing business in the Low 

Countries (Lambley (1920): 242-4). We shall see that the Italian mercantile community in 

London was an important constituency in regard to the ambitiousness of First Fruites.  

 

In his examination of the Anglo-Italian Renaissance milieu, Lewis Einstein remarked that 

prior to the ideals of the Renaissance taking hold in England, Italians took a dim view of 

travel to that country: “The years they spent in England were years almost of exile…among 

people whom they considered barbarians…at no time…did they endeavor to identify 

themselves with English life in any other than a business way”
 79

. He and Yates both make the 

point that as England began to adopt Renaissance culture, the attitude of the Italian 

community towards their hosts improved such that by the early sixteenth century “Italians 

were now beginning to mingle with the community at large” (Einstein (1903): 263). Wyatt 

and Einstein provide a number of examples of the significant role that some Italian merchants 

played in the political, economic and cultural life of sixteenth-century England (Wyatt (2005): 

140-6; Einstein (1903): 269-77).  Yet Wyatt also quotes from the journal of an Italian traveller 

to London in 1562 who described Italian merchants isolating themselves in a London street in 

support of their social and business activities (ibid: 147-8), and many authors have noted the 
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 The language manual Introito e porta, a bilingual text in German and Italian which first appeared in 1477 and 

was originally aimed at the trade market between Italy and Germany, subsequently expanded to include other 
languages such as French and Spanish. English was first added in 1534 (Hüllen (2003): 101). English also made its 
first appearance in a polyglot dictionary for the use of merchants and travellers which was printed in Venice in 
1540 and entitled Vocabulaire de six langues, Latin, Francois, Espagniol, Italien, Anglois et Aleman (Lambley 
(1920): 244, 279). On the popularity and prominence of Berlaimont’s dialogues (Colloques), see Hüllen (1999): 
106-18. Different spellings for Berlaimont found in the existing scholarship include ‘Berlemont’, ‘Barlamont’, 
‘Barlaimont’, and ‘Berlaymont’.  
78

 Hüllen (1999): 111-18 has shown that the substance of Berlaimont’s language manuals changed little over time 

and the nature of the texts was consistent throughout the many editions. Lambley states too that its contents 
“…in all the varied forms in which it [the Colloques] appeared are fundamentally the same…” (p. 243). Hence, for 
the purposes of referencing the content of Berlaimont’s manual in this thesis, I am taking the 1586 edition 
entitled in French Colloques ou dialogues, auec vn dictionaire en sept languages, Flamen, Anglois, Alleman, Latin, 
Italien, Espaignol, & Francois (it included Latin in addition to the six vernaculars of the 1576 edition) as a close 
representation of the Colloques prior to Florio’s First Fruites. The 1586 is the earliest edition that includes 
columns in Italian and English that is available online through the Early English Books Online website at 
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home.  
79

 Einstein, Lewis; The Italian Renaissance in England; Burt Franklin; New York, 1902. I use the 1903 edition in this 
thesis. The quote can be found on p. 260. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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hostile reception often given to foreigners in the sixteenth century by the local English (Yates 

(1934): 30; Del Re (1936): 99-100; Howatt (1984): 14, 27; Wyatt (2005): 137). Carlo 

Franzero postulated that Florio had decided to dedicate himself to improving the ties between 

the Italian community in London and the English after having witnessed the moral isolation 

and misunderstandings that were occurring in that community
80

. Using evidence from 

marriage patterns as his guide to assimilation, M.E. Bratchel declared that “The Italian 

merchant colonies in London were essentially communities of batchelor uncles, with a 

constant infusion of younger men at the beginning of their commercial and political careers. 

As such, these enclaves were peculiarly distinct from the host society” (Bratchel (1980): 593). 

It would appear, then, that Italians in Elizabethan London – merchants in particular – formed 

an elite community in that they interacted with the aristocracy and senior levels of 

government for political and business reasons, yet linguistic and cultural barriers in 

combination with antagonistic locals ensured they tended to keep themselves separate from 

the community at large. This thesis will argue that the education project in First Fruites 

encompassed cultural edification whereby Florio endeavoured to provide his Italian students 

with cultural snapshots of England through conversational packages of potential use as they 

traversed the public spaces of Elizabethan London.  

 

Yates’s uncovering of intertextuality between First Fruites and Portonaris’s Italian translation 

of Guevara led me to consider other reasons for Florio’s choice besides the moral messages 

they contain. In his study of schooling in Renaissance Italy, Paul Grendler demonstrates that 

Italian versions of Guevara’s Libro Aureo were taught as part of the vernacular curriculum in 

late-sixteenth century Venice
81

. He notes that Guevara employed a number of literary devices 

and stylistic techniques which “elevated ordinary sentiments or self-evident truths to the 

dignity of weighty sententia that the Renaissance loved” (Grendler (1989): 303 – original 

italics). Ernest Grey identified these devices and techniques as belonging to a range of 

rhetorical figures of speech, including alliteration, repetition of sounds and syllables, 

anaphora (the reiteration of beginning words in successive clauses), isocolon (balancing 

clauses so that they have the same length), and parison (using the same structure in different 

clauses so that noun corresponds to noun, adjective to adjective, and verb to verb)
82

. The 

associating of Italian translations of Guevara with rhetorical techniques in the vernacular 
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 Franzero, C.M.; John Florio a Londra ai tempi di Shakespeare; Guanda, 1969; 56-7: “In realtà, il giovane Florio 

s’era reso conto del profondo malinteso che esisteva fra i suoi compagni d’esilio e gli inglesi, e dell’isolamento 
morale in cui gli italiani si trovavano; e avendo scoperto il male si sforzò di trovarvi un rimedio, e per colmare 
l’abisso si assunse per prima cosa il compito di unire con più stretti vincoli gli italiani agli inglesi”.  
81

 Grendler (1989): 300-5. The Vita di Marco Aurelio embodied a combination of didacticism and human interest 

and it was used to teach the moral wisdom of the ancients without the grind of having to learn Latin.   
82

 Grey (1973): 17-22.  
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compelled me to consider the rhetorical techniques used by Florio in First Fruites, and the 

connections between First Fruites and contemporary rhetorical manuals.  

 

On the history of rhetoric and rhetorical manuals published in sixteenth-century England, I 

have been mainly guided by Howell (1961)
83

. He describes the dissemination of traditional 

rhetoric (based on the authority of Cicero) through authors such as Thomas Wilson, and the 

challenge to that tradition brought about by the French philosopher Peter Ramus, whose ideas 

became popular in England in the 1570s when Florio was writing First Fruites. For an 

understanding of how Elizabethans learnt, interpreted and deployed rhetorical figures I have 

used Mack’s Elizabethan Rhetoric (2002), which illustrates different types of Elizabethan 

rhetorical writing using a wide range of examples. Mack describes how wisdom and moral 

teachings from histories would be deployed in speeches and treatises using the precepts of 

rhetoric in order to increase the impact of the lessons they contained and the persuasiveness of 

their arguments. Combined with his descriptions of the various schemes and tropes of 

rhetoric, this information was of great assistance to me in my analysis of the large group of 

philosophical, catechistic dialogues which form the greater part of Florio’s work.  

 

The positioning of First Fruites within the use of rhetoric as described by Howell and Mack, 

and the dissemination of an English Protestant stance as touched on by other authors such as 

Yates, is provided by Warren Boutcher. His interdisciplinary work on translation, vernacular 

humanism and the study of modern languages in Renaissance England situates Florio’s 

dialogue manual within the context of English participation in late humanistic polyglot 

culture
84

. Boutcher highlights the lack of attention that has been given in studies of modern-

language manuals to the socio-political context of their compilation and intended use. His 

work underlines how rhetorical skills in the vernacular were of pragmatic use to Elizabeth’s 

government, and how modern-language manuals such as First Fruites reflected the rhetoric of 

an English Protestant worldview.   

 

In seeking to compare Florio’s First Fruites with the dialogue manuals that preceded it, I 

searched for a suitable textual analysis model. I chose the guidelines for analysis adapted by 

Werner Hüllen for his linguistic examination of historical language-learning dialogues, 
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 Howell, Wilbur S.; Logic and Rhetoric in England, 1500-1700; Russell & Russell; New York, 1961. 
84

 Studies by Boutcher that have greatly informed this thesis include: “Vernacular humanism in the sixteenth 
century” in The Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Humanism; Jill kraye (ed.); Cambridge University Press, 
1996: 189-202. “ ‘A French Dexterity, & an Italian Confidence’: New Documents on John Florio, Learned Strangers 
and Protestant Humanist Study of Modern Languages in Renaissance England from c. 1547 to c. 1625” in 
Reformation, vol. 2, 1997: 39-109. “Humanism and Literature in Late Tudor England: Translation, the Continental 
Book and the Case of Montaigne’s Essais” in Reassessing Tudor Humanism; Ed. Jonathan Woolfson; Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2002; Palgrave Connect, Palgrave Macmillan, 30 Jul 2012 
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/doifinder/10.1057/9780230506275. 
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specifically the French-English parallel text dialogues published by William Caxton towards 

the end of the fifteenth century, to provide a consistent basis for comparison between First 

Fruites and its tradition (Hüllen (1995): 101-7, 115-21). In particular, this entails breaking 

down dialogue manuals into a linear sequence of units in order to reveal their structure and 

facilitate further analysis and comparison of their arrangement and content. 

 

Hüllen’s analysis model is adapted from linguistic analyses of modern classroom discourse 

which yielded similarly structured dialogues to those found in a dialogue manual such as 

Caxton’s text. Hüllen determined that although Caxton’s dialogues were most likely imagined 

lessons, nevertheless their role-playing nature contained many features of lessons orally-

performed in the classroom (ibid: 107). I am not performing a linguistic analysis of Florio’s 

dialogues, however since Hüllen’s model is adapted from textual analysis techniques that 

have been elaborated with reference to dialogues for foreign-language learning in 

classrooms
85

, I consider it to be relevant and applicable to the content of dialogue manuals 

such as First Fruites.  

 

Following Hüllen’s guidelines, the contents of each dialogue manual is unpacked in order to 

identify its different linguistic and pedagogical units and their related textual boundaries, that 

is separating dialogues, grammar rules, pronunciation guidelines, vocabularies, etc. from 

other textual elements. Although in a dialogue manual like First Fruites these textual 

boundaries are reasonably obvious, this is not necessarily the case with earlier manuals and 

therefore a model such as Hüllen’s remains a useful basis for consistency of analysis across 

texts as well as a means for providing greater insight into a text’s structure. The aim is to 

break down the dialogue manual into a linear sequence of units delimited by their diverging 

functionality (ibid: 101). The core of his approach is the segregation of the manual for the 

purpose of analysis into those parts designed to teach – ‘sub-units’ which include a central 

obligatory ‘nucleus’ – and those bits outside of and optional to the teaching parts. This latter 

category includes ‘frames’, which introduce and round off parts of text which can be taken as 

a whole, and ‘pre-units’ and ‘post-units’ that precede or succeed the nuclei and are loosely 

connected to the main sections of the text. Thus, this process reveals the inherent structure 

within each text and helps to highlight the diverging functionality across the whole textual 
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 “The guidelines for this are the rules of text analysis as worked out by Sinclair and Coulthard [in Towards an 

Analysis of Discourse (London, 1975)] and elaborated with reference to dialogue in the foreign language 
classroom by Lörscher [in Linguistiche Beschreibung und Analyse von Fremdsprachenunterricht als Diskurs 
(Tübingen, 1983)]. However, since the text under analysis is not oral performance with all its intricate pragmatic 
signs, but, if at all, oral performance streamlined, as it were, and turned into print, the Sinclair/Coulthard and 
Lörscher models of analysis can be stripped down to a few basic ideas and terms” (Hüllen (1995): 101). 
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content. The structure and functionality inherent in dialogue manuals can then be compared in 

order to ascertain differences and similarities in design approach, subject matter and utility.          

 

4. Conclusion: Ambition, Patronage and Tradition 

 

In this chapter I described how Yates and Wyatt both established the ambitiousness of First 

Fruites in relation to language pedagogy (use of Italian literary extracts, euphuistic language, 

and grammatical complexities), a cultural project linked to Elizabethan social concerns about 

individuals deceitfully assuming other identities, and the inculcation of a strong Protestant 

socio-religious viewpoint.  

 

Florio’s dedication of First Fruites to Robert Dudley is also a fundamental aspect of its 

ambitious scope. I have endeavoured to establish through an analysis of the prefatory material 

of the text that deeper ties existed between Florio and Dudley than has been realised 

heretofore.     

 

Yates, Del Re and Wyatt all regarded First Fruites as superior to the works of Claudius 

Hollyband. In the main, the focus of their comparison was the sophistication, style and 

complexity of the language used in their dialogues. They also noted differences in the subject 

matter and cultural representations of the dialogic content that distinguished Florio from his 

peer. These are valuable interpretations however they do not situate First Fruites within the 

full tradition of the dialogue manual in England, or provide a comprehensive understanding of 

the innovations that Florio brought to the genre. In the next chapter I will highlight First 

Fruites’ innovations in the context of its historical antecedents. 
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II. The ‘Fruites’ of Innovation 

 

In this chapter I perform a comparative analysis of First Fruites and earlier texts of the 

dialogue-manual tradition to emphasise their key areas of difference and the innovative nature 

of Florio’s text.   

 

In the previous chapter, I noted that Yates and Wyatt had compared First Fruites to the works 

of Claudius Hollyband - particularly his French-English dialogue manual The French 

Littelton - in assessing Florio’s outlook and his contribution to the practice of foreign-

language learning in England. Their assessment focused on differences in language pedagogy, 

dialogue themes and the English social classes catered for by the manuals (Yates (1934): 144; 

Wyatt (2005): 165, 168). While I agree with Yates’s and Wyatt’s views on the importance of 

Hollyband in Elizabethan language instruction, the scope of their analyses did not take into 

account the more extensive dialogue-manual tradition and key areas of difference that help to 

demonstrate the ambitiousness of First Fruites.  

 

In this chapter I am offering an assessment of First Fruites in comparison to both the French-

English and Italian-English dialogue manuals of the tradition. This will provide a deeper 

understanding of the tradition known to Florio and serve to better contextualize First Fruites’ 

innovations. It will also bring to light three key features of First Fruites by which its 

ambitiousness may be evidenced: the presentation of the text, its cultural representations and 

its educational paradigms.  

 

To assist in the comparison of First Fruites with its antecedent works in the dialogue-manual 

tradition, I have applied Hüllen’s guidelines for the textual analysis of dialogue manuals to 

Florio’s manual and the texts of those authors identified by scholars as having had a 

significant influence on the development of the genre prior to Florio
86

. I am therefore taking 

the tradition as having been made by these authors only: Noel de Berlaimont, Peter du Ploich 

and Claudius Hollyband. The outcome of the application of Hüllen’s guidelines can be seen in 

Appendices A, B, C and D. I shall refer to this information as my analysis in this chapter 

proceeds.   
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 See chapter I. First Fruites: Ambition, Patronage and Tradition. 
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1. Offering the ‘Fruites’ 

 

I have previously noted the importance of paratext as a significant aspect of the physical form 

that influences the presentation of a text and the transmission of its meaning to its readers
87

. 

Elements of paratext such as frontispieces, dedicatory epistles, reader epistles and 

commendations can shed light on the mediation that occurs between author, dedicatee and 

reader via the text. They may also inform us of the broader patronage the author wished to 

cultivate through the text
88

. Paratext’s constituent elements may inform us about the author’s 

literary and patronage relationships, the readerships to which he openly addressed his work, 

the key motivations behind the creation of the work, and the influence these factors exerted on 

the design of the dialogic content. In this section I will analyse diachronically the paratext of 

First Fruites and the works of Berlaimont, Du Ploich and Hollyband in order to further 

establish the ambitious nature of Florio’s manual. 

 

Structure and content are also fundamental aspects of a text’s presentation which provide 

evidence of ambition. The diverging functionality that may be offered in a dialogue manual – 

dialogues, proverbs, reading exercises, pronunciation guidelines, grammar rules, vocabulary, 

etc. – not only reflects the linguistic ambition of the text, but also its scope as an educational 

project. For example, the inclusion of lengthy chapters of religious instruction and prayers 

may indicate the text is designed to inculcate a certain religious belief or piety among its 

readers; a combination of detailed pronunciation guidelines and limited grammar rules may 

indicate that the text is focused more so on teaching conversational skills in the foreign 

tongue rather than reading comprehension; and the subject matter of dialogues may reflect an 

educational purpose beyond language learning in relation to the presentation of social and 

cultural themes. Following the comparative analysis of paratext, I will compare the structure 

and content of First Fruites to the works of Berlaimont, Du Ploich and Hollyband for further 

evidence of the ambitiousness of Florio’s manual.  

   

1.1 Paratext 

 

The paratext of Du Ploich’s A Treatise in English and Frenche does not contain dedicatory 

epistles. The ‘Frame’ identified in the breakdown of the text in Appendix C consists of an 
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 See section I.2. Patronage on page 15. 
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 I am using the term ‘broad patronage’ in a specific sense here that should not be confused with ‘patron’. The 

latter term refers to the person – usually the dedicatee - to whom the author appeals for assistance and/or 
protection in producing the work. ‘Broad patronage’ refers to the wider readership that an author is wishing to 
serve or trying to appeal to through the text, which often includes but is not limited to the ‘patron’. 
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address to the reader appraising the contents of the work. In this ‘self-appraisal’ Du Ploich 

introduces himself as “The Auctor of these short and smal introductions into the french tonge” 

and explicitly requests his readers that: 

 

…none blame or reprove this sayd translacion thus made in Englishe because that it is a litle 

corrupt: for he hath done it, for the better and more evident declaryng of the diversitie of one 

tounge to the other: it is turned almost worde for worde, and lyne for lyne, that it may be to his 

young scholars more easy and lyght
89

  

 

Du Ploich warns potential readers that the English columns of his French-English dialogues 

are a literal translation of the French designed only to facilitate the understanding of that 

language. Taken in conjunction with his description of the work as an introduction to the 

French tongue, it would appear that Du Ploich is warning French readers that his manual is 

intended to serve only an English readership wishing to learn French. The parallel-text format 

of his Treatise would have potentially enabled it to have been used also by native French 

speakers to study English, yet he appears to actively dissuade the use of the text in this way. 

Du Ploich was a Protestant refugee who kept a French school (Yates (1934): 142; Kibbee 

(1991): 131) and it is likely he was aware of the need to educate the children of the refugee 

French community in Edwardian London (Lambley (1920): 146-7), yet he discourages the use 

of his manual as a text for teaching English.     

 

In a similar fashion to Du Ploich’s manual, Berlaimont’s Colloques does not contain any 

dedicatory epistles and the ‘Frame’ of its ‘1st Book’ consists of an address to the reader and 

an appraisal of the contents. The reader epistle appeals to a broader readership than Du 

Ploich’s Treatise and emphasises the ability to use the text without the need of a teacher or 

interpreter, as follows
90

:  

 

…for whether that anyman doo marchandise, or that hee do handle in the Court, or that hee 

followe the warres, or that hee be a travailling man, he should neede to have an Interpretour, 

for som of these seven speaches. The which wee considering, have at our great cost, and to 

your great profite, brought the same speeches, here in such wise together, and set them in 

order, so that you from hence fourth shall not neede any interpretour, but shalbe able to speake 

them yourself…Who hath ever ben able to get with one speach, the frindship of sundry 
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 A Treatise in English and Frenche; Ai(r).  
90

 To facilitate presentation I have only cited the English column rather than render the extract in all seven 
languages.  
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Nations? How many are ther become ryche, without the knowledg of divers languages? Who 

can well rule landes and cities, knowing none other language, then his mother toung onlie?
91

 

 

In Berlaimont’s Colloques, then, those to whom knowledge of languages was considered most 

useful and necessary were merchants, soldiers, travellers and courtiers. Being approximately 

only 8cm by 12 cm in size, the text was certainly designed for portability. However, an 

examination of the scenes depicted in the dialogues reveals that the Colloques concentrates 

mostly on themes of interest to merchants - besides the dialogues devoted to activities such as 

buying and selling, the calling-in of debts, and negotiations between merchants this is 

evidenced by the inclusion of the sample letters and contracts, which are mainly business 

related
92

. By remaining focused on the needs of the mercantile community, Berlaimont’s 

Colloques depicts scenes relevant to a Northern European commercial culture whose 

activities were independent of the national cultures associated with the various vernaculars 

included in the text. So, for example, an English merchant wishing to travel to the Low 

Countries in order to trade with his Italian or French counterparts did not need to have an 

appreciation of Italian or French national culture. He simply required enough language skills 

and a grasp of the cultural aspects of travelling and doing business in Northern Europe to 

achieve his desired outcomes.    

 

The different attitudes of Du Ploich and Berlaimont regarding the potential of their texts to 

serve multiple readership communities may be examined through the prism of Neil Rhodes’ 

concept of ‘status anxiety’
93

.  His paratextual analysis of translations into English during the 

sixteenth century suggests that, in their attempts to transmit meaning from one language and 

culture to another, Renaissance translators experienced anxiousness about their own social 

and cultural differences and inadequacies in comparison to that of their readers. Given their 

parallel-text format, translation was a key activity in the production of dialogue manuals, and 

hence Rhodes’ concepts may also be applied to authors of this genre. Du Ploich sourced much 
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 Berlaimont (1586): Epistle to the Reader. 
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 The letters refer to a variety of situations, such as a son requesting money from his father, a letter to debtors 

with an example response, and other business and finance letters such as guarantees, quittances, etc. For 
example, following is an extract of the English part of a letter for hiring a house. Obviously the names, places and 
terms of the arrangement could be changed as circumstances dictated: 
 
One Conuençon of hyring a house 
 
I John bairlaimōt doo knowledge and confesse to haue hired of Peter Mareshall a house lying in Andwarp apon te merket 
named the Hare, a place wyth and a well, the terme of six yeares, ētering at Chrystmus next commyng, in the yere lxxv, for ten 
ponnds and ten shellinges Brabant, by the yere: to paye all then haulf yere fyue ponnds and fyue shellinges, by condiçon here 
dettised that yche of us twoo awght to sey by at thend of six yeres one haulf yere before wythout anny fraude.  
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 See section I.2. Patronage  on p. 15. 
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of the French column in his dialogic content from Berlaimont
94

. An English column was not 

added to Berlaimont’s Colloques until 1576 so Du Ploich would have had to have translated 

the French column into English for use in his text. The Colloques reflects the activities of a 

sixteenth-century pan-European merchant culture. The short, simple sentences of its dialogues 

were designed to facilitate successful outcomes in trade and commerce. Du Ploich was a 

schoolmaster and he appropriated Berlaimont’s Colloques for the teaching of French to an 

English readership. The language of his ‘self-appraisal’ suggests that he feared his English 

was not of sufficient quality for use in teaching that language to native French speakers, but 

he may also have regarded the representations of merchant activities in the dialogues as 

inadequate for the cultural edification of native French speakers in London, who would have 

been better served by learning about the culture of England, as well as its language, rather 

than merchant life in the Low Countries. Berlaimont did not face the same issues with his 

Colloques, which draws in a multinational, polyglot readership, but its focus on mercantile 

activities meant that its cultural representations remained independent of any one particular 

nation. Its contents were able to provide the linguistic and cultural edification required by a 

pan-European merchant readership. This distinction between Du Ploich and Berlaimont as 

evidenced in their paratexts is important to my analysis because as we shall see a major 

innovation of First Fruites was the organization of its dialogic content into groups for the 

purpose of the distinct cultural edification of English and Italian readerships. 

 

Hollyband’s paratexts reflect his success in offering language tuition to the children of both 

the prosperous middle class (within a school environment) and the nobility (within private 

households). The ‘Pre-unit’ of each of his dialogue manuals contains dedicatory epistles to 

political elites and commendations by leading literary figures
95

. Hollyband’s pursued a more 

ambitious readership than that of Du Ploich and Berlaimont in that he sought to serve multiple 

English readership communities: the nobility, children of the prosperous middle class, and 

merchants (Lambley (1920): 240). In the reader epistle of his first dialogue manual, 

Hollyband followed Du Ploich in insisting that his dialogues should not be used to learn 

English. In “A Warning to the Reader” in the ‘Pre-Unit’ of The French Schoolemaister, 

Hollyband advises against using his manual to “seek th’elegancie concerning the English of 

this book” because he does not pretend to “teach thee anie other thing then the French tong 
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 Lambley (1920): 243 notes only that Berlaimont’s opening dialogue (Sub-unit 1) is “very similar” to that of Du 

Ploich’s (Sub-unit 4). My research has revealed that the dialogues in Sub-units 5 and 6 of Du Ploich are also based 
on extracts taken from Berlaimont.  
95

 The French Schoolmaister and The French Littelton are both dedicated to Robert Sackville, the son of Baron 

Buckhurst (Thomas Sackville), an Elizabethan diplomat and courtier. Arnalt & Lucenda is dedicated to Sir Jerome 
Bowes, a Knight of the realm who was chosen to lead an ambassadorial visit to the emperor of Russia in 1583. 
George Gascoigne (poet and author) and William Elderton (balad writer) wrote commendations for the 
Schoolmaister and Arnalt & Lucenda respectively.   
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because that if I would keepe the English phrase, I should corrupt th’other” (Hollyband 

(1573): sig. A(iv) (v)). Yet on the title page of the same book, Hollyband promotes himself as 

a professor of “the Latin, Frenche and Englishe tongues (my italics)”. It may seem strange, 

then, that he did not attempt to ensure the quality of the English phrase, however it must be 

remembered that Hollyband also sourced much of the dialogic content of The French 

Schoolmaister from Berlaimont
96

. As with Du Ploich, I suggest that the warning in the reader 

epistle of his French Schoolmaister was motivated by concerns regarding the ability of the 

text to successfully serve a French readership requiring linguistic and cultural education about 

England. In his subsequent publications, Hollyband does not explicitly advise against the use 

of his manuals for learning English however he makes it clear that the foreign vernaculars are 

his focus. For example, in his epistle to the reader in Arnalt & Lucenda, he states that the 

book is for those “who listeth to attayne any skill in th’Italian tong” and that anyone wishing 

to pursue advanced studies should “resorte to a Grammer set foorth by Master Alexander 

Citolini” (Hollyband (1575): To the Reader)
97

. Similarly, in the dedicatory epistle of the 

French Littelton, Hollyband states that he sought “to devise and publish some apter methode 

and easier way, whereby the English nation myght knowe and see the depthe of the French 

language”. All three of Hollyband’s manuals contain a single address to the reader which is 

either in English alone or English with a French translation. It would appear that Hollyband 

wrote his works for an English readership with the single purpose of teaching the foreign 

vernaculars.   
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 Lambley (1920): 145 notes “points of resemblance” between the dialogues of Hollyband and Du Ploich without 

going into any detailed comparisons. While Hollyband does appear to have based some parts of The French 
Schoolmaister on Du Ploich’s Treatise, my research has revealed that Hollyband’s For to ask the way, buy and sell 
dialogue (Sub-unit 4) is directly sourced from an amalgamation of Berlaimont’s Asking the way, Conversation at 
the Inn, Getting up in the morning and Trade of Merchandise dialogues (Sub-units 4 to 7). 
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 Alessandro Citolini was an Italian Protestant and linguistic theorist who participated in the questione della 

lingua debates of the cinquecento. A citizen of the Venetian Republic, his work Lettera in difesa de la volgar 
lingua (1540) promoted the Italian vernacular as a living language richer and more vital than Latin. He fled Italy 
for religious reasons and settled in England in 1566. Citolini had written his Grammatica della lingua italiana 
while still in Italy and brought the manuscript with him to England. It appears to have never been published so 
Hollyband’s reference suggests he saw it in manuscript form and somewhat hastily decided to advertise its 
availability in Arnalt & Lucenda on the assumption that it would soon be sent to the printing press. Indeed, 
further evidence that Citolini’s manuscript circulated fairly widely among the language-teaching community in 
London in the 1570s is demonstrated by the fact that the Italian grammar that Florio appended to First Fruites - 
entitled “Necessarie Rules, for Englishmen to learne, speake, and write true Italian” – is an unacknowledged 
translation of Citolini’s work, adapted for English students of Italian (note that Arundel del Re’s 1936 facsimile 
reproduction of First Fruites, which I am referencing in this thesis, did not include the Necessarie Rules, which Del 
Re regarded as “a separate pamphlet” (Del Re (1936): Preface, I)). Florio also makes reference in his Necessarie 
Rules to two other Italian grammars available for English speakers: Henry Grantham’s An Italian Grammer (1575), 
an English translation of Scipione Lentulo’s Italicae grammatices praecepta ac ratio (1567), and William Thomas’s 
much earlier work Principal Rules of the Italian Grammar, with a Dictionarie for the better understanding of 
Boccace, Petrarcha, and Dante (1550). The former in particular is highly praised by Florio in regards to the 
“distinction and pronunciation” of consonants in Italian, with the instructing interlocutor of the Necessarie Rules 
declaring “I can not doo it better than he hath donne”. Refer Wyatt (2005): 204-9, 216-7; Bellorini (1965): 281-96. 
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In contrast to his predecessors, Florio openly publicised his work as being suitable for 

learning both the Italian and English vernaculars. For example, the frontispiece of First 

Fruites advertises the work as “a perfect induction to the Italian and English tongues” (my 

italics). The dedicatory and reader epistles in the ‘Pre-unit’ of the work also reflect this 

intention. Florio included two distinct dedications addressed to Robert Dudley, the Earl of 

Leicester, in English and Italian. They do have some similarities but they are not translations 

of each other, which would indicate that he expected people who understood either English or 

Italian to use the book – and their contents were adjusted according to the intended audience. 

Furthermore, as noted in the previous chapter the reader epistles in First Fruites are addressed 

“A tutti i Gentilhuomini Inglesi che si dilettano de la lingua Italiana”
98

 as well as “A tutti i 

Gentilhuomini, e Mercanti Italiani, che si dilettano de la lingua Inglese”
99

. These are both in 

Italian but there is also an address to “indifferent readers” in English
100

. Again, in the Italian 

dedication to Leicester, Florio states that his manual can be used “...da poter imparar tanto la 

lingua Italiana, quanto la Inglese, e che tutte due le Natione pottessero alquanto 

prevalersene”
101

 while in the English dedication he points out that the manual includes 

“…certaine necessarie rules for Englishmen to attaine to the perfection of the Italian tongue, 

and for Italians to learne the pronounciation of our Englishe”
102

. That is to say, Florio 

included Italian grammar and pronunciation rules and English pronunciation rules in First 

Fruites. Whereas Hollyband was at best ambivalent and at worst unwelcoming to those 

French or Italian speakers wishing to improve their English skills through the use of his 

manuals, Florio was clearly seeking to serve ‘English Gentlemen’ wishing to learn Italian and 

‘Italian Gentlemen and Merchants’ wanting to learn English.  

 

Clearly Florio was seeking a readership for First Fruites that was linguistically and culturally 

more diverse than the dialogue manuals of earlier authors. This is a fundamental, overarching 

element of the text that is central to its ambition because it would require Florio to take the 

dialogue-manual tradition beyond the limitations imposed on it by earlier authors, and to write 

and construct his manual in such a way that it could appeal to its diverse readerships. We shall 

see how he achieved this in the following section. 
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 Del Re (1936): 9. “To all English gentlemen that take delight in the Italian tongue”. 
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 Ibid: 12: “To all Italian gentlemen and merchants that take delight in the English tongue”. 
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 Ibid: 9-12. 
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rather able to prevail with them”. 
102

 Ibid: 6. 
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1.2 Structure and Content: Different Fruits for Different Readers   

 

Appendix A shows the outcome of the application of Hüllen’s guidelines to First Fruites. The 

breakdown reveals that its dialogic content consists of three major teaching units of differing 

functionality. The first teaching unit consists of seventeen sub-units which focus on ‘familiar 

speech’ with diverse people in a variety of situations. They all have the Italian verb parlar 

(meaning ‘to talk’ or simply ‘speech’) in their title, indicating that they were mainly 

envisaged as conversational exercises. I have identified these dialogues as a separate teaching 

unit and labelled them the ‘Parlar Group’ in the summary table in Appendix A. 

 

The next four sub-units contain a range of sayings, proverbs and other sententia. They 

therefore may be considered as a separate teaching unit functionally different from the first 

seventeen dialogues. I have labelled these the ‘Aforisma e Proverbi’ group of dialogues.  

 

The third dialogic teaching unit contains twenty-one sub-units whose contents are more 

catechistic than conversational in that they cover a wide range of subject matter often 

presented in monologic form
103

. In the main their nuclei consist of ‘philosophical discourse’ 

rather than ‘conversational dialogue’ since (as we shall see in chapter four) their contents are 

not so much familiar talk as moral and/or didactic abstractions on a diversity of topics. They 

nearly all have the Italian words discorsi (meaning a speech or address on a certain matter) or 

ragionamenti (meaning reasoning or a line of argument on a certain matter) in their title and 

they form the largest teaching unit in the text. The length and complexity of the dialogues in 

this group noticeably increase from sub-unit twenty-six onwards and I have reflected this by 

labelling two levels within the group as ‘Introductory’ and ‘Advanced’.   

 

The remaining teaching units relate to non-dialogic content and include a vocabulary, prayers, 

Italian pronunciation guidelines and grammar rules, and English pronunciation guidelines.  

 

Much of the existing literature on First Fruites focuses on the dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ group, 

with some interest also in Florio’s proverbial lore. However, as I discussed in chapter one, 

this analysis has mainly been on language pedagogy. My research suggests that there is a 

focus on aspects of English society and culture across the dialogues of this group which has 

not been recognised heretofore. The dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group have 

received very little scholarly attention (the notable exception being Yates’s identification and 
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 On catechistic, conversational, and other styles of language-learning dialogue in the sixteenth century, see 
Burke (1989) and Mclelland (2004).  
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analysis of sub-units 34, 36-9, 41 and 42 as extracts from Portonaris’s Italian translation of 

the writings of the Spanish bishop Antonio Guevara that I noted in the previous chapter). By 

focusing on this little-studied section of the text, this study reveals that the aim of the 

‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues was as much educational as pedagogical. That is to say, 

they had an instructional purpose that went beyond just teaching the Italian language. My 

research, then, has concentrated on the dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ and ‘Ragionamenti e 

Discorsi’ groups and my comparative analysis of First Fruites with its tradition therefore 

focuses on these sections of Florio’s manual.    

 

Appendices B, C and D show the outcome of the application of Hüllen’s guidelines to 

Berlaimont’s Colloques, Du Ploich’s A Treatise in English and Frenche, and Hollyband’s The 

French Schoolmaister, The French Littelton, and Arnalt & Lucenda. In comparing the 

structure and content of these earlier manuals to First Fruites, a number of differences 

become apparent. Firstly, none of Berlaimont’s, Du Ploich’s or Hollyband’s texts include 

dialogues of a style similar to those of Florio’s ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. They offer 

only dialogues of the conversational variety, by which I mean the focus of their functionality 

is conversational practice. Hollyband’s novella (Arnalt & Lucenda) and anti-dance tract 

(French Littelton) are reading exercises for the advanced student and are therefore closer in 

concept to the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues however the latter is not provided in 

parallel-text format with English and neither match the sophistication and eloquence of 

Florio’s ‘philosophical discourse’. We shall see that Florio’s innovative incorporation of 

Italian literary extracts into First Fruites offered passages from the writings of Italian authors 

as valid vernacular paradigms suitable for showcasing both rhetorical devices and the ancient 

wisdom available in Italian literature, including from translations of ancient Greek and 

Roman texts. Secondly, the conversational dialogues of the tradition are nearly all focused on 

activities of interest to merchants such as asking the way, finding lodgings, arising at the inn, 

buying and selling, etc. whereas the ‘Parlar’ group of First Fruites are focused on familiar 

speech with interlocutors – man, woman, damsel, merchant, servant, gentleman, or 

gentlewoman – or topics such as unrequited love, encountering someone at night, and 

England. Florio moved away from the activity-based merchant-focused topics of the tradition 

to topics that deal with the act of communication itself in a variety of settings within an 

English cultural context. We shall see that this innovative approach enabled Florio to use the 

first seventeen dialogues of First Fruites as a means to discuss topical issues within 

Elizabethan society.  

 

The innovative structuring of First Fruites into groups of conversational and philosophical 

dialogues appealed to linguistically and culturally diverse readerships. The parallel-text 
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format ensured that every dialogue remained relevant to the study of both the Italian and 

English languages; however the English cultural focus of the ‘Parlar’ group was better suited 

to the Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani readership, while the Italian educational focus of the 

‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group targeted the Gentilhuomini Inglesi readership. In other 

words, Florio is attempting to serve these diverse readerships through different sections of the 

text. I examine this aspect of First Fruites’ ambitiousness in more detail in the sections 

below.    

 

The third difference between First Fruites and its tradition in regard to structure and content 

is the inclusion of English pronunciation guidelines in First Fruites. None of Berlaimont’s, 

Du Ploich’s or Hollyband’s texts included rules for English pronunciation since, in the case of 

Du Ploich and Hollyband they only sought to serve an English readership, and in the case of 

Berlaimont English pronunciation does not appear to have been considered as important as 

that of other European vernaculars in the trading centres of Northern Europe
104

. It is therefore 

another innovation that reflects the text’s ambition to successfully appeal to Italians wanting 

to learn English – especially Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani based in London.   

 

First Fruites’ inclusion of English pronunciation guidelines in addition to conversational 

dialogues set within an English cultural context offered an integrated curriculum for an 

English-based Italian readership. This approach advanced the tradition beyond the limitations 

of earlier manuals. We have seen how both Du Ploich and Hollyband did not offer their 

manuals to an English-based French readership, which I have suggested related to the ‘status 

anxiety’ they experienced from their cultural inadequacy for educating French native speakers 

about England. Hollyband and Du Ploich stayed within the dialogue-manual tradition by 

portraying conventional dialogue scenes such as asking the way, finding lodgings, buying and 

selling, etc. while only having to include pronunciation and grammar rules for the foreign 

vernacular.  

 

Berlaimont was able to serve linguistically and culturally diverse readerships because his 

dialogues focused on activities that were relevant to Northern European mercantile culture. 

He did not need to try and educate one of his readerships in the linguistic and cultural nuances 

of a nation in which they were resident ‘strangers’ as Florio was seeking to do. The parallel-

text of the Colloques or Arnalt & Lucenda enabled an Italian student to use their dialogues to 

study English vocabulary and syntax, but on their own they could not have provided adequate 

information about English culture or taught English pronunciation.  
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The textual content required to assist an English-based foreign readership to overcome 

cultural barriers and pronunciation difficulties in England can be demonstrated by a short 

analysis of two of the earliest textbooks printed in London intended for teaching English as a 

foreign vernacular to native French speakers: Jacques Bellot’s Le maistre d’escole Anglois 

(1580) and Familiar Dialogues (1586)
105

. Bellot wrote both of his manuals for the Huguenot 

refugee community in London
106

. Le maistre d’escole Anglois touches on aspects of English 

grammar but it focuses to a large degree on explaining the complexities of the English 

alphabet, pronunciation and homophones, for example diphthongs such as Ai/Ay/Ea/Ei/Ey; 

the use of non-French letters such as ‘w’, ‘sh’, etc.; and the differences in meaning between 

words such as hole/whole, bore/boar, horse/hoarse, cost/coast/cast etc. With regard to the 

Familiar Dialogues, their subject matter focuses very much on everyday domestic activities 

such as getting up in the morning, sending children to school, shopping for meat and 

groceries, and having friends for dinner within an English setting. They are not concerned 

with merchant-based activities such as finding lodgings, attending fairs, buying and selling 

wares, textiles, etc. (which would obviously have been of interest to an English merchant 

learning French). Resolving English pronunciation difficulties was at the forefront of Bellot’s 

pedagogy, since he included a whole column in the Familiar Dialogues devoted to a ‘semi-

phonetic’ transcription of the English text alongside its French equivalent in parallel-text 

format. The third column is designed to teach pronunciation of the English column to a 

French reader
107

: 

 

DIALOGUES FAMILIERES 
 

The rising in the 
morning 

Le lever du matin Dé reising in dé 
màrning 

 

 
Barbara, Peter, Stephen, 
Iames. 
The Father. 
The Mother. 
 
      Barbara 
How now children, will 
you not rise today? 
 

 
Barbe, Pierre, Estiene, 
Iaques. 
La Pere. 
La Mere. 
 
          Barbe 
Comment enfans, voulez 
vous point vous lever 
auiourd’huy? 

 
Barbara, Piter, 
Stivin, Iémes. 
Dé Fàder. 
Dé Moder. 
 
       Barbara 
Haù nau tchildren, 
ouil you not reis 
tou dé? 
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 On Bellot and his English pedagogy, see Howatt (1984): 13-19; Kibbee (1991), passim.  
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 I have based this claim on the evidence found in Bellot’s dedicatory and reader epistles. Howatt also believed 
this was the case, however Kibbee states that Le Maistre d’Escole An lois was in fact written for François de 
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 Bellot, Jacques; Familiar Dialogues for the instruction of the[m], that be desirous to learne to speake English, 

and perfectlye to pronou[n]ce the same: set forth by Iames Bellot gentleman of Caen; Imprinted at London : By 
Thomas Vautrollier, dwelling in the blacke-Friers, 1586. I have borrowed the term ‘semi-phonetic’ from Howatt’s 
description (Howatt (1984): 17-8).  
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      Peter 
What ist a clock? 
 
      Bar. 
It is seven a clock. 
      Stephen 
I believe you not. 
 

         Pierre 
Quelle heure est il? 
 
         Barbe. 
Il est vii heures. 
         Estiene. 
Ie ne vous croy point. 

       Pìter 
Houat ist a clak? 
 
       Bar. 
It is seven a clak. 
       Stìvin. 
Ey bìlif you not. 

    

In contrast, none of the dialogue manuals of the pre-Florian tradition included English 

pronunciation guidelines and their dialogic content was not particularly informative about 

English society and culture. Hollyband did include fleeting references to Queen Elizabeth, St. 

Paul’s, and a school scene in the Littelton; however the rest of its dialogic content was 

consistent with the traditional approach of mainly describing merchant-related activities. The 

dialogues in Arnalt & Lucenda do incorporate scenes from contemporary Elizabethan life 

however their value in terms of cultural edification is very limited, since they are also mainly 

concerned with merchant-related activities. They are also very brief and Hollyband makes 

plain in the reader epistle that the dialogues and rules are to be considered as preparation for 

the reading and understanding of the novella of the title: 

 

Who listeth to attayne any skill in th’Italian tong…Let it please him, for the better 

understanding of th’Italian phrase, to have recourse to the latter ende of this Booke, there to 

see and learne both certayne profitable rules touching the pronunciation of the same 

tong…and the maner of declining th’Italian verbes…. And after let him take a little payne in 

the Dialogues and familiar speaches there following. And then let him repayre to this historie 

[of Arnalt & Lucenda]. In the reading whereof using a good discretion, he maye attayne great 

profite, as well for th’understanding of any other Italian booke, as for his entraunce to the 

learning of the same tongue
108

. 

 

Hollyband did not include English pronunciation guidelines and informative representations 

of English society and culture in his works. Despite the potential of the parallel-text format to 

assist multiple native speakers, Hollyband deliberately did not promote his manuals for use by 

French or Italian native speakers based in London. In contrast, First Fruites contains English 

pronunciation guidelines, and as I discuss in the next section its dialogic content includes 

scenes which encompass issues relating to English society and culture for the benefit of an 

Italian readership.   

 

Hollyband’s and Florio’s reader epistles contain evidence of ‘status anxiety’ in regard to how 

their works will be judged by their readers based on their social and educational standings, 

                                                                 
108

 Hollyband (1575): To the Reader.  
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however the approaches taken by the two men are quite different. By the time of the 

publication of his first modern-language manual in 1573, Hollyband had been teaching 

French in London for nine years and had become a successful Elizabethan schoolmaster and 

language teacher (Lambley (1920): 134; Wyatt (2005): 163), and he felt compelled to 

denigrate other French teachers and their language manuals at his first opportunity, as shown 

by these extracts from the French Schoolmaister: 

 

…for that whiche I woulde professe in this booke, I acknowledge my selfe somwhat to bee 

perfecter than another, whiche hath neither been bred ne brought up in the countrey of Fraunce 

(Hollyband (1573): sig. A(ii) (v) - A(iii) (r)). 

 

I wil say nothyng of a new booke which came out of Anworpe, and now of late printed at 

London: because that keepinge no measure or reason whether it bee in speeche, phrase, 

orthographie, in waye of communication amonge men of callyng: and whylste that hee useth 

his Rhetoricke in his chirpyng, hee sheweth of what soyle hee is spronge out: for if our Carters 

of Orleans, Bourges, or of Bloys, had heard the authour chirpe, they woulde sende him backe 

to prattell amonge his Iayes, havynge layde fiftie stripes of their whippe upon his ridge 

(Hollyband (1573): sig. A(v) (v)). 

 

Florio’s epistles, on the other hand, contain much self-deprecation regarding his education 

and teaching abilities, and rather tend to emphasise the “good will” behind the creation of the 

work and his general desire to be of service, as shown by these three extracts from First 

Fruites:  

 

Però se in tutto non ho compiuto il vostro desiderio, io spero che leggiermente mi perdonerete, 

non riguardando alla mia basezza, ma al mio buon volere, il quale è stato, e sarà mentre che 

vivo, pronto a servirvi in ogni cosa che io possa...Ma ricordatevi se ho errato di perdonarmi 

perche non è la mia professione (Del Re (1936): 9)
109

. 

 

I here present to thee my first fruites, although not altogether ripe: The which I pray thee to 

accept in good and friendly parte, & weigh my good will. It is done very simply and that is 

because I have no learning….Therefore remember my good wyll which if I see it be well 

accepted I aske no more (Del Re (1936): 11).  

 

Ma pure mi sottometto à la vostra solita cortesia, quantunque io ne sia indegno. E che vogliate 

accettare la mia bona volonta, la quale sempre è stata, e sarà pronta à servirvi in ogni cosa che 

                                                                 
109

 “However if overall I have not fulfilled your wish, I hope that you will gently forgive me, beholding not my 

baseness, but my good will, which has been and will be while I live, ready to serve you in every way I can…But 
remember to forgive me if I have erred because it isn’t my profession”.    
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io possa, e se del tutto non vi compiaccio perdonatemi, perche (come credo sappiate) non è la 

mia professione, essendo io povero artefice (Del Re (1936): 12)
110

. 

 

Arguably, Florio’s self-deprecation is not necessarily unusual for authors of his day
111

, yet the 

comparison with Hollyband remains striking. Florio was seeking service rather than 

promoting himself as a language teacher, which he reminds his readers is not his profession. 

On the other hand, Hollyband’s hubris permeates his epistles and he is anxious to denigrate 

his competition. Florio was reluctant to present himself as a language teacher.   

 

I believe the apprehensions outlined in the passages above highlight the different approaches 

taken by the two authors in overcoming the ‘status anxieties’ relating to their use of the 

dialogue-manual genre. Hollyband remained focused on the teaching of the foreign vernacular 

to an English readership, and his disparaging remarks about the quality of the language and 

pronunciation guidelines in other manuals reflect that focus. Florio emphasised service and 

consequently he sought to adapt the dialogue manual tradition to that end. The mechanisms he 

used in the text to achieve this are discussed in the sections below.  

 

2. Cultural ‘Fruites’ 

 

We have seen that prior to the publication of Florio’s First Fruites, two dialogue manuals 

containing columns in Italian and English were available – Hollyband’s Arnalt & Lucenda 

(1575) and Berlaimont’s Colloques (1576). The extraordinary popularity of Berlaimont’s 

fundamentally unchanging dialogue manual across European countries testified to a pan-

European unity of merchant culture and language pedagogy
112

. The appearance in the text of 

English in the second column from the left in the 1576 and later editions indicates the 

importance that Berlaimont’s Dutch editors attached to this language following the increasing 

involvement of the English in European mercantile activities (Hüllen (1999): 111)
113

. 

                                                                 
110

 “But in the end I submit myself to your usual courtesy, however much I do not deserve it. And that you will 

accept my good will, which always has been and will be ready to serve you in every way that I can, and if overall I 
do not please you, forgive me, because (as I believe you know) it isn’t my profession, being a poor craftsman”.   
111

 As noted in the Introduction (see footnote 4 on page 1), modesty and self-deprecation were conventional 

aspects of dedicatory and reader epistles by authors of Tudor literature. Here, however, I am contrasting Florio’s 
emphasis on service with Hollyband’s aggressive focus on correct language to highlight their differing approaches 
to managing ‘status anxiety’.    
112

 Hüllen (1999): 112 estimates that 30,000 copies of Berlaimont’s Colloques were extant in Western Europe 

between 1530 and 1700. 
113

 The contents of the reader epistle of the 1576 edition indicates that the six languages chosen for that 

particular publication (Flemish, English, German, French, Spanish and Italian) were the most common in use in 
Antwerp at that time: 
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However, although the Colloques opened English merchants to linguistic and cultural 

representations that underpinned commercial activities between a broad diversity of 

nationalities on the European mainland, it did not open Italian merchants to linguistic and 

cultural representations that could assist them in doing business in England. Hollyband’s 

Arnalt & Lucenda, although containing brief cultural representations of Elizabethan life, was 

also of limited value in this regard since it was mainly concerned with disseminating the 

moral message of the relevant novella to an English readership.  

 

Furthermore, the short, simple sentence structure of both Berlaimont’s and Hollyband’s 

dialogues were not suitable for an Elizabethan diplomat or politician who was seeking a more 

sophisticated, courtly form of language to enhance their conversational ability in Italian. 

 

I have previously noted Del Re’s conclusion that the English style of the first seventeen 

dialogues of First Fruites (the ‘Parlar’ group identified in Appendix A) was designed for 

Italians studying English, and Wyatt’s recognition that the cultural descriptions of England in 

chapter fifteen of the text (A parlar d’Inghilterra) was useful to a newly arrived Italian 

merchant
114

. My research supports these views however it also suggests that the ‘Parlar’ group 

has greater ambitions beyond teaching the English language to Italians and providing a 

cursory cultural snapshot of England via a single dialogue. Rather, the first seventeen 

dialogues of First Fruites represents an innovative, sophisticated response by Florio to a 

problem he faced in trying to make his text appealing to a culturally diverse patronage of 

political and mercantile elites: how to offer linguistic instruction in Italian (for ‘English 

Gentlemen’) and English (for ‘Italian Gentlemen and Merchants’) that also provided cultural 

edification for the benefit of the latter readership and which aligned with the personal interests 

of his patron Robert Dudley.   

 

The two Italian-English dialogue-manuals available in England prior to the publication of 

First Fruites did not sufficiently serve the needs of the Italian community in London needing 

edification in English language and culture. Neither did Hollyband’s Arnalt & Lucenda or 

Berlaimont’s Colloques provide adequate instruction in conversational Italian suitable for the 

needs of English courtier-diplomats. The ‘Parlar’ group of dialogues were designed by Florio 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
Ce que consideré, nous auons pour soulager le labeur de plusieurs, qui desireront suiure ceste voye, imprimé & auec grand 
labeur & despens, fait mettre ordre ce present vocabulaire en six langues, prenant celles, qui sont les plus communes & en 
usage en ceste ville. 

 
Taken in conjunction with my earlier note that the first edition of the anonymous polyglot vocabularies based on 
Berlaimont’s original Vocabulaire to include English was printed in Venice in 1540, this extract from the reader 
epistle demonstrates that by the second half of the sixteenth century English had joined the other vernaculars in 
importance among the mercantile communities of Europe. 
114

 See section I.1. Ambition on page 9.   
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primarily for the learning of everyday conversational language skills - ‘familiar speech’- in 

Italian and English, but they also responded to the two different needs of his readerships for 

doing so: ‘English Gentlemen’ required a practical, conversational ability in Italian suitable 

for travelling on the Continent or for gaining ‘familiarity’ in diplomatic situations with 

politicians, dignitaries, ambassadors etc., while ‘Italian Gentlemen and Merchants’ required 

an understanding of the social, cultural and commercial milieu of London as well as everyday, 

conversational English for practical use across the community. Florio’s innovative response to 

this challenge was to write conversational exercises that - in contrast to the traditional 

dialogue themes such as asking the way, seeking lodgings, attending school, etc. - focused on 

communicating with various people from different levels of English society, thereby 

providing examples of ‘familiar speech’ in both languages that also contained English cultural 

representations for the edification of his Italian readers.  

 

The scenic feature that enabled Florio to portray aspects of English society and culture for the 

edification of his Italian readership was the framing of the action within the context of 

Elizabethan social spaces. The interlocutors of the first seventeen dialogues often discuss or 

make reference to public spaces such as the theatre, the Royal Exchange, “Cheapside”, “the 

fields”, etc. or to more private spaces such as chambers, houses, and the court
115

. Allusions to 

these public and private spaces are often juxtaposed as many scenes have the speakers moving 

from one to the other or making plans to go to or meet at a nominated place. For example, 

interlocutors are to be found returning home from the court or a trip to the countryside, 

awaiting the return of their Lord from a visit to the court, arranging to meet at the Exchange, 

discussing going to the theatre, or simply gathering under the shade of a tree on a hot day. 

Florio uses these spaces and the movement of characters between them as the background 

from which to comment on aspects of Elizabethan society, culture and social practices, such 

as Queen Elizabeth and her court, attitudes to public plays, the social freedoms of English 

women, inviting someone to dinner or to stay, travelling into the countryside or overseas, 

gathering news, hunting, purchasing clothes, or reciting proverbs and sayings. The literary 

device of providing examples of polite, sophisticated conversation with different sorts of 

people as they moved across and between the public and private spaces of London, that also 

touched on various features of Elizabethan society and culture, was an innovative design 

construct. It enabled Florio to offer examples of ‘familiar speech’ in Italian and English with 

the broader purpose of assisting his Italian readership with their need to participate in English 

life.  

                                                                 
115

 The court was not a strictly private space since there were usually a number of nobles, courtiers, 

ambassadors, merchants and entertainers in and around it, yet the elite nature of the court and its attendees 
meant that it thus represented a kind of spatial interplay between the private and public spaces of Elizabethan 
elites (Boutcher (1996): 192).   
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The ‘Parlar’ group of conversational exercises is closest in concept to the pre-Florian 

dialogue-manual tradition, yet as outlined above with First Fruites we encounter an approach 

of greater diversity and innovation in comparison to previous efforts. Florio realized that he 

could write dialogues to teach ‘familiar speech’ in Italian-English parallel-text format which 

could simultaneously assist his Italian readership to overcome their linguistic and cultural 

isolation. Furthermore, this approach would not compromise the need to provide his English 

readership with examples of conversational Italian that were more sophisticated than what 

was available in other manuals. Recognising this objective opens up new avenues for 

understanding the dialogic content of the ‘Parlar’ group since very little analysis of the text 

has ever been undertaken from the point of view of an Italian reader. Chapter three of this 

thesis seeks to take particular account of the dialogic content of the ‘Parlar’ group from the 

viewpoint of Florio’s Italian readership communities.    

 

I end this section on cultural ‘fruites’ with a comparative analysis of Florio’s manual and the 

tradition in regard to the influence of the Reformation. The rise of Protestantism on the 

European mainland and the resulting counter-Reformation activities of the Catholic Church 

influenced the dialogue-manual tradition in England by bringing French Huguenot and other 

Protestant refugees across the Channel. Some of these refugees established themselves as 

language teachers (Howatt (1984): 12-31; Kibbee (1991): 130-3), and the manuals of Du 

Ploich and Hollyband in particular incorporate aspects of the reformed church and the 

lifestyle of its communities into their dialogues. Indeed, Warren Boutcher has argued that 

Hollyband “sought to give his French conversation manual [The French Schoolmaister 

(1573)] Protestant credibility by modelling its presentation on Roger Ascham’s The 

Scholemaster (1570)”
116

. Florio was also a Protestant immigrant language teacher and Yates 

notes that First Fruites contains “many criticisms of contemporary life from a definitively 

Puritan standpoint” (Yates (1934): 33). The analysis that follows seeks to contextualize these 

criticisms within the dialogue-manual tradition.       

   

                                                                 
116

 Roger Ascham was a Protestant humanist and educator born at Kirby Wiske, near Northallerton, England in 

1515. He was a member of the Cambridge circle of humanists that figured prominently in the intellectual, 
ecclesiastical and political life of England during the middle decades of the sixteenth century. Ascham was tutor 
to the young Princess Elizabeth and her Latin secretary during the first ten years of her reign. See Ryan (1963) for 
a biography of Ascham. Mayor’s 1907 publication of The Scholemaster also contains a memoir of Ascham by 
Hartley Coleridge. Hollyband’s title The French Schoolemaister is an obvious re-working of Ascham’s title and the 
manual is dedicated to Robert Sackville for whom in part Ascham wrote his treatise (Boutcher (1997): 50). 
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2.1 Spreading the Word: Protestantism in the Dialogue-Manual 

Tradition  

 

Peter du Ploich and Claudius Hollyband were both French Protestant refugees. The dialogic 

content of their manuals reflected a religio-political world view that was in keeping with the 

desire of the Protestant ‘stranger’ communities to serve as models of pious, reformation 

lifestyles: 

 

In all modern languages, but especially in French, there were strong attempts, evident in these 

manuals and their models, to establish the relationship between the teaching of the language in 

question and the practical inculcation of Protestant piety and civility (Boutcher (1997): 50)
117

. 

 

It is immediately clear from the structural breakdown shown in Appendix C that Du Ploich’s 

text contained a significant amount of formal religious invocations. Although prayers such as 

the “Our Father”, “Hail Mary” and “Grace” at meal times can be found in some places 

throughout Berlaimont’s Colloques, they do not match the liturgical formality and devoutness 

of Du Ploich’s Treatise. As a schoolmaster, Du Ploich would have been obliged to teach 

certain prayers to his students118. However the inclusion of extensive religious instruction in 

his manual also reflects the shift to a more activist Protestantism during the reign of Edward 

VI and the support of that culture by the Protestant refugees such as Du Ploich fleeing the 

Continent119.  

 

Du Ploich’s support for the reformed religion is made clear by his criticism of Roman 

Catholicism in the Litany. Among a host of sufferings from which salvation is requested, Du 

Ploich included
120

: 

 

From all sedicion, and privie   De toute sedition et secrete 

                                                                 
117

 Lambley (1920): 145-7 notes that the children of the French ‘stranger’ Protestant congregation often 

attended schools that were under the supervision of the French churches. Teachers in these schools were 
therefore under the control of the minister who ensured the books they used reflected the religious instruction 
and sober lifestyle of the church.  
118

 Both Henry VIII and Edward VI issued orders that the Paternoster, the Ten Commandments, and the Apostles’ 

Creed should be taught to children (Lambley (1920): 130). 
119

 On England’s leadership in the reformed religion under Edward VI and then Elizabeth I, and the related choice 
of England as a destination for asylum by religious refugees from north-western Europe, see Yungblut (1996): 14-
25. On the influx of Protestant ‘strangers’ into England the impact of the Protestant Reformation on French-
language manuals in England, see Kibbee (1991): 130-3 and Boutcher (1997): 50. On the more activist policies of 
Edward VI’s government in regard to leadership in the reformed religion, see Loach (1999): 116-34.  
120

 Du Ploich Peter; A Treatise in English and Frenche; (1551), Biii (v) & (r). We are a long way here from the 

description of the Pope as “Fyrst of the hyest…our holy fadre” among “prelats…princes, and grete lords” in the 
first French-English dialogue manual printed in England – William Caxton’s Ryght good lernyng for to lerne shortly 
frenssh and englyssh (c. 1483). See Bradley (1900): 20. 
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conspiracie, from the tiranny   conspiration, de la tirannye                              

of the Bishoppe of Rome,     du Pape de Romme, 

and al his detestable enormities,   Et toute ses desmesurees raisons, 

from al false     de toute faulse 

doctrine & herisy, from al hardnes   doctrine et secte, de toute durete                 

of harte, and contempte of   de coeur, contemnement de 

thy worde and commaundement.   ta parolle et commandement. 

 

The connection during the reign of Edward VI between English Protestantism, formal 

worship and modern-language teaching is underlined by Du Ploich’s inclusion of “A prayer 

for the kynge” in the third Sub-unit
121

: 

 

O God, soverayn defendoure   O Dieu, souverain protecteur 

Of christen realmes    des Royames christiens                              

geve to thy servaunte Edwarde   donne a ton servant Edward 

our kinge triumphe    nostre Roy triumphe 

against his enemies    contre ses ennemis 

to thend that he whiche by thy   affin que luy quy de ta                 

providence hath ben blessed,   providence a este consacré,  

always by thy defence    tousiours par ta defense 

he may be assured    il puisse etre assure 

throug our lorde Jesus Christe   par nostre seigneur Iesus Christ 

So be it.      Ainsy soit il. 

 

Indeed, state approval for Du Ploich’s Reformation pedagogy was demonstrated by the 

inclusion of an edition of his Treatise in the modern-language materials set aside for the 

education of the young king by the English authorities
122

. Du Ploich also dedicated two 

French manuscripts to Edward, a composition on the estate of princes and a religious work, 

further evidence of the strengthening ties between Protestant ‘stranger’ communities and the 

upper echelons of Edward’s government under the aegis of Archbishop Cranmer (Boutcher 

(1997): 41-2; Loach (1999): 116-8).  

 

Occasionally Du Ploich took the opportunity to adjust the material he sourced from 

Berlaimont in order to have his manual present a religio-political orientation more relevant to 

                                                                 
121

 Ibid: Di (r). 
122

 Loach (1999): 13; Lambley (1920): 133-4.  
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his English readership - compare these extracts from Sub-unit 5 of Du Ploich and Sub-unit 5 

of Berlaimont
123

: 

 

Berlaimont – Colloques (1586) Du Ploich – Treatise in English and 
Frenche (1551) 

English French English French 
From whence com you  
   now, from beyond the  
   sea? 
No, I com from Fraunce,  
   from England, and from  
   high Dutchland. 
What newes in Fraunce? 
 
Trulie, nothing good. 
How so? 
They are so chased the  
   one against te other that  
   I am even afraide to  
   speake therof. 
God preserve us from 
civill warres, for it is an 
evell plage: but we must 
have patience,  
Wee shall have peace,  
   when it wil please God. 

D’ou venes vous  
   maintenant, de delà la   
   mer? 
Non, ie vien de France,  
   d’Angleterre, &  
   d’Allemaigne. 
Que dict-on de nouveau en  
   France? 
Certes rien de bon. 
Comment cela? 
Ils sont tellement acharnez  
   les uns contre les autres,  
   que i’ay horreur d’en  
   parler. 
Dieu nous preserve de la  
   guerre civile, car c’est un  
   mauvais fleau: mais il nous  
   faut avoir patience,  
Nous avrons la paix quand il  
  plaira à Dieu. 

From whence com  
   you, from Fraunce? 
No. 
From whence then,  
   from Flaunders? 
Ye. 
What newes there  
   say men? 
What know I, men  
   say mervells. 
And you sir, from  
   whence com you? 
I come from  
   Bulloinge, from  
   Englande, from  
   Germany. 
What newes? 
I know none but  
   good. 
I harde say that the  
   Englishe men have  
   kylled many  
   frenche men. 
And where? 
Before Bulloinge. 
When came the  
   newes? 
This morning by a  
   post. 

D’ou venez vous, de  
   France? 
Nenny. 
D’ou doncques, de  
   Flandres? 
Ouy. 
Quelles novelles ý  
   dict on? 
Que scay ie? On dict  
   merveille. 
Et vous seigneur,  
   d’ou venez vous? 
Ie viens de  
   Boulongne,  
   d’Engleterre,  
   d’Allemaigne. 
Quelle nouvelles? 
Ie ne scay rien que  
   bien. 
I’ay ouy dire que les  
   anglois ont occis  
   beaucoup de  
   François. 
Et ou? 
Devant Boulongne. 
Quant vinrent les  
   nouvelles? 
A ce matin par ung  
   poste. 

 

 

I have bolded key passages in the above extracts for ease of comparison. It can be seen that 

Du Ploich has changed Berlaimont’s reference to the religious civil wars in France to the 

outcome of recent incursions of English soldiers on the Continent near the coastal town of 

Boulogne. Kibbee believes that Du Ploich’s dialogue simply reflected his pride in his adopted 

country
124

 however it may also be indicative of the political context of the compilation of Du 

Ploich’s manual as propaganda in support of the Edwardian regime’s political brinkmanship 

across the English Channel. Here we see early evidence of the impact of Reformation politics 

                                                                 
123

 As noted previously (footnote 78 on page 29), given the consistency of content across the various editions of 

Berlaimont’s Colloques, I am taking the 1586 edition available at the ‘Early English Books Online’ website as a 
close representation of previous editions for quotation purposes.  
124

 Kibbee (1991): 99n7.  
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on the English dialogue-manual tradition stemming from the protection given to Protestant 

‘stranger’ communities by Edward’s government
125

.    

 

Hollyband follows Du Ploich by also incorporating a religio-political outlook into his manuals 

that also reflected his Huguenot sensibilities. Certainly his dialogic content promotes a 

Protestant socio-political viewpoint in the form of pejorative references to the St. 

Bartholomew’s Day massacre, a positive portrayal of a sermon at St. Paul’s, laudations of the 

Queen, and the inclusion of many religious orations and prayers. For example, in his 

adaptation of Berlaimont’s A dinner of ten persons dialogue (Sub-unit 1) into the Familiar 

Talks dialogue of The French Schoolmaister (Sub-unit 3), Hollyband incorporated a scene in 

which his characters discuss a recent sighting of the queen
126

: 

 

Wee have seen the Queen in her 

coutche which cam from walkyng 

out of the Parke: and as she went to the 

chappell to heare the service, 

there was a Lady of the court 

auncient enough, which hath presented her 

a request: the Queene hath taken it 

very gentely, truly, and hath geeven 

her her hand to kisse.  

 

Shee is a very courteous Princesse, 

God preserve her longe unto us. 

 

So be it: truly it is a Lady 

worthy of a great prayse: she hath 

kept us a longe time in peace and 

tranquilitie: the which yee have not 

                                                                 
125

 Further evidence is provided by the life and work of the Englishman William Thomas, who lived in Italy from 
1545 to 1549, during which time he wrote The Historie of Italie (subsequently published in London in 1549), 
Principal Rules of the Italian Grammer, with a Dictionarie for the better understandynge of Boccace, Petrarcha, 
and Dante (1550) and a defence in Italian of the character of Henry VIII published on the Continent and entitled II 
Pellegrino Inglese ne'l quale si defende l' innocente & la sincera vita de'l pio & religioso re d' Inghilterra Henrico 
ottauo (1552). Thomas was a political confidant of Edward VI (Boutcher describes him as “a kind of private 
political instructor in the Machiavellian tradition” (Boutcher (1997): 51)) and he was appointed as one of the 
clerks of the Privy Council in April, 1550. On the ascension of Mary Tudor to the English throne, Thomas was 
ejected from the court and was eventually charged with treason and executed in 1554. Thomas’s career is 
another example of the close links between the English Protestant state under Edward VI and modern-language 
teachers. These links would be expanded and strengthened under Elizabeth I as Protestant immigrant language 
teachers such as Claudius Hollyband and Giovanni Florio sough to forge relationships with the Protestant elites of 
Elizabeth’s court. On Thomas, see Wyatt (2005): 70-2, 211-12 and Boutcher (1997): 50-1.  
126

 Hollyband (1573): 118-120.  
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read in any chronicle of England, 

that there hath been any Prince since the 

conquest, which hath maintayned this  

Realme in such a longe and good peace: 

and if I should say since Brutus, 

I should not lie. 

 

Hollyband here initially juxtaposes the image of the queen responding graciously to an 

approach from one of her subjects with that of the moral, god-fearing church goer. These are 

images that link the power of the two institutions representing the English élites – the Crown 

and the Church – with the benevolence and grace of her majesty. Hollyband then associates 

Elizabeth’s reign with the ongoing “peace and tranquillity” of England that has not been 

experienced since the days of “Brutus”, that is pre-Roman times
127

. The inference is that, in 

contrast to the religious wars and turmoil of Europe, England is united and at peace under a 

queen that “God” is “preserving”. Hollyband infers that God approves of Elizabeth – and 

therefore Protestantism – by grafting together representations of her as Christian and moral 

with references to peace and tranquillity along with metaphors of stability through 

genealogical and historical allusions. Hollyband sought patronage among English elites, and 

he is clearly offering political support to the Elizabethan Protestant state in the above scene. 

His first dialogue manual continued the practice begun by Du Ploich whereby, in return for 

protection and support through their church, ‘stranger’ language teachers were expected to 

reflect the reformed practices of their communities and provide political support to the 

Elizabethan regime in their language manuals (Lambley (1920): 114-23; Austin (1939): 257; 

Boutcher (1997): 43-4, 50).     

 

Hollyband further sought to inculcate a strong Protestant ethic by including a continuous 

prose text (as opposed to dialogue) for the dual purpose of reading exercise and moral 

edification. For example, Arnalt & Lucenda was originally a Spanish novella that had already 

been translated into English in 1543 by John Clerk using a French translation. Hollyband used 

an Italian translation by Bartolomeo Marraffi, to which he added his own English translation 

and then presented both in parallel-text format in his manual (Chamosa (1992): 80-6). 

According to Rossi, Marraffi’s translation was often suggested as a pedagogical tool for the 
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 Brutus was supposedly leader of the ancient Britons, or Welsh, and the great-grandson of the Trojan Aeneas. 

His life was mythologized in the chronicles of Geoffrey of Monmouth in the twelfth century. Tudor propaganda 
had declared Henry VII (Henry Tudor of Wales) as the long-prophesised successor to the line of British Kings that 
began with Brutus and ended with Cadwallader (when the Saxons forced the remnants of the British in to the 
mountains of Wales). Thus the genealogy of Elizabeth could supposedly be traced in a direct line back to Brutus 
and the great historical tradition outlined by the epics of Homer and Virgil. See Neo-historicism: studies in 
Renaissance literature, history, and politics (2000) edited by Robin Headlam Wells, Glenn Burgess, and Rowland 
Wymer for more detailed information about the myth of Brutus. 
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learning of language according to a precise moral premise (Rossi (1986): 75-6). Beyond the 

practical conversational exercises of the dialogues, then, Arnalt & Lucenda would have 

provided reading and translation exercises with a moral bent for the more advanced student. 

Furthermore, the French Littelton includes a reading exercise, this time in the form of a 

treatise on the evils of dancing. The original is an anti-dancing tract written by Robert 

Estienne, first published in his Traicté de la Grammaire Francoise in 1557. It is a puritanical 

invective that reflected the attitudes of the more radical Protestant moralists of the era who 

saw dancing as undermining the social fabric
128

. In contrast to the Italian manual, Hollyband 

positioned the Traicte des Danses after the dialogues and he did not present it in parallel-text 

format with an English equivalent. Its main purpose, then, appears to have been moral 

guidance for those more advanced students who could read the French without an English 

translation to guide them.  

 

Earlier in this thesis I drew attention to Frances Yates’s assessment of the Puritan tone of 

many of the criticisms of contemporary English life found in First Fruites
129

. In contrast Del 

Re argued that the denunciations of Elizabethan excesses in Florio’s manual were merely 

consistent with the views expressed by other Renaissance Italian writers
130

. My reading of 

First Fruites suggests that the moral criticisms found in the work are entirely consistent with 

the English dialogue-manual tradition. First Fruites, however, is not as aggressively 

Protestant as previous manuals. For example, it does not overtly attack the ‘Bishop of Rome’ 

(Du Ploich) or denounce dancing as an evil pastime (Hollyband). Nevertheless, it is more 

critical of excessive living than its predecessors, whose dialogues carried over the intemperate 

model of behaviour reflected in the merchant culture of Berlaimont’s Colloques
131

. Florio’s 

reluctance to embrace an evangelical viewpoint in First Fruites is eminently understandable 

in light of his addressing of the work to an Italian readership, many of whom remained 

Catholic (Del Re (1936): Notes, 54-5; Wyatt (2005): 16). The Puritan criticisms of 

Elizabethan society’s excesses and the praising of Queen Elizabeth that one finds in First 

Fruites can be understood as Florio continuing the tradition of immigrant Protestant dialogue-

manual writers supporting the religio-political agenda of the Elizabethan government, while 

being careful not to offend the Catholic sensibilities of his Italian constituency. It was an 
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 On the disapprobation of dancing by Puritans and other Protestant moralists during the Elizabethan era, see 
Pennino-Baskerville (1991). 
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 See section I.1. Ambition on page 9. 
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 “His denunciation of every kind of excess is less an echo of the sermons preached at St. Paul’s Cross, than of 
the opinions expressed by Castiglione, Guazzo, Varchi and other Italian Renaissance writers who saw in such 
abuses a threat to social life and to that inner harmony and external balance without which life is meaningless 
and polite intercourse impossible” (Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxiii).  
131

 For example, Berlaimont’s A dinner of ten persons dialogue, which is incorporated into Du Ploich’s Treatise 

and Hollyband’s French Schoolmaister, contains long scenes of consumption of fish, meat, vegetables and other 
courses along with continual toasting and drinking of beer and wine.  
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approach that also aligned well with the socio-religious agenda of the manual’s dedicatee, the 

Earl of Leicester. Rosenberg has demonstrated that Robert Dudley was the protector of the 

Puritan faction within Elizabeth’s court and that he employed Italian expatriates and offered 

his patronage to a number of Italian Protestant immigrants in England (Rosenberg (1955): 54-

7; 286-93).   

 

3. Educational ‘Fruites’ 

 

The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ grouping identified in the structural breakdown of First 

Fruites in Appendix A is reflective of Florio’s desire to appeal to an elitist English readership 

through the text. Their dialogic content does not deal so much with ‘familiar speech’ but 

rather with reading exercises based on passages extracted from Italian vernacular literature. In 

particular, they demonstrate aspects of Italian vernacular rhetoric that were offered by Florio 

to assist his ‘English Gentlemen’ readership in the construction of eloquent, persuasive 

language of use to the English state in its political, commercial and cultural dealings with 

foreign nations (Boutcher (1997): 53-63). On this occasion, then, these dialogues were biased 

by Florio towards the edification of his English readership for their better appreciation and 

understanding of Italian vernacular literature.  

 

Florio’s promotion of Italian literature was underpinned by the prestige in which it was held 

by the nobility, as evidenced by the circulation of Italian books in England in Florio’s day, 

which may be ascertained from the library records of Gentilhuomini Inglesi. For example, a 

list of the contents of the library of Francis, second Earl of Bedford, in 1584 contains twelve 

Italian books, including the “First parte of Plutarches Lives”, a “Livie in Italian bound in 

Parchemᵗ” and a “Discription of Italy by Leander”
132

. The broad interest in Italian literature of 

the Lord Chancellor of England, Sir Christopher Hatton (1540 – 1591), is evidenced by the 

wide variety of genres in his collection, which included an Italian translation of Aristotle’s 

Rhetoric, Agnolo Firenzuolo’s Prose, Annibale Caro’s Letter Familiari and Giovanni 

Botero's Ragione di Stato
133

. Sir William Pickering (1516 – 1575), who collected books 

during his travels and ambassadorships in Europe, had twenty-five books in his library which 

were printed in Venice. They included Italian classics by Ariosto, Dante and Petrarch as well 
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 M. St. Clare Byrne and Gladys Scott Thomson; “‘My Lord's Books’: The Library of Francis, Second Earl of 

Bedford, in 1584” in The Review of English Studies, Vol. 7, No. 28 (Oct., 1931): 385-405. “Plutarches Lives” is most 
likely a reference to Lodovico Domenichi’s Le Vite di Plutarco; the “Livie in Italian” may refer to Jacopo Nardi’s Le 
Deche di Tito Livio; and the “Leander” reference is most likely Leandro Alberti’s Descrizione d’Italia.   
133

 W. O. Hassall, “The Books of Sir Christopher Hatton at Holkham” in The Library, Fifth Series, Vol. V, No. 1, June 
1950: 1-13.  
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as Italian translations of Greek and Latin classics by Aristotle, Aristophanes and Thucydides, 

Caesar, Cicero, Sallust and Virgil
134

. Various entries in the Calendar of State Papers attest to 

the efforts of English ambassadors, diplomats and travellers to procure printed books for their 

political acquaintances and friends. For example, in December 1551 Pickering wrote to Sir 

William Cecil from Paris to tell him that he was having prepared a collection of books to send 

to him which included inter alia a discourse of Machiavelli’s and notes to Aristotle’s Ethics 

in Italian
135

. In 1561 the English MP Henry Paget was so excited at finding a good supply of 

books in Orleans that he requested the Ambassador to France in Paris, Sir Nicholas 

Throckmorton, to instruct his friend Robert Jones “that if he have any more books to buy that 

I desire him to defer the buying of them till he come hither, whereas he shall find a 

bookbinder's daughter that keepeth the shop and selleth the books, who is the fairest maid 

without comparison in Orleans or Paris”
136

.  

 

The illustration of Italian vernacular literature unveiled by Florio in the ‘Ragionamenti e 

Discorsi’ group represents a fundamental, expansive shift in the dialogue-manual tradition. 

We saw in the early part of this chapter that previously, authors of dialogue manuals provided 

their students with conversational practice – ‘familiar speech’ – in a foreign vernacular, often 

with mercantile pursuits in mind
137

. The ‘Parlar’ group of dialogues represent Florio’s 

innovative extrapolation of this convention to provide conversational exercises in Italian and 

English set within an English cultural context, however there is very little in the dialogue 

manual tradition that anticipated the literary and rhetorical elegancies of the ‘Ragionamenti e 

Discorsi’ group. Only Hollyband provided a hint of what was to come in First Fruites when 

he urged his English readership in the epistle of Arnalt & Lucenda to utilize the novella in 

order to inter alia:            

 

…gather therein many pretie and wittie phrases, sentences, and devises, agreable to the same 

Argumente, and apte for the lyke or any other speache or writing (Hollyband (1575): To the 

Reader). 

 

This is a reference to the ‘commonplace book’ method associated with the humanist logic 

processes of ‘Invention’ and ‘Judgement’, that is to say the gathering of fragments of speech 

through textual exegesis for appropriation and redeployment in original compositions (Crane 

(1993): 17-38; Fox (2000): 123-32; Mack (2002): 43-4). We shall see in chapter four that 

Florio was also concerned with the reading and analysing of texts, but within a broader 
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 I.G. Philip; “Sir William Pickering and his books” in The Book Collector, 5 (1956): 231-8.  
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 Calendar of State Papers Foreign, Edward VI: 1547-1553 (1861), 200-207; December 25, 1551.  
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 Calendar of State Papers Foreign, Elizabeth, Volume 3: 1560-1561 (1865); 215-227; August 7, 1560.  
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 Refer to section II.1.2 Structure and Content: Different Fruits for Different Readers on page 41. 
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humanistic context. The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues showcased Italian as the 

linguistic key to the wisdom, learning and literary elegancies held in vernacular literature, 

both modern (for example Ariosto, Machiavelli, and Petrarch) and classical (Italian 

translations of ancient Greek and Roman texts). In particular, through a combination of 

original dialogic composition and commonplaces from the writings of Italian vernacular 

humanist poets, historians and translators, this thesis will contend that Florio sought in the 

‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues to demonstrate the embellishment of language through 

the use of rhetorical tropes and figures. This was a far more ambitious programme than 

Hollyband’s simple advice to his readership to collect “many pretie and wittie phrases, 

sentences, and devises” from the reading of a single novella and it took the dialogue-manual 

tradition to a new level of linguistic and cultural sophistication. The identification of the 

innovative educational project underpinning the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues is a 

major insight that this thesis brings to the scholarship on First Fruites.      

 

4. Conclusion: The Fruites of Innovation   

 

My diachronic analysis of paratexts reveals that in comparison to the dialogue manuals of the 

English tradition, First Fruites was designed to appeal to linguistically and culturally diverse 

readership constituencies. In contrast to Hollyband’s reluctance to promote his dialogue 

manuals for use by native French or Italian speakers to study English language and culture, 

Florio openly advertised his text as being suitable for both an English reader wishing to learn 

Italian and an Italian reader wishing to learn English. Florio realized that to do this 

successfully required a cultural and educational focus as well as language tuition for both 

types of reader, and he designed his text accordingly. Conceptually, his solution was to adapt 

the English dialogue manual tradition into a broader project that encompassed cultural 

representations of interest to Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani and educational paradigms of 

interest to Gentilhuomini Inglesi. This meant grouping the dialogues in such a way that 

sections of the manual could be written with a bias towards serving the needs of each 

readership. The parallel-text format ensured that every dialogue remained relevant to the 

study of both the Italian and English languages; however the content within certain dialogue 

groups would be biased towards enabling, on one level, access for an English readership to 

the wisdom and learning of antiquity held in Italian literature, and on another level an 

improved understanding of English society and culture for an Italian readership. For his 

English readership, the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues emphasised Italian as the key to 

eloquent and persuasive speech and writing based on the rhetorical precepts, poetry and 

historical learning contained in Italian vernacular texts. For his Italian readership, the ‘Parlar’ 
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dialogues emphasised aspects of English society and culture based on conversations in 

‘familiar speech’ with a diverse range of people.  

 

The addressing of First Fruites to culturally diverse readerships was the key innovation that 

underpinned the ambitiousness of the text. Florio achieves this by grouping the dialogues in 

such a way that sections of the manual are focused on the cultural edification of each 

readership. Linguistic instruction remains relevant across the entire text, however the different 

cultural and educational focus of the two dialogue groups as described above helps to explain 

certain language aspects of the text noted by other authors. For example, Wyatt noted that the 

Italian language pedagogy in the opening dialogue “is quite a mouthful for a beginning 

student” (Wyatt (2005): 168). He is referring of course to an English student learning Italian. 

My analysis demonstrates that the ‘Parlar’ group offers snapshots of social and cultural issues 

prevalent in Elizabethan England for the cultural edification of an Italian readership. Hence 

the pedagogical approach taken by Florio in the early dialogues favoured a more complex 

Italian than otherwise would have been the case if they were written purely for an English 

readership. Furthermore, as Del Re noted, the English style of the earlier dialogues “would 

certainly have been enough to discredit [Florio] as a teacher of English”, yet “The English of 

the later dialogues appears…remarkable” (Del Re (1936): Introduction, xxxix-xl). My 

analysis demonstrates that the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group offers examples of Italian 

vernacular rhetoric based on Italian literary extracts for the cultural edification of an English 

readership. Hence the pedagogical approach taken by Florio in the later dialogues 

demonstrates an increased English complexity that matches the sophistication of the Italian.     

 

I now turn to an examination of selected dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ group in order to further 

demonstrate the ambitious nature of Florio’s text. In doing so, I will provide a new reading of 

the dialogues that explores the cultural references across the group in relation to First Fruites’ 

Italian readerships.   
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III. English ‘Fruites’ for Italians 

 

Gentil’huomini miei amici, ch’ogni giorno mi stimulavano di darli in luce…certo parlar 

familiare: à modo di Dialogo, da poter imparar tanto la Lingua Italiana, quanto la 

Inglese…
138 

 

 

The fundamental, overarching element in understanding the ambitiousness of First Fruites is 

to comprehend its aim of serving linguistically and culturally diverse readerships. In the 

previous chapter I postulated that the ‘Parlar’ group of dialogues offer conversational practice 

in both Italian and English, within an English cultural setting, for the enlightenment of 

Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani. To achieve this, Florio moved away from the activity-

based merchant-related topics of traditional dialogues to conversations that simply focused on 

people communicating as they meet in the public spaces of Elizabethan London. This 

approach enabled Florio to construct a discourse across the first seventeen dialogues of First 

Fruites in which his speakers note aspects of English society and culture, and commentate on 

a range of topical issues. It was an innovative means to an ambitious end of serving the needs 

of diverse readership communities: English courtier-diplomats (‘English Gentlemen’) 

requiring a practical, conversational ability in Italian suitable for ‘familiar speech’ in 

diplomatic situations with politicians, dignitaries, ambassadors etc.; and the Italian 

community in London (‘Italian Gentlemen and Merchants’) requiring an understanding of 

English society and culture as well as everyday, conversational English for practical use 

across the social spaces of London.  

 

In this chapter I offer a new reading of selected dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ group aimed at 

providing a better understanding of their ambitious scope. In comparing the breakdown of 

First Fruites in Appendix A to that of the manuals of the tradition in Appendices B, C and D 

we can see that the ‘Parlar’ group is closest in concept to the tradition, in that it offers 

language tuition via conversational dialogues of ‘familiar speech’. The scholarship on First 

Fruites has tended to focus on their contents when examining the text in comparison to its 

antecedents and the perspective of these studies has generally been that of an ‘English 

Gentleman’ learning Italian
139

. The scope of their ambition has therefore never been fully 
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 “My gentlemen friends, who every day were urging me to bring to light…certain familiar speech in dialogue 
form, to be able to to learn as much the Italian language as the English…” (Del Re (1936): 4). 
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 In section II.2  Cultural ‘Fruites’ I noted Del Re’s conclusion that the English style of the first seventeen 

dialogues of First Fruites appear to have been designed for Italians studying English, and Wyatt’s recognition that 
the cultural descriptions of England in chapter fifteen would have been useful to a newly arrived Italian 
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explored, since little attention has been paid to evaluating the ‘Parlar’ group from the 

perspective of the Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani that Florio was seeking to serve. Neither 

has much attention been given to understanding the dialogic mechanisms – subject matter, 

narrative, characters, etc. - that Florio adopted in order to make these dialogues appealing to 

diverse readerships.      

 

I begin my analysis by situating the ambition of the text to assist Italian readers within its 

historical context. I have previously noted Carlo Franzero’s view that Florio’s desire to assist 

the Italian community in their interactions with the society and culture of Elizabethan London 

was motivated by their remoteness from the English world that surrounded them
140

. Franzero 

highlighted the moral isolation of the Italians in England, yet this remoteness may also have 

been in part a reaction to the antagonism the ‘stranger’ communities experienced from their 

hosts. Studies of the ‘alien’ presence in Elizabethan London reveal that a hostile attitude 

existed towards them from the native English people
141

. The Italian community in sixteenth-

century London was not immune to this general hostility despite the support they received 

from the ruling class (Yates (1934): 30; Wyatt (2005): 137). In return, the Italians appear to 

have adopted what Sergio Rossi called an attitude of “reciprocal indifference” to the English 

world (Rossi (1989): 10). Late sixteenth-century Italians viewed the English as rather 

uncivilized, often regarding their stay in England as a kind of banishment to a barbarous place 

(Yates (1934): 31-2).   

 

Local antagonism towards foreigners in London can be seen in the following quotation, which 

is an extract from the Elizabethan state papers of 1571. It relates to the grievances of some 

Londoners concerning the practices of the foreign merchant communities and their perceived 

segregation from English society:   

 

They ought not to bee in companies or Societyes, Contrary thereunto they are a common 

wealth within themselves, trade in partner shippe with strangers, and as factours for the whole 

cittyes, commerce with us for nothing that they can have of their owne nacion, though they be 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
merchant; however neither author went on to examine the dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ group from the perspective 
of an Italian reader. 
140

 See section I.3. Tradition on page 26. 
141

 See for example Pettegree (1986): 282-95; Yungblut (1996): 40-51. The poor treatment of foreigners by the 

native English is a common-place of sixteenth-century historiography, yet Pettegree argues against a tradition of 
xenophobia among sixteenth-century Englishmen. He does however acknowledge and elucidate on the 
grievances which were commonly articulated against ‘aliens’. On the contrary, Yungblut sees a pattern of 
continuous ‘anti-alien’ sentiment throughout the century.     
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demised or borne heere amongst us, yet they keepe themselves severed from us in church, in a 

government, in trade, in language and marriage
142

.  

 

Note that the ‘Citizens of London’ who wrote this complaint did not differentiate between 

those ‘aliens’ who were resident in London (‘demized’) or those born on English soil to 

‘alien’ parents (‘born here amongst us’). Wyatt has highlighted that this latter group – which 

included Florio, who was born in England to an Italian father – “often suffered the indignity 

of not belonging…to either their parents’ new or abandoned homelands” (Wyatt (2005): 166). 

Florio empathized with the plight of his fellow Italians, as there is linguistic evidence in First 

Fruites that he did indeed mix with the Italian community. Desmond O’Connor’s study of the 

history of Italian-English dictionaries reveals that some of the dialogues of First Fruites, as 

well as the Italian-English glossary in the forty-third chapter, include a number of words of 

Northern Italian and English origin (anglicisms), suggesting “…that at the time of his arrival 

in England Florio’s Italian was contaminated with regionalisms acquired during his youth in 

the Grisons canton of Switzerland, and…that subsequently in London he absorbed some of 

the Anglo-Italian vocabulary being used there by Italian immigrants and merchants” 

(O’Connor (1990): 21).  

 

Yet it must be recognised too that the status of the Italian ‘stranger’ in England presented an 

opportunity for Florio, since the activities of Italian merchants in particular would have 

required that they should interact with English society in order to undertake such tasks as 

following customs procedures, securing residency, negotiating trading arrangements, and 

advertising their wares. He may also have been aware of the attempts by some Italian 

merchants to develop personal and financial relationshsips with Elizabethan political elites by 

the 1570s as previously noted
143

. We know that Italian merchants brought polyglot manuals 

such as the Berlaimont series to England with them (Lambley (1920): 244), yet as we have 

seen these were not particularly enlightening in terms of English society and culture
144

. An 

opportunity existed then for Florio to innovatively adapt the dialogue-manual genre for the 

assistance of Italian merchants in Elizabethan London in their interactions with the English 
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 “Complaint of the Citizens of London against Aliens 1571” in Tudor Economic Documents; Edited by R.H. 

Tawney and Eileen Power; Longmans, Green and Co.; 1953; Vol. 1: 309. 
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 See section I.2.1.2 Leicester’s links with Mercantile Communities in London on page 24. Indeed, despite the 

accusations contained in the Complaint of the Citizens of London, some members of the Italian community did 
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 See section II.1.1.2 Structure and Content: Different Fruits for Different Readers on page 41.  
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across various levels of society – a process in which a cultural appreciation and understanding 

of the Elizabethan world would have contributed to successful outcomes
145

.  

 

Paratextual evidence in First Fruites reveals this ambitious project. In the epistle to his Italian 

readership, Florio stresses the importance of using First Fruites to learn how to speak English 

with ‘man, woman, merchant, Lord, or with every other type of people’
146

. The breakdown of 

First Fruites in Appendix A shows that this list closely matches the headings of the dialogues 

found in the ‘Parlar’ group, reinforcing the view that they offered cultural representations that 

were biased towards serving Florio’s Italian readership. In addition, helping to educate 

Italians merchants in English language and culture would have enabled Florio to align his text 

with the personal interests of his patron, who as we have seen gave protection and support to 

Italian merchants with whom he shared commercial interests
147

. In the following sections I 

offer new perspectives of the ambitiousness of the ‘Parlar’ group based on the cultural 

references of selected dialogues and evidence from historical records.  

 

1. Patronizing the Theatre  

 

The opening dialogue of First Fruites contains representations of everyday conversational 

speech genres, including salutations, suggestions and invitations, expressing likes and beliefs, 

and issuing invitations. However, unlike the earlier dialogue-manual tradition, Florio’s 

opening dialogue does not involve characters asking the way, organising a sumptuous dinner, 

travelling to a fair, or finding lodgings. Instead, the interlocutors discuss going “to a playe at 

the Bull” and express opinions about “Comedies”
148

:  

 

Ch. 1: “Parlar familiare”/“Familiare speach” 
 

Italian English 
Dove anderemo noi? 
A una comedia, al Toro, 
   overo in qualche altro luogho. 
Vi piacciono le Comedie à voi? 
Signor, si la festa. 
Mi piaciono anche a me, ma 

Where shal we goe? 
To a playe at the Bull, or els to some     
   other place. 
Doo Comedies like you wel? 
Yea sir, on holy dayes. 
They please me also wel, but the 
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 This was particularly so whenever state policy threatened their business interests, as was the case in 1576 
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   i predicatori non li vogliono 
   acconsentire. 
Perche, sapetelo? 
Dicono che non sono bone. 
E perche si usano? 
Perche ognuno si diletta in esse. 
Io credo che si faccia di molte 
   furfanterie a queste Comedie,      
   che credete voi? 
Cosi credo anche io. 

    preachers wyll not allow 
    them. 
Wherefore, knowe you it? 
They say, they are not good. 
And wherefore are they used? 
Because every man delites in them. 
I beleeve there is much knaverie 
   used at those Comedies: what thinke 
   you? 
So beleeve I also. 

 

 

Florio’s references to the Bull, comedies, and preachers allude to a major ethical debate in 

Elizabethan London concerning the morality of public performances and related worries 

about theatres as haunts of vice (Yates (1934): 42-3; Wyatt (2005): 167). At the time of the 

publication of First Fruites, public theatre was a relatively new form of entertainment for the 

people of London
149

. Although concepts such as comedies and tragedies went back to 

antiquity, prior to 1576 Elizabethans did not comprehend ‘theatre’ in the sense of a permanent 

structure purpose-built and maintained for the performing of plays for the public
150

. 

Companies of actors would mostly perform interludes privately at the Royal court, the estates 

of the nobility or the Inns-of-court, or publicly on temporary scaffolds erected at the tavern 

inns. The new permanent public theatres attracted large crowds however the puritans among 

both the Protestant Church and the authorities of the city of London considered them 

immoral. Both Yates and Wyatt point out that Stephen Gosson, who wrote a puritanical attack 

on the English theatre in 1579 called The Schoole of Abuse, also wrote a commendatory poem 

in praise of Florio for First Fruites and was therefore a close acquaintance, perhaps indicating 

that Florio knew of Gosson’s dislike of the theatre and had some sympathy for his viewpoint 

(Yates (1934): 42-5; Wyatt (2005): 167). In the end, however, Yates and Wyatt regard 

Florio’s views on the theatre (based on the views expressed by the interlocutors) as somewhat 

unclear because the dialogue ends with the matter unsettled. Yates states that the discourse 

“…contains criticism of the theatre from the Puritan standpoint” but she struggles to identify 

Florio’s motivation for including the remarks in the opening dialogue apart from his 

association with Gosson, which she assumes he later realized was a mistake (Yates (1934): 

44-5); and Wyatt suggests the course of Florio’s narrative is not clear because “…the issues 

raised by the anti-theatricalists were ones about which Florio had not yet made up his mind, 

an ambivalence that I understand as a consequence of his perhaps unwitting recognition that 
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 The first permanent public theatre in England was established in 1576 and located just outside London’s city 

wall at Shoreditch.  
150

 Chambers (1923): 355; Moseley (2007): 18. Chambers does note the existence of a theatrum at Exeter during 

the fourteenth century that was the scene of satirical farces however he doubts it was a permanent construction. 
According to Moseley, the word ‘theatre’ first appeared in English in 1548 without any association to plays or 
acting – rather it was closer in meaning to ‘encyclopedia’ or ‘overview’.  
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as a language teacher he was implicated in the same furfanterie” (Wyatt (2005): 168 – 

original italics).  

 

In linking Florio’s language teaching activities with the furfanterie inherent in Elizabethan 

comedy, Wyatt draws attention to the performative aspect of Florio’s dialogic method: “To 

speak Italian in England is to be performing a role, assuming another identity in a way similar 

to the actor taking on another’s persona on stage” (Wyatt (2005): 167). However the question 

arises as to the extent to which speaking Italian would have been central to assuming an 

Italian identity – after all, the Italianate fashions that Ascham feared and railed against did not 

include the Italian language. Given the diverse, communicative nature of the ‘Parlar’ group, it 

is just as likely that Florio had his Italian readership in mind when he included theatre-related 

utterances in this opening dialogue in order to reveal the theological, moral and social 

tensions that aspects of Puratinism were causing in English society
151

. While I agree with 

Wyatt’s reading of Florio’s dialogic method, I suggest that at this early stage of his career 

Florio viewed an Italian speaking English as essentially a performative act, with the public 

and private spaces of London being the ‘stage’ on which Italian ‘actors’ interacted with the 

English. The ‘Parlar’ dialogues are designed to assist Italians in this English performative act.   

 

Yates’s and Wyatt’s views on the above passage are certainly legitimate when interpreted 

through the prism of Florio’s relationship with Gosson and the contemporary Elizabethan 

debates about the merits of public theatre as previously noted in this section. Yet other 

interpretations emerge if we keep in mind that Florio composed these dialogues with a 

cultural bias towards an Italian rather than an English readership. The key to unravelling 

Florio’s cultural representation lies in an examination of the meaning of the word furfanterie 

and its translation knaverie in the context of related utterances and Elizabethan attitudes to the 

theatre as public space.     

 

1.1 To Know a Knave: Deceit in Elizabethan Comedy 

 

Battaglia’s Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana cites extracts from sixteenth-century 

Italian writers such as Pietro Aretino, Benedetto Varchi and Giambattista della Porta which 

demonstrate that the meaning of furfanterie (plural form) entailed more than just the 

grammatical sense of multiple occurrences of furfanteria (singular form). Whereas the latter 
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 White (1993): Preface, xiii: “…the establishment of the commercial stage in London and the development of 

pronounced ethical tendencies among certain reformers brought into dispute…the propriety of drama as an 
acceptable form of recreation”. On the meaning and use of the term ‘Puritansim’ see Collinson, Patrick; “A 
Comment: Concerning the Name Puritan” in The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 1980; vol. 31: 483-488.   
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implied “dishonestà”, “mancanza di scrupoli”, “azione o discorso disonesto”, and “atto 

criminoso”, depending on context the former could be used in the sense of “bricconerie” and 

“sorprese maliziose”
152

. All these meanings imply some level of dishonesty, however the 

latter two expressions also carry the sense of clever and shrewd trickery or actions designed to 

deceive. These are meanings that invoke a sense of ‘visual dishonesty’ as opposed to, say, 

dishonest or criminal actions in everyday life based on a lack of scruples, and as such could 

be considered quite relevant and applicable to the comedy genre. Given the context in which 

the interlocutor in the opening dialogue of First Fruites mentions furfanterie is in relation to 

comedies, it is possible that Florio’s Italian readerships would have interpreted the comment 

as referring to the wily deceptions that occur on stage rather than the more pejorative sense 

implied by preachers. 

 

Moreover, Gentilhuomini et Mercanti Italiani familiar with Italian sixteenth-century comedic 

forms would have interpreted furfanterie in the sense of trickery or deception, since 

misunderstandings, ridicule and doubling tricks were central to the genre
153

. According to 

Louise Clubb, a fundamental principle inherent to all forms of the Italian Cinquecento 

comedy genre was complication154, which she exemplifies using the plot of the early 

Cinquecento comedy, Bibbiena’s La Calandria:  

 

The principle of complication implies not only some degree of causal interdependence of 

action but also multiplication of details and reflections of one prose or episode in another: a 

prostitute takes Lidio’s place in the dark to fool Calandro about his mistress, Santilla takes 

Lidio’s place with Fulvia to fool Calandro about his wife, and Fannio plans to take Santilla’s 

place to fool Fulvia about her lover (Clubb (1989): 38). 

 

Florio’s choice of knaverie as the English translation of furfanterie is consistent with this 

interpretation. ‘Knave’ and ‘knavery’ were widely used by Elizabethans as general pejorative 

words of belittlement and ridicule, however the fact that Florio’s character refers specifically 

to “knaverie used at those Comedies” implies that a definitive sense of the word had also 
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 Battaglia, Salvatore; Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana, UTET; Torino, 1961; Vol. VI:  491. ‘Furfanteria’ 
carried the sense of dishonesty, lack of scruples, dishonest speech or action and criminal act; ‘Furfanterie’ carried 
the sense of clever trickery or deception.   
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 Clubb (1989): 29-48; Kuritz (1998): 174. 
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 Three of the main genres include commedia erudita (a form of stage comedy associated with the original 

research of humanist scholars and with the most sophisticated levels of court entertainment), commedia 
dell’arte (a mostly street-based form of performance that relied on improvisation within a fixed scenario 
involving stock characters), and commedia grave (a reformed version of the erudita form which incorporated a 
moral and emotional gravitas): Kirkpatrick (1995): 196; Kuritz (1998): 170; Clubb (1989): 49-63. The principle of 
complication “proceeded from an early preoccupation with structure and plot that would be reenforced by the 
later vogue of Aristotle’s Poetics. The standard of form demanded not only unity of action...but multiple intrigue 
as well” (Clubb (1989): 33).  
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come to be associated with the theatre. In his second anti-theatrical treatise, Plays Confuted in 

Five Actions (1582), Gosson nominated “knaves” as a common character in comedies: 

 

The ground worke of Commedies, is love, cosenedge, flatterie, bawderie, slye conveighance 

of whoredom. The persons, cookes, queanes, knaves, baudes, parasites, courtezannes, 

lecherous olde men, amorous yong men (quoted from Barish (1981): 231)
155

.  

 

Gosson uses the word ‘knave’ here in its pejorative sense, yet it also suggests a stage 

character trait that Elizabethan audiences would have recognized. In his analysis of the 

villainous protagonists featured in the titles of the late sixteenth-century plays Richard III, 

The Jew of Malta, Volpone, and The Revenger’s Tragedy, Robert C. Jones argues that the 

Elizabethan theatrical sense of ‘knave’ was commonly understood as “a crafty, mischievous 

schemer” and he emphasizes its connection to characters that play more to the “wit” and 

“sport” of the audience rather than, say, deeper feelings such as compassion:  

 

The term ‘knave’, as it applies to each of these schemers, includes a full measure of villainy 

along with its mischievous wit. All four plays involve us at different points in both 

appreciation and condemnation of their knavish heroes, since each ends with the downfall and 

punishment of the villain whose sport we have been made to enjoy and whose own view of the 

action we are sometimes invited to share (Jones (1986): 9).  

 

Note Jones’s emphasis on the dichotomous engagement of the audience in the knavery that is 

occurring on-stage. The success of the knave was based on the paradox of the attraction of the 

audience to the creative wit and sport of the character whose villainous actions would 

normally provoke disapproval. Participation of the audience in the knavery was often 

enhanced through the use of soliloquies and asides, with moral meanings impressed via 

costume changes or minor alterations to a character’s appearance (Jones (1986): 10)
156

.  

 

Despite the potentially derogatory meaning of the term, Florio was not expressing moral 

reservations about the performance of public comedies in the opening dialogue of First 

Fruites. Taking the comments in the passage above as designed to inform his Italian 

readerships of the ethical debate underway in Elizabethan London at that time, we see that in 

fact Florio is being rather non-committal – he simply highlights the attitude of the preachers 
                                                                 
155

 “Cosenedge” is a misspelling of “Cozenage” which meant the practice of deception. According to the Oxford 
English Dictionary it is probably derived from the Italian word “Cozzonare” which Florio translated in his 
dictionary World of Words (1598) as “to breake horses, to plaie the horse-courser, or knavish knave”. A “quean” 
was an impudent girl or young woman. 
156

 So, for example, in the play A Knack to Know a Knave (1594), costume changes were used for the purpose of 

disguise, doubling, change of status and moral meaning in order to engage the audience in the unmasking of 
knaves on one hand, and the foiling of a King’s lecherous intent on the other (MacIntyre (1992): 5, 40). 
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and the comic device of deceit based on knavish characters.  Indeed, the likelihood that Florio 

was expressing a Puritan suspicion of the English theatre in line with Gosson’s later invective 

is diminished by the fact that he included further utterances on the theatre in two other 

dialogues which do not imply any criticism of plays. The first of these, in the second dialogue 

of First Fruites, alludes to the theatre as a possible place of courtship in that a gentleman 

manages to convince a ‘damsel’ to accompany him to the theatre
157

: 

 

Ch. 2: “A parlar con donzella”/“ To speake with a damsel” 
 

Italian English 
Andiamo al Teatro a veder la   
   Comedia, e se vi piace       
   andar meco, io saro alagro de la    
   vostra compagnia. 
Io andero con voi volentieri. 
 

Let us goe to the Theatre to see  
   a Comedie, and it it please 
   you to go with me, I wyll be       
   glad of your companie. 
I wil goe with you willingly. 

 
This passage suggests that the characters in the first dialogue “delite” in the theatre and 

discuss going there despite the attitude of the preachers and their sermonizing against them as 

“not good”. Florio’s decision to describe “comedies” as making use of “much knaverie” was 

more likely to have been taken within the context of its meaning as a wily character that 

engages the audience rather than its general uncomplimentary sense.    

 

The final utterance on the theatre in First Fruites is found in the fifteenth dialogue in which 

an Italian character requests the opinion of his countryman on various aspects of English 

society and culture. Comedies and tragedies are nominated as common forms of 

entertainment “on holy dayes”
158

: 

 

Ch. 15: “A parlar Dinghilterra”/“To Speake of England” 
 

Italian English 
Che spasso si usa la festa? Sapetelo?  
Di ogni sorte de passatempi, come 
   Comedie, Tragedie, saltare,  
   ballare,  giuochi di Skrimia, 
   caccie de Orsi, tirare di archo, 
   correre, tirare di Archebuso, 
   caminare ne li campi, andare in 
   Batelli su laqua. 

What pastime use they on holy dayes? 
Of al sortes of pastime, as 
   Comedies, Tragedies, leaping, 
   daunsing, playes of defense, 
   baiting of Beares, shooting 
   in bowes, running, shooting 
   in Gonnes, walking in the fields, 
   going in boates upon the water. 

 

 
Here, Florio confirms that going to the theatre is one pleasurable diversion among many 

practiced in England. It is a non-judgmental statement that includes going to plays as part of a 
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 Del Re (1936): 27. 
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 Del Re (1936): 54-5. 
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group of civilized, sophisticated pursuits enjoyed by the English. As I will later demonstrate, 

the fifteenth dialogue is mainly a commentary on England for the edification of Florio’s 

Italian readership, so the endorsement of plays as valid entertainment would appear to 

promote England as a culturally sophisticated nation offering various pastimes. Florio’s 

understanding of the significance of plays in English cultural life is attested by his inclusion 

of comedies and tragedies at the head of the list of pastimes. Furthermore, Florio’s 

differentiating between comedies and tragedies as common pastimes suggests that 

Elizabethans viewed them as different forms of entertainment, or perhaps more to the point 

viewed them as different experiences. Indeed, sixteenth-century literary theorists in both Italy 

and England debated as to what properly constituted the dramatic structure of comedies and 

tragedies
159

. It is within this literary criticism context that I will now further assess Florio’s 

utterances on plays in First Fruites. 

 

Frances Yates has demonstrated that by the time of the publication of his second modern-

language manual (Second Frutes, 1591) Florio displayed some knowledge of neo-classical 

literary theory
160

. It is plausible that he gained an early appreciation of it from his father. 

Michel Angelo Florio had also been a teacher of the Italian language and he had strong views 

on matters of style and spelling (Yates (1934): 23). In some of his writings on these issues 

Michel Angelo is rather contemptuous of the views of Pietro Bembo in the questione della 

lingua debate on the Italian vernacular, and Yates suggests that this was due to the influence 

of Lodovico Castelvetro during his stay at Chiavenna in 1563
161

. Castelvetro was a major 

literary critic of the Italian Renaissance whose work on the Poetics of Aristotle influenced the 

history of drama and its criticism
162

. It is conceivable that Florio became aware of 

Castelvetro’s literary criticisms at some stage, possibly from his father or perhaps from his 

own reading of Castelvetro’s theories. He would then have brought a contemporary Italian 
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 Italian literary theorists such as Carlo Sigonio (ca. 1520-84), Lodovico Castelvetro (1505-71), Sperone Speroni 
(1500-88) and Torquato Tasso (1544-95) wrote systematic analyses of Poetics, including literary genres such as 
drama and dialogue, in the second half of the sixteenth century. In England the debate culminated in Sir Philip 
Sidney’s famous work Defense of Poesy published in 1595 (Yates (1934): 43-5). On Renaissance literary criticism, 
see The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Volume III, The Renaissance; edited by Glyn P. Norton; Cambridge 
University Press, 1999. 
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 In the second dialogue (Florio (1591): 23) Florio refers to “the plaies in England” as “neither right comedies, 

nor right tragedies” that are more like “representations of histories, without any decorum”. The principle of 
“decorum” was fundamental to much of Italian Renaissance literary theory and was central to understanding the 
distinction between tragedy and comedy. Decorum governed that “a character should always conform to the 
type to which it belongs” (Yates (1934): 44), that is to say the difference between comedy and tragedy was 
related to the type of character depicted and the consistency of character representation. This principle was in 
turn also important to English critics who believed that the rules of decorum governed civilized drama.  
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 Yates (1934): 24. Chiavenna is a small town at the entrance to the Val Bregaglia. Michel Angelo Florio was 

forced into exile from England soon after the ascension of Mary Tudor to the throne and eventually he settled in 
the Val Bregaglia in Switzerland as pastor of the reformed church of Soglio. 
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 Bongiorno (1984): xiii-xlviii; Gilbert (1962): 304-357.  
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understanding of the issues to England where critics who were Italianate in their tastes were 

judging the English drama of the day according to the Italian neo-classical debate. 

 

The sixteenth-century neo-classical debate was based on contemporary critical analyses of 

Aristotle’s theory of literature as expounded in his Poetics. Castelvetro’s commentary on 

Aristotle’s Poetics was published in 1570 and was one of the first of its kind to appear in a 

European vernacular (Snyder (1989): 135)
163

. He rejected the Aristotelian view that tragedy 

and comedy were distinguishable according to the moral differences of the persons being 

depicted. Instead, Castelvetro claimed that the “species of poetry” (which included tragedies 

and comedies) “…are determined not by the moral nature, good or bad, of the persons whom 

the poet chooses to imitate but by their stations in life, by whether they are royal personages, 

burghers, or peasants” (Bongiorno (1984): 23). Furthermore, Castelvetro identified the 

reaction and participation of the audience in the dissimulation and deceptions inherent in 

comedies as central to understanding the genre because people tend to laugh at the misfortune 

of others. He used the Italian word inganni (“deceptions”) to describe the foundation of this 

amusement
164

: 

 

La seconda maniera delle cose piacentici potenti a destare il riso in noi sono gli’nganni 

d’altrui, io dico quelli inganni, per cagione de quali altri dice, o fa, o patisce cose, le quali cose 

ne direbbe, ne farebbe, ne patirebbe, se non fosse ingannato (Castelvetro (1576): 93)
165

.   

 

One type of inganni nominated by Castelvetro has been identified by Jill Ingram as arising 

“from knavery of physical defects” (Ingram (2007): 92). Florio appears to have had some 

knowledge of Italian Renaissance literary theory and therefore I suggest his “knaverie” 

utterance was in the context of the amusement inherent in the comedic genre as per 

Castelvetro’s views. 

 

Thus, rather than interpret the opening dialogue of First Fruites as implying criticism of the 

theatre from the Puritan standpoint, the utterances of the interlocutors could be understood in 

the context of Florio commenting on the contemporary debate about theatres as Elizabethan 

public space. Moreover, Florio’s commentary underlined that the debate was being driven by 

religious intolerance (‘the preachers will not allow them’), thereby warning his Italian 
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 La Poetica d’Aristotele vul arizzata e sposta was completed while Castelvetro was staying in Lyon in 1567 and 

was eventually published in Vienna in 1570. 
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 “Inganno: a deciept, a guile, a fraude, a cozening tricke” (Florio (1598): 180). 
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 “The second class of pleasing things able to raise laughter in us consists of deceptions; I mean those 

deceptions by reason of which someone says or does or suffers things which he would neither do nor say nor 
suffer if he were not deceived” (translation taken from Gilbert (1962): 312).  
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readership of the potential sensitivity of the issue among representatives of the Reformed 

Church.   

 

What, then, were the preachers saying? Besides voicing concerns about the impact of theatre-

going on attendance at church, critics often focused on the supposed negative effects on 

society of the adoption by characters on stage of personal features such as speech and clothing 

that were considered inappropriate to the role they were playing: “It was common for critics 

of the English stage, from the Elizabethan period onwards, to blame the breakdown of order 

and morality on the way in which dramatists blurred social distinctions by making gentle folk 

speak like clowns and country bumpkins sound like lords” (Fox (2000): 102). First Fruites 

does in fact contain criticism of the pomposity of the English dress sense, but not in the 

context of players on stage, as I shall demonstrate in the following section. 

 

1.2 “I predicatori non li vogliono acconsentire”: Preacher 

utterances in condemnation of Plays in Public Spaces 

 

In the opening dialogue of First Fruites, Florio’s character points out that preachers “do not 

allow” comedies because “they are not good”. This utterance alludes to the attacks from the 

pulpit on the public playhouses that followed the establishment of Burbage’s Theatre in 1576. 

The deception and illusion associated with acting and the related implied subversiveness of 

having ordinary players dressed like gentleman and even kings produced a good deal of 

ideological unease amongst the more conservative English Protestants (Moseley (2007): 22-

3)
166

. The unease often turned into condemnation when it was realized that people preferred to 

attend plays rather than sit through sermons. As examples, I quote from three utterances – two 

sermons and a treatise – condemning plays that were published between 1576 and the printing 

of First Fruites and therefore may well have been read (or perhaps even heard live in the case 

of the sermons) by Florio himself. John Stockwood gave a sermon at “Paul’s Cross on St. 

Bartholomew Day” in 1578 in which he lamented the popularity of plays – particularly on 

“the Lord’s day”: 
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Thomas Platter of Basle travelled to London in 1599 and recorded seeing comedies and tragedies in his travel 

journal. He also described how the actors acquired their sumptuous apparel: “The comedians are most 
expensively and elegantly apparelled, since it is customary in England, when distinguished gentlemen or knights 
die, for nearly the finest of their clothes to be made over and given to their servants, and as it is not proper for 
them to wear such clothes but only to imitate them, they give them to the comedians to purchase for a small 
sum” (Chambers (1923): 365). 
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Wyll not a fylthye playe, wyth the blast of a Trumpette, sooner call thither a thousande, than 

an houres tolling of a Bell, bring to the sermon a hundred? Nay even heere in the Citie, 

without it be at this place, and some other certaine ordinarie audience, where shall you finde a 

reasonable company? Whereas, if you resorte to the Theatre, the Curtayne, and other places of 

Playes in the Citie, you shall on the Lords day have these places, with many other that I can 

not recken, so full, as possible they can throng, besides a greate number of other lettes, to pull 

from the hearing of the worde…
167

 

 

Similarly, Thomas White gave a sermon at Paul’s Cross on the 3
rd

 of November 1577 in 

which he railed against the popularity of plays and blames them for the coming of the plague. 

He also criticised the luxury of the public playhouses: 

 

Looke but uppon the common playes in London, and see the multitude that flocketh to them 

and followeth them: beholde the sumptuous Theatre houses, a continuall monument of 

Londons prodigalitie and folly. But I understande that they are nowe forbidden bycause of the 

plague. I like the pollicye well if it holde still, for a disease is but bodged or patched up that is 

not cured in the cause, and the cause of plagues is sinne, if you looke to it well: and the cause 

of sinne are plays: therefore the cause of plagues are playes
168

   

 

White’s allusion to the luxury of the “theater houses” touches on a key concern of the 

Elizabethan authorities that goes to the heart of the preacher’s attacks against the public 

playhouses. Sumptuary laws, which had been passed since the fourteenth century and were 

updated by Elizabeth in 1574, were designed to prevent ostentatious displays amongst the 

people and reinforce class distinctions by dictating the clothing that individuals were allowed 

to wear according to rank and privilege. Thus, how people dressed was very much supposed 

to reflect who they were and their station in life. A player, who legally was considered no 

better than a vagrant or a servant, could strut about the stage dressing and talking like a 

knight, a nobleman, or even a Prince. Thus players not only defied the sumptuary laws but 

also challenged what some saw as the proper order of things in society (Moseley (2007): 22-

3).  

 

Suggesting a causal relationship between the ‘trickery’ of plays and the insubordination of the 

people through their dress habits became fairly common among the Puritan theatre critics, as 

when the staunch Protestant Minister John Northbrooke wrote a systematic attack upon “vain 
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 Stockwood, John; A sermon preached at Paules Crosse on Barthelmew day, being the 24. of August 1578 etc.;  

At London : Imprinted by Henry Bynneman for George Byshop: 23-4 (sig. B(viii) (r) – (v)). The Theatre and the 
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plays and interludes” soon after the opening of Burbage’s Theatre
169

. Published as a treatise in 

dialogue form, it specifically names “the Theatre and Curtaine” as “places…made uppe and 

builded for…playes and enterludes” that “shoulde be forbidden, and dissolved, and put downe 

by authoritie, as the brothell houses and stewes are” (Northbrooke (1843): 85-6). Towards the 

end of his long tirade against plays, Northbrooke hones his invective on the deception 

involved in acting and what he regarded as inappropriate clothing worn by the actors: 

 

They will rather weare a visarde than a naturall face: and therefore Saint Cyprian vehemently 

inveygheth againste those which, contrarie to nature and the lawe, doe attire themselves, being 

men, in women’s apparell, and women in menne’s apparell, with swannes’ feathers in their 

heads, silkes, and golden apparell, &c….[players should] be not pranked and decked up in 

gorgious and sumptious apparell in their play (Northbrooke (1843): 101, 104).   

 

Thus the criticisms of public plays and theatre in late sixteenth-century London were driven 

partly by fear of subversiveness motivated by watching players inappropriately representing 

themselves on stage as someone they were not. The ex-playwright and actor Stephen Gosson, 

whose critical stance against the theatre was noted earlier in this chapter
170

, continued this 

theme in The School of Abuse:  

 

How often hath her Majestie, with the grave advice of her whole Councel, set downe the limits 

of apparel to every degree, and how soone againe hath the pride of our harts overflowen the 

chanel? How many times has accesse to theatres beene restrained, and howe boldly againe 

have we reentred? Overlashing in apparel is so common a fault, that the verye hyrelings of 

some of our plaiers, which stand at reversion of vi.s by the weeke, jet under gentlemens noses 

in sutes of silke, exercising themselves to prating on the stage, and common scoffing when 

they come abrode… (Gosson (1841): 29).  

 

Given that Gosson’s commendatory poem in First Fruites indicates that he and Florio were at 

one time close acquaintances, scholars such as Yates and Wyatt have postulated that Florio’s 

character’s suspicions of “much knaverie” occurring at comedies could be read as an 

indication that Florio sympathized with Gosson’s anti-theatrical views. Florio certainly 

includes derogatory references in First Fruites to the dress habits of Elizabethans however he 

did not associate it with the theatre. Rather, he has one of his interlocutors in the fifteenth 

dialogue of First Fruites blame the problem on English pride
171

: 
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Ch. 15: “A parlar Dinghilterra”/“To Speake of England” 
 

Italian English 
La gente vanno bene vestiti?  
Benissimo, e con gran pompa.   
Un mecanicho vuol esser mercante,  
   un mercante vuol esser Gentilhomo,  
   il Gentilhomo vuol esser Conte,  
   il Conte, Duca, il Duca, Re,           
   tanto che ogni uno cerca di 
   superar laltro in superbia. 
. 
. 
. 
Le donne, come vanno vestite? 
Benissimo, e superbamente. 
Vederete una donna moglie di 
   un mercante, vestita cosi sumtuosamente, 
   che parera una Contessa, una moglie 
   di un Calzolaio, che parera una 
   Gentildonna. 

Go the people wel apparelled?  
Very wel, and with great pomp. 
A handycrafts man wil be a marchant, 
   a marchant wil be a gentleman, 
   a gentleman wyl be a Lorde, 
   a Lorde, a Duke, a Duke a King, 
   so that everyone seekes to 
   overcome another in pride. 
. 
. 
. 
The women, how go they apparelled? 
Very wel and proudly. 
You shal see a woman wife unto 
   a marchant, cladde so sumptuosly, 
   that shee wil seeme a Lady, a wife 
   of a Shoomaker, that wyl seeme a 
   Gentlewoman. 

 

 
Although presented as the comments of a foreigner – as I will demonstrate later the two 

characters in the fifteenth dialogue are meant to be Italian – these passages can be understood 

on one level as sympathetic to the Puritan’s views on English ostentation. Yet on another 

level, by having Italians criticise the vanity and pride of the English, Florio was also pushing 

back against the chorus of utterances condemning Italian culture and disapproving of the 

adoption of Italian ways by English youth – the inglesi italianati that Ascham railed against. 

Wyatt asserts that opposition to the Italianate fashion in Elizabethan England was also linked 

to the fear of societal decay that could stem from the assuming of inappropriate roles (Wyatt 

(2005): 170-1), that is by learning and speaking Italian, an English person would be tempted 

to ‘perform’ like an Italian through the adoption of the perceived worst aspects of Italian 

culture such as moral decadence and even Catholicism. The concerns of the critics were 

heightened by the adaptation of Italian words into the English vernacular by poets and 

playwrights: between 1500 and 1659 it is estimated that somewhere between 10,000 and 

25,000 new words were introduced to the English language, many of them ‘inkhorn’ terms 

borrowed from foreign languages, for example Italian words and expressions that had been 

anglicised (Blank (1996): 40-1; Einstein (1903): 360-2; Parks (1961): 200; Burke (2006): 

107-9)
172.  

                                                                 
172

 These neologisms were known as ‘inkhorn’ terms because they were associated with the bookishness of the 

learned, literary world. At a time when writers were being patronised and encouraged to produce works that 
were self-consciously English, thereby linking the national language to a national identity and culture, the 
incursion of ‘inkhorn’ terms into the local vernacular served to highlight deficiencies in the English language (Ebel 
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The sixteenth-century debate about the aesthetics of drama had its precedent in Italian 

Renaissance neo-classical theories of literature (which had as their central reference point the 

rediscovery of Aristotle’s Poetics). Part of the focus of the new Italian criticism was the 

benefit to society that could be derived from the moral instruction inherent in tragedy and the 

delightful outcomes inherent in comedy
173

. However, it was thought that such benefits could 

not be achieved without obtaining the belief of the audience in the drama they were viewing, 

that is to say the plots, characters and styles of language must be readily acceptable according 

to societal norms. This conception was connected to the principle of decorum, which dictated 

that characters in drama should conform to fixed types which should not be mixed across 

dramatic genres. For example, depictions of great men belonged only in tragedies, and 

merchants and common folk belonged in comedies (Yates (1934): 44; Carlson (1984): 45). 

These concepts filtered through to Elizabethan society in part by means of Italian courtesy 

literature, which by the 1570s was available in England in the original Italian as well as in 

English translations. For example, Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano included passages in which the 

interlocutors discuss correct forms of a Courtier’s speech and dress (Singleton (1959): 47-56, 

120-6). Della Casa’s Galateo advised not “to talke of things out of time, not fitting the place 

and company: although the matter it selfe, and spoken in time, were otherwise both good and 

godly. We must not then reherse Friers sermones to young gentlewomen, when they are 

disposed to sporte themselves” (Della Casa (1914): 38). English rhetorical treatises also 

touched on these themes. In the third book of The Art of Rhetorique (1560) entitled “Of apt 

chusing and framing of words and sentences together, called Elocution”, Thomas Wilson 

linked the wearing of foreign apparel with the use of ‘inkhorn terms’
174

. He also entreated his 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
(1969)). Critics were suspicious of the need for the new ‘alien’ words and were particularly concerned that social 
cohesion would be threatened because linguistic innovation highlighted social differences based on the extent of 
one’s education. In effect, the linguistic code of the English nation (and therefore English cultural identity) was 
considered in peril because the link between words and meaning would be lost.  
173

 Important Italian commentaries on Aristotle’s Poetics and dramatic criticism in general include Cinthio’s 
Discorso intorno al comporre delle comedie e delle tragedie (1554), Scaliger’s Poetices (1561), and (as already 
discussed) Castelvetro’s Poetica d’Aristotele vul arizzata e sposta (1570) – Refer Carlson (1984): 37-56. For an 
extensive treatment of literary criticism in the Renaissance, refer to The Cambridge history of literary criticism. 
Vol. 3, Renaissance, edited by Glyn P. Norton, Cambridge University Press, 2008. 
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 “Among all other lessons this should first be learned, that wee neuer affect any straunge ynkehorne termes, 

but to speake as is commonly receiued : neither seeking to be ouer fine, nor yet liuing ouer-carelesse using our 
speeche as most men doe, and ordering our wittes as the fewest haue done. Some seeke so far for outlandish 
English, that they forget altogether their mothers language. And I dare sweare this, if some of their mothers were 
aliue, thei were not able to tell what they say : and yet these fine English clerkes will say, they speake in their 
mother tongue, if a man should charge them for counterfeiting the Kings English. Some farre iourneyed 
gentleman at their returne home, like as they loue to goe in forraine apparell, so thei wil pouder their talke with 
ouersea language. He that commeth lately out of Fraunce, will talke French English and neuer blush at the 
matter. An other chops in with English Italienated, and applieth the Italian phrase to our English speaking, the 
which is, as if an Oratour that professeth to utter his mind in plaine Latine, would needes speake Poetrie, and 
farre fetched colours of straunge antiquitie…. Doe wee not speake because we would haue other to understande 
us, or is not the tongue giuen for this ende, that one might know what an other meaneth?” (Wilson (1560): 162-
4). 
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readers, during “the plaine setting forth of a thing”, to describe people using only those 

standard terms appropriate to their character: 

 

Many people are described by their degree, as a man of good yeares, is coumpted sober, wise, 

and circumspect: a young man wilde and carelesse: a woman babling, inconstaunt, and readie 

to beleeue all that is tolde her. By vocation of life, a Souldier is coumpted a great bragger, and 

a vaunter of himself: A Scholer simple: A Ruffet coate, sad, and sometimes craftie: a Courtier, 

flattering: a Citizen, gentle. In describing of persons, there ought alwaies a comelinesse to bee 

used, so that nothing be spoken, which may bee thought is not in them. In describing of 

perfons, there ought alwaies a comelinesse to bee used, so that nothing be spoken, which may 

bee thought is not in them (Wilson (1560): 179).                   

 

In summary, Florio is presenting a number of Elizabethan cultural issues for his Italian 

readerships, but he is careful to present them in a non-judgemental way. The Elizabethan 

debates concerning the negative influence of the theatre on public morals, the hostility among 

some Elizabethan elites towards overt use of speech and clothing considered inappropriate to 

one’s position in society (particularly when it was associated with the ‘decadence’ and 

‘popishness’ of Italy), and the new modes of civil conversation prescribed in sixteenth-

century courtesy literature are the major cultural issues being presented by Florio in the 

dialogue extracts from First Fruites analysed above. Florio highlights the Puritan disapproval 

of certain aspects of English society, but he also notes that people pursue a way of life 

unaffected by those concerns. In particular, the references to the English theatre expressed by 

his interlocutors were designed to highlight the popularity of plays as entertainment, despite 

the attitude of the preachers.     

 

2. English Social Practices: Courtship, Dinner Invitations and 

Domestic Service 

 

Following the discussion about going to see a comedy at the Theatre, the opening dialogue of 

First Fruites abruptly changes topic by incorporating new references to English social 

practices, namely an invitation to “a friend’s house” and seeing “fayre women…out in the 

fields”
175

:  

 

 

Ch. 1: “Parlar familiare”/“Familiare speach” 
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 Del Re (1936): 25-6.  
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Italian English 
 
Vi piace accettar una quarta di vino in casa di  
   un amico mio? 
Signor no, io vi ringratio con tutto il mio core. 
Io ho visto una bella gentildonna, una bella  
   figlia, vergine, giovine, overo massara,  
   meschina fantesca, & delle belle donne. 
Dove le havete viste? 
Fuora ne le campi. 

 
Wyll it please you to accept a quart of wyne at a    
   friends house of myne? 
No sir, thanke you with al my hart. 
I have seene a fayre gentlewoman, a fayre  
   daughter, virgine, mayden, or els mayde  
   servant, and many other fayre women. 
Where have you seene them? 
Out in the fieldes. 
 

 

These closing lines are the first in First Fruites to allude to certain social practices of English 

life, namely the liberties enjoyed by women in open society (public space) and the importance 

placed on invitations to dine and drink together or host meals at home (private space). Both 

Michael Wyatt and Lewis Einstein quote various accounts of sixteenth-century England by 

Italians which recorded their astonishment at the social freedoms granted to English women 

and the predilection of the English for extravagant dining and entertaining at dinner
176

. 

Einstein summarises the reporting on these aspects as follows: 

 

It was the liberty [English women] enjoyed, however, which amazed the foreigners so much; 

no one inquired as to what they did either at home or abroad, and under pretence of going out 

for meals, they could do what they liked. Married women especially, either alone or with a 

female companion, would accept invitations to dine….The English fondness for food and long 

dinners was a trait always noticed by the more frugal Italians, who called them gluttons, and 

remarked that they ate five or six times a day….“The English thought no greater honor could 

be conferred or received than to invite others to eat with them or to be invited themselves; and 

they would sooner give five or six ducats to provide an entertainment for a person, than a 

groat to assist him in any distress.”
177

 

 

Wyatt also refers to Italians reporting “the ability of English women to socialize on their own 

with whomever they please” and the views of one Italian of the English as “sophisticated 

gourmands” (Wyatt (2005): 119, 121). Florio’s decision, then, to include depictions of these 

aspects of English life in this first dialogue, and then build on them further with other 

utterances in later dialogues, was deliberately taken for the cultural enlightenment of his 

Italian readership as much as for the didactic purpose of conversational language instruction. 
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 The main account used by both authors is Annibale Litolfi’s 1557 Relazione of his 3 month stay in England. 

Wyatt also references Alessandro Magno’s travel journal of 1562, while Einstein quotes from another Relation of 
England written by an anonymous Italian around 1500 which was translated into English by C.A. Sneyd and 
published by the Camden Society in 1847.   
177

 Einstein (1903): 223-5. The word ‘abroad’ here does not carry the modern connotation of travelling outside 
one’s country. It is closer in meaning to being ‘out and about’ in the streets of the city.  
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Let us see how Florio developed this objective by examining separately some other Italian 

utterances on these features of English culture. 

 

2.1 “Delle Belle Donne”: Social Freedoms of English women 

 

In his report on the visit to England in 1562, the young Venetian merchant Alessandro Magno 

recorded a number of observations about English women
178

. He described them as being 

“good looking” and wearing “dresses laced up to the neck, which make them appear very 

graceful”. However, what really struck the young Italian was the liberty and independence of 

women in public: 

 

The Englishwomen have great freedom to go out of the house without menfolk; the husbands 

do not spend their time in household jobs, but the women themselves carry the goods if they 

are poor, or make their maids do so if they have them, and they are free to buy whatever is 

needed. Many of these women serve in the shops. Many of the young women gather outside 

Moorgate and play with young lads, even though they do not know them. Often, during these 

games, the women are thrown to the ground by the young men who only allow them to get up 

after they have kissed them. They kiss each other a lot. If a stranger enters a house and does 

not first of all kiss the mistress on the lips, they think him badly brought up (Magno (1562): 

9).  

 

Consistent with Magno’s observations was the report by the Mantuan Annibale Litolfi in 

1557 stating that English women: 

 

...do as they like, common as it is in all of England for a woman, and most particularly wives, 

to dine out either alone or in the company of a female friend not only with a fellow 

countryman but even with a foreigner. And were it to occur that a husband finds his wife with 

such another, he would not only not take offense but would shake the man’s hand and thank 

him for the invitation extended to his wife (my italics, quoted in Wyatt (2005): 119).  

 

It is the open, public nature of these social customs that appear to have intrigued and amazed 

both Magno and Litolfi. Florio was unlikely to have been aware of these reports but 

nevertheless as a young man newly arrived in England from the Continent he too would have 

noted the social freedoms enjoyed by English women and the ease with which they could be 

approached in public. It is not surprising then to find allusions to these social practices in the 

dialogues of First Fruites however I would suggest that Florio’s English and Italian 
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 All observations noted here are sourced from Magno (1562). 
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readerships would have interpreted them in very different ways. More than mere language 

learning exercises, for his English readerships these passages would have been taken more so 

as examples of the language rituals inherent in Italian courtship and courtesy towards women, 

but for his Italian readerships they highlighted English social norms that would have been 

unfamiliar and even somewhat confronting. They are therefore an excellent example of the 

way in which Florio offered conversational practice for his English and Italian students in 

combination with a cultural representation biased towards assisting his Italian readerships in 

their understanding of English society.  

 

Another instance in First Fruites of the social freedoms of English women can be found in the 

second dialogue, which immediately opens with a flirtatious conversation between a young 

man and a “donzella/damsel”. The young woman rejects the man’s offers to be her servant 

and then her husband, and the dialogue ends with an invitation to the Theatre (as already 

discussed in the analysis of the opening dialogue above)
179

:      

 

Ch. 2: “A parlar con donzella”/“ To speake with a damsel” 
 

Italian English 
 
Bella figlia, volete che io vi ami? 
Io non vi posso tenir che voi non amate, se  
   volete amare. 
. 
. 
. 
Io vorria che il vi piacesse di accettarmi per  
   vostro servo. 
Io non son degna di tenir simile servitore. 
Volete dunche accettarmi per marito? 
Io non posso, se ben potessi, non voglio, e  
   volendo non posso anche.   
. 
. 
. 
Debbiamo andare neli campi? 
Il tempo e troppo caldo. 
Noi anderemo ne lombra. 
Andiamo al Teatro a veder la Comedia, e se vi  
   piace andar meco, io saro alagro de la  
   vostra compagnata. 
Io andero con voi volentieri. 
 

 
Fayre mayde, wyll you that I love you? 
I cannot hold you that you love not, if you wyl  
   love. 
. 
. 
. 
I would it would please you to accept me for  
   your servant. 
I am not worthy to keepe such a servant. 
Will you then accept mee for your husband? 
I cannot, and although I could, I wil not, and if I  
   woulde, I cannot neither. 
. 
. 
. 
Shall wee goe walke into the fieldes? 
The weather is too hot. 
We wil go into the fielde. 
Let us goe to the Theatre to see a Comedie, and  
   if it please you to go with me, I wyll be glad of     
   your companie. 
I wil goe with you willingly. 
 

 

The flow of the discourse between the first and second dialogues suggests that the latter can 

be read as a continuation of the former, albeit at a later point in time. I have previously 
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 Del Re (1936): 26-7. 
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discussed the ending of the second dialogue in regard to Florio’s utterances on Elizabethan 

theatre
180

. To these observations I would add that the discourse is also meant to highlight to 

his Italian readerships the possible ease with which English women could be approached, 

even with amorous intent in a public space such as “the fields”. The intentions of the male 

character are clear - Wyatt notes of this passage: “Here a visit to the theatre is the culmination 

of a hitherto thwarted seduction” (Wyatt (2005): 168) – yet there is no mention of a parent or 

guardian despite the female obviously being young and single. Florio’s English readerships 

may not have given this aspect of the scene a second thought, yet it would surely have left an 

impression on any young Italian male using First Fruites to learn English. Young, unwed 

Italian females in the sixteenth century were usually chaperoned or kept indoors – in private 

spaces
181

. Florio’s depiction of “belle donne” who have been seen “fuora ne le campi” 

emphasised the open, public areas outside the city gates as spaces for social interaction 

between the young men and women of Elizabethan London – exactly as Magno described in 

his report – and highlighted to his Italian readerships an aspect of English culture that was 

probably unfamiliar to them. 

 

The declaration of love by the male interlocutor in the second dialogue and his urging of the 

‘damsel’ to ‘accept me for your husband’ is interesting in light of the conclusions drawn by 

Michael Bratchel in his examination of the extent of assimilation of London’s Italian 

merchant colonies in the sixteenth century. He noted that very few Italian merchants were 

accompanied by their wives on their overseas ventures, and he describes the Italian merchant 

colonies as “essentially communities of bachelor uncles, with a constant infusion of younger 

men at the beginning of their commercial and political careers” (Bratchel (1980): 593). 

Bratchel implies this situation resulted in a number of liaisons between the Italians and 

English women, and he concludes that “the lavish bequests to specific women servants which 

characterize some Italian wills…testify to the fact that English mistresses were rather less 

exceptional than English wives” (ibid). Florio’s discourse, then, captured the reality of 

amorous life as experienced by young, male Italian merchants in London, but in any event it 

served to highlight a cultural aspect of English life for his general Italian readership.  

 

Florio included other utterances in later dialogues which depict offers of love and marriage 

from a male character, however on these occasions the female character is not a ‘damsel’. 

Rather, the title of each dialogue explicitly informs the reader that the conversation is meant 
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 See section III.1.1.1 To Know a Knave: Deceit in Elizabethan Comedy on page 66.  
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 On the lives of women in Renaissance Italy, see Christiane Klapisch-Zuber; Women, Family, and Ritual in 

Renaissance Italy; University of Chicago Press, 1987. Judith C. Brown and Robert Charles Davis; Gender and 
society in Renaissance Italy; Longman, 1998. Letizia Panizza; Women in Italian Renaissance culture and society; 
European Humanities Research Centre, 2000.  
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to occur with a “donna”, implying the character is not a young girl. Indeed, this probably 

reflected the reality of Elizabethan London given the usual age at marriage was 25 or 26 for 

women, and 27 or 28 for men (Picard (2003): 176). Here are the relevant extracts
182

: 

 

Ch. 5: “Parlar familiare con homo, o con donna”/“Familiar speache with man or 
woman” 

 
Italian English 
 
Io voglio parlar a quella donna. 
Madonna, io vi amo cordialmente, io voria     
   che io fosse vostro marito, io vi ameria e  
   serviria fedelmente. 
Io sono molto obligato a voi per il vostro ben  
   volere. 
Io vi ringratio per la vostra cortesia. 
Ma non sapete come dice il proverbio? 
Non certo: come dice? 
Chi tardi arriva, mal alloggia. 
Come, dunche, io arivo tardi. 
Si certo a dirvi la verita. 
Dunche voi sete promessa. 
Signor si longo tempo fa. 
 
 

 
I wil speake to that woman. 
Madame, I love you hartily, I would I were your     
   husband, I woulde love you, and serve you  
   faithfully. 
I am very much bounde to you for your good        
   wil. 
I thanke you for your courtesie. 
But knowe you not what the proverbe saith? 
No truly: how saith it? 
Who commeth late, lodgeth il. 
Why then I arrive late. 
Yea certaine, to tel you truly. 
Why then you are promised. 
Yea sir, long agoe. 
 

Ch. 10: “A parlar con donna”/“ To speake with a woman” 
 

Italian English 
 
Carissima signora come state? 
Io sto bene pronto per servirvi. 
Certo signora vi rendo mille gratie, io so che  
   sete cortese. 
Voi sete pronto per darmi la baia. 
Non certo signora, perdonatemi. 
Non mi havete offeso. 
Ne ancho cercero di farlo. 
Ma ditemi di gratia signora, volete che io vi  
   ami? 
Io non posso tenervi che non mi amate, ma io  
   non sono degna da essere amata. 
Perche dite cosi? 
Perche e il vero. 
Perdonatemi, voi errate. 
Io credo di no. 
Prego Dio che sia cosi. 
Io quanto a me mai non fui sugetta à amore,     
   neanche cerco di essere. 
 

 
Welbeloved Lady ho doo you? 
I do wel redy for to serve you. 
Certis lady, I render you a thousand thankes, I  
   know you are courteous. 
You are redy to mocke me. 
Not so madam, pardon me. 
You have not offended me. 
Neither will I seeke to doo it. 
But tel me of courtesie madam, wil you that I  
   love you? 
I cannot hold you that you love me not, but I am  
   not worthy to be beloved. 
Wherfore say you so? 
Because it is true. 
Pardon me, you erre. 
I beleeve not. 
I pray God it be so. 
As for me, I was never subject unto love, neither  
   seeke I to be. 
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As with the discourse of the second dialogue, both of these extracts provide example 

conversations of a male character’s declarations of love and proposals of marriage to a female 

interlocutor. For an English reader these dialogues contain a number of important Italian 

grammatical constructs that can often cause difficulties for native English speakers, such as 

the use of the imperfect subjunctive in combination with the conditional form of the verb 

expressing a wish or desire (“io voria che io fosse vostro marito”), and the use of the ‘passato 

remoto’ - an historical past tense not found in English (“fui”). An Italian reader, however, 

would have noticed the different forms of address used by the male interlocutor in these 

dialogues, since he addresses the woman in dialogue five using ‘Madonna’ and in dialogue 

ten using ‘Signora’. Both of these have been translated by Florio as ‘Madam’ in their English 

equivalents, yet it is possible that an Italian reader would have understood them to be subtlely 

different in meaning. In his Italian-English dictionary Worlde of Wordes (1598), Florio 

translates the two Italian forms of address as follows: 

 

Madonna: mistres, mistres mine, madam. Also taken for our ladie. 

Signora: a ladie, a dame, a madame, a mistres. 

 

Both definitions have ‘mistres’ and ‘madam’ as possible translations however the inclusion of 

‘dame’ indicates that ‘Signora’ could have carried the implication of a more elderly or mature 

woman in comparison to a ‘Madonna’. This may help to explain the admission by the female 

interlocutor in dialogue ten that she has never been ‘subject unto love’.    

 

Catherine Bates, in her examination of courtship rhetoric in Elizabethan language and 

literature, has described Elizabethan courtship rituals as involving: 

 

…a period of ‘free play’ during which the participants are not yet subject to the laws of 

marriage, and when suits can be granted, delayed or denied. Of particular fascination in male-

dominated societies, courtship contrasts the otherwise mutually exclusive roles of male lover 

(adoring, submissive) and husband (domineering, authoritative) with those of the female 

mistress (defiant, cruel) and wife (humble, obedient)” (Bates (1992): 19).  

 

Florio’s discourse in the above extracts reflects the attentive, doting male-lover rhetoric, and 

as such I believe that along with the scene depicted in dialogue two they form a chain of 

utterances in First Fruites concerned with depicting Elizabethan social customs associated 

with flirtation and the cultural nuances of marriage and courtship. This can be seen in the 

extract from dialogue five in which the man is unaware that the woman is already engaged, or 

“promised” to another man. In her study of everyday life in Elizabethan London, Liza Picard 
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states that a promise of marriage was taken very seriously to the extent that a marriage 

ceremony could be prevented from proceeding if an earlier promise to a third party were 

uncovered. If the promise was made ‘before God’, that is acknowledged by a parson, the 

parties were considered legally married even if the process did not take place in a church 

(Picard (2003): 173-6). It was quite possible then for a man with amorous intent to 

inadvertently approach a woman who had already promised herself to another man and 

therefore considered herself legally committed – despite the fact that the declaration of the 

commitment via some sort of public function may not take place for quite some time. Hence 

Florio’s male interlocutor realises he has “cometh late” despite her promise having been made 

“long ago”.     

 

I suggested earlier that the flirtatious scene in dialogue two reflected real-life situations as 

observed by Florio in his interactions with the Italian merchant community in London. There 

were, of course, other Italians in Elizabethan London besides merchants – for example the 

Tudor nobility often employed Italians as servants or in other forms of personal attendance
183

 

– whom Florio may also have observed pursuing amorous relations with English women. I 

suggest, then, that Florio was depicting an Italian character in these dialogues dealing with 

flirtatious interaction between the sexes. Indeed, my analysis of the dialogic content of the 

‘Parlar’ group suggests that many of their scenes incorporate an Italian character as one or 

more of the interlocutors. The nationality of the interlocutors is not necessarily obvious 

because Florio did not name the characters in his dialogues in First Fruites, nevertheless I 

will demonstrate as my analysis of the ‘Parlar’ group proceeds that an Italian character may 

be inferred in a number of instances. The importance of this interpretation is that it reinforces 

my earlier statements in the introductory part of this chapter regarding the performative aspect 

of Florio’s dialogic method as highlighted by Wyatt. Florio included an Italian character in 

his conversational dialogues because he regarded an Italian speaking English in England as an 

‘actor’ interacting with the English in and across the social spaces of London. Involving an 

Italian character in the discourse underpinned the theatrical ‘role-play’ style of the dialogues 

for his Italian readership and it offered an Italian voice through which Florio could comment 

on aspects of English society and culture.     

 

Further evidence in support of this view can be found in the third dialogue of First Fruites 

which begins by portraying a conversation with a servant awaiting his master’s return from 
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 For example the Earl of Leicester employed Italian musicians, Lord Essex had an Italian servant called Virginio 

Orsini, and Florio himself had been employed as servitor to Emannuel Barnes, the son of the bishop of Durham. 
Petruccio Ubaldini in his 1552 Relazione d’In hilterra reported that Edward VI’s riding master, dancing instructor 
and many of his musicians were Italians (Einstein (1903): 99, 220; Yates (1934): 28). 
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court and then suddenly turns to the playing of music to woo a “fayre damsel” and invite her 

to dinner
184

: 

 

Ch. 3: “Parlar familiare con humo overo con donna”/“Familiare speache with man or 
woman” 

 
Italian English 
 
Mi racomando a sua signoria. 
Quando ci rivederemo? 
Quando che piace voi. 
Quando viene il signor da la corte? 
Domani se piace a Dio. 
Quando anda lui alla corte? 
La settimana passata. 
Chi ando con lui? 
Due de miei compagni. 
Io ho visto una bella giovine, voglio andare a  
   darli de la musica con i Violoni, o Luitti  
   subito che io ho desinato. 
. 
. 
. 
Io voglio saper da lei, se li piace venire a cena  
   meco: io saro alegro de la sua compagnia. 
Ella mi par molto cortese. 
Veramente lei e molto gallante. 

 
I commend me unto your lordship. 
When shal we see one another? 
When it pleaseth you. 
When wil your lord come from the Court? 
Tomorrow, if it please God. 
When went he to the Court? 
The last weeke. 
Who went with him? 
Two of my felowes. 
I have seene a fayre damsell, I wyl goe and  
   make her some musicke with Violes, or els  
   Lute, as sone as I have dined. 
. 
. 
. 
I wil knowe of her if shee wil please to come &  
   sup with me, I wil be glad of her companie. 
Me thinks she is very courteous. 
Verily she is very gallant.  
 

 

As in dialogues two, five and ten Florio has one of his male characters plan an unsolicited 

approach to a woman he has only encountered from afar – this is indicated by Florio’s use of 

the Italian verb vedere – in order to issue an invitation, this time to dinner. The third dialogue 

is similar to its predecessor in its portrayal for Italian readers of the spontaneity of contact 

between men and women in England within a discourse demonstrating ideal Italian polite 

conversation for English readers. Del Re believed that the meaning in this dialogue of the 

‘lord’ who has gone to court was “in the obsolete sense of master of servants, i.e. of one to  

whom service is due” (Del Re (1936): Notes, 18). This is supported by the reference to ‘two  

of my fellows’ as companions of the servant character who have gone with the lord to court.  

Given that the interlocutors go walking and shopping in “Cheapside” together later in the  

dialogue, it is probable that they are of equal social status and thus both meant to be in the  

service of the nobility, in which case one of the interlocutors would be a servant who can play  

the “Violes, or els Lute”. Einstein, Wyatt, Yates and others have all pointed out that many  

Italian musicians were in the employ of the nobility in Elizabethan England
185

, and although 

the character in this dialogue is not explicitly identified as such, nevertheless I suggest that  
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Florio had an Italian musician servant in mind when he wrote the discourse. I will highlight 

further aspects of Florio’s use of Italian characters throughout the ‘Parlar’ group as my 

analysis proceeds.  

 

3. “Andiamo alla Corte”: The Elizabethan Court as Interplay 

between Private and Public Space 

 

The extract from dialogue three examined above includes the initial reference in First Fruites 

to the Royal court. The court was effectively the personal household of the Queen and 

included courtiers, political advisors, and servants. It was not a stationary institution and 

would often be in residence at one of Elizabeth’s royal palaces – Hampton Court, Richmond, 

Windsor Castle, St. James, Westminster, Greenwich and Whitehall – which were all situated 

on the Thames thus enabling easy access by water. The nucleus of the court consisted of the 

members of the Queen’s Privy Council, the Royal Household and the Privy Chamber however 

many visitors such as foreign ambassadors, merchants, artists and members of the gentry 

formed the periphery as they went about their business. 

 

Although none of the dialogues in First Fruites are actually set at the Royal court, its 

presence in the discourse is an important ongoing leitmotif throughout Florio’s first language 

manual. As can be seen in the dialogue extracts below, on a number of occasions across the 

‘Parlar’ group, Florio has an interlocutor mention the court. Characters may be found on their 

way there, or coming from it, or as in the extract from dialogue three discussed in the 

previous section it is mentioned in terms of third parties that frequent it. Although not 

included as interlocutors in the dialogues, these third party references were significant cultural 

markers in that they denoted the English court as a place of exclusivity and sophistication. 

Hence Florio’s interlocutors often refer not just to the court in isolation, but also to the 

gentlemen, gentlewomen, and lords in attendance there - and of course the Queen
186

:   

    

Cap. 5: “Parlar familiare con homo, o con donna”/ “Familiar speache with man or woman” 
 

Italian English 
 
Donde venite signor mio? 
Io vengo da la Corte. 
Come sta la maesta de la Regina, con tutti i  

 
From whence come you sir? 
I come from the Court. 
How doth the queens maiestie with all the     
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   Gentilhuomini e Gentildonne a la Corte? 
Loro stanno benissimo. 
Mi piace certo. 
Quando si remove la Corte? 
Non si sa. 
Si dice la settimana prossima. 
Ci sara progresso? 
Non si sa anchora. 
Io voglio esser in paese, se ce ne. 
Cosi voglio anche io. 
Si dice che ce ne sara uno. 
  

   Gentlemen and Gentlewomen of the Court? 
They doo very wel. 
It pleaseth me wel certaine. 
When removeth the Court? 
It is not knowen. 
It is said the next weeke. 
Shal there be a Progresse? 
It is not knowen yet. 
I wil be in the countrie, if there be any. 
And so wil I. 
It is said there wil be one. 
 
 

Cap. 11: “A parlar con servitore”/“To speake with a servant” 
 

Italian English 
 
Il signor, dove e, in paese? 
Signor no, lui è a la Corte 
Quando ando lui alla Corte? 
Hieri sera alo tardi. 
E che fa la tanto spesso? 
Io non so: credo che va a far lamor a qualche  
   Gentildonna, o Signora. 
 

 
Your lorde, where is he, in the countrey? 
No sir, he is at the court. 
When went he to the court? 
Yester night very late. 
What doth he so often there? 
I know not: I believe he goeth to wooe some  
   Gentlewoman, or else Lady. 
 
 

Cap. 13: “Parlar familiare”/“Familiare talke” 
 

Italian English 
 
Che vi par de la Regina? 
. 
. 
Tien ella gran Corte?  
Certo grandissima e pomposa.  
 

 
What think you of the queene? 
. 
. 
Doth shee keepe a great Court?  
Certis very great, & sumptuous.  
 
 

Cap. 15: “A parlar Dinghilterra”/“To speake of England” 
 

Italian English 
 
Orsu signor mio, volete caminare? 
Ma dove camineremo? 
Dove che vi piace. 
Andiamo alla corte. 
A che fare? 
A parlare con il Conte D. 
Lui è andato a la caccia. 
Signor no, lui è malato. 
Quello mi dispiace molto. 
Come lo sapete? 
Io lo so certo, perche heri io fui la alla  
   corte. 
E che facesti la? 
Io parlai con il Secretario di sua maesta. 
 

 
Wel my sir, wil you walke? 
But whither shall we walke? 
Whither it pleaseth you. 
Let us go to the Court. 
And what to do? 
To speake with the Lord D. 
He is gone on hunting. 
No sir, he is sicke. 
That displeaseth me much. 
How know you that? 
I know it certaine, because yesterday I was at the  
   Court. 
And what did you there? 
I spake with the Secretary of her maiestie. 
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In all of these extracts, Florio highlights the court as a gathering place for England’s 

privileged classes. Here, gentlemen and gentlewomen are to be found, lords woo ladies, and 

the Queen and her secretary are in residence. Yet, rather than invoking images of inaccessible 

physical spaces enclosed by palatial walls, Florio accentuated what Natalie Mears has 

described as the “permeability” of the court by referring to it in his dialogues as a place of 

departure or destination (Mears (2005): 9). Permission to attend court did not automatically 

provide access to the nucleus however it did enable general socializing within the periphery: 

“…royal households rubbed shoulders with civic, legal, parliamentary, and ecclesiastical 

communities each with their own favoured cultural forms and political imperatives” (Walker 

(2002): 182). Hence the permeable barrier of the court was traversed by those on the 

periphery as they visited the palaces in which it was resident. Florio’s discourse in the above 

extracts captures this sense of movement, metaphorically conveying the idea of great activity, 

of hustle and bustle, between brief sojourns.  

 

Florio is not overly concerned here with providing examples of Italian courtly conduct and 

speech for his English readership. Texts to fulfil that requirement, such as Castiglione’s Il 

Cortegiano and Della Casa’s Galateo, were already available in English translation by the 

publication of First Fruites. Instead, what he appears to be concerned with is conveying an 

understanding of the complexion of the court – its transience, its attendees, the concept of the 

progress, etc. – which would have been of great interest to his Italian readerships. Florio’s 

discourse emphasizes the court’s constituency and its proximity to Queen Elizabeth rather 

than its physical existence as a grand, stately space with strict rules of conduct. The 

interlocutors do not dwell on its grandeur and opulence - even the brief reference in dialogue 

thirteen to the court as “great and sumptuous” is said more so in the context of describing the 

Queen’s attributes rather than the luxury and extravagance of the court itself. It is the 

individuals who are resident or in attendance at court who personify its grandeur and 

magnificence. Mears noted that the court’s constituency has been estimated in the early and 

middle years of Elizabeth’s reign at around two-thirds of the nobility and fifty to sixty gentry 

families (Mears (2005): 9). Thus, despite the ‘permeability’ denoted by the movement of the 

interlocutors to and from the court, the perception of it as an exclusive and select destination 

would have been reinforced through the references in the discourse to the gentlemen, 

gentlewomen, lords and ladies found there. There is a paradox captured by Florio in these 

extracts between the closeness of the court in a geographical sense and its remoteness in a 

social sense. The reader senses the court is somewhere close by, quickly reachable in terms of 

time yet socially remote, accessible only through the world of the nobility. The effect is a 

sense of the court as a somewhat distant, restricted space, which is further enhanced by its 
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transitory existence - denoted by the interlocutor’s query “When removeth the Court?”. This 

distance was partly overcome when the boundaries of the restricted space blurred into public 

spaces through the mechanism of the royal progress.  

 

3.1 “Ci sara progresso?”: Queen and Court in Motion  

 

The progress was a public procession whereby Elizabeth and her court “…wandered over 

England occupying outlying and royal manors, or claiming hospitality from the territorial 

gentry and provincial cities” (Del Re (1936): Notes, 25). They occurred on average every two 

years – Mary Cole notes that there were twenty-three progresses during Elizabeth’s forty-four 

year reign (Cole (2007): 27) – and Florio captures in dialogue five the eager anticipation and 

popularity with which progresses were received by the people
187

. The reference to the 

progress and the intention of the interlocutors to travel to the country in pursuit of the Queen 

once again make use of movement as metaphor, but now the focus has shifted from the 

periphery of the court to its nucleus. Elizabeth is portrayed as the centre of an aristocratic, 

mobile court that is made tangible to the people through the device of the progress. This 

imagery of a monarch in motion with the Royal court in tow being eagerly followed into the 

country by the interlocutors depicted an important English cultural social practice through 

which the people and their Queen could connect visibly across public spaces: 

 

Furthermore, the Queen’s progresses…emphasized the personal nature of Elizabethan 

queenship….Their value to her existed both in their content, the interactive discourse of the 

Queen and her subjects, and in their process…. Moving the court dislocated the government 

and royal household….The dislocation occurred because the Queen wanted to travel, and her 

wishes dominated the daily life of court and government in a visible, tangible way during the 

weeks of a summer progress…As all eyes focused on the royal centre, the image that 

embodied the government and nation was that of a woman whose female monarchy was a 

theological and social oddity (Cole (2007): 27-8). 

 

By having his characters express interest in the possibility of a progress, and then “if there be 

any” their determination to take the opportunity to see the Queen “in the countrie”, Florio 

reinforced the personal statecraft of Elizabethan progresses to his Italian readers – particularly 

representatives of Italian governments such as courtiers and ambassadors. In Europe, royal 
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 Jayne Archer and Sarah Knight cite a report written during the progress of 1568 by the Spanish Ambassador, 

Diego Guzmán, who noted “how the people flock to see her, how she courts their admiration, riding in a carriage 
that is open on all sides, sometimes stopping where the crowd seems thickest in order to stand and thank her 
subjects”. Refer “Elizabetha Triumphans” in The Progresses, Pageants, and Entertainments of Queen Elizabeth I; 
Oxford University Press, 2007: 11. 
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entries into cities and the related entertainments by nobles “emphasized the monarch’s 

dominance over – and separation from – the court and people. During spectacles, the 

sovereign typically did not speak to the crowd....Over time, the shows themselves left the 

public sphere for the more private, enclosed, spaces at court” (Cole (2007): 29). Italians may 

therefore have been surprised at the public nature of an Elizabethan progress in comparison to 

mainland European spectacles, and the desire of Florio’s interlocutors to travel into the 

country to see the Queen emphasised themes of access and interaction between her and the 

citizenry.  

 

As with Florio’s discourse in the opening dialogue regarding the English theatre, the 

references to the court in the ‘Parlar’ group are non-judgmental. Florio decided to focus on 

aspects such as the movement of characters to and from the court, its constituency, and the 

Royal progress rather than set the scene of his dialogues within the court itself. There are, 

however, other references in First Fruites outside of the ‘Parlar’ group that are slightly 

derogatory towards aspects of courtly life, and I examine these in the next section in order to 

provide an understanding of the full range of courtly utterances in Florio’s text.   

 

3.2 “Adulatori ne le Corte”: The Court and its Discontents  

 

Elizabethan works on courtly life did not entirely consist of manuals for courtier self-

fashioning and promotion of courtly ideologies. By the time that Florio was writing First 

Fruites, a number of anti-court utterances had been published that satirized the social conduct 

at court and sought to expose the dishonesty of courtly ethos. Florio included a warning about 

the dangers that may arise from a certain aspect of courtly existence in dialogue eighteen of 

First Fruites
188

:     

 

 

Cap. 18: “Sentenze divine et profane”/“Sentences divine and profane” 
 

 

Italian English 
 
Cinque cose che non sono necessarie in una      
   republica, Un falso Giudice in Concistorio, un  
   mercante ingannatore nel mercato, un Prete  
   avaro in una Chiesa, una bella donna in  
   Bordello, & adulatori ne le corte de prencepi. 

 
Five things not needefull in a common  
   Wealth, A false Iudge in the Consistorye, a  
   deceitfull marchaunt in a market, a  
   covetous priest in a Church, a fayre whoore  
   in the Stewes, and flaterers in princes  
   Courtes.  
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The reference to flatterers in Royal courts successfully encapsulates the central criticism of 

the anti-court utterances. Flattery prevented Princes from distinguishing between truth and 

lies, causing them to make incorrect decisions which advantaged courtiers rather than the 

Prince and his people. The court was essentially regarded as a place where lazy individuals 

competed to win favours, leading to a culture of sycophancy and deceit whereby self-interest 

achieved precedence over the greater good. 

 

Roger Ascham had railed against the pernicious affect of courtly ethos on English youth in his 

famous work The Scholemaster (1570): 

 

But yong Ientlemen ar faine commonlie to do in the Court, as yong Archers do in the field: 

that is take soch markes, as be nie them, although they be neuer so foule to shote at. I meene, 

they be driuen to kepe companie with the worste…For, if a yong ientleman, be demeure and 

still of nature, they say, he is simple and lacketh witte: if he be bashefull, and will soone 

blushe, they call him a babishe and ill brought vp thing…If he be innocent and ignorant of ill, 

they say, he is rude, and hath no grace…But if ye would know, what grace they meene, go, 

and looke, and learne amonges them, and ye shall see that it is: First, to blush at 

nothing….then foloweth, to dare do any mischief, to contemne stoutly any goodnesse, to be 

busie in euery matter, to be skilfull in euery thyng, to acknowledge no ignorance at all. To do 

thus in Court, is counted of some, the chief and greatest grace of all…Moreouer, where the 

swing goeth, there to follow, fawne, flatter, laugh and lie lustelie at other mens liking (Mayor 

(1907): 103-4). 

 

Daniel Javitch has pointed out that Ascham’s condemnation of courtly grace appears to be 

inconsistent with his praising elsewhere of Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano
189

. Yet Ascham had 

recommended that English youth read Castiglione’s work in preference to travelling to Italy, 

where he feared they would be morally corrupted. In other words, he welcomed the learning 

of Italian courtly skills free from the iniquity he associated with modern Italy. Yates saw First 

Fruites in a similar light, but in a literary sense
190

. In his attempts, then, to secure patronage 

with the Earl of Leicester and the English nobility, Florio had to be careful not to allow 

himself to be associated with the perceived immorality of Italian courtly life. Hence he 

avoided setting any of his dialogues within a court scene, and focused instead on using the 
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English court as a ‘background’ space of arrival or departure for his interlocutors and 

referring to its constituents.      

 

In 1575, Thomas Tymme published A looking glasse for the court, a “newly printed and 

corrected” edition of the translation into English by Sir Francis Bryant in 1548 of the Spanish 

original Libro Llamado Menosprecio de Corte y Alabanca de Aldea (1539) by Antonio 

Guevara. The Spaniard published a number of texts in which examples from antiquity were 

used to advise Princes on how to govern. In the first chapter of A looking glasse for the court 

Guevara recommended that the best advice a man could take was “the counsell of others with 

the dispraisyng of his owne”. The court is “a place where men get wealth, and lykewise the 

place of mens undoyng” where courtiers “forgetting themselves, for the obteinyng of a litle 

favour, do against nature, flatter, and begge”. Guevara’s solution is to abandon courtly life for 

the country: 

 

If a man know himselfe to be ambicious, impacient, and covetous, let him goe hardely to the 

court: And contrary, if the courtier feele his nature content, peaceable, and desiring rest and 

quietnes, let him be dwellyng in the village, and he shall well knowe that he never knew how 

to live till he had drawen hym self from the Court 
191

  

  

The favouring of village and country life ahead of urban courtly life was a common theme of 

the anti-court utterances. The soldier-poet Thomas Churchyard, who would become the chief 

purveyor of entertainments for the Queen on her 1574 and 1578 progresses to Bristol and 

Norwich respectively, published in 1566 two single-page pamphlets in verse that expressed 

his distaste of courtly life, Churchyardes lamentacion of freyndshyp and A farewell cauld, 

Churcheyeards, rounde. They appear in part to have been motivated by his estrangement from 

court as a result of personal rifts
192

. In the former, he lamented the lack of true friendship at 

court
193

: 

 

In Court some say doth freindshyp flowe, 

and some to Court for freindshyp goe: 

But I that walke the worlde aboute, 

Could never yet fynde freyndshyp oute. 
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For fynenesse shewes so fayre a face,  

that freyndshyp hath no dwellyng place 

Yea, depe dyssemblynge manners mylde, 

hath fayth and freindshyp both erylde. 

 

And in the latter publication, he declared his preference to live “at large”, meaning in the 

country away from the court
194

: 

 

Nowe from the Courte to carte 

My horse and I muste pase, 

Who hathe the meryst harte 

Who is in better case 

My horse or I, God knowes,  

The one must beare his charge 

The other where he goes 

must pourely lyve at large. 

 

In direct contrast to Italian Renaissance courtesy literature such as Castiglione’s Il 

Cortegiano, which associated refinement of manners and civility with urban courtly ways, 

much of the anti-court utterances published in Elizabethan England cited the environment of 

the court and the city as leading to the neglect of English customs of hospitality and 

generosity based on the historical ‘open house’ conventions of the landed gentry. Thus, the 

professed grand English traditional link between gentility and generosity as discussed and 

debated in anonymous works such as The Institucion of a Gentleman (1555) and Cyvile and 

Uncyvile Life (1579) was apparently being dissolved by the ambition and competition of the 

court
195

.  

 

Florio’s decision to include a warning about flatterers in Princes’ courts in dialogue eighteen 

is, I think, an indication that he was aware of these anti-court utterances. As I have already 

indicated, this is why he chose to depict the court in terms of its public space through the 

comings and goings of people on the periphery and the procession of the progress, rather than 

have his dialogues set within the restricted space of the physical court. Florio’s final utterance 

on the court in First Fruites was a warning to his readerships about the impermanence of 
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courtly glamour. In dialogue nineteen, “Proverbii”/ “Proverbes”, he cites an old Italian 

proverb: 

 

Chi vive in corte,     He that liveth in the court, 

   muor in pagliaro        dyeth in a straw bed. 

 

The two aphoristic utterances on the court from dialogues eighteen and nineteen appear to be 

an attempt by Florio to balance the benign image created by the utterances of the earlier 

dialogues. Whereas the discourse from dialogues five, eleven, thirteen and fifteen outlined 

previously refer to the court in terms of destination, departure or movement, the final two 

utterances are warnings to his readerships about the potential pitfalls of courtly life. Having 

highlighted the permeability of the court through the movement and communication of 

characters across its periphery, Florio cautioned his English readerships – and reminded his 

Italian readerships – about the downsides of existence within the courtly space.  

 

Indeed, there is a correlation between the culture of deceit and dishonesty portrayed in the 

anti-court utterances and the deception and disguise inherent in Florio’s highlighting of 

furfanterie in English comedies. The court can be read as another ‘stage’ on which Italian 

‘actors’ must learn to interact with their English hosts. Scheming and trickery can be found at 

both the court and on the stage, but just as in comedy wherein the furfanterie is eventually 

revealed, so too the flattery of a courtier will sooner or later be uncovered and he will become 

impoverished – and destined for a straw bed.   

 

4. Intercultural Exchange:  Italians and the English Conversing in 

Shared Social Spaces 

 

My research suggests that on a number of occassions within the first seventeen dialogues of 

First Fruites it may be inferred from the discourse that the scene involves both Italian and 

English characters. These encounters occur within and across the social spaces of London and 

are often used by Florio as the pretext for informing the reader about aspects of English 

society and culture. This has already been demonstrated to a certain extent in my analysis of 

the discourse of dialogues two and three above which highlighted Florio’s commentary on the 

social freedoms of English women
196

. In the analysis that follows, I will demonstrate how 

Florio uses implied Italian servant and merchant characters to broaden his observations of 
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England and the English. In effect, this strategy was motivated by patronage in that it enabled 

Florio to comment on English society and culture for the edification of his Italian readerships 

while simultaneously attempting to endear himself to his patron Robert Dudley and his related 

circle of italophiles. The dialogues in which characters praise Venice, comment on the 

treatment of foreigners by the English, and offer observations on aspects of England as a 

nation all adopt this strategy.   

 

4.1 “Gentilhuomo e Gentildonna”: Encounters with the English 

Nobility 

 

Having a character in dialogue five enquire after the “gentilhuomini/gentlemen” and 

“gentildonne/gentlewomen” of the Royal court not only highlighted their role as part of the 

court’s constituency but it also anticipated their subsequent inclusion as an interlocutory 

group in later dialogues. The discourse of the first six dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ group portray 

familiar speech between men and women as they flirted, bought merchandise, invited each 

other to dinner or discussed the goings-on at court. Now in dialogues seven and eight Florio 

depicts scenes containing model conversations with both a gentilhuomo and a gentildonna, 

thereby differentiating them from the conversations involving the hoi polloi of the previous 

dialogues. In Elizabethan England, the terms ‘gentleman’ and ‘gentlewoman’ would have 

been understood as signifying those people belonging to the wider nobility, which in a general 

sense included everyone from the king or queen down to ‘simple’ gentlemen and 

gentlewomen, or those who could “live idly and without manuall labour” (Smith (1972): 40). 

The Gentilhuomini Inglesi to which Florio partly addressed First Fruites would therefore 

most likely have immediately understood the social connotations implicit in those terms. 

Below are extracts from the two dialogues in question
197

: 

 

 

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 7: “A parlar 

con un Gentilhuomo” 

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 8: “A parlar 

con una Gentildonna” 

Italian English Italian English 

Ben trovato signor  
   mio. 
Come sta v.S? 
 
Benissimo al comando     
   vostro, e pronto per  
   servir vi in ogni cosa  
   che io possa. 

Wel met my lord. 
 
How doth your  
   lordship? 
Very wel, at the  
   cōmaundemēt of  
   you and redy to  
   serve you in any  

Bon giorno quella  
   bella signora. 
Ben trovato quel bel  
   giovine. 
Dove andate cosi  
   tardi? 
Io me ne vado a casa  
   mia. 

Good morow fayre  
   Gentlewoman. 
Wel met fayre young  
   man. 
Whither goe you so  
   late? 
I goe home to my  
   house. 
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Veramente io vi  
   ringratio, il simile  
   fate conto di me. 
Orsu signor mio, io  
   vado per questa  
   strada, e voi? 
Signor no, me ne vado  
   per questa altra,  
   volete comandar mi  
   qualche cosa, e no? 
Signor no, ma mi  
   farete grande  
   piacere, se volete  
   venire a desinar  
   meco. 
Non hoggi signor, ma  
   una altra volta ci  
   goderemo. 
 
Quando vi piace io  
   saro pronto. 

   thing I may. 
Verily I yeeld you  
   thanks, make the  
   like account of me. 
Wel my lorde, I goe     
   through this  
   streete, and you? 
No sir, I go through  
   this other, wil you  
   commaund me any  
   thing, or not? 
No sir, but you shal  
   doo me a great  
   pleasure, if you wil  
   come and dine with  
   me. 
Not today sir but  
   another time we  
   wil be mery  
   together. 
When it please you, I 
am ready. 

A che fare? 
A fare certe facende. 
 
Volete che io vi facci   
   compagnia? 
Signor no, io ho un  
   servitore che mi  
   aspetta. 
Ma dove e? 
Lui va inanzi. 
Quello e vostro  
   servitore? 
Signor ci. 
Quanto tempo e  
   stato con voi? 
Non longo tempo:  
   perche domandate,  
   conoscete lo? 
 
Signora ci, lui e mio  
   Cugino, e mio  
   patriotto. 
Io voria che il vi  
   piacesse di esser  
   mio amico e  
   compagno in  
   questa giornata.  
Volentieri signor, ma   
   dove volete voi  
   andare? 
Io faccio pensiere di  
   andare fino a  
   Venetia. 
Che volete far la? 
 
Voglio veder la citta,  
   se la è cosi bella  
   come si dice. 
Vederete una bella,  
   ricca, sumtuosa,  
   forte, citta ben  
   fornita, adorna di  
   belle done,  
   populosa di ogni  
   gente, abundante,  
   e copiosa di tutte le  
   bone cose. 
 
Veramente io credo   
   che voi la laudate  
   troppo. 
Anzi non son  
   bastante a laudarla  
   assai, come merita.  
 

And what to doo? 
To doo certaine   
   businesse. 
Wil you that I keepe  
   you companie? 
No sir, I have a  
   servaunt that   
   tarieth for me. 
But where is he? 
He goeth before. 
Is he your servant? 
 
Yea sir. 
How lōg hath he ben  
   with you? 
Not long time:  
   wherefore doo you  
   aske, do you know  
   him? 
Yea madam, he is my  
   cosin and my  
   countryman. 
I would it would  
   please you to be  
   my friende and  
   compagnion in this  
   my journey. 
Gladly sir, but where  
   wil you goe? 
 
I make account to  
   goe to Venice. 
 
What wil you do  
   there? 
I wil see the citie, if it   
   be so fayre as it is  
   said. 
You shal see a fayre  
   citie, riche,  
   sumptuous, strong,  
   wel furnished,  
   adorned with fayre  
   women, populated  
   of many people,  
   abundant, and  
   plentiful of al good  
   things. 
Verily I beleeve that  
   you prayse it too  
   much. 
Nay rather I am not  
   able to praise it  
   enough as it  
   deserves. 
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Given that the two characters in dialogue seven call each other ‘lord’, it would appear that 

Florio wished to depict a short conversation between two gentlemen who meet unexpectedly 

in the street. The dialogue does not break new ground linguistically, since it includes language 

constructs such as polite forms of address, expressing likes and dislikes using the Italian verb 

piacere, various verb tenses, direct and indirect object pronouns, etc. which have all been 

used in previous dialogues. It does, however, break new ground from the cultural perspective 

in that it portrays the comportment and manners of gentlemanly behaviour. Gentlemanly 

conduct was the subject of much debate in the sixteenth century and in both England and Italy 

a variety of manuals had been published that sought to prescribe it. One of the most 

influential of this genre for the gentlemanly courtier was Baldassare Castiglione’s Il 

Cortegiano (1528) which was translated into English by Sir Thomas Hoby in 1561 and which 

concentrated on courtly speech and conduct. However many others, such as Il Gentilhuomo 

(1575) in Italy and The Institucion of a Gentleman (1555) and The Court of Civill Courtesie 

(1577) in England emphasised good behaviour and manners in the totality of a gentleman’s 

social relationships (Bryson (1998): 68-9)
 198

. Florio’s choice of a street scene as social space 

for the setting of dialogue seven emphasised such social relations within the spontaneity and 

informality of the streets rather than the structured formality of the court. He is therefore more 

concerned in this dialogue with gentlemanly behaviour within an urban, public space rather 

than a courtly, ‘private’ one.   

 

In her study on changing codes of conduct in Early Modern England, Anna Bryson identified 

Giovanni Della Casa’s Il Galateo (1558), translated into English by Robert Peterson in 1576 

as Galateo of Maister Iohn Della Casa: A treatise of the maners and behaviours, as the most 

important of the latter sort of handbooks on correct social behaviour (Bryson (1998): 32). She 

makes the point that “Della Casa regarded his textbook of manners as a guide for those who 

lived in cities” and yet “England was a country dominated by a rural aristocracy…the 

development of the court and of London as social centres increasingly provided the English 

gentry and nobility with an urban experience” (ibid., 61). In other words, nobles who were 

used to being masters of their country estates had to learn new modes of behaviour in shared 

social spaces such as the streets of urban London. In such spaces unanticipated meetings were 

bound to occur and Florio sought to depict an example conversation on such an occasion.  

 

In regard to the movement of gentlemen through public streets, Della Casa advised them not 

to run, walk like a woman, or be overly aggressive in their walking habits: 

                                                                 
198

 Mutio Justinopolitano; Il Gentilhuomo; Venetia 1575. Anon; The Institucion of a Gentleman; London, 1555 

(I note that the British Library database Early English Books Online (EEBO) cites Humfrey Braham as the author). 
S.R.; A New Yeare’s Gift  The Courte of Civill Courtesie; London 1577. The identity of ‘S.R.’ is disputed however it is 
generally believed to be Simon Robson (see, for example, Richards (2003): 13 and Bryson (1998): 292).   
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Non dee l’uomo nobile correre per via, né troppo affrettarsi; che ciò conviene a palafreniere, e 

non a gentiluomo: senza che, l’uomo s’affanna e suda ed ansa; le quali cose sono disdicevoli a 

così fatte persone. Né perciò si dee andare sì lento, né sì contegnoso, come femmina o come 

sposa. Ed in camminando, troppo dimenarsi disconviene. Né le mani si vogliono tenere 

spenzolate, né scagliare le braccia, né gittarle sì, che paia, che l’uom semini le biade nel 

campo. Né affissare gli occhi altrui nel viso, come se egli vi avesse alcuna maraviglia (Della 

Casa (1985): 144-5)
199

 

 

Dialogue seven does reflect to some degree Della Casa’s recommendations in that the 

discourse carries a sense of relaxed conviviality between the two “lords”. They take time to 

discuss where they are intending to go, confer about dining together, and express hope in 

seeing each other again. Florio has managed to present an image of the two gentlemen 

connecting briefly – but not hurriedly – across public social space.  

 

More broadly, from the perspective of Florio’s Gentilhuomini Italiani readership community, 

the scene depicted in dialogue seven would have been very useful in enabling them to practice 

for such encounters within an English social space. Although probably at ease with concepts 

of urban civility in Italian civic settings, Florio’s model conversation would have had the 

practical benefit of reducing or avoiding the awkwardness felt by those Italians unsure of 

English cultural norms in regard to the rules of social exchange with the English nobility in 

the open streets. Della Casa had warned that applying the ‘ceremonies’ (formal modes of 

address and salutation) that a person was used to doing in his own ‘paese’ carried a risk of 

making him seem somewhat clumsy or fawning in another ‘paese’ – let alone a foreign 

country: 

 

E prima si dee aver risguardo al paese, dove l’uom vive; perciò che ogni usanza non è buona 

in ogni paese; e forse quello che s’usa per li Napoletani, la città de’ quali è abbondevole di 

uomini di gran legnaggio e di baroni d’alto affare, non si confarebbe per avventura né a’ 

Lucchesi né a’ Fiorentini, i quali per lo più sono mercatanti e semplici gentiluomini;...Sì che le 

maniere di Napoli signorili e pompose, trapportate a Firenze,...sarebbono soprabbondanti e 

                                                                 
199

 “I would not have a gentleman to runne in the streate, nor go to fast: for that is for lackies, and not for 

gentlemen to doe. Besides that, it makes a man weary, sweate, and puffe: which be very unsightly things for 
suche men to doe. I would not yet have a man go so softe and demurely, as a maide or a wife. And when a man 
walkes, it is no good sight to see a man shake his bodie to muche, nor to hold his handes bare and emptie: nor 
yet cast & fling his armes up & downe, in such sort as a man would weene, hee were soweing of Corne in the 
field: nor Stare in a mans face, as if he had spied a mares nest” (Della Casa (1914): 107). 
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superflui, né più né meno come i modi de’ Fiorentini alla nobiltà de’ Napoletani,...sarebbono 

miseri e ristretti (Della Casa (1985): 71-2)
200

. 

 

Wyatt has noted that some of the wealthier Italian merchants had their own permanent 

residences in London, which also tended to function as places of business for the showcasing 

of contemporary Italian style and goods (Wyatt (2005): 140-3). Italian merchants were 

therefore likely to be coming and going through the streets as they made their way to the 

Exchange or pursued business opportunities elsewhere
201

. The invitation to dinner reflected 

the cultural importance of that social practice amongst the English of which I have already 

made mention
202

, and would have been of particular interest to Florio’s Mercanti Italiani 

readers who would have sought opportunities to show and discuss Italian goods with their 

guests.  

 

From the perspective of Florio’s Gentilhuomini Inglesi readership community, I note again 

Anna Bryson’s view that in comparison to Italy, where “chivalric and civic themes and values 

had long coexisted in Italian culture before the sixteenth century”, England was a country 

dominated by a rural aristocracy (Bryson (1998): 61). The Italian model of the urbane 

gentleman of the cities, at whom Della Casa aimed his guidebook of manners, remained 

somewhat a work in progress in sixteenth-century London where the concepts of ‘civility’ and 

‘urbanity’ were still evolving. The great importance that the English nobility attached to being 

in their country estates had been noted by an Italian nobleman as far back as 1554, when the 

retiring Venetian ambassador to England, Giacomo Soranzo, reported to the Signory that: 

 

The nobility, save such as are employed at Court, do not habitually reside in the cities, but in 

their own country mansions, where they keep up very grand establishments, both with regard 

to the great abundance of eatables consumed by them, as also by reason of their numerous 

attendants, in which they exceed all other nations, so that the Earl of Pembroke has upwards of 

1,000 clad in his own livery. In these their country residences they occupy themselves with 

                                                                 
200

 “And first of all, wee must consider the country where wee doe live. For all customes be not currant a like in 

all countreys. And peradventure that which they use in Naples, which is a Citye replenished with gentlemen, of 
good houses, and Lordes of greate power, were not so fitte for Florens and Luke: Which are inhabited, for the 
most part, with Merchants and plaine gentlemen… So that the brave and Lordelike manners of the gentlemen of 
Naples transported to Florence: should be but waste, and more then needes…as also the manners of Florence 
shoulde be to pinchinge and straite, for the Noble natures and mindes of the gentlemen of Naples” (Della Casa 
(1914): 53-4). 
201

 Wyatt (2005): 147-8 quotes Alessandro Magno’s Travel Journal (1562) as describing the practice of Italian 

merchants in London regularly meeting in a piazza-style closed street in Bishopsgate for social and business 
purposes.  
202

 Refer to section III.2. English Social Practices: Courtship, Dinner Invitations and Domestic Service on page 77. 
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hunting of every description, and with whatever else can amuse or divert them; so that they 

seem wholly intent on leading a joyous existence…
203

. 

 

Furthermore, Italian vernacular texts such as Della Casa’s Il Galateo emphasised the concepts 

of command and service and this has been captured by Florio in the discourse of chapter 

seven. For example, despite the apparent equal social status of the interlocutors (they address 

each other as “lord” or “lordship”), they declare themselves ready to serve, or to be 

commanded by the other. Behaving in this manner helped to avoid any perceived insults if 

one was unsure of the exact status of the person one had just met. Such a situation may well 

have presented itself in the crowded streets of Elizabethan London, and indeed Della Casa 

touches on this point in Il Galateo, where he complained that titles had become overused due 

to vanity, yet it was necessary to play safe in this regard if one was unsure of a man’s real 

status: 

 

Sono adunque le cirimonie, se noi vogliamo aver risguardo alla intenzion di coloro, che le 

usano, una vana significazion di onore e di riverenza verso colui, a cui essi le fanno;...se noi 

riscontriamo alcuno mai più da noi non veduto, al quale per qualche accidente ci convenga 

favellare, senza altra considerazione aver de’ suoi meriti, il più delle volte, per non dir poco, 

diciamo troppo e chiamiamolo gentiluomo e signore, a talora che egli sia alquanto in arnese 

(Della Casa (1985): 64-5)
204

.    

 

In summary, dialogue seven provided examples of model conversation and civil conduct 

between ‘gentlemen’ - influenced by Italian ideals of courtesy and behaviour as expounded in 

texts such as Della Casa’s Galateo - of use to both of Florio’s English and Italian readerships.   

 

Turning to the scene depicted in dialogue eight “A parlar con Gentildonna”, Florio once again 

chose the public social space of the street as the setting for the encounter with a person from 

the wider nobility. On this occasion, however, there is no exchange of offers of service or 

commandment. Instead, Florio builds on his earlier utterances on the social freedoms of 

English women by having a “bel giovine” male interlocutor make an unsolicited invitation to 

the gentlewoman: “Wil you that I keepe you company?”. Rather than appear brash or overly 

forward, an Italian reader would have understood from the discourse of the earlier dialogues 

that it was culturally quite acceptable in England to approach women in public in this way.  
                                                                 
203

 Calendar of State Papers Relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice, Volume 5: 1534-1554; pp. 531-
567; August 1554, 16-20; URL: http://www.british-history.ac.uk. 
204

 “Ceremonies then, if we consider well their intents that use them : are but vaine shewes of honour and 

reverence, towardes him to whome they be doone:…For if wee meete with a man, we never sawe before: with 
whome, uppon some occasion, it behoves us to talke: without examining wel his worthines, most commonly, that 
wee may not offend in to litle, we give him to much, and call him Gentleman, and otherwhile Sir, althoughe he be 
but some Souter or Barbar, or other suche stuffe” (Della Casa (1914): 48-9).  
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Florio emphasised the gentlewoman’s social class through the twin devices of her manservant 

companion and by her stated intent on getting home to “do certain business”. In sixteenth-

century England, noble women usually ran the house and supervised servants however the use 

by Florio of the Italian word “facende” implied a broader set of responsibilities. It should not 

be taken to mean ‘household chores’ as per one of the senses of that word in Italy today. 

Florio had previously used the same word towards the end of the discourse depicted in the 

fifth dialogue wherein one of the interlocutors enquires of the “gran facende” the other has at 

the “Exchange” the next day - clearly a reference to some form of buying or selling. 

Furthermore, Florio defines the word in his Italian-English dictionary A Worlde of Wordes 

(1598) as: 

 

Facende: busines, affaire, negotiations, doings, dealings 

 

It would have been understood by an Italian reader, then, that the gentildonna is involved in 

“certain business” in the sense of the material welfare of her household. Here is Florio as an 

astute observer of both Elizabethan society and English utterances of the period that sought to 

prescribe a spatial system for married women. Amanda Flather has noted that moralistic 

Elizabethan writers of conduct manuals and treatises on marriage firmly supported a 

patriarchal societal order in which men held dominion over the household and were best 

suited to managing public affairs outside of the home, whereas women were considered 

inferior to men in intelligence, physical strength and ability to reason and were therefore best 

suited to domestic affairs (Flather (2007): 17). Nevertheless, complications and 

inconsistencies arose in these utterances when they endeavoured to define in detail the duties 

of husbands and wives under such precepts: 

 

There was an enduring tension in these discussions between coexisting but conflicting models 

of marriage as both a partnership and a hierarchical relationship…It was accepted that the 

preservation of the prosperity of a household required that woman and men work in 

partnership and that wives had a joint if unequal role in the accumulation as well as 

preservation of material goods (Flather (2007): 32). 

 

In other words, married women were able to contribute to the material well-being of the 

household through profit-making activities such as selling surplus produce at market and 

purchasing items for the house. They were also expected to fill in for their absent husbands in 

matters relating to the family business affairs: 
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A married woman was also expected to support her husband in all tasks and to act as his 

deputy when he was away…Many texts urged women to follow the virtuous example of 

Bathsheba, the mythological biblical housewife of Proverbs xxxi, and her celebrated abilities 

in trade, manufacture and agriculture. Industry and adaptability were all-important in these 

representations, and as a consequence, whether moralists liked it or not, their precepts 

permitted a wide spectrum of female spatial practices provided activities could be justified as 

part of work or domestic duties. Everything depended on context (Flather (2007): 33 – my 

italics).  

 

Florio’s portrayal of a gentlewoman as returning home to do “certain business” was therefore 

the context that justified her incursion into the public space of the streets and was consistent 

with the published utterances of moralists in Elizabethan England on the role of women 

outside of the domestic space. Her point of departure is not mentioned explicitly, however 

given the previous utterance in dialogue five that associated gentlewomen with the court, 

there is an implication that she would have been familiar with that place or perhaps even 

returning home from it. In any case, whatever her point of departure, Florio once again uses 

the movement of a character between or across social spaces as the setting for the discourse. 

In the case of dialogue eight, we shall see that Florio employs this setting as the means to 

direct the discourse to its ultimate purpose - to present a positive image of the city of Venice. 

Prior to analysing the flow of the discourse in dialogue eight, however, I will take a moment 

to outline the historical and literary context of Florio’s Venetian reference. 

 

David C. McPherson, in his study of the use of Venice in the works of Shakespeare and Ben 

Jonson, analysed the values that Venice symbolized for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

Europeans. He noted that “certain aspects of the city’s reputation became so powerful that, in 

the aggregate, they may justifiably be called the Myth of Venice, and that England was the 

country in Northern Europe in which this Myth was most strongly felt” (McPherson (1990): 

13 – original italics). Indeed, although English perceptions of Italy and Italians in the second 

half of the sixteenth century were rather ambiguous
205

, McPherson challenges “a tendency to 

talk about the Elizabethan image of Venice as if it were identical to the Elizabethan image of 

Italy as a whole. Venice was a very special place, and attitudes towards it were different” 

(McPherson (1990): 14). Einstein, too, believed that Venice was favoured in comparison to 

the portrayal of other Italian cities in English texts: 

 

…the books on Italy which now appeared in England, as translations or otherwise, were not so 

much general accounts as detailed descriptions of different parts of the country. Such, for 

                                                                 
205

 On the dichotomy of English impressions of Italy in the sixteenth century, see Bartlett (1980). 
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instance, were Turler’s Naples, Lewkenor’s Venice, Marlianus’ Rome, and Dallington’s 

Tuscany. In reading these later works, one is able to realize the extent to which Italy had 

degenerated. Venice alone remained comparatively pure amid degradation and servility 

elsewhere (Einstein (1903): 121). 

 

What were some of the sixteenth-century utterances on Venice that would have contributed to 

these attitudes and which Florio subsequently added to in the discourse of dialogue eight? An 

early, important English utterance on Venice was contained in William Thomas’s History of 

Italy (1549). Thomas described Venice as being located on a seemingly uninhabitable site but 

in fact was a place that teemed with people, treasure and buildings, a city where men lived to 

an old age: 

 

For he that beholdeth the place where Venice standeth and would imagine it to be without any 

building or habitation should say it were the rudest, unmeetest, and unwholesomest place to 

build upon or to inhabit that were again to be found throughout an whole world…And yet men 

(constrained of necessity) have brought this marsh to such a pass that it is now not only 

exceeding full of people and rich of treasure and buildings but so wholesome withal…that I 

think none other city able to show so many old men (Thomas (1963): 63-4). 

 

The adjective “rich” was especially ubiquitous in both English and Italian sixteenth-century 

descriptions of Venice (McPherson (1990): 28). In his work Descrittione di tutta Italia 

(1550), the Italian historian Leandro Alberti described Venice as “ornata di sontuosi edificii 

ove si ritrova nobilissimo popolo, ricco & potente”
206

, praised its abundance of fruit and fish, 

and noted the importance of trade to the city: 

 

Invero se io volesse narrare l'abondanza delle cose neccessarie, & per le delitie dell'huomo che 

sono condotte quivi di diuersi luoghi, & provincie, non solamente dell’ltalia ma di 

Schiavonia,di Grecia & etiandio dell'Asia & d’altri luoghi, serei molto lungo. Vi si vede in 

questa Città infinito numero di huomini di diverse parti del mondo, con diversi habiti, per 

trafficare & mercatantare (Alberti (1550): 453 (sig. GGGG (i) (r)))
207

. 

 

Alberti’s portrayal of Venice as a melting pot of merchants and traders reflected the key 

imagery underpinning its reputation for riches and opulence: “Everyone knew…that the main 

source of Venice’s wealth through the centuries had been its trade with the East” (McPherson 
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 “adorned with sumptuous buildings where the rich and powerful nobility gather” (Alberti (1550): 452 (sig. 

FFFF (vi) (v))).  
207

 “In truth if I were to relate the abundance of things both necessary and for the delight of man that are 

brought here from diverse places and provinces, not only of Italy but also of Schiavonia, of Greece and even Asia, 
and other places and provinces, I would be very long. One sees here in this city an infinite number of men from 
various parts of the world, in diverse clothing, for the purpose of bargain and trade”.   
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(1990): 29). Such wealth attracted the interest of rulers, nobles and merchants from all over 

Europe, and England was no exception. Venetian glass in particular was highly sought after 

among the English “gentility” (Harrison (1577): 90). Thus, although choosing to have a 

character rather suddenly laude Venice toward the end of dialogue eight may seem capricious 

at first, the words chosen by Florio were consistent with previous utterances on the city and 

were a reminder to his English readership community of the abundance of “al good things” 

available there.  

 

Moreover, that the ultimate purpose of dialogue eight was to tap into the myth of Venice can 

be given further credence by the manner in which the discourse unfolds as the dialogue 

proceeds. The identification by the young male “bel giovine” interlocutor of the 

gentlewoman’s servant as being the same nationality as him would appear to be an important 

intervention in the flow of the discourse. It is unlikely that such an intervention was done on a 

whim, and given that Florio was writing within an English context it suggests that the young 

male and the servant are both meant to be Italian characters. Not only does this appear to 

highlight the existence of family relationships across the small Italian community in 

Elizabethan London, it continues the characterisations in the earlier dialogues of the ‘Parlar’ 

group of Italian servants in the service of the English nobility. The “bel giovine” seems rather 

surprised to find his cousin employed as a “servitore” to a “gentildonna”, yet we have already 

seen that this was not an unusual situation
208

.   

 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that after identifying the servant as his Italian compatriot, the 

male “bel giovine” interlocutor says “Io voria che il vi piacesse di esser mio amico e 

compagno in questa giornata”, which Florio translated as “I would it would please you to be 

my friende and companion in this my journey”. Given the flow of the conversation and the 

fact that the English words “friend” and “companion” do not indicate gender, an English 

reader may mistakenly have assumed the male “bel giovine” interlocutor is addressing the 

“gentildonna”. After all, he has already offered to accompany her on her way home. However, 

we know from the use of the Italian words “amico” and “compagno” that the male must in 

fact be addressing the “servitore”
209

. It would therefore be the servant who praises Venice at 

the end of the dialogue, not the noblewoman, suggesting he has spent time there and knows 
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 See section III.2.2.1 “Delle Belle Donne”  Social Freedo s of En lish wo en on page 79.  
209

 The words “amico” and “compagno” both end in “o”, indicating a male person. A female person would have 

been identified by an “a” ending, as in “amica” and “compagna”. It is unlikely to be a printer’s error, as it is not 
listed in the “Tavola de gli errori Italiani” just prior to the first dialogue. Admittedly not all errors found in First 
Fruites are listed in this table, however two errors immediately prior to this exchange are itemised, wherein the 
Italian “ci” was inadvertently printed instead of “si” (I have maintained these errors in the extract from dialogue 
eight above). I think it is unlikely that Florio would have picked up two such simple errors in the Italian and yet 
one line later missed a potentially much more significant mistake.   
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the city well. Significantly this gives credibility to the views expressed in the conversational 

exchange because it means that a major part of the dialogue A Parlar con una Gentildonna is 

in fact a discussion about Venice between two Italian characters, one of whom (the “bel 

giovine”) is planning to travel there. Given the “bel giovine” character is Italian but not 

presented as a servant, it is possible that he is meant to be a representative of Florio’s Italian 

readership communities. Indeed, the likelihood that he is meant to be an Italian merchant is 

given credence by the fact that Florio follows this dialogue immediately with one titled A 

parlar con Mercante in which a merchant returns to England after having been away for eight 

months: 

 

Cap. 9: “A Parlar con mercante”/“To speake with a marchant” 
 
Italian 

 
English 

Dio vi salvi signor mio. 
Il simile desidero di voi. 
E longo tempo che io non vi ho visto. 
Cosi credo anche io, perche io sono stato in  
   Francia, Italia, Spagna, Alemagna, piu di otto  
   mesi. 
E che havete fatto la? 
Io ho visto, toccato, sentito molte cose strane, s  
   speso i miei denari. 

God save you my lord. 
The like I wishe of you. 
It is long tyme since I have seen you. 
So believe I also, for because I have been in  
   France, Italie, Spaine, Germany, more then  
   eight monethes. 
And what have you done there? 
I have seene, felt, heard many strange things, and  
   spent my money. 
 

 

I have previously mentioned the involvement of Florio’s patron, the Earl of Leicester, and the 

Lucchese merchant Acerbo Velutelli in the Venetian trade monopoly at the time of the writing 

of First Fruites
210

. The possibility exists that in presenting a glowing picture of Venice and its 

‘abundant goods’, Florio was attempting to align his text with the commercial endeavours of 

the two men.  

 

Florio’s decision to depict a casual encounter with an English gentlewoman as she makes her 

way through the streets of London, his participation in the chain of utterances about Venice 

and the possibility that it was partly related to the economic interests of Leicester and the 

Lucchese merchant Acerbo Velutelli, indicates that the discourse of dialogue eight is far more 

complex than its title would suggest. More than simply a model conversation with an English 

gentlewoman, dialogue eight subtly conveyed various messages regarding access to public 

spaces by women and the trend of the Elizabethan nobility to employ Italian servants, while 

underpinning Florio’s ambition to serve the needs of the rich and powerful in Elizabethan 

London. 
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 See section I.2.1.2 Leicester’s links with Mercantile Communities in London on page 24.   
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4.2 “Io Sono Musico”: English Attitudes to Foreigners 

 

In the eleventh dialogue of First Fruites, “A Parlar con servitore”, Florio once again uses the 

sense of movement between social spaces as the background setting for the conversation 

between the interlocutors. On this occasion, a servant character is on his way to breakfast 

while awaiting the return of his lord from the court. As with other dialogues in First Fruites, 

the discourse of dialogue eleven tends to jump between various subject matter, and I have 

previously examined the first segment as part of my analysis of court references across the 

‘Parlar’ group
211

. I now focus my analysis on the final segment of the discourse which 

contains commentary on the treatment of foreigners by the English. 

 

I have already noted the development of an implied Italian servant character across earlier 

dialogues of First Fruites and the related employment of Italians in Elizabethan England in 

the service of the nobility
212

. Queen Elizabeth herself had Italians in her service (Einstein 

(1903): 188-9) and entertainments performed for her often included Italian elements (Wyatt 

(2005): 126). The Italians were engaged in a number of professions – for example as fencing 

instructors, physicians, and engineers (Wyatt (2005): 146-54) – however Italian musicians in 

particular were very prevalent (Einstein (1903): 78, 99, 188, 220, 350-1). Their popularity 

was to some extent at least due to the broader Italian cultural hegemony of the period
213

 

however music also played an important role as part of the social practices of “courting” and 

“courtiership” within Elizabethan society, particularly the nobility and merchant class that 

Florio desired to interact with. Florio had previously briefly touched on the use of music to 

woo females in dialogue three, Parlar familiare con huomo overo con donna, wherein he has 

one of his interlocutors declare: “Io ho visto una bella giovine, voglio andare a darli de la 

musica con i violini o luitti”
214

. This reflected the importance of music in sixteenth-century 

theories of proper courtship, particularly at court as outlined in this passage from 

Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano:      

 

…e ricominciando il Conte, Signori, disse, avete a sapere, ch’io non mi contento del 

Cortegiano, s’egli non è ancor musico, e se, oltre allo intendere ed esser sicuro a libro, non sa 

di varii instrumenti: perché, se ben pensiamo, niuno riposo di fatiche e medicina d’animi 

infermi ritrovar si può più onesta e laudevole nell’ozio che questa; e massimamente nelle corti, 
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 See section III.3. “Andia o alla Corte”  The Elizabethan Court as Interplay between Private and Public Space 

on page 86.  
212

 See sections III.2.2.1 “Delle Belle Donne”  Social Freedo s of En lish wo en and III.4.1 “Gentilhuomo e 
Gentildonna”: Encounters with the English Nobility. 
213

 “In music, as in the sciences and arts, Italy led the way for the rest of Europe to follow” (Einstein (1902): 351).  
214

 “I have seene a fayre damsel, I wyl goe and make her some musicke with violes or else lute” (Del Re (1936): 
27-8).   
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dove oltre al refrigerio de’ fastidii che ad ognuno la musica presta, molte cose si fanno per 

satisfar alle donne, gli animi delle quali, teneri e molli, facilmente sono dall’armonia penetrati 

e di dolcezza ripieni (Castiglione (1854): 62)
215

. 

 

Knowledge of music and the playing of instruments, then, were considered important skills 

for the ‘perfect’ courtier to have, both for entertainment and relaxation but also for the 

purposes of courtship - Castiglione’s choice of words such as “penetrati” and “ripieni” in 

describing the effect of music on “donne” is full of sexual innuendo. Italian music and 

musicians were held in high esteem by the English nobility and therefore many courtly elites, 

such as Florio’s patron the Earl of Leicester, sought to employ Italian musicians as they 

endeavoured to replicate the methods of Italian courtly behaviour as prescribed in 

authoritative texts such as Il Cortegiano (Einstein (1903): 99).  

 

I therefore suggest that the ‘servitore’ depicted in dialogue eleven continues the earlier 

portrayals in the ‘Parlar’ group by Florio of an Italian servant character based on his 

profession as a musico. Furthermore, given that the only character explicitly recognised as a 

servant prior to the eleventh dialogue is the Italian servant who was accompanying his 

mistress home in dialogue eight, I also suggest that the servitore in dialogue eleven is meant 

to represent a continuation of the earlier servant character. The connection would have been 

important because it enabled Florio to have an interlocutor comment with some authority 

(based on experience) on the different treatment of foreigners by the English nobility in 

comparison to the lower classes for the edification of his Italian readerships. Note the 

following extract:  

 

 

Cap. 11: “A Parlar con servitore”/“To speake to a servant” 
 
Italian 

 
English 

Signore, ditemi di gratia, che profession è la  
   vostra? 
Io sono Musico, mio padre fu homo di Legge, mio  
   fratello e mecanicho. 
Ditemi vi prego, dove vi par meglio habitar, in  
   Italia, o in Ingilterra? 
E bono habitar per tutto, se la borsa e pesante:  
   ma a chi non ha danari, non ha credito, se non  
   di bastonade. 

Sir, I praye you tel me, what is your profession? 
 
I am a Musition, my father is a man of Law, my  
   brother is a handycraftesman. 
I pray you tel me, where doth it seeme you best  
   to dwel, in Italie, or in England. 
It is good to dwel everywhere, if the purse be  
   weightie, but who hath no money, hath no  
   credit, but of blowes or stripes. 

                                                                 
215

 “…and the Count began again: Gentlemen, you must know that I am not satisfied with our Courtier unless he 

be also a musician, and unless, besides understanding and being able to read music, he can play various 
instruments. For, if we rightly consider, no rest from toil and no medicine for ailing spirits can be found more 
decorous or praiseworthy in time of leisure than this; and especially in courts where, besides the release from 
vexations which music gives to all, many things are done to please the ladies, whose tender and delicate spirits 
are readily penetrated with harmony and filled with sweetness” (Singleton (1959): 74).  
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Che vi par de la gente di Ingilterra, sono  
   amorevoli? 
Io vi diro la verita, la Nobilta e molto cortese, ma  
   la plebe e tanto piu discortese, e specialmente  
   verso i Forestieri, la qual cosa mi dispiace. 
 
 

What do you thinke of the people of England, are  
   they loving? 
I wil tel you the truth, the Nobilitie is very  
   curteous, but the commons are discourteous, &  
   especially toward strangers, the which thing  
   doth displease me. 
 

 

This section of the discourse from dialogue eleven involves the interlocutors opining on the 

behaviour of the English, particularly towards foreigners, and there is a clear distinction made 

between interacting with the nobility and dealing with the common people. I suggest Florio 

realised that he needed to provide these opinions through a ‘stranger’ character that his 

readers would have understood to have had experience interacting across both levels of 

English society, and an Italian musician in Elizabethan England fitted this category quite well. 

   

This is the first reference to England and her people in the dialogues of First Fruites and it 

would appear that Florio’s discourse reflected the harsh reality in that era of the disagreeable 

attitude in general of the English towards foreigners. This resentment was documented as 

early the turn of the sixteenth century by a Venetian nobleman who accompanied an 

ambassador from Venice to the English court:  

 

Sono inimici de forestieri, e pensano che non passi in quell’Isola alcuno, se non per farsi 

patrone, et usurpare i loro beni
216

. 

 

Certainly there are many references in the existing scholarship to the hostility endured by 

foreigners from the English public in the sixteenth century (Einstein (1903): 156; Yates 

(1934): 31; Del Re (1936): Notes, 35; Ramsay (1973): 33-4; Pettegree (1986): 272; Yungblut 

(1996): 36-60; Wyatt (2005): 137) and there was a history of antagonism towards Italian 

merchants from their English counterparts (Einstein (1903): 249-59; Ramsay (1973): 27-33; 

Rapp (1975): passim; Pettegree (1986): 282; Wyatt (2005): 140-1). Florio’s discourse in 

dialogue eleven, then, reflected the reality that his Italian readerships would have faced as 

they moved across the public spaces of urban London. 

   

Yet as the discourse of dialogue eleven also makes clear, in their interactions with the English 

nobility Italians were treated with courtesy. Many within the ruling classes of Tudor England 

were very open and accepting of Italian humanist culture, and hence Florio is informing his 

Italian readerships that they would be welcomed within the more private or quasi-private 

spaces of the English nobility such as the Royal court. I suggest this is where the literary 
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 “They have an antipathy to foreigners, and imagine that they never come into their island, but to make 
themselves masters of it, and to usurp their goods” (Sneyd (1847): 23-4).  
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device of having an Italian musician servant character express opinions about England 

enabled Florio to juxtapose an image of a xenophobic hoi polloi against that of cultured 

nobility for the enlightenment of his Italian readerships. A servant would have moved within 

and between the public and private social spaces of Elizabethan London, thereby experiencing 

both the ‘discourteous’ attitudes of the wider English public and the ‘courteous’ manner of the 

nobility.         

 

In addition, Florio’s character’s praising of the nobility is perhaps understandable in light of 

the ambitious nature of his text. Yates suggests that Florio’s dedication of First Fruites to the 

Earl of Leicester may have been due in part to his desire to become involved with the literary 

group that used to gather at Leicester’s house in London under the guidance and influence of 

his nephew Sir Philip Sidney (Yates (1934): 42). This group included a number of 

Gentilhuomini Inglesi humanist italophiles that Florio was hoping to impress with his text
217

. 

Therefore Florio wanted to be seen to be praiseworthy of the English nobility in the hope that 

the interest of Sidney’s group in Italian language and culture would induce them to welcome 

him into their circle or perhaps even offer him patronage (Yates (1934): 42).  

 

This initial reference to England and the English sets the scene for a far longer discourse in 

dialogue fifteen A Parlar D’inghilterra, in which an interlocutor answers many questions 

from another about the state of England, its resources, its trade and its people. The dialogue is 

an obvious advertisement about England to Florio’s Italian readerships, and given its English 

context it arguably contains the most opportunities of any dialogue to examine the approach 

that Florio took to serving the needs of his diverse readership communities. I will now analyse 

the contents of chapter fifteen in detail.        

 

4.3 “A Parlar D’inghilterra”: Italian Depictions of England 

 

In contrast to many of the other dialogues in the ‘Parlar’ group, Florio does not use the 

movement of characters between social spaces as the background to the discourse of the 

fifteenth dialogue or set the scene within a particular public space. Nevertheless, he does 

continue his practice of using Italian characters to comment on English society and culture. 

We can infer that the characters of dialogue fifteen are both meant to be foreign, and 

presumably Italian, because at various times they both refer to the English using the third 

                                                                 
217

 Membership of Philip Sidney’s areopagus is not known for sure, however scholars have postulated that at 

different times it included prominent and progressive English humanists such as Edward Dyer, Fulke Greville, 
Samuel Daniel, Edmund Spenser, John Lyly and Abraham Fraunce – see Sargent (1968): 59-60 and Yates (1934): 
42-50. 
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person plural, for example “What drinke do they drink in England…they drink beere, or els 

aale”, “E che sorte di vino hanno...Loro hanno etc.”. One of the interlocutors is obviously a 

new arrival to England and the other appears to have been visiting or staying in the country 

for some time. In deliberately choosing two Italians, Florio wanted to “speak of England” 

through the prism of a “stranger” culture - that is to say, through Italian eyes. This suggests 

that the portrayal of England reflected Florio’s personal views and observations however the 

ambitiousness of the text in appealing to political and mercantile elites must also be kept in 

mind as influential to the commentary in this dialogue. It is important to understand that 

Protestant authorities were sensitive to the manner in which Reformation England was 

portrayed by cultural gate-keepers such as playwrights and authors of language-learning 

dialogues
218

. As we saw in chapters two and three of this thesis, Florio was building on a 

tradition of parallel-text dialogue manuals in which immigrant language teachers such as 

Peter du Ploich had begun to internalize English Protestant propaganda into their manuals 

during the reign of Edward VI, and this practice was continued under Elizabeth I by 

prominent language teachers such as Claudius Hollyband. Furthermore, I have already noted 

in this chapter the involvement of English elites such as the Earl of Leicester in supporting 

and profiting from the licensing of trade activities. Studies of patronage in Reformation 

England have demonstrated that writers did not generally work independently of political 

constraints in that they were expected to support the interests of their patron
219

. The Earl of 

Leicester was certainly prominent in this regard, and as the patron of First Fruites it is not 

unreasonable to suppose that he took interest in the manner in which England was being 

portrayed. Florio, then, had to tread a fine line between honest depictions of England for his 

Italian readership communities and promoting an image of England that was in line with that 

desired by his patron and the wider circle of English nobility that he aspired to join. 

“Speaking of England” out of the mouths of Italian characters was the literary device he used 

to achieve this, and the manner in which Florio balanced this complexity is an important 

aspect of the analysis that follows.      

 

The information contained in dialogue fifteen of First Fruites provided a fairly informative 

overview of England and English society and as such would have been especially interesting 

to an Italian newly arrived in London. In particular, the descriptions of the availability of 
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 Paul White (1993) argues that Protestant politicians and educators patronised the theatre in part as a means 

of legitimatizing and winning popular consent for religious reform, and he stresses the role of patronage and 
propaganda in shaping Protestant belief and culture through Reformation theatrical practice. Warren Boutcher 
references Foster Watson (1909) and Kathleen Lambley (1920) in arguing that “In all the modern 
languages…there were strong attempts, evident in these manuals and their models, to establish the relationship 
between the teaching of the language in question and the practical inculcation of Protestant piety and civility” 
(Boutcher (1997): 50).    
219

 See for example Rosenberg (1955); Van Dorsten (1981); King (1982).  
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English minerals and other resources, the status of merchants, the place of exchange and even 

the accessibility of London by water would all have been of major interest to an Italian 

merchant looking to do business in England. The following extract occurs soon after the 

opening exchanges in dialogue fifteen
220

: 

 

Cap. 15: “A Parlar D’inghilterra”/“To speake of England” 
 
Italian 

 
English 

Che bona mercantia ci? 
Di tutte le sorte. 
Ci sono mercanti assai? 
Signor si in grande abondantia. 
Dove trafichano? 
Per tutto il mondo. 
Che Mercantia portano fori? 
Il miglior stagno che sia al mondo, si trova in  
   Inghilterra, la miglior Lana, i miglior Drappi, e  
   Carisee, de ogni sorte de metalli, come Oro,  
   Argento, Piombo, Stagno, Rame, Ottone, Ferro,  
   Aciale, e Bronzo & il miglior Zafrano che sia al  
   mondo, gran quantita di Corrame, e boni grani,  
   gran quantita di Legna, e di bestiami, come  
   Cavalli, Bovi, Vache, Pecore, belle Chinee,  
   poche Capre, non ci è Lupi, ne Orsi, Leoni, ne  
   Serpi, se ce ne ci sono portati, non ci è Olio, ne  
   Specie, ci sono portate. 
 

What good merchandise is there? 
Of al sortes. 
Are there many marchants? 
Yea sir, great plentie. 
Where do they trafique? 
Throughout al the world. 
What marchandise do they cary foorth? 
The best Tynne that is in the world is founde in  
   England, the best Wool, the best Clothes, and  
   Carsies, of al sortes of mettalles, as Golde,  
   Sylver, Lead, Tynne, Copper, Brasse, Yron,  
   Steele, and Brasse, and the best Safron that is in  
   the worlde, great quantitie of Leather, good  
   graine, great quantity of wood, and of beasts,  
   as Horses, oxen, Kyen, Sheepe, fayre Maares,  
   few Goates, there be no wolves, neither beares,  
   lions, neither serpents, if there be any, they be  
   brought, there is no oyle, spice, but what is  
   brought. 
 

   

It is significant that Florio chose to highlight England’s natural resources and promote it as a 

trading destination so early in the discourse of this dialogue. Certainly his observations were 

consistent with other, previous Italian utterances about England’s great mineral wealth and 

natural bounty. As early as the turn of the sixteenth century, a Venetian nobleman travelling 

with the Venetian ambassador in England noted that: 

 

...le richezze d' Inghilterra sono maggiori, che in altro luogo d' Europa per quanto mi è stato 

detto da antichissimi et esperti mercanti, et per quel etiam dio, che io medesimo ho potuto 

giudicare per quel tanto che ho veduto: II che primieramte è causato de la grande fecondita di 

quel terreno, la quale è tale che dal vino in poi per il loro nutrimento, non tolgono altro fuori 

del regno ; poi vendendo quei loro pretiosi stagni, riducano nel regno una gran somma di 

denari : ma molti più ne ragunano per la mirabile abondanza delle lane, le quali per tutta l' 

Europa sono in tanto pregio, e reputazione...
221

. 
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 Del Re (1936): 53-4. 
221

 “…the riches of England are greater than those of any other country in Europe, as I have been told by the 

oldest and most experienced merchants, and also as I myself can vouch, from what I have seen. This is owing, in 
the first place, to the great fertility of the soil, which is such, that, with the exception of wine, they import 
nothing from abroad for their subsistence. Next, the sale of their valuable tin brings in a large sum of money to 
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Moreover, in 1561 Francesco Sansovino published in Venice a compilation of the views of a 

number of commentators on the governance of various sixteenth-century states
222

. His chapter 

on England was based on a report assembled by the Ferrarese Giulio Raviglio Rosso from the 

relazioni of two Venetian ambassadors. Rosso noted England’s abundance of minerals and 

wool, and emphasized the historical nature of this view by quoting from an old verse that 

enumerated the things that England was famous for. He also noted the various herds 

wandering over the countryside:   

 

L’isola d’Inghilterra ha grande abondanza di lane, di stagno, di ferro, & di piombo, & è ricca 

di alcune cose particolari, le quali si contengono in un verso latino fatto da loro, che dice: 

Mons, Fons, Pons; Ecclesia, Fœmina, Lana cioè Monto, Fonti, & Ponte, Chiese, Donne, & 

Lana...In Inghilterra vi è abondanza di ogni generatione di animali da quattro piè, fuor che di 

Asini, di Muli, di Camelli, & d’Elefanti...vi si veggono le greggi, & gli armenti de buoi, de 

cavalli, & medesimamente delle pecore, andar il giorno, & la notte errando per i monti, per le 

valli, & per le praterie lasciate in comune a pascoli
223

.  

 

Florio’s discourse, too, depicts a country rich in resources and livestock but he does so 

through the prism of commercial space by labelling them as merchandise to be “carried 

forth…throughout the world”. Not only does Florio emphasise the opportunities for 

merchants by providing a list of potential exports for trade - minerals, textiles, grain and wood 

- he also highlights the opportunity to import oils and spices. The Venetian merchant 

Alessandro Magno, who visited London in 1562, also noted in his journal the need for the 

English to import oil and their exporting of raw materials: 

 

They have excellent pastures and that is why their animals are very fine. They have plenty of 

cattle which they do not use for ploughing - for this they use horses - and sheep in great 

numbers which produce excellent wool. There is plenty of cheese and lard which they use 

instead of oil, which they have to import from abroad….From this island merchants export 

much cloth, wool, tin, lead, rabbit skins and chince perfettissime (Magno (1562): 146)
224

.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
the kingdom; but still more do they derive from their extraordinary abundance of wool, which bears such a high 
price and reputation throughout Europe…” (Sneyd (1847): 28).  
222

 Sansovino, Francesco; Del Governo dei Regni et delle Republiche; Venezia, 1561. 
223

 Ibid.: 29-30 (sig. H1(v) – H2(v)). “The island of England has an abundance of wool, tin, iron, and lead, and 
abounds in some particular things as expressed in a Latin verse composed by them, which says: Mons, Fons, Pons; 
Ecclesia, Fœ ina, Lana that is Hills, Wells, Bridges, Churches, Women, Wool…In England there is an abundance of 
every type of four-legged animal, except for donkeys, mules, camels and elephants…one sees flocks of animals, 
herds of oxen and horses, and likewise sheep, roaming day and night through hills and valleys, left to graze in the 
fields together” (my translation).  

 

224
 Italics of the final term have been taken from the original. Its meaning has not been established. 
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Florio’s focus on England as a commercial space, then, would likely have provoked much 

interest among his Italian mercantile readership, as well as serving the commercial interests of 

the political elites within his Gentilhuomini Inglesi readership community as previously 

discussed
225

.  

 

Further allusions to the status of merchants and their activities are scattered throughout the 

dialogue. In these, the focus of the discourse moves from a ‘national’ level to a ‘community’ 

level, in that the interlocutors discuss aspects of merchant life rather merchandise. In turn, the 

profile of commercial space is reduced from a generic to a specific view that enabled Florio to 

highlight the physical spaces associated with merchant pursuits in England. Florio depicts a 

country where foreign merchants have freedom of passage and access to a place of exchange, 

where the capital city is easily reached from the sea by large vessels, and where few 

merchants are “amorevoli” but they live in “belle case”
226

: 

 

Cap. 15: “A Parlar D’inghilterra”/“To speake of England” 
 
Italian 

 
English 

Ci sono Mercanti stranieri? 
Assai assaissimi. 
Hanno loro gran liberta? 
Grandissima, portano, transportano, nessuno li  
   dice niente, la Regina li ama. 
Che Religione hanno? 
Sono tutti protestanti. 
. 
. 
. 
Ci è luogho dove i mercanti si ragunano  
   giornalmente? 
Signor si, un bello luogho che è stato fatto di  
   nuovo da un Cavaliero, il qual si chiama il  
   Cambio reale. 
I marcanti sono amorevoli? 
Cosi la, alcuni sono, ma pochi. 
. 
. 
. 
Ecci bella aqua intorno Londra? 
Signor si bellissima, e grande. 
Porta gran vasselli? 
E navigabile, piena di ogni sorte de pesce, con  
   molti belli pallazzi intorno, da tutte le bande,  
   belle ville, e castelli, la Regina li tiene quasi  
   sempre la corte intorno. 
Come si chiama la riviera? 
E chiamata la Tamisa. 

Are there any merchant straungers? 
Many, and very many. 
Have they great libertie? 
Very great, they cary and recary, no body saith  
   any thing to them, the queene loveth them. 
What Religion have they? 
They are al Protestantes. 
. 
. 
. 
Is there a place where marchants do meete  
   dayly? 
Yea sir, a fayre place, that was made newly by a  
   knight, the which is called, the Royal Exchange. 
 
The Marchants, are they loving? 
So, so, some are, but few. 
. 
. 
. 
Is there ever a faire water about London? 
Yea sir, a fayre one, and great. 
Doth it cary great vessels? 
It is to saile upon, and is ful of al sorts of fish, with  
   many Palaces about it on al sides, fayre Townes  
   and Castles, the queen holdeth her Court  
   almost always about it.  
How is the ryver called? 
It is called the Thames. 
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 See section I.2.1.2 Leicester’s links with Mercantile Communities in London on page 24.  
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 Del Re (1936): 54-8. 
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Va nel mare? 
Signor si. 
. 
. 
. 
I Mercanti, hanno belle case? 
Belle, e massimamente i Aldermani hanno case,  
   che pensareste che sono case da loggiar un Re. 
 

Doth it go into the sea? 
Yea sir. 
. 
. 
. 
The marchants, have they fayre houses? 
Fayre, and chiefely the Alderman have houses,  
   that you would thinke them able to lodge a  
   king. 

 

 

The portrayal of foreign merchants as having the liberty to “carry and re-carry” in England 

without interference had an important historical context. From time to time in the 1550s and 

1560s the English Merchant Adventurers had been successful in lobbying for restrictions on 

the export of goods (particularly English cloths such as kerseys) to the important trading 

centre at Antwerp by foreign – mainly Italian – merchants. In 1572 the English Parliament 

had enacted a statute that imposed conditions on Italian imports which enabled zealous 

English customs agents to harass and occassionally arraign even the most prominent Italian 

merchants; and in 1576 the English government had attempted to implement arrangements to 

oversee international currency exchange transactions (Ramsay (1973): 27-33). The Italian 

merchants had naturally been aggrieved by these constraints on their business activities and 

they resorted to surreptitious shipments to get around them and escape the related financial 

imposts. Furthermore, wars and other conflicts in the Low Countries and in the Mediterranean 

had greatly impacted Italian mercantile interests in England and restricted the movement of 

goods between England and Italy in the early 1570s
227

. However by the mid 1570s trade 

opportunities had re-opened between England and Italy – especially with Venetian merchants 

looking to export goods from England to on-sell to the Levant (Willan (1955): 401-2). Thus I 

suggest that Florio’s decision to explicitly state that foreign merchants were free to transport 

their merchandise through England and “no body saith any thing to them” was designed to re-

invigorate English trade with Italy by reassuring his Italian merchant readership that the old 

restrictions were no longer applicable. Not only would such an outcome have favoured those 

members of the nobility who had financial interests in the expansion of the export trade with 

Italy, it would also have encouraged the import of Venetian goods which as already noted was 

monopolised and controlled by the Lucchese merchant Acerbo Velutelli under the protection 

of the Earl of Leicester
228

. 
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 See footnote 61 on page 25.  
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 Florio’s attempt to encourage trading activities for the benefit of his Mercanti Italiani readership and his 

patron’s commercial interests were most likely not successful. Although some Italian merchant families remained 
active in London around the time of the publication of First Fruites in 1578, the Italian mercantile community was 
generally in decline from about 1580 as England began trading directly through the Mediterranean (Ramsay 
(1973): 47-8).   
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Of particular interest is Florio’s description of foreign merchants as ‘all Protestants’. Wyatt 

noted about this depiction: “Florio skews the picture he presents: many of the [foreign] 

merchants remained Catholics” (Wyatt (2005): 16). Del Re believed that Florio’s description 

was meant to apply to the English in general, not just foreign merchants (Del Re (1936): 

Notes, 54-5), however as I have demonstrated the discourse of this section of dialogue fifteen 

clearly encompasses the theme of England as a commercial space at both the national level 

and that of the mercantile community. Rather than apply to the English in general or reflect 

the reality of the religious beliefs of foreign merchants in particular, like much of the 

discourse of dialogue fifteen its purpose was most likely to present an image of England for 

the consumption of Florio’s Italian merchant readership. The representation of the religious 

affiliation of the foreign merchants working in London as ‘all Protestant’ immediately follows 

the claim that ‘the queen loveth them’, thus portraying a strong bond between the leader of 

the Anglican church and foreign merchants and implying a link between their freedom to 

trade and government protection based on common religious values. In any case, some Italian 

merchant families that had been resident in England for some time had indeed begun to 

assimilate into Protestant English society
229

.   

 

The depiction of the Queen as ‘loving’ foreign merchants and the identification of the meeting 

place for mercantile business as the ‘Royal Exchange’ would have been important signals to 

Italian merchants that their activities were strongly supported by Elizabeth and her 

government. Despite the description of the merchants that gathered at the Royal Exchange as 

not very “amorevole/loving” (I mentioned above the antagonism of the English Merchant 

Adventurers towards the Italian merchants in London) I suggest that this discourse has been 

deliberately written by Florio to reassure his Italian merchant readership that they had 

recourse to the Queen and her nobles in the event of trouble with the locals.  

 

Florio highlighted the Royal Exchange as a “fayre place” where “marchants do meete dayly”. 

The focus of the discourse at this point is now very much on the commercial life of London 

and the related physical space that facilitated the business practices of the merchant class. 

Built by Sir Thomas Gresham and completed in 1568, the Royal Exchange was designed as a 

meeting place for merchants that rivalled the great bourses of cities like Venice and Antwerp 

(Howard (2007): 29). A Frenchman visiting London in 1576 noted its cosmopolitan nature 

and the unrestricted access between the various groups of foreign merchants using the space: 

                                                                 
229
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Each nation has its own quarter, so that those who have business with them can find them 

more easily. The English occupy about half the Exchange, and the French have their particular 

station too, as do the Flemish and the Walloons, the Italians and the Spanish. However, they 

are all at liberty to go hither and thither through the Exchange according to their need (quoted 

in Howard (2007): 33).  

 

Having described the wonders of England’s natural resources, assured Italian merchants that 

their trading activities would not be impeded and would be supported by the Queen – 

particularly if they were Protestant – Florio further enhances the image he is presenting of 

London as an attractive commercial space by noting its accessibility from the open sea via the 

river Thames. The importance of the river is reinforced by the remark that the Royal court is 

nearly always in residence near its banks. Not only could Italian merchants sail their large 

vessels close to London, Italian nobles visiting England – who in any case were quite possibly 

of the merchant aristocratic class if they were from cities such as Venice or Genoa – could 

visit the court using the river for passage.   

 

Florio’s portrayal of physical spaces in London, which would have been of commercial 

interest to Italian merchants, continues with the reference to the “belle case” later in dialogue 

fifteen. Indeed, the observation that merchants owned “fayre” houses in combination with the 

reference to aldermen’s residences was not coincidental. Italian merchants who had been 

granted denization were able to live in their own houses, and they sought fairly sumptuous 

lodgings in which to set up places of business and display their wares. Houses that had 

belonged to aldermen were fit for that purpose, and the wealthier Italians began to inhabit 

them and other grand abodes, thereby earning the envy of the locals (Ramsay (1973): 31). The 

Elizabethan state papers of 1571 contain a complaint made against foreign merchants for 

having acquired some of the best houses in the city from which they were selling wares direct 

to the public in competition with London traders:      

 

At first they ought not to take any lodgings or houses within the citty but to abide at the tables 

of freehostes…Contrary heervnto the marchant straungers take uppe the fairest houses in the 

Citty, devide and fitt them for their severall uses, take into them several lodgers & 

dwellers...they ought not to sell any merchaundizes by Retayle, Contrary heervnto many of 

their merchaunts are Retaylers also, keepe shoppes inward, and private chambers, and therein 

sell by whole sale and retayle, send to every mans house, serve chapmen, send to fayres, and 

utter their commodityes many other wayes
230

.  
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Having access to houses that could “lodge a king” was therefore important since it enabled 

the Italians to use them as permanent lodgings for living space and for the purpose of 

conducting business. Florio’s positive portrayal of London in terms of its commercial spaces 

cannot be considered a whimsical collection of observations, but rather an integrated image 

deliberately designed to promote and reinvigorate English trade with Italian merchants.    

 

Dialogue fifteen was not only concerned with commercial activities. For those Italian 

Protestants wishing to worship according to the precepts of their church authorities, Florio 

points out the support provided to ‘stranger’ churches. Furthermore, Italians in general are 

singled out as being especially loved by the Queen in a passage that also harks back to the 

character thread earlier in the ‘Parlar’ group relating to Italian musicians as servants to 

English nobility
231

: 

 

Cap. 15: “A Parlar D’inghilterra”/“To speake of England” 
 
Italian 

 
English 

I Stranieri dove vanno a la Chiesa, nongia a la  
   Inglese? 
No, i Franzesi vanno a la chiesa Franzese, i  
   Fiamenghi a la Fiamengha, Italiani a la Italiana,  
   ogni uno ha la sua chiesa, con bon ordine. 
. 
. 
. 
La Regina, tien Musici? 
Signor si, assai, ma sono quasi tutti italiani. 
Amela gli italiani? 
Signor si, benissimo. 
Si dilettela di parlar con loro? 
Signor si, e parla elegantissimamente. 
 

The strangers, where go they to church? Not to  
   the English? 
No, for Frenchman goe to the French church, &  
   the Flemings to the Flemish, the Italians to the  
   Italian, every one hath a church with good    
   order. 
. 
. 
Hath the queene Musitions? 
Yea sir many, but they are almost al Italians. 
Doth she love Italians? 
Yea sir, very wel. 
Delightes she to speake with them? 
Yea sir, and she speaketh very eloquently. 

 

Not only does she love and protect Italian merchants, the Queen employs Italian musicians, 

loves all Italians, and is fluent in the Italian language. These passages reinforce the earlier 

images of England as a most desirous destination for Florio’s Italian readerships. 

 

Florio metaphorically uses the river Thames to link the entertainments of the merchants and 

courtiers with the queen and her court which, along with allusions to grand riverside palaces 

and castles, completes the picture of a rich mercantile community with access to the very 

summit of English society. The ambitiousness of First Fruites in appealing to a broad 

patronage of political and mercantile elites is revealed by such a striking representation of 
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England, which would have been pleasing to Florio’s dedicatee and his entourage while also 

attracting the interests of Italian merchants looking to expand their trade activities. Florio had 

to satisfy the expectations of his patron and others in the aristocracy who would have been 

sensitive to the manner in which England was depicted but who also would have benefited 

from the expansion of trade with Italy, especially with Venetian merchants who had begun to 

on-sell English goods to the Levant. We must conclude, however, that Florio and his patron’s 

attempts at invigorating trade with Venice were destined to be nothing more than a makeshift 

measure, because within a few years the Levant Company had been founded (1581) and 

English merchants began by-passing the Venetians and trading directly in the Levant, as well 

as purchasing goods direct from Italy by using the free port at Leghorn: “At this point we 

cross a watershed, and the weight of interest moves from the history of the Italians in England 

to that of the English in the Mediterranean” (Ramsay (1973): 47). The Italian mercantile 

community in London began to decline, which greatly reduced the demand for the learning of 

English among Italian native speakers in the city. Indeed, by the time Florio comes to write 

his next dialogue manual in Italian-English parallel-text format (Second Frutes (1591)), he 

has completely dropped any claim to have designed the book with both Italian and English 

readerships in mind.    

 

In this chapter I have analysed a range of cultural snapshots offered by Florio in the ‘Parlar’ 

group of dialogues. These snapshots covered a variety of social, economic, religious, and 

political issues of particular interest to his Italian readership - especially the Italian merchant 

community – in their understanding of Elizabethan society. Florio did not merely wish to 

teach English to Italians in Elizabethan London, he wanted to assist them to overcome the 

cultural divisions and misunderstandings that were inhibiting successful outcomes in their 

social, commercial or political endeavours. Furthermore, the ‘Parlar’ group helped to foster 

improved intercultural exchange between Italians and the English, since the dialogues enabled 

Florio’s English readership to empathize with Italian views of England.  

 

I have previously stated that the overarching purpose of First Fruites is to assist Florio’s 

readerships in their appreciation of both Italian and English culture using different sections of 

the text. We have just seen how the ‘Parlar’ group was designed to mainly serve Florio’s 

Italian readership. In the next chapter, I will examine the largest section of the text – the 

Ragionamenti e Discorsi group of dialogues – which as we shall see was primarily designed 

by Florio to assist his English readership in their desire to engage with Italian Renaissance 

vernacular culture through various examples of the rhetorical effectiveness of the Italian 

language and its literature. 
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IV. The Vernacular ‘Fruites’ of Rhetoric 
 

A nobleman of this time in contempt of learning said that it was for noblemen’s sons enough 

to wind their horn and carry their hawk fair and to leave study and learning to the children of 

mean men. To whom…Richard Pace replied, ‘Then you and other noblemen must be content 

that your children may wind their horns and keep their hawks, while children of mean men do 

manage matters of estate…for if some foreigner, such as are the ambassadors of princes, 

come to the king and a reply has to be given to him, your son, educated as you desire, may 

blow his horn, but it is the learned sons of mean men that are called to make the reply’
232

.  

 

 

I have previously suggested that the final twenty-one dialogues of First Fruites – those 

labelled the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group in Appendix A – were a major innovation in the 

dialogue-manual tradition
233

. No author prior to Florio had incorporated vernacular literary 

extracts into the dialogic content of their manuals. Hollyband had included an Italian-English 

translation of a Spanish novella in Arnalt & Lucenda, and a French anti-dancing tract in The 

French Littelton, but functionally these were reading and comprehension exercises whose 

didactic purpose was language learning with a moral bent
234

. In contrast, the ‘Ragionamenti e 

Discorsi’ dialogues were designed by Florio to teach Gentilhuomini Inglesi Italian vernacular 

literature and the use of Italian for rhetorical purposes. This curriculum focuses on ‘Elocutio’ 

or ‘Style’
235

, and provides a summary of literary elegancies of Italian poetry, philosophy and 

historiography. The didactic purpose of this curriculum was to unlock humanistic scholarship 

and eloquence in the Italian vernacular for the benefit of the English aristocracy
236

. 

Vernacular eloquence and wisdom are therefore made available to learners, who could then 

apply these teachings to political and cultural contexts.  

 

In this chapter I offer a new reading of the cultural and educational scope of the 

‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. First, this chapter discusses the historical and cultural 

circumstances informing the production of this section of First Fruites. These circumstances 

emerge from three perspectives – the need of the English state for men with a humanist 
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education in combination with modern language skills; the provision in response to that need 

of an alternative curricula at Oxford and Cambridge based on vernacular learning (including 

the learning of modern languages) outside of the university statutes; and the evidence from 

the Italian books of the humanist and Cambridge University praelector in rhetoric, Gabriel 

Harvey, which captures his view of the importance to a would-be courtier of manifesting 

one’s learning in the speaking and writing of modern languages.   

 

A short history of the teachings and tradition of rhetoric in sixteenth-century England is 

beyond the scope of this work. However, it is useful at this point to introduce some key 

aspects of the teaching and learning of rhetoric in Florio’s time. Rhetoric should not be 

understood only as persuasive speech. Although some rhetorical skills related only to forms of 

expression such as public orations and political speeches, by the sixteenth century there was a 

strong literary dimension to rhetorical practices that informed the development of vernacular 

literature (Richards (2008): 13-14). Traditionally
237

, rhetoric comprised five core skills: 

Invention, collecting material for inclusion in a speech or written composition; Disposition 

(also known as Judgement), placing that material in an appropriate structure for specific 

contexts; Style, amplifying the material through embellishment of the language; Memory, 

memorising the speech; and Delivery, the use of voice and gesture (Mack (2002): 9-10). Over 

time the teaching of rhetoric became somewhat fragmented such that in England by the 

second half of the sixteenth century, handbooks on rhetoric tended to focus on style, while 

invention and disposition became associated with the art of logic (Richards (2008): 65-9)
238

. 

The stylistic devices through which material was amplified using embellished language 

consisted of inter alia ‘tropes’ (a substitution of one word for another that affects meaning) 

and ‘schemes’ (a change in syntactic structure for emphasis or ornament)
239

. The centrality of 

rhetoric to sixteenth-century humanism is reflected in the fact that scholars would describe 

themselves as ‘orator’:   

 

By this, they meant not that they made a living by the teaching or practice of oratory, but that 

they wished to be known as men of eloquence. An "orator" could have made his career in 

government, in the Church, in leisured study and collecting, in teaching or writing or 

scholarship. He might have written poetry or history or commentaries on classical texts; he 

might have composed treatises on moral or political philosophy; he might have devoted 
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himself to translation or editing. Usually, of course, his work included a variety of these 

activities (Gray (1963): 500) 

 

In the second half of the sixteenth century, when international relations were increasingly 

being conducted using a variety of European vernaculars as well as Latin, proficiency in 

vernacular oratory became of pragmatic importance
240

. The primacy of Italian language and 

culture during the first three decades of the Elizabethan era suggests that oratory in Italian 

was highly regarded.  

 

The educational curriculum of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues is an essential aspect 

that represents a fundamental break from the confines of the dialogue-manual tradition. It 

advanced the genre beyond the usual conversational, role-play type of dialogues by aligning 

the manual with the humanist educational programme of “the supplementation of the speaking 

self by carefully chosen fragments of text” (Crane (1993): 54). In the case of First Fruites, the 

fragments consist of extracts and commonplaces from inter alia Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, 

the emblems of Alciato, Lodovico Guicciardini’s L’Hore di Ricreatione and Portonaris’s 

Italian translation of the Spanish author Guevara’s Libro Aureo. Moreover, the ‘Ragionamenti 

e Discorsi’ dialogues showcase examples of rhetoric, which when combined with the 

knowledge of its precepts already gained from their Latin-based grammar education, enabled 

students to apply its lessons in their own speeches and original compositions. The use of 

extracts from Italian vernacular literature to exemplify rhetorical devices was also consistent 

with contemporary manuals on vernacular rhetoric. For example, by the mid-sixteenth 

century, Italian-language rhetoricians were taking examples directly from Italian authors such 

as Petrarch, Boccaccio and Machiavelli, as well as making the doctrines of classical rhetoric 

available in the vernacular (Mack (2011b): 172-6, 283-7).   

 

English rhetoricians also emphasised the importance of combining eloquence and wisdom. In 

his treatise on rhetoric The Garden of Eloquence (1577), Henry Peacham highlighted the 

‘great excellency’ that was to be had for men with these attributes, and the ‘many 

commodities’ they brought to ‘themselves and their country’: 

 

Therefore how worthy of high commendations are those men, that…do bestowe their studies, 

their travayle, and their tyme, to obtayne Wisedome, and Eloquence…For by these manner of 
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studies, we see that many have attayned to a great excelency in their kinde, who have got to 

themselves and their countrey, many commodities…
241

 

 

Peacham’s treatise was a stylistic rhetoric. It comprised definitions of schemes and tropes, and 

focused on style as the most important aspect of training in communication. Another kind – 

formulary rhetoric – comprised of compositions presented as models for students to imitate
242

. 

Although First Fruites is not a rhetorical treatise, I suggest that the education curriculum of 

Florio’s ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues may be conceptually situated between these two 

types of teaching: the augmentation of the conversational Italian learnt in the ‘Parlar’ 

dialogues with commonplaces from the writings of Italian vernacular poets, historians and 

translators, for the education of Gentilhuomini Inglesi. In practical terms, these 

commonplaces were a useful guide to the rhetorical elegancies available in Italian vernacular 

literature. The mastery of Italian rhetoric was to support those in power in the state (Crane 

(1993): 25-34, 56; Boutcher (1997): 47-63).         

 

The ‘Ragionament e Discorsi’ dialogues in the literature on Florio and First Fruites form the 

largest group in First Fruites, yet it is only in Yates that one can find any detailed literary and 

textual analysis of their contents
243

. Given the silence in the literature, Yates’s analysis 

appears to have been accepted by most scholars, with the notable exception of Del Re
244

. 

Certainly the English columns of the Guevara extracts make extensive use of euphuistic 

features such as antithesis, alliteration, and extended similes and allusions however they 

remain only a small subset of the text and thus Yates’s conclusions regarding Florio’s role in 

the spread of euphuism in Elizabethan England – whether correct or not – are not applicable 

to many of the other dialogues in the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group.  

 

1. Vernacular Rhetoric and the needs of the English State 

 

Ffirst, there shalbe one Scholemiaster, who shall teache Grammar, both greke and 

latine…Also there shalbe one who shall reade and teache the Hebrue tounge…Also there 

shalbe one who shall reade and teache bothe Logick and Rethorick, and shall weekely, on 

certen dayes therefore apoincted, see his schollers dispute and exercize the same…When the 
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Orator shall practise his schollers in the exercize thereof, he shall chiefly do yt in Orations 

made in English, both politique and militare, taking occasions owt of Discowrses of histories, 

approving or reproving the matter, not onely by reason, but also with the examples and 

stratagemmes both antick and moderne…besides, in what language soever learning is 

attained, the apliaunce to use is principally in the vulgare speech, as in preaching, in 

parliament, in Cownsell, in Commyssion, and other offices of Common Weale…Also there 

shalbe one Teacher of the French toung…Also there shalbe one Teacher of the Italian 

toung…Also there shalbe one Teacher of the Spanish toung…Also there shalbe one Teacher of 

the highe duche toung…And whereas in the universities men study onely schole learninges, in 

this Achademy they shall study matters of accion meet for present practise, both of peace and 

warre. And yf they will not dispose themselves to letters, yet they may learne languages, or 

martiall activities for the service of their Cowntrey
245

.  

 

 

The English adventurer, parliamentarian and soldier Sir Humphrey Gilbert included these 

principles in a proposal he presented to Queen Elizabeth I in 1573 for a new educational 

institution to be based in London. The educational goal of Gilbert’s academy was to instruct 

youths in the art of political, social and practical life. The pragmatic goal was to produce men 

‘of action’ of use to the Elizabethan state, an outcome that in his view the ‘school learnings’ 

acquired at Oxford or Cambridge were failing to achieve. Gilbert’s treatise argued that the 

new academy should formally acknowledge a range of subjects and practices that at that time 

were not part of the official university curricula
246

. For example, he called for disputations to 

be undertaken in English and make use of vernacular historiography, and that the learning of 

the European vernaculars French, Italian, Spanish and German (‘high Dutch”) should be 

formally recognised through the appointment of modern-language teachers.  

 

Gilbert was a half-brother to Sir Walter Raleigh, he had studied at Eton and Oxford 

University and had been close to Elizabeth before she ascended the throne, and eventually he 

became a member of parliament, a courtier adventurer and soldier
247

. He therefore had 

important connections at court, and although Gilbert’s concept for a new educational academy 

would not come to fruition due to a lack of funds and his own untimely demise at sea in 1583, 
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nonetheless his treatise is an indication of the anxiousness within Elizabeth’s government by 

the 1570s regarding the lack of men coming out of the universities with pragmatic skills of 

use to the state
248

.  

 

The core tenets of Gilbert’s educational reforms envisage the assembling of skills in logic, 

rhetoric, history, and ancient and modern languages – in short, a humanistic educational 

programme incorporating modern languages and vernacular literary culture. These skills had 

become increasingly important since the 1530s and 1540s, when the major European 

vernaculars began to challenge the dominance of Latin in international relations (Boutcher 

(1996): 191). By the time of Elizabeth’s ascension to the throne, England’s participation in 

pan-European polyglot humanist culture was well in evidence. The ambassador to France, Sir 

Nicholas Throckmorton, for example, wrote to the Queen in December 1561 explaining that 

in consequence of his secretary Henry Middlemore being sick, he had instead sent his cousin 

Francis Petowe on a diplomatic mission to the Cardinal of Ferrara, since there were “none so 

meet to be employed in such an affair for insufficiency of the language, for Petowe is well 

experimented in negociating Princes’ affairs and speaks Italian very readily”
249

. It is skill in 

both the negotiating of Princes’ affairs and the Italian vernacular that ensured Petowe was 

chosen. Earlier that same year Lord Burghley, in seeking advice from Throckmorton on the 

education of his son Thomas Cecil, wrote that he wished: 

 

…not to have him scholarly learned, but civilly trained, and to have either the French or 

Italian tongue; in which, if he may entertain one in common speech of salutation, it shall 

suffice….If he might, without corruption of life, have been in that [French] Court three 

months, he should thereby learn more, both in tongue and knowledge, than otherwhere in the 

double space
250
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Burghley is keen to ensure his son experiences practical training, including ‘common speech’ 

in the French and Italian vernaculars, rather than ‘scholarly learnings’ – a phrase that hints at 

Gilbert’s “schole learninges” ten years’ hence.  

 

In November 1574 the then English ambassador in France Dr Valentine Dale reported to Lord 

Burghley that Lord North, who had been dispatched by Elizabeth to the French court 

following the death of King Charles IX, had impressed his hosts with both his linguistic 

abilities and his wisdom: 

 

Lord North is taken in this Court for a perfect courtisan and a wise man. The readiness and 

perfectness of his Italian tongue stands him in very good stead, and the King and Queen 

Mother both spake with him in Italian. He has done his ambassade fully according to his 

instructions, and has had as good entertainment and fair words as may be
251 

  

Here we have an English diplomat impressing the French court with his courtiership and 

wisdom while also conversing in Italian with the King and his mother
252

. By the Elizabethan 

era a mastery of modern languages was an important skill to have for men wishing to serve 

the English state in foreign relations – hence Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s desire that teachers of 

French, Italian, Spanish and German be included in his Academy.  

 

Yet a mastery of modern languages on its own was not adequate – one needed to be able to 

construe arguments and speak persuasively using those languages. The intellectual activity 

required to perform these tasks was taught at the grammar schools and universities largely 

through the study of classical Latin texts focused on literature, rhetoric and dialectic
253

. Pupils 

were taught how to extract moral sentences from their reading of the texts for use in original 

composition; to compose, analyse and use moral narratives – often based on examples from 

history which illustrated ethical principles; to recognise and use the tropes and figures of 

rhetoric; to discover and arrange arguments; and to take part in disputations (Mack (2002): 2). 

Gilbert understood that the knowledge and skills acquired from this training were being 

deployed in a range of political, diplomatic and commercial activities using vernacular 

languages as well as Latin (“in what language soever learning is attained, the apliaunce to use 

is principally in the vulgare speech, as in preaching, in parliament, in Cownsell, in 

Commyssion, and other offices of Common Weale”).  Although stressing the importance of 
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acquiring skills in written and spoken English, Gilbert also recognised that knowledge of 

European vernaculars was a necessary ingredient in producing men of action useful to the 

state. The pragmatic humanist courtier-diplomat needed to be able to rhetorically and 

dialectically utilize his modern language skills as well as converse in ‘common speech’. 

Indeed, Elizabeth herself was noted for her skill in combining her knowledge of languages 

and history with persuasive rhetoric in international dealings. In an updated edition of his 

Relazione d’Inghilterra (1
st
 ed. 1552), Petruccio Ubaldini praised her ability to be: 

 

…most cunning in the art of persuasion and insinuation. Because of her not inconsiderable 

grasp of history, given her knowledge of the Latin and Greek languages as well as Italian and 

French, she also uses an admirable finesse with foreigners, through whom she can gain praise 

beyond the Realm for her shrewdness and eloquence
254

 

 

Note the correlation in Ubaldini’s mind between Elizabeth’s knowledge of history, languages, 

and her shrewdness and eloquence. Historiography – the body of historical literature – 

provided a store of moral commonplaces and ethical illustrations that could be re-deployed in 

original compositions in order to support particular arguments and opinions. It also provided a 

store of eloquent language, since writers of histories often deployed rhetorical devices for the 

purposes of emphasis or emotional impact in their embellishment of historical narratives 

(Mack (2002): 135-6, 149-50). Hence Gilbert desired that the students of his proposed 

Academy use historical examples in their orations and disputations (“taking occasions owt of 

Discowrses of histories”).  

 

It is important to understand that the complementing of historical knowledge with skills in 

modern languages, rhetoric and logic were sought after not only for their role in being able to 

“finesse with foreigners”, but also in order that the English themselves not be falsely 

‘finessed’ (Crane (1993): 49). Sir Nicholas Throckmorton wrote to the Privy Council in 

February 1560 about the ‘cunning’ character of the new French Ambassador to England, 

Michel de Suerre: 

 

They should know that the enchanter is come on the land and will not fail to apply his whole 

power to work that which no man in Europe can handle more cunningly….He has been trained 

in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Almain, and all other places where experience is to be learned….He 

speaks many tongues, and has by experience and judgment bridled his nature. He seems no 

more malicious nor suspicious than if he never dealt with any that are touched therewith. He is 
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kept in store as a select vessel, to be employed in such a time as this is, to be a maker of a 

dissembled friendship and a soon broken peace
255

. 

 

De Suerre’s training at various European courts and his mastery of languages is here seen as a 

threat to English interests. Similarly, Sir Amias Poulet warned Burghley in April 1578 to be 

wary of representations from the Spanish regarding their ‘friendship’ with the French: “I hope 

her Majesty is too well acquainted with the Spaniard to be 'abused' with his rhetoric…. The 

Spaniard…seeks to gain time by all possible means; and when his turn is served, he may turn 

his flatterings into threatenings, and 'rip up old matters to ground his new quarrels.'”
256

 

 

Throckmorton’s and Poulet’s warnings regarding the rhetorical power of foreign 

ambassadors, and Ubaldini’s recognition of Elizabeth’s eloquence, demonstrate that 

persuasiveness through force of language was a skill highly sought after as well as feared. In 

order to prevent being out-witted in international relations with foreigners, the English 

monarch or statesman needed to avoid being ‘abused with rhetoric’. Hence John Case, a 

teacher at Oxford in the late sixteenth century, in his textbook on dialectic (logic) outlines an 

imaginary disputation in which a respondent defends the necessity of learning the art: 

 

[Dialectic] teaches deception, not in order that you might deceive, but so that through 

understanding the art of deception you may avoid being deceived
257

.  

 

Being able to recognise rhetorical and dialectical techniques was a safeguard against powerful 

speeches and texts. In particular, being deceived by foreigners employing the persuasive 

techniques of rhetoric in the vernacular was a source of anxiety.  

 

Although the new educational institution envisaged by Sir Humphrey Gilbert did not come to 

fruition, his proposal nevertheless highlights that by Florio’s time vernacular languages were 

considered as important as Latin in the conduct of the political, cultural and economic affairs 

of the state. The demand for the learning of vernaculars was partly satisfied via a network of 

private tutors, many of whom were attached to the sons of noblemen and other scholars at the 

universities. This educational programme is crucial to understanding the ambitiousness of 

First Fruites, and I therefore will now briefly analyse its core aspects.  
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2. Vernacular Education at the English Universities  

 

We have seen in the previous section that a young English nobleman hoping for preferment at 

court who wanted to involve himself in the political, cultural and economic activities of the 

state should learn European vernaculars. Modern language skills were not only required in 

‘familiar’ conversational talk but also for rhetorical eloquence in speeches and writing. The 

statutes of the English universities, however, did not include this training in their curricula
258

. 

Oxford in particular stuck rather rigidly to the medieval curriculum of the seven liberal arts. 

Subjects such as history, geography and modern languages - recommended by Sir Humphrey 

Gilbert as essential for producing men who could serve the state – were not mentioned in the 

Elizabethan statutes. Oxford resisted the pressure from humanist reformers to abandon its 

medieval traditions, yet subjects like history, geography, modern languages and vernacular 

literature were still demanded by the more progressive students – especially those from 

wealthy families who were not necessarily intending to see out their course. In response to 

this demand, an alternative course evolved under the collegial tutorial system which 

complemented the traditional Bachelor of Art’s degree
259

. 

 

The collegiate society of Elizabethan Oxford had a well-developed system of tuition in which 

supervision of a scholar’s finances and aspects of pastoral care was placed under a personal 

tutor supplied by the college (McConica (1986): 654, 666). The pupils of wealthy families, 

however, were often sent to Oxford with their own personal tutor, and the college was 

expected to provide accommodation for both of them. A tutor’s responsibilities often 

extended to monitoring the progress of the pupil’s studies, and the wide availability of printed 

books from the second half of the sixteenth century onwards resulted in some teaching also 

being undertaken by the tutor. Thus we find that by the later decades of the sixteenth century 

works in the vernacular languages are being widely read at both Oxford and Cambridge. For 

example, Lambley quotes a letter from Gabriel Harvey in which he states that the students of 

Cambridge have 
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…deserted Thomas Aquinas and the whole rabblement of schoolmen for modern French and 

Italian works such as Commines and Machiavell, Paradines in Frenche, Plutarche in Frenche, 

and I know not how many outlandish braveryes of the same stamp…You can not stepp into a 

schollars studye…but (ten to on[e]) you shall litely finde open either Bodin de Republica or 

Le Royes exposition upon Aristotles Politiques, or some other like Frenche or Italian Politique 

Discourses.
260

  

 

Reformation politics also influenced the collegiate tutorial system. Despite a religious census 

undertaken by the Privy Council in 1577 demonstrating that Protestantism was well 

established at Oxford, in 1581 the university chancellor Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, 

ordered that private tutors could only practise with the consent of inter alia “…at least two 

doctors, bachelors of divinity or preachers. Any tutor suspected of popery was to be deprived 

of his pupils unless he purged himself of the suspicion” (Williams (1986): 413-4). Concerns 

about Catholic recusants at the universities resulted in a window of opportunity opening up 

for Protestants from continental Europe to be placed at Oxford or Cambridge as tutors in 

modern languages (Boutcher (1997): 44). For example, the Protestant language teacher Peter 

du Ploich was at Oxford early in the sixteenth century, and the French Calvinist diplomat Jean 

Hotman accompanied the sons of the English ambassador at Paris, Sir Amias Poluet, to 

Oxford in the 1570s (Lambley (1920): 200). As I have already noted, Giovanni Florio was 

also a beneficiary of this policy in that he was appointed as tutor in Italian and French to 

Emmanuel Barnes at Oxford about 1576
261

. During his years at Oxford he would come into 

contact with young nobles and literary figures such as Matthew Gwinne, John Lyly, Stephen 

Gosson, and Samuel Daniel (Yates (1934), 42-60; Lawrence (2005): 9-10). Many of these 

scholars pursued humanistic studies, were progressive in their thinking and sought to join the 

Earl of Leicester’s entourage at court (Boutcher (1997): 48-9). Florio himself had been 

exposed to strong humanist influences under Bishop Vergerio at the University of Tübingen 

prior to his emigration to England, and although he was not of high social standing his family 

did have an historical connection with Leicester’s family
262

. Thus two years prior to the 

publication of First Fruites Florio was immersed in an intellectual and social milieu in which 

he interacted with young Protestant humanist scholars endeavouring to gain preferment under 

Leicester. First Fruites’ ambition tapped into this milieu by offering an educational 

programme that promoted Italian as the vernacular that could best assist these scholars in their 
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career pursuits. Not only did Florio’s text teach familiar speech in Italian for conversational 

purposes, it also demonstrated the eloquence and wisdom of its vernacular literature using 

passages taken from the writings of Italian Renaissance authors such as Ariosto, Guicciardini 

and Portonaris. I shall examine Florio’s use of these passages later in this chapter; however 

the important point I am making here is that Florio was seeking to place Italian on an equal 

footing with Latin as a language of learning, both literary and moral. The ‘Ragionamenti e 

Discorsi’ dialogues ambitiously promote Italian as the linguistic key to the elegancy of poetry, 

the moral wisdom and advice on behaviour derived from the ancients, and the rhetorical 

devices of schemes and tropes, without the grind and tediousness of philological work on 

Latin texts.     

 

The ambitiousness of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues in promoting the eloquence 

and learning of Italian literature to Gentilhuomini Inglesi may be gauged from the point of 

view of a noble learner of Italian. Gabriel Harvey was a Cambridge University professor of 

rhetoric and classical languages. An expert in Latin, he nevertheless around 1578 began an 

intense period of vernacular language study in preparation for what he hoped would be a life 

at court (Stern (1979): 156)
263

. His assiduous approach to the study of Italian is demonstrated 

by his acquisition of practically all the Italian-language manuals that were available in 

Elizabethan London up to 1580. Harvey owned a copy of First Fruites as well as the Italian 

grammars of William Thomas (1550) and Scipio Lentulo (1575), and Claudius Hollyband’s 

Arnalt & Lucenda (1575). He also owned numerous Italian texts by authors such as 

Machiavelli, Guicciardini, Castiglione, and Guazzo
264

. I will now briefly examine Harvey’s 

attitude to modern-language learning before moving on to an analysis of selected passages 

from the dialogic content of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group.  

  

3. Rhetoric and Courtiership:  Reasoning and Discoursing in the 

Vernacular 

 

Thomas Hoby’s translation of Baldassare Castiglione’s famous guide for courtiers, Il 

Cortegiano, was published in London in 1561. For his English audience, Hoby added an 

appendix to Castiglione’s work in which he helpfully summarised the necessary qualities of a 
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courtier
265. Gabriel Harvey, who acquired Hoby’s translation in 1572, transposed a selection 

of these qualities into his copy of First Fruites which reveal his utilitarian view of language 

learning:  

 

To be well spoken, and fayer languaged: To be wellseen in Tongues, especially in Italian, 

French & Spanish: To be wise, & wellseene in Discourses upon states: to be hable to allege 

good, & probable Reasons upon every matter
266

. 

 

Of approximately one hundred or so essential courtier qualities that Hoby listed in his 

appendix, it is significant that Harvey chose to include the references to “Discourses upon 

States” and “good and probable reasons upon every matter” in his notations in a vernacular 

language-learning manual like First Fruites. It is a clear sign that he regarded knowledge of 

languages - being “wellseen in Tongues” - and the acumen required for “discoursing” and 

“reasoning” in those “tongues”, as a package of skills to be deployed by a dexterous courtier. 

Harvey’s choice of essential qualities demonstrates his understanding that the English courtier 

needed to master vernacular languages not simply for activities such as translating European 

correspondence, interpreting European ambassadors at court or even composing learned, 

persuasive treatises in English, but also for contributing to judgements on weighty matters of 

politics and diplomacy encompassing polyglot, pan-European relationships (‘discoursing 

upon states…allege good & probable reasons upon every matter’).      

 

These contributions themselves would be informed through “learning”, that is to say the 

gathering of wisdom through textual exegesis of foreign vernacular literature:         

 

It is not bookes, that make the skill-fulman, but the knowledge of bookes: & the memorie of 

knowledg, & the practis of memorie, both in words, & in deeds. He deserves to be esteemed 

the most cunning man that can best negotiate his lerning, viva voce & vivo opera. 

 

So wrote Gabriel Harvey in the margins of his copy of Lodovico Guicciardini’s Detti et Fatti 

Piacevoli (Venice, 1571)
 267

. The focus on the acquisition and memorisation of knowledge, 

and the subsequent use of that knowledge in speech and deeds, reveal Harvey’s desire to 

pursue an active life at court in which he would exploit his “learning” usefully in the service 

of his country. The process by which knowledge would be acquired was the reading of 
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texts
268

. In the case of European vernacular literature, the “negotiation of learning” would 

obviously require skills in the relevant foreign language, and hence Harvey’s intensive study. 

The acquisition and storage of knowledge from the reading of that literature, however, would 

be based on the precepts of humanist rhetoric and dialectic (Jardine (1988): 190-1; Mack 

(1996): 82-3). The outcome of this process would be the gathering and storage of common-

places for use in original compositions in the vernacular.  

 

At the time of Harvey’s foray into vernacular language learning and Florio’s writing of First 

Fruites, the dialectician Peter Ramus had popularised an approach to rhetoric and logic that 

built on the revised fifteenth-century dialectical programme of the Italian humanists Valla and 

Agricola (Jardine (1988): 184-5)
269

. In 1576, as professor of rhetoric at Cambridge University, 

Harvey delivered a series of lectures which encouraged his students to: 

 

Pay attention not only to the brilliant greenery of words, but more to the ripe fruit of meaning 

and reasoning…Unite dialectic and knowledge with rhetoric. Keep your tongue in step with 

your mind…learn from Ramus to embrace a philosophy which has been allied to eloquence; 

learn from Homer’s Phoenix to be doers of deeds as well as writers of words
270

. 

 

Harvey’s wish to “unite dialectic and knowledge with rhetoric” refers to the conflation of 

major aspects of humanist intellectual activity whereby the discovery (‘invention’) and 

arrangement (‘judgement’ or ‘disposition’) of knowledge in the content of a speech or written 

composition is amplified for persuasiveness with the tropes and schemes of eloquence 

(‘style’). Humanist rhetoric and dialectic techniques were considered important in enriching 

one’s store of language materials through the reading and analysing of texts (Mack (1996): 

82). The increasing availability in the second half of the sixteenth century of vernacular 

translations of Greek and Latin texts, as well as foreign vernacular literature in general, meant 

that a sound reading knowledge of foreign tongues was required in order to apply the 

techniques to their content. The logic processes of ‘Invention’ and ‘Judgement’ could then be 

applied to foreign vernacular texts in order to extract and deploy when needed the wisdom 
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and philosophical material contained therein. Harvey especially recommends Ramist 

philosophies be applied in this regard
271

.    

 

The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues ambitiously offered an educational project in Italian 

that responded to the educational requirements of Gentilhuomini Inglesi like Gabriel Harvey. 

His notations on the linguistic and philosophical skills required of a dexterous courtier, and 

his encouragement to students at Cambridge to unite dialectic and knowledge with rhetoric, 

necessitated the study of languages for discoursing and reasoning upon matters of state in the 

vernacular.  

 

Thus the ambitiousness of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues responded to – and 

emerged from – three major literary, educational and political influences: The need of the 

state for men of learning who were also skilled in modern languages; Florio’s exposure to the 

humanistic intellectual and social milieu of Oxford in the 1570s, and the growing importance 

to the would-be English courtier of the ability to reason and discourse in foreign vernaculars 

using knowledge gained from textual exegesis. With this context as background, in the next 

section I begin an analysis of selected extracts from the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues 

of First Fruites, in order to demonstrate how they exemplified the uniting of knowledge and 

rhetoric in Italian for students such as Gabriel Harvey.    

 

4. Rhetorical ‘Fruites’: The Eloquence of the Italian Vernacular  

 

The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues commence at the twenty-second chapter with 

Discorsi sopra pace, guerra, invidia and superbia
272

: a philosophical discourse on Peace, 

Warre, Envie, and Pride. Florio begins the dialogue by having one of his interlocutors 

observe that “peace throughout all the world is almost extinguished” and then demand “I 

would know the cause” (Del Re (1936): 100). The initial response is built around 

commonplaces from the Italian Renaissance writers Cristoforo Landino and Petrarch on “the 

enemies of peace” and “the daughters of pride”, which were collected by Guicciardini (1569) 

and subsequently translated into English by Sandford (1573). Florio does not simply copy 
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these authors – he appears to have combined various extracts from them with compositions 

based on his own readings. The result is a collation of sententia taken from Guicciardini and 

Sandford which Florio re-worked into a lengthier discourse and which he then adapted to his 

own time and purpose. Compare Florio’s discourse with the source texts in the following 

extract
273

:       

  

 

Italian: 

Guicciardini – 

L’Hore di 

Ricreatione (1569) 

English: Sandford 

– Garden of 

Pleasure (1573) 

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 22: “Di pace, 

guerra, invidia & superbia”/ “Of Peace, 

Warre, Envie and Pride” 

Italian English Italian English 
 

Cinque gran’ nimici 

haver’ la pace 

 

Soleva dire il Petrarca, 

che cinque gran’ 

nimici di pace, 

habitano con esso noi, 

cioè l’avaritia, 

l’ambitione, l’invidia, 

l’ira, & la superbia... 

 

Quali sieno le 

compagne, & quali le 

figliuole della 

superbia... 

 

Dice Cristofano 

Landino, che le 

compagne della 

superbia, sono 

curiosita, leggerezza, 

arroganza, ambitione, 

avaritia, superchia 

letitia, simulata 

humilita, & licenza nel 

peccare. E che le 

figliuole sono 

irreverenza, heresia, 

inobedienza, vana 

gloria, hipocresia, 

iactanza, pertinacia, 

discordia & invidia...  

 

That Peace hath five 

great enimies 

 

Petrarcha was wont 

to say, that five great 

enimies of peace doe 

dwell with us, to 

witte, covetousnesse, 

ambition, envye, 

anger, and pryde…   

 

What the companions 

and daughters of 

pride are… 

 

 

Christopher Landin 

sayth, that the 

companions of Pride 

are, Curiositie, 

arrogancie, ambition, 

covetousnesse, 

superfluous joy, 

fayned humilitie, and 

libertie to offende. 

And that the 

daughters are 

unreverence, heresie, 

disobedience, 

vaynglorie, 

hypocrisie, bosting, 

obstinacie, discord 

and envie…  

 

 

...io credo che i 

nimici che pace ha, 

sono questi. 

Quali sono essi, vi 

prego? 

Il piu grande inimico 

che pace habbia, si è 

guerra, con tutti i suoi 

ministri, poi odio, 

avaritia, sdegno, ira, 

ambitione, arogantia, 

superfluita & 

superbia, con tutte le 

sue figlie. 

Quale sono le figlie 

de superbia, quel 

mostro? 

Sono altre tante, e 

queste sono: Troppo 

liberta, vana gloria, 

adulatione, 

irreverentia, heresia, 

disobedientia, 

hypocrisia, gran 

vanti, ostinatione, 

discordia, tyrannia, 

con invidia quella 

Furia infernale, come 

dicono i Poeti... 

 

…I believe that the 

enimies that peace 

hath, are these. 

Which be they, I pray 

you? 

The greatest enimie 

that peace hath, is 

warre, with al her 

ministers, as hate, 

avarice, disdayne, ire, 

ambition, arrogancie, 

superfluitie, and 

pride, with all her 

daughters. 

Whiche be the 

daughters of Pride, 

that monster? 

They are thus many, 

and these are they: 

Libertie, waineglory, 

flattery, unreverence, 

heresie, disobedience, 

hypocrisie, great 

boastes, obstinacie, 

discord, tyrannie, 

with envie that 

infernal Furie, as 

Poetes saye… 

 

 

To Guicciardini’s five enemies of peace Florio has added “guerra/war”, “odio/hate”, 

“sdegno/disdayne”, “arogantia/arrogancie” and “superfluita/superfluitie”. He also has 
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restructured the list slightly by singling out “guerra/war” as the “greatest enemy that peace 

hath” and describing the remaining enemies as war’s “ministers”. Florio then uses the 

common element of “superbia/pride” in the Petrarch and Landino sayings found in 

Guicciardini, to weave the “daughters of pride” into his own dialogue (although he ignores 

the “companions of pride”). However, he again expands on Guicciardini’s list, this time 

adding “liberta/libertie”, “adulatione/flattery” and “tyrannia/tyrannie” to the inventory of 

daughters and replacing “iactanza” with “gran vanti” and “pertinacia” with “ostinatione”.  

 

Yates believed that Florio made slight alterations to the extracts from Guicciardini and 

Sandford to avoid being accused of plagiarism (Yates (1934): 37). However these lexical 

variants would appear to be designed by Florio to extend the student’s vocabulary in the 

description of frailties that come from human pride
274

. Previously, Florio had stuck closer to 

the source extracts from the Guicciardini and Sandford texts in the lists of proverbs (dialogue 

nineteen) and conversations based around simple collections of sententia (dialogue twenty-

one). In contrast he is now incorporating his own dialogic content and knowledge of the 

Italian lexis with short philosophical extracts from the vernacular writings of influential 

Italian humanists found in those texts. It is a small but significant change which steps away 

from the conversational elegancies and pithy, witty statements of the previous dialogues to an 

enhanced grammar with a rather more metaphysical tone.          

 

The style of dialogue twenty-two now becomes more monologic as Florio integrates a 

commonplace about fortune from Landino (referred to in this extract as “il proverbio di quel 

nostro Philosopho”) with praise of Queen Elizabeth into the next passage
275

:    

 

 

Ch. 22: “Di pace, guerra, invidia, & superbia”/”Of Peace, Warre, Envie, and Pride” 
 

Italian English 
 
Mi par che vi ho sentito dire, che la Guerra ha 
figlie anche: quali sono d’esse? 
 
Le figlie di guerra sono queste, come Fame, ruina, 
flagello, foco, ferro, distruttione, & desolation, 
doveva dire, spargimento di sangue, queste tutte 
sono aiutratrici à la guerra: ma quella invidia è 
quasi causa di tutto, perche invidia si vede sempre 
essere la prima disturbatrice d’una republica, 

 
Me thinkes I heard you say, that warre hath 
daughters also: which be they? 
 
The daughters of war, be these, Famine, ruine, 
plague, fyre, swoord, destruction, desolation, I 
should have saide, shedding of blood, al these 
be ayders unto warre: but envie is almost cause 
of al, for envy is alwayes the firste disturber of al 
common Weales, the last destruction of all good 

                                                                 
274

 We have already seen an example from the ‘Parlar’ dialogues of Florio’s expansive lexical abilities – refer to 

the analysis of dialogue fifteen A Parlar d’In hilterra in section III.4 3 “A Parlar D’in hilterra”  Italian Depictions of 
England on page 109. 
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 Del Re (1936): 101-2.  
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l’ultima destruttione de tutti i boni stati, il 
principio di tutti i dolori, il fine di tutti i piaceri, 
causa di tutti i mali, dolori, pianti, stridi: pero 
preghiamo Iddio, che per la sua gratia, ci voglia 
conceder questa nostra Regina longo tempo, & 
che voglia mantenerla nel suo favore, & che noi 
consideriamo le gran miserie che a tempi passati 
questo Regno ha patito, & anche verificato il 
proverbio di quel nostro Philosopho, che dice, che 
di pace vien prosperità, prosperità porta 
abondantia, abondantia porta richezze, & le 
richezze, concupiscentia: concupiscentia porta 
sdegno, sdegno, guerra: guerra, poverta: poverta, 
humilita: humilita, pace: pace, prosperita: & cosi il 
mondo va intorno. Et noi qui in Inghilterra, siamo 
in colmo di tutti questi piaceri, Iddio lungamente 
ce li voglia concedere, & far che quelle Furie 
infernali, non habbino luogho, ne i loro nidi ne 
cuori Inglesi: dite, Amen.  
 

Estates, the begynnyng of all sorowes, the ende 
of all pleasures, the cause of all griefes, plaintes, 
shrickes, and sorrowes: Wherefore let us praye 
to God, that for his mercy he wyl graunt this our 
Queene a longe continuance, and that he wyll 
maynteyne her in his favoure, and let us 
consyder the great miseries that thys Realme 
heretofore hath suffered, and also verified the 
proverbe of that our Philosopher, that saith, 
that of peace commeth prosperitie, prosperitie 
bringeth plentie, plentie bringeth riches: riches, 
lust: lust, contempt: contempt breedeth warre: 
of warre commeth povertie: of povertie, 
humilitie: of humility, peace: of peace, 
prosperity: and so the world goes about. And 
we here in England are on the top of al these 
pleasures, God grant us them long, and woorke 
so in us, that those infernal Furies have no 
places or nestes in the harts of Englishmen, say 
you, Amen. 
 

 
This passage functions on a variety of levels. On a linguistic level, Florio has incorporated 

lexical and syntactical examples into the language structure, for example the apocalyptic list 

of nouns describing the outcome of war and the phraseology relating to envy. He has also 

introduced some basic techniques of sixteenth-century language embellishment from the art 

of rhetoric, which I analyse below. On a philosophical level, Florio links the discourse back to 

the opening question in the dialogue about the cause of the ‘extinguishment of peace 

throughout the world’. He declares that the “daughters of war” are unleashed by envy and 

thus envy is the main cause of war. On a political level, the call for God to maintain Elizabeth 

on the throne subtly links the outcomes of war and envy with the miseries suffered in England 

prior to her reign. England no longer suffers from envy thanks to its Queen and the 

benevolence of God.  

 

The complexity of the passage indicates that its construction was not a capricious endeavour. 

In particular, the choice of extracts from the writings of Landino and the use of rhetorical 

techniques provides an insight into the educational programme underpinning the 

‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. Cristoforo Landino was an Italian humanist who taught 

poetry and oratory at the Florentine studio from 1452 to 1497 and he became a major figure in 

Lorenzo de Medici’s attempts to promote Florence and the Florentine dialect in the fifteenth-

century
276

. Although Landino’s writings had an eminently political goal in supporting the 

Medici agenda of the ‘Florentinization’ of Italy, he nevertheless made a significant 

contribution to Florentine culture by refining and promoting the lingua fiorentina into a 
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 On Landino, I have mostly referenced Giannantonio (1971) and Gilson (2005). See also Cardini (1973).  
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vernacular capable of dealing with subjects which were previously considered the reserve of 

Latin (Gilson (2005), 2). Florio’s inclination to lexical expansion in this dialogue was in tune 

with Italian humanists like Landino, who saw the enriching of one’s vernacular lexicon as 

crucial to enabling the use of the vernacular instead of Latin in areas of literary and learned 

discourse (Giannantonio (1971): 8, 107-110). In 1476 Landino dedicated an Italian translation 

of Pliny’s Historia naturalis to the King of Naples Ferdinand of Aragon at a time when many 

humanists remained unconvinced that the power and sophistication of Latin could be properly 

rendered in the vernacular (ibid: 9-10). In his dedication to the King, Landino not only 

defended the literary quality of the vernacular translation, he also pointed out the utilitarian 

motivation that translating into the vernacular enabled the work to be understood by anyone 

literate in the Italian language, being Italians and foreigners who understood Italian, thus 

opening the knowledge of antiquity to those not learned in Latin
277

. There is no evidence in 

First Fruites that Florio knew about Landino’s work in promoting the Florentine vernacular, 

however it is interesting that he chose to incorporate commonplace from Landino’s writings 

in the first of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues. As my analysis of this group proceeds 

we will see that Florio was similarly urging his students to accept Italian as the linguistic key 

to the wisdom and eloquence held in texts written in the Italian tongue, both modern and 

classical (vernacular translations of Latin and Greek works from antiquity).   

 

The introduction of basic rhetorical devices into the discourse of dialogue twenty-two, which 

I analyse below, hints at the broader educational paradigms that are about to be unveiled 

across the whole ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. I have previously highlighted the 

importance of the art of rhetoric to progressive would-be courtiers such as Gabriel Harvey 

who were hoping to gain preferment at court
278

. The ability to deploy eloquent, persuasive 

speech in original compositions was highly regarded, and with the rise in importance of 

vernacular languages in international relations it was seen as crucial to achieving desired 

outcomes in political, diplomatic and commercial dealings with foreign nations. Florio’s 

involvement in the teaching of Italian and French as part of an unofficial curriculum at 

Oxford exposed him to a social and intellectual milieu that wished to pursue vernacular 

rhetorical studies. He was therefore most likely encouraged by his experiences within this 

environment to select commonplaces from Italian vernacular literature that included 

illustrations of rhetorical devices in his first modern-language manual, which indeed he does 
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 “Senza dubbio alcuno in nessuna parte si dimostra minore la liberalissima tua clemenzia, invictissimo Re 

Ferdinando, el quale cognoscendo gran parte de gli uomini essere ignari delle latine lettere, hai volute ancora in 
questa parte sovvenire a quegli e dare opera che Plinio di latino diventi toscano e di romano fiorentino, acciocché 
essendo scritto in lingua commune a tutta Italia et a molte externe nazioni assai familiar, l’opera tua giovi a 
molti” (Giannantonio (1971): 109-10).  
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 See section IV.3. Rhetoric and Courtiership:  Reasoning and Discoursing in the Vernacular on page 130. 
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in many of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues, since he would have understood from his 

time at Oxford that these were of significant interest to his English readership.   

 

The choice of commonplaces integrated by Florio into the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ 

dialogues is central to their ambition. Studies of Renaissance rhetoric manuals have noted that 

illustrations of schemes and tropes reflected the prevailing social order and cultural code 

(Crane (1993): 57; Parker (1997): 99; Richards (2008): 70).  Humanist educational reformers 

such as Juan Luis Vives and Roger Ascham had emphasised the important role of the teacher 

or author in choosing ‘correct’ illustrations when demonstrating the embellishment of 

language, meaning those illustrations that reinforced the predominant social and cultural 

norms. It is perhaps not suprising, then, that on occasion the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ 

dialogues display evidence of propagandist language in praise of Queen Elizabeth and the 

English state, as we shall soon see.  

 

In the following sections I analyse selected passages from the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ 

dialogues within the context of their ambition to demonstrate the rhetorical effectiveness of 

the Italian vernacular and promote Italian as the conduit to the philosophies of antiquity (for 

the benefit of Gentilhuomini Inglesi in preparation for a career at court). The analysis is 

reinforced by evidence from historical records and other relevant literature. 

 

4.1 Rhetorical Techniques in the Vernacular 

 

The language used by Florio in the above extract from dialogue twenty-two of First Fruites 

deploys various rhetorical techniques to enhance the persuasiveness of its propositions and to 

present Elizabeth as central to the peace and prosperity currently being enjoyed by England. It 

begins with some basic alliteration (flagello, foco, ferro…spargimento di sangue) before 

adopting the trope of antithesis in the description of envy (“prima disturbatrice…ultima 

destruttione/il principio di tutti…il fine di tutti”). Antithesis involved the juxtaposition of 

contrasting words or phrases in balanced sentences and was considered a very elegant 

language construct by rhetoricians (Mack (2002): 93). These embellishments appear to have 

been designed in part to enhance the impact of the reference to Elizabeth, who is presented as 

a safeguard against the miseries suffered in England prior to her reign. Florio reinforces his 

adaptation of Landino’s commonplace about fortune with the rhetorical tropes of gradatio and 
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zeugma
279

, which help to emphasise the peace and prosperity being enjoyed by England under 

Elizabeth (“di pace vien prosperità, prosperità … & le richezze, concupiscentia: 

concupiscentia …humilita, pace: pace, prosperita”)
280

. The monologue ends with an 

exhortation to God to help the English resist the “Furie infernali”, a reference to demons from 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses who are also mentioned in Guicciardini and who were said to have the 

ability to invoke men’s worst impulses (Guicciardini (1569): 175; Mack (2002): 20-1). 

 

The linguistic purpose of the dialogue has clearly moved away from the pithy statements, 

proverb and conversational exercises of the first twenty-one dialogues. Florio is not 

concerned here with the ‘familiar speech’ of people as they move within or across the social 

spaces of Elizabethan London. He breaks new ground linguistically – in comparison to both 

the English dialogue manual tradition that preceded First Fruites and the dialogic content of 

the text itself prior to this point - by incorporating extracts from the vernacular writings of 

Italian authors with rhetorical techniques of language construction.  

 

It is worth remembering here the historical context (outlined above in the earlier sections of 

this chapter) within which Florio was compiling these dialogues. He would have been writing 

for an educated readership of English pupils who were interested in humanistic studies and 

would have already received some level of rhetorical training in Latin based on classical texts. 

They therefore would have most likely recognised the devices being deployed by Florio in 

this dialogue and would probably not have required instruction in their purpose or utility. 

What Florio is demonstrating is that the same techniques of language embellishment and 

amplification can be found in Italian vernacular literature, which could then be deployed in 

original composition for a particular context. In this case, the context is the contrasting of the 

peace and prosperity of England under Elizabeth with the outcomes and effects of war and 

envy in other nations (‘peace extinguished throughout the world’) and indeed in pre-

Elizabethan England (‘great miseries heretofore suffered’). Thus, besides being a 

demonstration of the rhetorical effectiveness of the Italian vernacular, the language 

embellishment deployed by Florio serves to strengthen the image of Elizabeth as a bulwark 

against the war and envy of other nations. 
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 Gradatio seeks to convey greater emotional impact through a progression in which the last word of one 

clause becomes the first of the next. Zeugma is a trope in which words (especially verbs) can be left out of one 
phrase or sentence because they are present in a parallel phrase or sentence (“vien”/”commeth” and 
“porta”/”bringeth” are the omitted verbs in this example).  
280

 The Fortune commonplace can be found in Guicciardini (1569): 291-2. The “philosopher” that Florio’s 

character attributes the proverb to is Cristoforo Landino, who wrote it in his commentary on Dante; however 
George Puttenham attributes it to the French poet Jean de Meung in the third book of his Arte of English Poesie 
(1589). Refer Cristoforo Landino: Comento Sopra La Comedia (Tomo II); A cura di Paolo Procaccioli; Salerno 
Editrice; Roma, 2001: 511 and Puttenham, George; The Arte of English Poesie; edited by Edward Arber; 
Bloomsbury, 1869: 217. 
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Florio continues this approach in the twenty-third dialogue. Here, he adapts another extract 

from Guicciardini into a philosophical discourse about the state of the world which ends with 

the laudation of England in comparison to nations elsewhere. I include the Guicciardini and 

Sandford source text to again enable comparison with Florio’s discourse
281

:  

 

Italian: Lodovico 

Guicciardini – 

L’Hore di 

Ricreatione  

English: James 

Sanford – Garden 

of Pleasure  

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 23: “Li abusi 

del mondo” 

Italian English Italian English 

 
Le abusioni che 
corrompono il mondo 
quante, & quali 
 
Diceva Cipriano che le 
abusioni che 
corrompono il mondo 
sono dodici, cioè il 
savio senza l’opere, il 
vecchio sena 
Religione, il giovane 
senza ubbidienza, il 
ricco senza elemosina, 
il povero superbo, 
donna senza honesta, 
signor’ senza virtu, 
Christian’ contentioso, 
Pontefice negligente, 
Re iniquo, plebe senza 
disciplina, & popolo 
senza leggi. 
 
 

 
Howe many and 
what abuses there be 
that corrupt the 
worlde 
 
Cipriane sayth, that 
there are twelve 
abuses that corrupte 
the worlde: to wit, a 
wise man without 
works, an old man 
without religion, a 
yong man without 
obedience, a blinde 
man without almes, a 
poore manne 
proude, a woman 
without honestie, a 
noble man without 
vertue, a Christian 
contentious, a 
Byshop negligent, a 
King unjust, the 
commons without 
instruction, and the 
people without 
lawes.  
 

 
Ci sono anche certi 
abusi, che hoggi di si 
usano molto, & per li 
quali, il mondo è 
quasi corotto. 
 
De quelli principali, 
ce ne sono dodeci.  
. 
. 
Provate. 
L’huomo savio senza 
bono opere, come 
doveria essere: I 
vechi senza 
Religione: I giovini 
senza obedientia: I 
richi non sono 
liberali: I poveri sono 
superbi: Donne 
doverebono essere 
chaste, ma ce ne 
sono poche: I gran 
stati sono senza 
virtu: Christiani 
querelano 
giornalmente 
insieme: Pastori & 
Prelati sono pigri e 
sonnolenti, con la 
panza piena, la qual 
cosa dispiace a Dio, 
Prencipi non sono 
giusti: il popolo senza 
disciplina: et le 
Republiche che 
vanno a la roversa, 
con il capo in gia. 
. 
. 

 
There are also 
certaine abuses that 
now adaies are used 
much, for which the 
world is almost 
corupted. 
Of those principally 
there are twelve. 
. 
. 
Proove. 
A wise man without 
good workes, as he 
should be: old men 
without Religion: 
yong men without 
obedience: rich men 
are not liberall: the 
poore are proude: 
women ought to be 
chaste, but there are 
fewe: great Estates 
without vertue: 
Christians dayly 
quarellyng togeather: 
Pastors & Prelates 
are slothful and 
sleepie, with their 
panches ful, the 
which displeaseth 
God: Princes are not 
just: the people 
without discipline: 
and common weales 
goe al backward, 
with theyr heads 
downeward. 
. 
. 
. 
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 Guicciardini (1569): 233; Sandford (1573): 79 (sig. L(vii) (v)); Del Re (1936): 103-4.  
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. 
Quasi in ogni regno si 
praticano questi 
abusi, senon in 
Inghilterra, perche là, 
gratie a Dio siano 
rese, i gran stati sono 
vertuosi, sono senza 
querele, i pastori 
insegnano et 
predicano, la 
Prencipessa è giusta, 
e savia, la Republica 
è ben governata: del 
resto, poi ogniuno 
esamini la sua 
conscientia.      

Almost in every 
Realme these abuses 
are practised, save 
only in England, for 
there, thankes be 
geven to God, great 
Estates are vertuous, 
and are without 
quarels, Pastors doo 
teach and preach, 
the Princesse is just 
and wise, the 
common weale is wel 
ruled, for the rest, let 
evry one examin his 
owne conscience.   

 

 

The interlocutors of dialogue twenty-three appear to be in seamless transition from those of 

the previous dialogue, and as in dialogue twenty-two Florio enhances the lexical, syntactical 

and rhetorical scope of a common-place from Guicciardini and Sandford – this time about the 

“abuses of the world” – which then builds to the ultimate purpose of praising England in 

comparison to the perceived injustices and corruptions of other realms. The structure is 

reasonably simple - it begins with one of the interlocutors making an observation about the 

state of the world, and a sequence of arguments based on rhetorical devices are then deployed 

to elaborate on the observation and amplify the impact of the response - in this case, parallel 

structures of isocola centred in the main around the word “senza/without”
282

. In the final 

paragraph, patterned phrases matching some of the previous isocola are arranged to positively 

contrast England and its institutions against the abuses which are corrupting the rest of the 

world. It is therefore consistent with the dialogue twenty-two in that it functions on a number 

of levels – linguistic (lexicon/syntax/rhetoric); philosophical (the twelve abuses of the world); 

and political (lauding of Elizabeth and England).   

 

Although Guicciardini attributes the commonplace to Cyprian, the Carthaginian bishop of 

antiquity who was also a teacher of rhetoric, its true origins appear to be Carolingian
283

. 

Stefano Guazzo, who incorporated it into his courtesy manual La Civil Conversatione (1574), 

ascribed it only to “un divino scrittore”
284

. In any event, it appears to have been its rhetorical 
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 Isocolon is a rhetorical term for a form of parallelism that uses phrases of approximately equal length and 

corresponding structure. 
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 On Cyprian, see History and Literature of Christianity from Tertullian to Boethius (Kessinger, 2003), by Pierre 
de Labriolle and Herbert Wilson, pp. 131-68. They, along with other modern scholars, attribute the origin of the 
concept of the twelve abuses of the world to Carolingian Irish religio-political philosophy – refer p. 167. See also 
Kingship and Politics in the Late Ninth Century (Cambridge University Press, 2003) by Simon Maclean, p.43.   
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 Guazzo adds negligent fathers to the list of abuses (Guazzo (1574): 156).  
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structure that appealed to Florio, since he used it as the basis for an eventual juxtaposition of 

favourable observations about the state of England against the situation in other realms. As 

with dialogue twenty-two, Florio is revealing the rhetorical potential of the Italian language 

using extracts from texts written in the vernacular. The basic rhetorical structure is then 

extended in the context of presenting Elizabeth and her government, and their management of 

the “common weale” of England, as a safeguard against a range of evils and abuses.  

 

Italian authors in Elizabethan England often included laudatory dedications and homages to 

Elizabeth and other political elites in their printed texts in the hope of preferment and 

protection (Rossi (1986): 15-19). However in dialogues twenty-two and twenty-three, the 

references to Elizabeth have a national context - Florio’s interlocutor would appear to be 

commenting more so on England in the context of its own past and the state of other realms. 

This is reinforced by the indirect nature of the references to Elizabeth: she is not named as 

such, but rather referred to as “our queen” or “the princess”.      

 

Giovanni Iarmartino has noted that representations of Queen Elizabeth “…were influenced by 

both the current state of national and international affairs at any specific time during her long 

reign and the background, aim and self-interest of the different persons expressing their own 

feelings and ideas about the Queen” (Iamartino (2011): 193). Which national and 

international affairs could Florio have been alluding to in these dialogues? The references to 

quarrelling Christians, indolent prelates and examinations of conscience strongly suggest that 

he had in mind the sectarianism and religious wars of continental Europe. Hence the reference 

to “the great miseries that thys Realme heretofore hath suffered” in dialogue twenty-two was 

most likely alluding to the sectarian strife experienced under the Catholic Queen Mary Tudor, 

who reigned just prior to Elizabeth between 1553 and 1558.  

 

Wyatt and Howatt have pointed out that the 1570s saw a dramatic increase in the number of 

European Protestant refugees that settled in London, especially from France and the 

Netherlands (Wyatt (2005): 138; Howatt (1984): 12). English views of the events occurring 

across the Channel were greatly influenced by the reports of these refugees, particularly the 

accounts of massacres authored by Huguenot writers in England and on the continent 

(Parmelee (1996): 30-2, 53-8). It would seem, then, that the image of Elizabeth and England 

as bulwarks against concepts such as “enemies of peace” and “abuses of the world” reflected 

the repute in England of the tyranny of foreign Catholic powers as manifested by events that 

had unfolded only a few years beforehand on the continent. English fears had been heightened 

by the tyrannizing of Protestants by Catholic forces across the Channel, in particular the Duke 
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of Alva’s campaign against the Protestant uprisings in the Low Countries in the 1560s and 

early 1570s and the massacre of Huguenots at Paris on St Bartholomew’s Day in 1572
285

.  

 

The dialogic content of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group now becomes more varied, as 

Florio begins to incorporate extracts from a diverse range of literary genres in dialogues 

twenty-four and twenty-five. I examine aspects of these dialogues in the next section.  

 

4.2 Eclectic ‘Fruites’: Philosophy, Maxims and Poetry 

 

Florio’s method of incoporating various commonplaces and sententia from Italian vernacular 

literature into dialogue form continues in dialogues twenty-four and twenty-five of First 

Fruites. As with dialogues twenty-two and twenty-three, Guicciardini remains the primary 

source of content; however it is noticeable that Florio now expands his choice of literary 

genre. In dialogues twenty-four and twenty-five we are presented with passages from 

Guicciardini’s works that showcase inter alia the philosophical sayings of the ancients, 

modern maxims, anecdotes and poetry in the Italian vernacular. The demonstration of 

rhetorical devices is also a continuing feature of these dialogues. It is an approach which 

reinforced the sophistication and richness of Italian for use in literary and learned discourse. 

The poetical elegancies of Petrarch and Ariosto, the wisdom and rhetorical techniques of the 

ancients, and the maxims and facezie of Renaissance Italian authors were all available through 

Italian vernacular texts. In particular, exegesis of classical texts in Latin or Greek was no 

longer the only path to ancient philosophical traditions – particularly given that English 

translations of many of the classical texts were yet to become available.  

 

In dialogue twenty-four, Florio begins the discourse with a slightly re-worked extract from 

Guicciardini and Sandford which summarises some ancient philosopher’s views on beauty
286

:     

 

Italian: 

Guicciardini – 

L’Hore di 

Ricreatione 

English: Sanford – 

Garden of 

Pleasure 

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 24: “Discorsi 

sopra Belezza, Nobilita, poverta, preghiera 

necessaria, quali sono i beni di Fortuna” 

Italian English Italian English 
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 Florio mentions the Spanish presence in the Low Countries in dialogue twelve of First Fruites (Del Re (1936): 
44). 
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 Guicciardini (1569): 60-1; Sandford (1573): 18 (sig. D(ii) (r)); Del Re (1936): 105. As before, I have taken the 

chapter titles from the table of contents. As with dialogue twenty-two, the title page at the beginning of dialogue 
twenty-four replaces the “Discorsi sopra” with a “Di”. 
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La bellezza esser 
gratia divina, & dalli 
antichi pregiata in piu 
modi 
 
 
 
Socrate chiamava la 
bellezza una tirannia 
di brieve tempo: 
Platone un previlegio 
di natura: Teofrasto un 
tacito inganno: 
Teocrito un 
detrimento 
dilettevole: Carneade 
un Regno Solitario: 
Domitio diceva che 
non era cosa piu grata: 
Aristotile afferna che 
piu vale la bellezza, 
che tutte le lettere di 
raccomandatione: 
Homero disse essere 
un dono glorioso della 
natura: & Ovidio a lui 
alludendo la chiamava 
una gratia di Dio. 
 
 

 
That beautie is a 
heavenly gift and 
grace of the 
auncients in diverse 
sorts praised and 
esteemed 
 
Socrates called 
beautie a tyrannie of 
shorte time: Plato a 
priviledge of nature: 
Theophrastus a 
secrete decayte: 
Theocritus a 
delectable damage: 
Carneades a solitarie 
kingdom: Domitius 
sayd, that there was 
nothing more 
acceptable: Aristotle 
affirmeth, that 
beautie is more 
woorthe than all the 
letters of 
commendation: 
Homere sayd, that it 
was a glorious gifte 
of nature: and Ovide 
alluding to him, 
calleth it a grace of 
God.   

 
Orsu, non parliamo 
piu di simile cose, 
ma ditemi un poco 
di gratia, si mi 
sapete dire, che cosa 
sia belezza. 
 
Io non so, ma vi diro 
bene le opinioni di 
certi Philosophi:  
 
Socrate dice, che 
belezza è una 
tirannide di breve 
tempo: Plato dice, è 
un privilegio di 
natura: Teophrasto 
dice, è un secreto 
inganno: Teocrito, un 
delettevole danno: 
Carmeade gli dice un 
solitario Regno: 
Domitio dice, che 
non ci è niente piu 
accettabile: dice 
Aristotle, che belezza 
non si puo 
comendar, quanto è 
degna: Homero 
aferma, che è un 
dono glorioso di 
natura: et Ovidio la 
chiama, una certa 
gratia di Dio: tolete 
quale che vi piace. 

 
Wel, speake wee no 
more of such things, 
but tel me of 
courtesie, if you can 
tel me, what thing 
beautie is. 

 
I cannot tel, but I will 
tel you the opinions of 
certayn Philosophers:  
 
Socrates saith, beauty 
is a tyrannie of a short 
space: Plato saith, it is 
a privilege of nature: 
Theophrastus saith, it 
is a secret deceit: 
Theocritus, a 
delectable dammage: 
Carmeades calleth it a 
solitary kingdome: 
Domitius saith that 
there is nothing more 
acceptable: Aristotle 
saith, that beauty can 
not be commended so 
much as it is worthy: 
Homer affirmeth, that 
it is a glorious gift of 
nature & Ovid cals it a 
certayne grace of God: 
take whiche you 
please. 

 

 

As with the end of dialogue twenty-two and the beginning of dialogue twenty-three, it is 

noticeable that Florio is at pains to maintain a continual flow of conversation across the divide 

between dialogues twenty-three and twenty-four. Furthermore, and consistent with the two 

previous dialogues, Florio does not simply take the passages verbatim from their source 

authors. In the above passage, he appears to have incorporated rhetorical embellishment into 

the source extract. On this occasion the isocola of the original Guicciardini quote, and its 

translation by Sanford, is reworked to encompass rhetorical repetition based around 

“dice”/“saith”
287

.        
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The majority of the quotations by philosophers about beauty in Guicciardini are borrowed 

from Diogenes Laertius’s De vitis, decretis & responsis celebrium philosophorum Libri 

decem, nunc primum excuse, a work that was first translated into Latin from the Greek in 

1433 and was re-printed many times throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Partial 

Italian translations of this work began to appear in the last two decades of the fifteenth 

century; however the first full version in Italian was published in Venice in 1545. French, 

English and Flemish translations were first published in the seventeenth century
288

. Unless 

they were proficient in Greek or Latin, any English student of the late sixteenth century 

wishing to gain access to the full wisdom of the ancient philosophers as captured by Laertius 

could only do so via one of the various Italian editions. Florio’s choice of the short extract at 

the beginning of dialogue twenty-four hints at this greater storehouse of philosophical 

knowledge – but without the tediousness and toil of grammatical and philological work in an 

ancient language. Moreover, the commonplaces extracted from the Italian could then be re-

deployed in original compositions - as Florio demonstrated in the above passage.   

 

Dialogue twenty-four continues with extracts from the writings of Italian authors; however 

the content now moves away from the philosophies of the ancients to a new focus on maxims 

and witty pleasantries taken from modern Italian works. The range of sources used by Florio 

in the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group is attested to by his inclusion towards the end of the 

dialogue of a prayer taken from the facezie of Piovano Arlotto
289

. The original anecdote of 

Arlotto does not appear in Guicciardini’s L’Hore de Ricreatione, but it is in his earlier work 

Detti et Fatti Piacevoli (1566), demonstrating that Florio referenced a wider range of sources 

in this dialogue than has been previously acknowledged in the existing scholarship (which 

only cites L’Hore de Ricreatione as a source reference). This pretextuality can be seen by 

comparing the versions of each author in the table below
290

:   

 

Arlotto – Motti e Facezie 
Guicciardini – Detti et Fatti 

Piacevoli 

Florio – First Fruites, ch. 

24: “Discorsi sopra Belezza, 

Nobilita, poverta, preghiera 

necessaria, quali sono i 

beni di Fortuna” 
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Il Piovano insegna una oratione 
 
 
Rispose il Piovano a uno, che lo 
domandava, che oratione 
dovessi fare la mattine quando 
si levava, quando tu ti rizzi su 
fatti il segno della croce, & 
detto il Pater nostro, & l’Ave 
Maria, di, queste parole, sig. 
mio guardami da furia di 
villani, da coscientia di soldati, 
da guazzabuglio di medici, da 
cerere di notai, & da chi giura 
per la conscienza sua.   

 
Utile for a d’orare 
 
 
Domandava un suo compare al 
Piovano, che oratione più 
salutifera egli potesse dir la 
mattina, quando egli si levava: 
direte (disse il Piovano) un 
pater noster, & un’ Ave Maria, 
con queste parole: signor mio 
Iesu Christo guardatemi da 
cittadin disfatto, e da cittadin 
rifatto: guardatemi da 
conscienza di preti, da 
guazzabuglio di spetiali, da 
cetera di Notai, da chi ode due 
messe la mattina, & da chi 
giura la conscienza sua.   

 
Orsu, volete insegnarmi 
qualche preghiera, per dir la 
mattina? 
Dite come dico io la matina. 
Come dite voi? 
 
Io dico, O Iesu, libera me da un 
bankarotto, & da un Citadino 
che è stato povero, & adesso è 
richo: libera me da la 
conscientia de preti, da le 
droghe de speciali, & da i &c. 
de Notarii, & da colui che sente 
due Messe il giorno: libera me 
Signor da una borsa vuoda, da 
una cattiva donna, da un 
invidioso vicino, da un boccale 
vuoto, quando io ho sete, & da 
tutti coloro che giurano per la 
loro conscientia, Amen.  
 

 

 

Florio’s version is closer to Guicciardini’s than Arlotto’s original, indicating that he most 

likely used the former author’s text as his reference, but in any case it is his choice of genre 

that is important here. Florio is showcasing the vibrancy of modern Italian authors through 

examples of the moral maxims and witty pleasantries that can be found in their writings. He 

has adapted and expanded the original source into the dialogue form.              

 

Dialogue twenty-four ends with an interlocutor enquiring of the other “What is wrath? Tell 

me”. Dialogue twenty-five then immediately begins with a poetical extract about wrath from 

Guicciardini, thus continuing the seamless transition which is a feature of these early 

dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. In contrast to the previous three dialogues, 

in dialogue twenty-five Florio has focused on using extracts from Guicciardini that include 

poetry – not just sententia and other sayings - from Italian poets such as Ariosto, Petrarch and 

Alciato
291

. Early Modern scholars studied ancient poetry for its eloquence – for its use of 

rhetorical figures and style – which they replicated in their own poetic compositions or 

translations (Grendler (1989): 235-44). In dialogue twenty-five, of course, Florio has chosen 

excerpts of Italian poetry, thus providing examples of poetical eloquence in the vernacular. In 

particular, he has selected Italian poets who were yet to be published in English, highlighting 
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the Italian tongue as an alternative conduit to the rhetorical power of poetry as compared to 

struggling with ancient poems in Latin or Greek
 292

. 

 

We can see in the English translation of these poems Florio’s focus on rendering a close 

translation of the rhetorical devices of Italian poetry when compared to other translations. For 

example, Florio included a short extract found in Guicciardini and Sandford about jealousy 

from Canto thirty-one of Lodovico Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso. This Italian epic poem was 

published in English in 1591 by John Harington – little more than a decade after First Fruites 

- yet as can be seen in the following table his translation is somewhat different to Florio’s 

adaptation from Sandford
293

: 

 

Ariosto: Orlando Furioso, 

Canto Trentesimo Primo 

Florio: First Fruites, 

Chapter 25 

Harington: Orlando 

Furioso, The XXXI Booke 

 
Che dolce più, che più giocondo 
stato, 
Saria di quel d’un amoroso 
core? 
Che viver più felice, e più beato, 
 
Che ritrovarsi in servitù 
d’amore? 
Se non fosse l’huom sempre 
stimulato 
Da quel sospetto rio, da quel 
timore, 
Da quel martir, da quella 
frenesia, 
Da qualla rabbia, detta gelosia. 
  

 
What sweeter state, what bliss 
more iocond 
Can be, then for to have an 
amorous hart? 
What life more happy, what life 
can be more blessed,  
Then to be found in servitude to 
Love? 
If man were not continually 
prickt and egged, 
Of that suspect, of that fond 
feare of his, 
Of that tormentyng, and that 
foolish frensie, 
Of that fond rage, that Ielosie is 
named. 

 
What state of life more pleasing 
may we find, 
Then theirs, that true and 
heartie love do beare? 
Whom that sweete yoke doth 
fast together bind,  
That man in paradice first 
learnd to weare: 
Were not some so tormented in 
their mind,  
With that same vile suspect, 
that filthie feare, 
That torture great, that foolish 
frenesie, 
That raging madnesse, called 
ielousie.  

 

 

Harington focuses on the rhythm of the English metre and the phonetic matching of the ends 

of alternate lines (“find…bind…mind”/“beare…weare…feare”/“frenesie…ielousie”). Florio’s 

English appears to be a closer literal reflection of Ariosto’s Italian in that he incorporates 

various rhetorical devices from the Italian into his translation, especially anaphora (Ariosto’s 
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“che…che…che” becomes “what…what…what” in Florio’s translation; “da quel…da 

quel…da quel” becomes “of that…of that…of that”). Florio’s rhetorical questions (“What 

sweeter state…an amorous hart?”, “What life more happy…in servitude to Love?”) and use of 

metaphor (“man continually prickt and egged”) both reflect the rhetorical flourish of Ariosto’s 

Italian more so than Harington’s equivalents (“What state…love do beare?”, “some so 

tormented in their mind”). In comparing Florio’s translation to Harrington’s, we can see that 

Florio provided a more literal translation of the rhetorical devices in the passage from 

Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, which helped to showcase to a Gentilhuomini Inglesi the 

eloquence of the Italian. The sheer amount of Italian vernacular poetry of various authors in 

dialogue twenty-five, often with just a line or two of discourse in between, indicates that 

Florio deliberately sought to incorporate vernacular poetry into the overall educational 

curriculum of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group.    

 

An indication of the importance of poetry to the would-be Elizabethan courtier can be 

surmised from a short piece of the commentary attached to Edmund Spenser’s Shepheardes 

Calendar (1579), in which “E.K.” advises that the character “Hobbinoll” refers to: 

 

Mayster Gabriel Harvey: of whose special commendation, aswell in Poetrye as Rhetorike and 

other choice learning, we have lately had a sufficient tryall in diverse his works, but specially 

in his Musarum Lachrymae, and in his late Gratulationum Valdinensium… (Stern (1979): 41). 

 

It is noteworthy that poetry and rhetoric were highlighted for commendation from among 

Harvey’s “choice learning”. He had published the Gratulationes Valdinenses the previous 

year (1578). In Book IV of that work, he stresses imitation as a method for learning languages 

and nominates poetry among a handful of skills that a courtier must study
294

. Furthermore, 

Danial Javitch has argued that a playful discourse such as poetry was more agreeable to 

courtly norms of conduct than disputational oratory, making poetry a more rhetorically 

effective mode of eloquence for a courtier (Javitch (1978): 18-49). In dialogue twenty-five of 

First Fruites, then, I suggest Florio sought to assist Gentilhuomini Inglesi like Harvey by 

offering excerpts from Italian poetry that demonstrated the rhetorical elegance of the 

vernacular for the would-be courtier.  

 

Having introduced his students to extracts from Italian vernacular literature in combination 

with various rhetorical constructs in the first four dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ 

group, Florio consciously brings to an end the uninterrupted flow of conversation across these 

dialogues. Dialogue twenty-five ends with the interlocutors going on their way with parting 
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salutations of “Rest you with God” and “Good night. God be with you”. This is then followed 

by an imprint at the bottom of the dialogue which clearly delineates it from the beginning of 

the next, which in fact is the first of the actual Ragionamenti dialogues (the first dialogue with 

‘Ragionamenti’ in its title – refer to the breakdown provided in Appendix A). With the 

introduction of the Ragionamenti, Florio now presents his students with dialogues that 

incorporate a multitude of excerpts from Italian vernacular historiography. 

 

4.3 History in the Italian Vernacular 

    

Florio now increases the length of the dialogues, and the complexity of the language used, in 

chapter twenty-six, being the first of the ‘Ragionamenti’ dialogues: Ragionamenti sopra 

Fortuna. The dialogue begins with two interlocutors on their way to church (presenting an 

opportunity for the inclusion of a prayer and a lamentation on the vanity of man) who upon 

arrival settle inside and await the sermon. To pass the time, they ponder on the meaning of 

fortune – a classic trope of Renaissance Italian vernacular literature
295

:   

 

Cap. 26: “Ragionamenti sopra Fortuna”/”Reasonyngs uppon Fortune” 
 

Italian English 
 
E che cosa è Fortuna, dite voi? 
Alcuni Philosophi chiamano Fortuna, La 

tresoriera del mondo, la qual regge ogni 
cosa, come piu li piace, lei governa Reami, lei 
regge provincie, lei vince Citta, lei opressa 
Re, lei esalta tyranni: a chi lei piace, lei da 
vita, a chi lei piace, lei da morte: a alcuni lei 
da honore, a alcuni lei da ignominia: come lei 
ha esaltato i bassi, come lei ha opressato i 
superbi molte, e molte historie ne fanno 
mentione: come lei ha impoverito i richi, & 
inrichito i poveri: lei regge tutto il mondo, di 
prencipi lei ha fatto vassali: de pecorari, 
giardinieri, vaccari, villani, & Skiavi, lei ha 
fatto Re, Imperatori, & prencipi. 

 
 
 

 
And what is Fortune say you? 
Some Philosophers call Fortune the treasurer of 

the world, which ruleth every thing as 
pleaseth her most, she governeth realmes, 
she ruleth provinces, she vanquishes cities, 
she oppreseth Kings, she exalteth tyrants: to 
who she pleaseth, she giveth life, to who she 
pleaseth she giveth death: to some she 
giveth honour, to some shame: how she hath 
exalted the base, how she hath oppressed 
the proud, many, & many histories make 
mention: how she hath impoverished the 
rich, and inriched the poor: she ruleth all the 
worlde, of Princes she hath made vassals: of 
shepherds, gardeners, cowheards, country 
men, & bondmen, she hath made Kings, 
Emperors, & princes. 

 

 

Once again Florio employs various rhetorical devices in order to elevate the style of this 

passage through tropes and schemes: anaphora (“lei…lei…lei”/“a alcuni…a alcuni”); 

isolocon (“lei governa Reami, lei regge provincie, lei vince Citta, lei opressa Re”); and 
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antithesis (“lei da vita…lei da morte”/“ lei da honore…lei da ignominia”). Although the 

devices are similar to those already adopted in previous dialogues, they are arguably more 

sophisticated examples of the art, which therefore have greater rhetorical impact. In 

particular, Florio’s employment of antithesis is especially strong here through the 

juxtaposition of verbs and nouns of contrary meaning (“esaltato/opressato” with 

“bassi/superbi”; “impoverito/ inrichito” with “richi/poveri”). Furthermore, Florio builds on 

this passage through the introduction of a new rhetorical figure – paradigma - which is 

combined with rhetorical question in a lengthy monologue of examples from history in 

support of the previous definition and description of fortune
296

:     

 

Cap. 26: “Ragionamenti sopra Fortuna”/”Reasonyngs uppon Fortune” 
 

Italian English 
 
Gordio di arare la terra, non divenne egli famoso 

Re di Frigia? 
Gige, non fu egli pecoraro, et poi fu Re in Lidia: 

Tullio Hostilio, di povero vaccaro, non 
divenne egli Re in Roma? Ciro Re di Persia, 
non fu egli notrito di una cagna?.... 

. 

. 
Al contrario, non vedemo noi, come Torquinio 

Superbo Re di Roma, & Dionisio re di Sicilia, 
divennero cosi poveri? Non habbiamo noi 
per esempio manifesto, come 
Nabugodonosor, di Re, divenne cosi povero, 
chef u costretto a pascersi di herbe?... 

. 

. 

. 
Non havete voi letto di Rodosa, che di puttana 

commune, divenne regina di Egitto? Fortuna, 
non soferse ella, che Phaeto fusse bruciato, 
Icaro negate, Acteo squarciato da I suoi 
cani?... 

. 

. 

. 
Certo che quel savio Greco chiamato Pitaco, la 

intendeva, quando che ne i tempii di 
Mitilena lui dipinse una scala larga, sopra la 
quale, alcuni ascendevano, & altri 
descendevano, significando il stato di 
fortuna. 

 
Gordius from plowing of the earth, became not 

he a famous King of Frigia? Gyges, was not 
he a shepherd, & afterward king of Lidia? 
Tullius Hostilius of a poor cowheard, became 
not he a king in Rome?... 

. 

. 

. 
Contrarywise, doo we not see, howe Torquinius 

the proud king of Rome, and Dionisius kyng 
of Cicilie, became so poore? Have not we for 
example manifest, howe that 
Nabuchodonosor, of a kyng, became so 
poore, that he was constreyned to feede 
upon herbes?... 

. 

. 
Have you not readde of Rodophe, that of a 

Common Curtesan, became a queene of 
Egypt? Fortune, suffered not shee, that 
Phaeton was burned, Icarus drowned, 
Acteon torne of his dogges?... 

. 

. 

. 
Certainly that wise Grecian called Pitacus, dyd 

understand it, when as hee in the Temples of 
Mitilena depaynted a broade Ladder, upon 
the which, some dyd ascende, and other 
some descende, signifying the state of 
Fortune.  
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We cannot know precisely which texts Florio referenced for the collecting of the 

commonplaces he used to construct these paradigma to support his definition of Fortune. 

However, references to historical characters like those in the above examples can indeed be 

found in sixteenth-century Italian vernacular histories. For example, Book Seven of Giovanni 

Tarcagnota’s Delle Istorie del Mondo (Venice, 1562) contains passages which discuss the 

mythical kings Gordio, Gige and Ciro, who are also mentioned by Florio in the opening 

sentences of the extract above. Key aspects of their impoverished lives prior to becoming 

Kings, as noted by Tarcagnota, also feature in Florio’s dialogue, as can be seen here in the 

italicized phrases
297

: 

 

Fu Gige un Re...ricco, e potente,...Dalle molte ricchezze di questo Re tolsero occasione di 

favoleggiare, che essendo egli pastore ritrovasse uno anello... 

 

Il padre di Mida fu Gordio, noto medesimamente per quel famoso suo nodo, che Alessandro 

Magno poi sciolse, ò troncò. Era Gordio contadino, e stando a arare la terra si vide...     

 

e tolto il fanciullo, consegnò secretamente il bambino à Mitridate pastore del Re,...e ritrovò, 

che una cagna gli dava il latte...Onde ne fu (come vuol Trogo) chiamato Ciro... 

 

In order to understand what Florio is trying to achieve here, we must consider the role of 

history and rhetoric in the education of Elizabethan political elites. In sixteenth-century 

England, the learning and re-use of examples of deeds and sayings from ancient histories 

written in Latin was a standard skill taught as part of reading and composition training in the 

grammar schools. The Roman historian Sallust was especially popular in both English and 

Italian schooling for his use of orations from the mouths of historical figures, moral 

commonplaces, and his analysis of causes and psychological insights. Thus, although one of 

the main purposes of reading history was the gathering of moral commonplaces and lessons in 

man’s past behaviour, in the case of an historian like Sallust it was also closely aligned with 

instruction in rhetoric (Watson (1909): 46; Grendler (1989): 255-63; Mack (2002): 37-8).  

 

By the Elizabethan era, many histories were being written and published in the vernacular and 

they drew on the techniques of rhetoric. Axioms and other ethical materials from these 

vernacular histories found their way into the conduct manuals, many of which were aimed at 

preparing young noblemen for a political or diplomatic career at court. In turn, the political 

elites would incorporate these materials into their letters, speeches and treatises (Mack 
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(2002): 135-75). So, it was not just the discovery and collection of wisdom and moral 

teachings from histories (based on rhetorical ‘invention’) that was important, but also the 

knowledge of how to deploy them in original composition (rhetorical ‘disposition’ also 

known as ‘judgement’). I will now demonstrate this aspect of rhetoric using passages from 

dialogue twenty-six as examples.  

 

4.3.1 Definition and Division: Arrangement 

 

Up until this point I have highlighted various rhetorical devices incorporated into the early 

dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. These devices embellished and amplified 

the arguments and illustrative examples used by Florio in the discourse, thereby reinforcing 

the persuasiveness of the proposition or the philosophical view under discussion. They are 

therefore concerned with the use of schemes and tropes in the ornamentation of materials and 

commonplaces previously discovered and collected. As I have already noted, the discovery 

and collection of matter for use in original composition came within the process of 

‘Invention’
298

. The arrangement of that matter in an appropriate structure for specific 

compositional contexts was based on the process of ‘Disposition’ (‘Judgement’).  

 

In traditional scholastic logic, definition and division were considered fundamental to the 

process of ‘Invention’. Describing the nature, scope or meaning of a subject through 

definition, and then breaking down that definition into constituent parts for further definition 

and if necessary further division, was an activity that contributed to the discovery of debatable 

arguments when analysing propositions (Howell (1961): 21). 

 

Ramus’ reform of scholastic logic defined a ‘natural method’ for the orderly arrangement of 

arguments when examining a proposition in logical discourse. The most conspicuous 

arguments should be presented first, with less conspicuous arguments then following. 

According to Walter J. Ong, in Ramus’ method “general and universal explanations” precede 

“the special explanation by distribution of the parts” which are then followed by “the 

definition of the singular parts and clarification by means of suitable examples” (Ong (1983): 

245). Howell described Ramus’ ‘method’ as follows: 

 

However true it is, argues Ramus, that any authentic discipline must consist of general and 

universal rules, those rules nevertheless possess different degrees of generality, and to the 

extent that they are more general, they should outrank the less general in the order of 
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presentation. Thus propositions of utmost generality will be placed first; propositions of lesser 

generality will be placed next; subalterns will be placed next; ‘and finally the examples, which 

are most particular, will be placed last’ (Howell (1961): 161)
299

.  

 

Hence the output from the traditional activities of definition and division were easily 

adaptable to the Ramist ‘method’, which was not merely a process of dichotomies 

(continually dividing into twos based on contradiction), but rather the arranging of ideas in 

the descending order of generality as noted by Ong and Howell above. The placing of 

examples from the speeches and writings of poets, orators, historians etc. as the final step in 

the ‘method’ gave it a practical bent that prioritised one’s own observations of true examples 

above philosophical technicalities (Duhamel (1949): 167).  

 

Ramist philosophies had an immediate impact in England. It is generally thought that his 

ideas first took root at Cambridge, and we have already seen that by 1576 Gabriel Harvey was 

exhorting his students to embrace Ramus’ techniques
300

. At Oxford University a broadening 

of intellectual interests along humanistic lines was well underway by the 1570s
301

, and here 

too there is evidence that Ramus was being embraced
302

. Recalling that this thesis has argued 

that part of the context for the production of First Fruites was Florio’s exposure to the 

humanistic intellectual and social milieu of Oxford in the 1570s, evidence exists in certain 

parts of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues that Florio had begun to adopt – or 

experiment with - Ramus’ method, as I will now attempt to elucidate.        

 

In the above extracts from the first ragionamenti dialogue (chapter twenty-six), which is 

headed “Reasonyngs upon Fortune”, the interlocutor responds to the query ‘What is Fortune’ 

with the very generic proposition that Fortune is ‘the treasurer of the world which ruleth 

everything as pleaseth her most’. This opening definition is immediately followed by slightly 

more specific propositions that expand on the concept - she ‘governs realms…rules 

provinces…vanquishes cities…oppresses kings…exalts tyrants’; and to who she pleases, she 

gives ‘life…death…honour…shame’. Florio here has moved on from Fortune ruling 

‘everything’ across ‘the world’ to the slightly less unambiguous realms/provinces/cities/kings 

tyrants’. He has also been a bit more explicit in describing the capriciousness of Fortune’s 
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pleasure – ‘life/death/honour/shame’. The passage continues with references to Fortune 

exalting, oppressing, impoverishing, and enriching. It ends with the observation that Fortune 

has made Princes into vassals, and shepherds, gardeners, cowherds, country men and 

bondmen (slaves) into kings, emperors and princes. Florio has arranged the discourse in a 

descending order of generalities, dividing the concept of ‘the world’ into smaller (but still 

unspecific) areas and dividing the concept of ‘everything’ into more tangible (but still 

unspecific) personifications. 

 

Having come to the end of the generalities, Florio then goes on to provide specific examples 

that verify his propositions, some of which are itemized in the above extracts. Firstly we are 

shown how lowly men have been exalted: for example Gordius (a ‘gardener’) became king of 

Frigia; Gyges (a ‘shepherd’) became King of Lidia; Tullius Hostilius (a ‘cowherd’) became 

king of Rome; and Alessandro son of Priamus (a ‘bondman’) became famous and caused the 

Trojan War. Then we are given examples of how kings, princes and emperors have been 

impoverished: Torquinius (king of Rome) and Dionisius (king of Sicily) became poor; 

Nabuchodonosor (king of Babylon) is reduced by poverty to ‘feed upon herbs’; and Prutias 

(king of Bithinia) became a beggar. Even those who have achieved great deeds and may think 

they have beaten Fortune are shown to be easily brought down as Fortune pleases: for 

example, Julius Caesar killed by his countrymen in the Roman Senate; Alexander the Great 

poisoned by his cousin; and Agamemnon slain by his wife after overcoming many perils in 

the Trojan wars.  

 

These examples are the final level of division as per the precepts of Ramist method in Florio’s 

proposition that Fortune rules the world as she pleases. The manner in which they are 

presented – the ‘style’ of the language – demonstrates rhetorical tropes and figures as already 

discussed above. Dialogue twenty-six, then, can be viewed as an exercise in which humanist 

discourse arts, influenced by Ramist method, are applied in the vernacular. It is an exercise 

not only in the learning of vernacular grammar, but also in the ability to be (in Gabriel 

Harvey’s words) “hable to allege good, & probable Reasons upon every matter”. 

 

Florio placed great importance on historiography, since the booklists that preface his two 

Italian-English dictionaries indicate that he held a number of Italian vernacular historical texts 

in his library
303

, including Francesco Guicciardini’s Storia d’Italia, Olao Magno’s Historia 

delle Genti e della Natura delle Cose Settentrionali, Pietro Bembo’s Historia Venetiana and 

Giovanni Tarcagnota’s Delle Istorie del Mondo. None of these works were available in 
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English at the time that Florio published First Fruites in 1578
304

. Therefore these extensive 

stores of exemplars demonstrating the consequences of moral choices – which had only been 

available in Latin editions or through the analysis of classical texts – were now accessible 

through the learning of Italian. Yet it was not simply a matter of re-quoting historical 

examples – one had to present the information gathered from historiography in a persuasive 

manner in order to better convince people to respond accordingly. Thus, as I noted above, 

history and rhetoric were closely aligned.  Dialogue twenty-six, with its long list of lessons 

from history revealing the vicissitudes of Fortune presented using rhetorical devices, is 

testimony to Florio’s language skills in this regard and an advertisement to his students of the 

power of Italian as a conduit to the moral philosophy of the ancients.      

 

Thus, textual exegesis of historiography and the skilful deployment of the resulting store of 

ethical materials in political debates was an essential skill for a would-be courtier. Italian 

historiography in particular was viewed as a conduit to much of the wisdom of antiquity 

without the tediousness of textual analysis and study in Latin or Greek (Boutcher (1996): 

190). Unlocking the ‘learning’ held in Italian vernacular literature (Harvey’s ‘knowledge of 

books’) enhanced the courtier’s ability to contribute to, and be involved in, political, 

diplomatic and commercial dealings at court (Harvey’s ‘to be wise and well seen in 

discourses upon states: to be able to allege good, and probable reasons upon every matter’). In 

dialogue twenty-six, Florio is ‘uniting dialectic with knowledge and rhetoric’ (Harvey’s 

words) via the exemplar of a long series of paradigma from history which, amplified with the 

techniques of rhetoric, deploy moral and political lessons on the vicissitudes of fortune.  

 

Moreover, the paradigma are the means to a specific end: a lament about the vanity of men 

who seek fortune for their own pleasure rather than accept God’s plan for them
305

: 

 

Cap. 26: “Ragionamenti sopra Fortuna”/”Reasonyngs uppon Fortune” 
 

Italian English 
 
O mondo vano, pieno di miseria, in che non si 

truova riposo nessuno. Pero la mia opinion 
è, che l’huomo non deveria mai cercar 
fortuna, ma del tutto disprezzarla, faccia ella 
come li piace: et in tutto per tutto, mettersi 

 
Oh vaine worlde, ful of miserie, in which is 

founde no rest at all. Wherefore my opinion 
is, that man shoulde never seeke after 
Fortune, but altogeather despise her, let her 
doo as shee pleaseth: and all in all, put hym 
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ne le mani di Iddio, & contentarsi ne la sua 
vocatione, ne la quale Iddio lo ha chiamato… 

. 

. 

. 
Vedete che nessuno vuol esser contento, il 

povero vuol essere ricco, il ricco vuol esser 
potente, il potente vuol esser prencipe, il 
prencipe Re… 

. 

. 

. 
I nostri animi sono cosi ambitiosi, i nostri pensieri 

cosi superbi, i nostri cuori cosi 
invidiosi…ogniuno cerca fortuna, ogniuno 
l’abraccia. Nessuno si ricorda di Iddio: O Dio, 
le viscere del cuore mi sono per crepare, a 
veder il proceder de alcuni. 

 

selfe in the handes of God, and content hym 
selfe with that vocation, unto whiche God 
hath called him... 

. 

. 
You see that no state wyll be content, the poore 

wyll be riche, the riche wyl be myghtye, the 
myghtie wyll be a Prince, the Prince a kyng... 

. 

. 

. 

. 
Our myndes are so ambitious, our thoughtes so 

proude, our hartes so envious...every one 
seeke Fortune, all men embrace her. None 
remembreth God: O God, the strings of my 
hart are ready to burst, to see the 
proceedinges of some. 

 

 

The theme of vanity with which Florio opened dialogue twenty-six as the two interlocutors 

made their way to church is reinforced at the end with the rhetorical devices of apostrophe 

(“O mondo vano”/“Oh vaine world…“O Dio/O God”), gradation (“povero…ricco, 

ricco…potente etc.”) and anaphora (“i nostri…i nostri etc.”). The overall puritan tone of the 

dialogue combines with the moral lessons from pagan history to present a humanist treatment 

of fortune tinged with an evangelical Protestant ethic.  

 

4.4 The ‘Fruites’ of Learning: Eloquence and Wisdom 

 

Having constructed paradigma based on commonplaces from historiography for 

incorporation into dialogue twenty-six, in the following dialogue Florio subsequently 

emphasises the use of the Italian vernacular as a conduit to the wisdom, knowledge and 

philosophy of the ancient world. Dialogue twenty-seven Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et 

Filosofia…etc. focuses on learning as the beneficial outcome of reading vernacular texts, not 

just in history but also in rhetoric, logic, philosophy, and divinity (see below).  

 

Dialogue twenty-seven is by far the longest dialogue in First Fruites. It begins with a 

conversational exchange concerning the benefits of language learning and English attitudes to 

languages. One interlocutor encourages the other to do more than just learn “two words of 

Spanish, three words of French, and foure words of Italian”. Indeed, the whole Italian 

language can be learnt “in three monethes”. In answer to a question on “what profit commeth 

to those that can reade, write, & speake many languages”, Florio’s interlocutor begins a long, 
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catechistic monologue which soon outlines some core aspects of humanist philosophy 

regarding the benefits of reading
306

:   

 

Ch. 27: “Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et Filosofia...”/”Reasonynges uppon Learnyng, and 
Philosophie...” 

 
Italian English 

 
...Leggendo si impara molte cose. Chi vuol haver 
buon consiglio, leggi: chi vuol vedere e sentir 
cose strane, leggi: legendo si ha boni avertimenti, 
leggendo si impara a conoscere il ben dal male, la 
virtu dal vitio, & si come l’ave piglia di una herba, 
gomma, d’un’altra cera, d’un’altra il mele, cosi 
leggendo diversi libri , s’impara diverse cose, 
leggendo Retorica, s’impara a persuadere, 
leggendo Dialettica, s’impara a conoscere la 
ragione dal torto, leggendo Filosophia, s’impara i 
secreti di natura, leggendo Teologia, s’impara a 
che modo l’huomo ha da governarsi, per ottener 
vita eterna, leggendo historie, vederai come tanti 
e tanti regni sono stati governati: e come dice 
Cicerone in laude di historia, Historia dice lui, si è 
la testimonianza del tempo, la luce de la verita, la 
vita di memoria, la guida del tempo, la 
messagiera di antiquita... 
 

 
…By readyng, many things are learned. Who wyl 
have good counsel, let him reade, who wil see, 
and heare strange things, let him reade: by 
reding, we have good forwarning, by reading, we 
learn to knowe the good from the bad, virtue 
from vice, & as the bee takes from one herb gum, 
from another waxe, & from another hony, so by 
reading divers books, divers things are learned: 
by reading Retorick we learn to perswade, by 
reading Logik, we learn to know the right from 
the wrong, by reading Philosophie, we learn the 
secretes of nature, by reading Divinitie, we learn 
how a man should governe hym self, to attaine 
life everlasting, by reading histories, you may see 
how so many and so many kingdoms have ben 
governed: & as Cicero saith, in prayse of historie, 
history saith he, is the testimony of Tyme, the 
light of veritie, the life of memory, the guide of 
tyme, the messenger of antiquity. 
 

 

The correlation between learning ‘diverse things’ from ‘reading diverse books’ and a bee 

collecting ‘gum, wax, and honey’ from various ‘herbs’ was a standard metaphor adopted by 

humanist writers in describing the educational process (Crane (1993): 57)
307

. It was often used 

in discussions about the process for imitating past writers, either in the context of 

collecting/gathering or transforming/making (Pigman (1980): 4). In the above passage from 

dialogue twenty-seven, it is interesting that Florio has chosen the former use of the apian 

metaphor. Not only does it reinforce the ambition of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues 

in emphasising the learning held in books, it also underlines Florio’s mediatory role in 

choosing and gathering the commonplaces from those books into First Fruites for the benefit 

of his students. Florio is the ‘bee’ that has collected together ‘gum, wax, and honey’ from 

Italian literature for the ultimate purpose of enabling Gentilhuomini Inglesi to read ‘Rhetoric, 

Logic, Philosophy, History, etc’ in the vernacular.         
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Florio is clearly encouraging the student to develop an understanding of the Italian tongue 

sufficient enough to enable the reading of vernacular literature. The philosophy expressed in 

this extract aligns with Gabriel Harvey’s desire to become a ‘skilful man’ through ‘the 

knowledge of books’. The gathering of that knowledge – as in the analogy of the bee – is 

achieved by the reading of “divers books” on rhetoric, logic, philosophy, divinity and history 

for subsequent use in rhetorical persuasion, moral logic or philosophical discourse. But to 

what end? The goal of the process, as Florio alludes to in later passages of the same dialogue, 

is to harness the persuasive power of eloquence and the wisdom of philosophy
308

: 

 

Ch. 27: “Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et Filosofia...”/”Reasonynges uppon Learnyng, and 
Philosophie...” 

 
Italian English 

 
Leggendo si impara a esser eloquente, & essendo 
eloquente, molte & innumerabile sono le 
comodita che ne riescono.Eloquentia ha forza di 
far il codardo coragioso, il tiranno cortese & 
misericordioso: Eloquentia persuade i boni, 
dissuade i cattivi, comforta l’aflitto, bandisce 
paura dal timido, pacifica gli insolenti: e come 
dice Cicerone, vince citta, regni, e castelli con la 
sua forza. Eloquentia in adversia, si e un solazzo, 
in prosperita un ornamento, in gioventu 
laudabile, in vechieza dilettevole, in tutti gli stati 
profittevole, fa bene a tutti, da noia nessuno. 
Pirro quel gran Re di Albania soleva dire, che 
guadagna piu citta, vinceva piu regni, con la 
eloquentia di Cinea, che non faceva con tutti i 
suoi eserciti. Guarda se eloquentia è di gran 
forza, e come la potiamo imparare senza lettere? 
Non è possibile.   
. 
. 
. 
Oh quanto sono stato stimati i Filosofi a i tempi 
vechii, tante e tante Historie ne fanno 
mentione...Oh eta aurea, quando che dottrina 
era cercata da lontano & d’apresso: quando che 
ingegno era esercitato, politia praticata, & virtu 
honorata. Ben disse il vero Tullio, quando che 
disse, O Filosofia la cercatrice di tutte le bone 
virtu, & la espelatrice di tutti i vitii, quella 
republica, si teneva felice, quel regno beato, 
quelle Citta in pace, che havevano boni Filosofi in 
se, per essaltar virtu & per supressar vitio, per 
rimunerar i boni, per castigar i rei, per estimar i 
dotti, per negleggere i ignoranti. Pero, la mia 
opinione è, che si tenga conto de gli Scrittori, & si 

 
By reading wee learne to bee eloquent, and being 
eloquent, many and innumerable bee the 
comodities that ensue of it. Eloquence hath force 
to make the coward coragious, the tyrant 
curteous & merciful. Eloquence perswadeth the 
good, disswadeth the bad, comforteth 
th’afflicted, banisheth feare from the fearful, 
pacifieth the insolent: and, as Cicero saith, 
vanquisheth cities, kingdoms and castles with her 
force. Eloquence in adversitie, is a solace: in 
prosperitie, an ornament: in youth, laudable: in 
age, delectable: in all estates profitable: it dooth 
good to all men, it hurteth none. Pirrhus that 
greate kyng of Albania was woont to say, that he 
wonne moe cities, overcame moe realms with 
the eloquence of Cineas, then he did with his 
great armyes. Behold, if eloquence be of great 
force, & how can we learne it without letters? It 
is not possible. 
. 
. 
Oh howe muche have Philosophers been 
esteemed in olde tyme, so many and so many 
histories make mention of it…Oh golden age, 
when learning was sought for farre and neare: 
when wyt was exercised, and policie practised, 
and vertue honoured. Wel dyd Tullie saye the 
truth, when as he sayde, O Philosophie, the 
searcher of al good vertues, and the expeller of 
all vices, that common weale did account it selfe 
happye, that Realme blessed, that Citie in peace, 
that had good Philosophers in it, for to exalt 
virtue, and to suppresse vice, to reward the good, 
& punish the bad, to esteeme the learned, and 
neglect the ignoraunt. Wherfore my opinion is, 
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estimino le loro buone opere. 
 

that Writers be made account of, and that their 
good works be esteemed. 
 

 

Skills in eloquence and philosophy were highly sought after in the practical world of 

Elizabethan politics because of their ability to debate and persuade others through the power 

of language. Humanistic methods had previously been adopted in England in the fifteenth 

century in order to improve the quality and effectiveness of Latin correspondence in the 

management of international relations, and with the rise of vernaculars in the sixteenth 

century the Tudors sought to continue this approach through the methods of Italian vernacular 

humanism
309

. Indeed, Florio’s exhortation to his students in the above passages to combine 

the wisdom gained from reading with the force of eloquence indicates the endurance of a key 

issue of concern to Renaissance Italian humanists – how to reconcile the competing cultural 

ideals of rhetoric and philosophy
310

. The ideal was to find a way of combining the wisdom of 

the latter with the persuasiveness of the former, but the pragmatic outcome – in England at 

least – was the employment of men at court who were proficient in both modern languages 

and humanist rhetorical and dialectical techniques to serve in the conduct of relations with 

foreign cultures. International polyglot culture in 1570s and 1580s England was based on a 

continuum of languages that mostly included Latin, French, Spanish, and Italian (Boutcher 

(1997): 47). Florio, then, is urging the gathering of knowledge and wisdom through 

vernacular Italian literature for the ultimate purpose of producing eloquent discourse for use 

by the would-be humanist courtier. Here again we can see an alignment between Florio’s 

pedagogy and Gabriel Harvey’s essential courtier qualities: to be well seen in tongues and 

discourses upon states, and to be able to allege good and probable reasons upon every matter.         

 

With the above analysis in mind, I would like to suggest that the intent of a particular passage 

from dialogue twenty-seven has not heretofore been fully recognised. It is a passage widely 

quoted in the existing literature as an indication of Florio’s frustration with the state of 

modern-language learning in England
311

:   
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Ch. 27: “Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et Filosofia...”/”Reasonynges uppon Learnyng, and 
Philosophie...” 

 
Italian English 

 
Che vergogna è, quella vederete tal Inglese 
venire in compagnia di Forastieri, non sapere ne 
parlar, ne intendere con loro, ma stava come 
muto, e cosi resta beffato da loro, & disprezato 
da tutti, & nessuno fara conto di lui. Che 
vergogna è quella? Che vituperio per i suoi 
parenti? Che perdita per lui? E che cordoglio 
pensandovi sopra? Dotrina e sapientia, facci 
Fortuna quello che li piace, mai si perde, ne aqua 
la puo guastare, ne fuoco bruciare, se la non ti 
prevale in un luoco, ti prevalera in un altro, ne 
anche tempesta puo consumare scientia.  
 

 
What a shame is it, that you shal see an 
Englishman come in company of straungers, who 
can neyther speake, nor understand with them, 
but standes as one mute, & so is he mocked of 
them, and despised of al, and none wyl make 
account of hym? What a shame is that? What a 
reproche to his parentes? What a losse to him? 
And what harts grief to think theron? Learning 
and wisdome, let fortune do what she please that 
never is lost, waters can not marre it, nor fire 
burne it, if it prevaile thee not in one place, it wyl 
prevayle thee in another: no tempest can 
consume Science.  

 

Scholars such as Einstein and Watson believed the motivation behind this passage to be 

Florio’s attitude to the utility of the English vernacular and his related desire that the English 

should be more open towards the learning of foreign languages (Einstein (1903): 103; Watson 

(1909): 449). Yates on the other hand thought it reflected the combination of Florio’s 

disappointment as a language teacher and the Puritan commonplace of the idle bringing up of 

children (Yates (1934): 35). However, given the extremely long monologue about the benefits 

of reading, the wisdom contained in histories, and the power of eloquence and philosophy that 

precedes it, I suggest that Florio is more concerned here with shaming the English over their 

lack of learning – the “knowledge of books” - which in turn prevents them from being 

respected by learned ‘strangers’. The learning of foreign languages such as Italian was 

important and necessary, but as a conduit to the wisdom and eloquence held in books, not 

simply as a means of casual conversation with ‘forastieri’.       

 

4.5 Demonstrative Oratory 

 

Training in traditional rhetoric in the sixteenth century required the speaker to decide on the 

type of oratory best suited to the situation or topic under discussion: demonstrative (also 

known as epideictic) oratory for dispensing praise or blame, as in eulogistic or ceremonial 

speech; judicial oratory for questions of justice or injustice, as in courtroom speech; and 

deliberative oratory for questions of expediency or inexpediency, as in political speech or 

persuading someone to undertake a course of action (Howell (1961): 70; Mack (2011b): 15, 

114). Choosing the appropriate rhetorical genre helped guide the speaker in the gathering and 

assembling (‘Invention’) of arguments, proofs and other materials most relevant to the 
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situation or topic. For example, Mack describes Invention for demonstrative oratory as 

consisting of “a list of headings for describing a person…: external circumstances (including 

family, education, and wealth), physical attributes (such as strength, beauty, and health), and 

qualities of character (for example, wisdom, justice, courage, and their contraries)”
312

. 

 

The ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ dialogues contain what appears to be an example of 

demonstrative oratory by Florio in the vernacular. Dialogue forty is a discourse in praise of 

Henry VIII which touches on multiple aspects of the king’s supposed characteristics. 

Significantly, it ends with a call to God to maintain Elizabeth on the throne, thus exploiting 

the power of the demonstrative genre by implying all of Henry’s praiseworthy attributes and 

the glory of his reign remain extant in his daughter. The extract below demonstrates some of 

the stylistic devices used by Florio in the oratory and the way in which a ‘list of headings’ has 

obviously driven the discourse
313

: 

 

 

Cap. 40: “Discorso in laude di Henrico ottavo, Re di Inghilterra”/”A discourse in prayse of 
Henrye the eyght, kyng of Englande” 

 
Italian English 

 
Henrico ottavo, Re di Inghilterra, fu di sangue 
generoso, ne le armi esperimentato, di ingegno 
acuto...di aspetto grave, nel parlare polito, dritto 
in giustitia, chiaro ne le sua vita…integro di  
Nobilita, alto nell’eloquentia, profondo ne la  
sapientia, elegante nel scrivere...giusto nel 
sententiare, diligente nel castigare, prudente nel 
disimulare, presto in soccorer i poveri, pronto in 
aiutar gli aflitti, vigilante in esaltar la parola di 
Iddio, constant ne la fede…magnanimo di cuore, 
Sobrio nel vivere...amator de la pace, 
conservator de le tregue, mantenitore de la sua 
parola, fedele ne le sue promesse...finalmente, 
dottato di tutte quelle bone virtu che  
apartengono a bon prencipe, essente de tutti i 
costumi di tiranno o crudele: pochi se ne trovano 
suoi pari. Iddio per la sua misericordia longo  
tempo voglia mantener sua figlia. Amen. Cosi sia.  
 

 
Henry the eight, king of Englande, was of a 
generous blood, in his Armes experienced, of a 
sharp wyt...of countenance grave, in his speach 
neate, in iustice right, in his lyfe cleare…perfecte  
in Nobilitie, hyghe in eloquence, profounde in 
wisedome, eloquent in writing...just in geving of  
sentence, diligent in punishing, prudente in  
dissembling, readye to succour the poore, prone  
to helpe the afflicted, vigilant in exalting the 
woorde of God, constant in faith…of a stoute 
courage, sober in livyng...a lover of peace, a 
preserver of truces, a maynteyner of his woorde,  
faithfull in his promises...lastly, adopted of all  
those good vertues that apperteyne unto a good  
prince, voyde of al the customes of either tirant  
or cruell: fewe are founde his peeres. God for his 
mercy long tyme maynteyne his daughter. Amen. 
So be it. 

 

The oratory appears to have been constructed in part based on commonplaces from 

Portonaris’s Italian translation of Guevara. As with the historical commonplaces in dialogue 
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 Mack (2011b): 16. The source for Mack’s list is the popular and influential classical rhetoric of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries known as the Rhetoric ad Herennium, which was originally attributed to Cicero but by the 
end of the fifteenth century had been accepted as not part of his oeuvre. Nevertheless, it continued to be printed 
in collections of Cicero’s rhetorics and ascribed to “incertus auctor”.     
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 Del Re (1936): 207-8.  
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twenty-six analysed previously in this chapter
314

, Florio does not simply copy passages from 

the Portonaris text. Rather, he transforms the Italian translations of Guevara’s commonplaces 

into new phrases which form the basis of the dialogic content. Compare the following 

examples from Portonaris with the Italian in the extract from dialogue forty above
315

:  

 

…questo Imperatore Valentiniano fu di acuto ingegno, di aspetto grave, & nel parlare molto 

polito…  

 

L’imperatore, c’ha da lasciare di se perpetua memoria, debbe havere cinque conditioni, che sia 

di chiara vita, dritto nella giustitia, avventurato nelle arme, dotto nelle scientie, & ben veduto 

dale sue provvincie… 

 

…quello dimostrò chiaramente l’integrità della nobiltà sua…l’altezza della sua eloquentia, & 

la profondità della sua sapientia, perche fu molto elegante nello scrivere, & molto dolce nel 

parlare. 

 

In some cases, Florio appears to have taken the Italian phrase from Portonaris practically as 

written (‘di acuto igegno, di aspetto grave, nel parlare molto polito…dritto nella giustizia’), or 

with subtle changes (‘avventurato nelle arme’ becomes ‘ne le armi esperimentato’, ‘integrità 

della nobiltà sua’ becomes ‘integro di Nobilita’, ‘altezza della sua eloquentia’ becomes ‘alto 

nell’eloquentia’, etc.). These examples are taken from passages in Guevara in which he exalts 

Roman Emperors from antiquity, such as Valentiniano and Traiano, and as such they would 

have been useful for constructing an example of demonstrative oratory. The intertextuality 

between dialogue forty and Portonaris’s translation of Guevara has not heretofore been 

recognised in the scholarship on First Fruites. It reinforces Florio’s use of Guevara as a major 

source of the dialogic content of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group.  

 

The stylistic devices in the above extract from dialogue forty are similar to others we have 

already seen in earlier dialogues of the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group. They are designed to 

enhance the emotional impact of the laudation through the use of a continual series of isocola 

(parallel structured phrases) and parisons (corresponding structures of nouns, adjectives, 

verbs, etc. across phrases). Henry’s breeding, education, sense of justice, healthy lifestyle and 

generosity feature heavily and reflect the ‘list of headings’ procedure for constructing 

arguments that was a trait of the genre of demonstrative oratory. The dialogue also continues 

the practice of language manuals being used to promote and disseminate English Protestant 
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 See section IV.4.3 History in the Italian Vernacular. 
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 Guevara, Antonio de; Libro di Marco Aurelio con l’horolo io de’ prencipi (Primo Libro); translated from the 
Spanish by Francesco Portonaris da Trino; Venetia, 1585: Ca. 10, fol. 12; Ca. 25, fol. 39; Ca. 36, Fol. 55.  
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ideology and propaganda, specifically in this instance to justify Henry’s re-orientation of 

England’s politics and religion and thereby legitimise Elizabeth’s reign. The religious 

dimension of the rhetoric extolling Henry as a man of faith and virtue is enhanced by the 

sermon-like ending – another characteristic of this type of rhetoric, since it was often 

deployed in pulpit oratory (Howell (1961): 107). 

 

The choice of Henry VIII as the subject of the discourse was therefore greatly influenced by 

the Reformation politics of the period. However, on a more pragmatic level, England needed 

statesmen that could construct speeches and writings which effectively and persuasively 

defended the legitimacy of Elizabeth’s reign from slanderous attacks that were increasingly 

being written and published in the vernacular. In particular, the excommunication of Elizabeth 

by Pope Pius V in 1570 appears to have emboldened Italian Catholics and English recusant 

exiles in Rome to publish attacks against her, and one of their strategies was to undermine her 

breeding by vilifying Henry VIII and his supposed sexual deviancy. Wyatt cites an example 

of this strategy in Girolamo Pollini’s Historia ecclesiastica della rivoluzion d’Inghilterra 

(1591), which he describes as an illustration of the ‘naturalization’ of English recusant slander 

in Italian regarding her parentage
316

. In response Elizabeth and her government made a series 

of diplomatic representations to Ferdinando de’ Medici, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, to have 

the book suppressed. These representations were made in person through ambassadorial visits 

and in correspondence – both of which would have required the utmost skills in eloquent and 

persuasive speech in Italian. Dialogue forty of First Fruites indicates that Florio was attuned 

to the needs of his English gentlemen students in this regard by incorporating an example of 

demonstrative rhetoric into the ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ group.  
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 Pollini claimed that Anne Boleyn was in fact Henry VIII’s daughter by Mary Boleyn, thus making Elizabeth the 
offspring of an incestuous union. See Wyatt (2005): 128-30.  
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Conclusion 

 

Giovanni Florio’s First Fruites innovatively adapted the dialogue-manual tradition into a 

cultural and educational programme for the benefit of linguistically and culturally diverse 

readerships. Its composite structure provided for cultural exchange by assisting Gentilhuomini 

e Mercanti Italiani to better understand Elizabethan society, as well as educating 

Gentilhuomini Inglesi in Italian vernacular literaure. My analysis has explored the 

ambitiousness of the text by contextualising it within the dialogue-manual tradition, 

addressing its key areas of difference and highlighting the innovations that Florio brought to 

the genre. My examination of paratext, structure and content, selected cultural references and 

educational paradigms demonstrates that First Fruites is a work whose different sections 

enabled Florio to fully exploit the capability of the parallel-text format to serve both English 

and Italian readerships.  

 

The ambitiousness of First Fruites went beyond the boldness of its language pedagogy as 

suggested by Yates and Wyatt. The opening seventeen dialogues of First Fruites contain 

conversational exercises set within the social spaces of Elizabethan London. Their depiction 

of English cultural discourses presented a range of social, political, religious and commercial 

issues for the edification of Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani. No text of the pre-Florian 

dialogue-manual tradition had sought to offer conversational practice in a foreign language to 

the English while simultaneously offering tuition in English language and culture to the 

foreign-language community. Furthermore, the final twenty-one dialogues of First Fruites are 

based on extracts of Italian vernacular literature that showcase ancient wisdom – particularly 

rhetoric – which assisted Gentilhuomini Inglesi in their political, cultural and commercial 

dealings with foreign nations. This was a major advancement on the dialogue-manual 

tradition that sought to promote Italian as the key to success in the Elizabethan world.  

 

Indeed, the broad cultural and educational programme of ‘languages’, ‘letters’ and ‘study’ 

that Florio advocates for First Fruites in his dedication to Leicester appears to have been 

perceived by Florio himself as an overly ambitious undertaking. The manual had only one 

known edition and never underwent a second printing. Florio himself lamented in Second 

Frutes that his first manual had failed to deliver the preferment and honour he had been 

seeking. By 1580 he was in Oxford as a private language tutor trying to make ends meet. In 

an unpublished manuscript collection of proverbs that he dedicated to Sir Edward Dyer in 

1582, Florio admits that he had been ‘constrained to make a virtue of necessity’ by teaching 
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Italian to a number of scholars at Oxford and on a whim he had decided to pass the time by 

collecting proverbs, aphorisms and other sententia from his Italian vernacular reading:  

 

…costretto di far di necessità virtù, e per viver sforzato à pigliar quel carico sopra di me, 

d’insegnar la lingua Italiana à qualche scolare in cotesta tanto celebre Academia d’ossonia, e 

ivi stravolgendo, e leggendo qualche libro, mi venne questo capriccio in testa, di cogliere, 

scegliere, e notare que’ piu proverbii, ò riboboli, e motti, che leggendo io trovavo, et parlando 

mi venivano alla mente, et che di continuo in Italia, od in altri luoghi da gli Italiani s’usano
317

 

 

Florio’s inability to procure personal advancement from the publication of First Fruites meant 

that he eventually regarded the text as a failed project
318

. Yet the text remains fundamentally 

important from the broader perspective of what it tells the modern reader about the Anglo-

Italian Renaissance milieu. Two quotes from First Fruites further confirm the ambitiousness 

and eventual failure of the text within the Anglo-Italian cultural setting.           

 

Che vi pare de gli costumi de gli Inglesi? Ditemi di gratia. 

Io vi diro, alcuni sono bene costumati, ma molti male. 

Verso chi sono mal costumati? 

Verso Stranieri…Io quando arivai in Londra, non sapendo parlar Inglese, scontrai piu di 

cinque cento persone, inanzi che io sapessi trovar uno, che mi sapesse dire in Italiano o 

Franzese dove che stave la Posta
319

.  

 

From coping with the hostility of the locals to overcoming language barriers, this criticism of 

the native English by the Italian interlocutor in dialogue twenty-seven of First Fruites 

captures the sense of linguistic and cultural isolation that a ‘stranger’ in Elizabethan England - 

such as a young Giovanni Florio - experienced. Evidence from the historical record examined 

in chapter four of this thesis, along with studies by authors such as Pettegree (1986) and 

Yungblut (1996), corroborate the feelings expressed in this extract. Italians in 1570s London 

who sought to surmount these difficulties had little to resort to, since no text was available 

that focused on serving their unique needs. Being resident in Elizabethan London required the 
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 Taken from Boutcher (1997): 49. The original quote is in the manuscript collection of proverbs held at the 

British Library, Additional MS 15214. Although Florio presents his decision to collect Italian sententia as 
capricious, Boutcher states that this was an expected part of the role of the private language tutor at Oxford.   
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 Yates (1934): 53: “From what he said to [Sir Edward] Dyer in 1582 it would seem as though he regarded 

teaching at Oxford as a pis aller undertaken because he could not get any other preferment”. 
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 “What thinke you of the maners of English men? Tel me of curtesie.  

I wyll tell you, some are well manered, but many yl.  
Toward whom are they yl manered?  
Toward Strangers…When I arrived first in London, I coulde not speake Englishe, and I met above five hundred 
persons, afore I coulde find one, that could tel me in Italian, or French, where the Post dwelt” (Del Re (1936): 
125). 
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Italian community to overcome language and cultural hurdles in order to facilitate daily life. 

This meant understanding and speaking English properly in their interactions with various 

people, as well as gaining an appreciation of English society and culture. It was a situation 

that Florio appears to have been acutely aware of, since in the first seventeen dialogues of 

First Fruites he innovatively exploited the potential of parallel-text to provide conversational 

exercises in both Italian and English set within an English cultural context. In combination 

with English pronunciation guidelines, they offered a linguistic and cultural programme 

uniquely designed to serve the needs of the local Italian community. Furthermore, in assisting 

Italian merchants to successfully conduct business in England, Florio aligned First Fruites 

with the personal commercial interests of his patron, Robert Dudley Earl of Leicester, who 

had used Italian merchants as his bankers and had secured trade monopolies in his and their 

combined interests (Ramsay (1973): 42-7).    

 

The ambition of First Fruites to serve the Italian readership community in London appears to 

have remained unfulfilled. It was published at a time when the Italian merchant community in 

London was beginning to decline and English economic power was on the rise. The addition 

of an English column in 1576 to Noel de Berlaimont’s dialogue manual Colloques is evidence 

of the growing importance of English participation in the pan-European merchant culture 

focused on the trading centres of the Low Countries. By 1580 the Levant Company had 

received its charter and English merchants established trading routes in the Mediterranean, 

enabling them to begin bypassing the Italians based in London. Ironically, as Ramsay notes, 

this was a situation that the Italians themselves had enabled (Ramsay (1973): 47-8). The 

undoing of the Italian mercantile colony in London may well have been a contributing factor 

to the ‘failure’ of First Fruites. Certainly by the time Florio comes to write Second Frutes he 

appears to have lost interest in attempting to serve both Italian and English readerships 

through a single text
320

. Perhaps his lament in Second Frutes that his first language manual 

did not deliver the preferment he had hoped for may well have derived from his experiences 

with the Italian community as much as the neglect of Leicester.            

 

As we have seen, First Fruites was also designed to serve the English nobility through an 

educational programme based on extracts from Italian vernacular literature:   

 

I say first, that the speach of man is as it were a certaine instrument, wherewith he expresseth 

and sheweth foorth his thoughts, and conceits of his mind: even so is Writing an instrument, 
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 Second Frutes is merely addressed in English “To the Reader”, contains no English pronunciation or grammar 

guidelines, and the subject matter of its dialogues reflect the interests of the English nobility, especially genteel 
conversation based on Italian courtesy and courtier literature. 
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with the which he expresseth and sheweth foorth the lively meanyng of his speach: and as you 

know, and can not denie,that that speach is most perfect, that most perfectly can shew foorth, 

and express his thoughtes, and conceites of his mynde, so can it not be denyed, but that that 

kinde of writing is most perfect, that most perfectly can shew foorth and expresse the lively 

meanyng of the speache, with what kind of galantnesse, delectation, pleasure, felicitie, and 

perfection this language may be both spoken, and written, and the thoughtes, myndes, 

conceites, and lively meanyngs of it be uttered, both to the pleasure and delectation of the 

hearer, speaker, reader, and writer. So many and so many woorthy authors that have written 

so many noble books of artes, sciences, faculties,  doctrines, and professions, both Divine, and 

Profane, I am sure, that no language can better expresse or shewe foorth the lively and true 

meanyng of a thing, then the Italian
321

. 

 

In this passage from the section on Italian grammar and pronunciation in First Fruites, Florio 

stresses the expressive power of the Italian vernacular. The many ‘noble books’ written in 

Italian testify to its elegant and communicative supremacy (‘no language can better 

express…’). The ultimate goal, however, is not merely the ‘showing forth of thoughts and 

conceits’, it is the ‘expressing of the lively meaning of speech’ using the ‘galantness, 

delectation, pleasure, felicity and perfection’ of Italian. The gathering of the knowledge of 

books based on textual exegesis, the deployment of that knowledge in original composition, 

and the embellishment of that composition using tropes and figures of speech were skills 

associated with the art of rhetoric.  

 

Rhetoric was usually taught as part of the Latin syllabus at grammar schools and universities 

(Mack (2002): 11-75). Modern languages such as Italian were not taught in these institutions, 

nevertheless ambitious Gentilhuomini Inglesi scholars at universities such as Oxford and 

Cambridge seeking preferment at court pursued an unofficial curriculum in the area of 

modern languages under the tuition of private teachers such as Florio. In the case of Italian, a 

strong tradition already existed of using the works of canonical authors such as Dante, 

Boccaccio and Petrarch as exemplary models of spoken and written forms of the language 

(Boutcher (1997): 49). Florio innovatively adapted this tradition for his English readership by 

incorporating extracts from the works of Renaissance authors such as Landino, Petrarch, 

Ariosto and Guicciardini into an educational programme which showcased the literary 

elegance and rhetorical power of Italian.         
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 Florio (1578): A Necessarie Induction to the Italian tongue, sig. G g (i) (v) – G g (ii) (r). Del Re did not include 

this section in his facsimile reproduction; hence I quote from the 1578 original available on the EEBO website at 
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Lists of books held in the libraries of the English nobility, and those procured for Elizabethan 

statesmen and courtiers by English diplomats during their assignments abroad, attest to the 

circulation of Italian vernacular literature – modern as well as translations of classical works – 

among Florio’s Gentilhuomini Inglesi readership
322

. A reading knowledge of Italian, as 

opposed to a conversational ability, was required to understand and access the learning held 

within this literature. In particular, the inclusion of catechistic dialogues based on lengthy 

extracts from an Italian translation of the writings of Guevara served to demostrate the more 

elaborate forms of the language for an English readership.    

 

Yet it is precisely the language of Italian vernacular literature that Florio will come to reject 

as suitable for teaching the language to the English nobility. In Second Frutes, Florio drops 

the use of literary extracts and replaces them with a new focus on proverbs
323

. In the 

dedicatory epistle of his second language manual, Florio laudes the ‘wise meanings’ and 

‘good conceit’ of proverbial speech, and notes the ‘bookish’ quality of Italian spoken by 

Englishmen who have learnt the language by reading Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano or Guazzo’s 

La Civil Conversatione: 

 

I shal not neede to trouble my selfe or you with any commendation of the matter I 

deliver...seeing your selfe know well...both how much a proverbiall speech (namely in the 

Italian) graceth a wise meaning, and how probably it argueth a good conceipt, and also how 

naturally the Italians please themselves with such materyall, short, and witty speeches (which 

when they themselves are out of Italy and amongst strangers, who they think hath learnt a 

little Italian out of Castilions courtier, or Guazzo his dialogues, they will endevour to forget or 

neglect and speake bookish, and not as they wil doe amongst themselves because they know 

their proverbs never came over the Alpes)
324

                

 

Some time between the publication of First Fruites and the writing of Second Frutes, Florio 

determined that the English nobility preferred their knowledge of Italian language and culture 

to come from examples of elegant, courtly conversations interspersed with witty proverbs 

rather than the moral, philosophical writings of Italian Renaissance authors. The failed 

educational paradigms of First Fruites gave way in Second Frutes to dialogues of gallant 

conversation and courtly discourse.  
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 See section II.3  Educational ‘Fruites’ on page 57. 
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 The Giardino di Ricreatione, a companion to Second Frutes that was published at the same time, lists about 

6,000 Italian proverbs with their English equivalents. In addition, every proverb in its dialogues is marked with an 
asterisk in the Italian column to highlight its usage. 
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 Florio (1591): The Epistle Dedicatory, sig. A4 (v). 
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Wyatt sees the limited success of First Fruites and Second Frutes “as a confirmation of the 

passing of the Italianate moment in Elizabethan England” (Wyatt (2005): 317). Certainly 

Florio would not write another dialogue manual, preferring instead to pursue works of 

lexicography and translation. He would, however, eventually fulfill his aspiration of 

preferment and honour at court when he is appointed in 1604 as reader in Italian to Queen 

Anne of Denmark (James I’s wife) and as one of the grooms of her privy chamber (Yates 

(1934): 246-7).  

 

The furfanterie of life on the courtly stage proved to be beyond the reach of Florio’s ambition. 

He would eventually have his appointment withdrawn and die in impovershment in 1625, thus 

fulfilling the fate that First Fruites predicted for those seeking a life at court: Chi vive in 

corte, muor in pagliaro
325

.   
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 See section III.3.3.2 “Adulatori ne le Corte”  The Court and its Discontents on page 90.  
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Appendix A: Giovanni Florio’s First Fruites – Textual 

structure and boundaries 

 

The following breakdown is based on the 1578 edition available at the Early English Books 

Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below summarises the 

application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per Hüllen is shown after 

the table. 

 

Giovanni Florio 

First Fruites (1578) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page, Epistles, Commendations 

B Frame  Table of Contents 

C Teaching Unit ‘Parlar’ Group 

C1 Sub-Unit 1 Parlar familiare 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C2 Sub-Unit 2 A Parlar con donzella 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C3 Sub-Unit 3 Parlar familiare con huomo overo con donna 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C4 Sub-Unit 4 Parlar familiare 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C5 Sub-Unit 5 Parlar familiar con homo o con donna 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C6 Sub-Unit 6 Altro parlar familiare 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C7 Sub-Unit 7 A parlar con un Gentilhuomo 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C8 Sub-Unit 8 A parlar con una Gentildonna 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C9 Sub-Unit 9 A parlar con mercante 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C10 Sub-Unit 10 A parlar con donna 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C11 Sub-Unit 11 A parlar con servitore 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C12 Sub-Unit 12 Parlar familiare 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C13 Sub-Unit 13 Parlar familiare 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C14 Sub-Unit 14 Parlar amoroso 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C15 Sub-Unit 15 A parlar D’inghilterra 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C16 Sub-Unit 16 Parlar familiare  

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C17 Sub-Unit 17 A parlar al buio 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

D Teaching Unit ‘Aforisma e Proverbi’ Group 

D1 Sub-Unit 18 Sentenze divine e profane 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

D2 Sub-Unit 19 Proverbii 

  Nucleus Proverbial Wisdom 

D3 Sub-Unit 20 Belli Detti 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

D4 Sub-Unit 21 Belle Domande 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

E Teaching Unit ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ Group (Introductory) 

E1 Sub-Unit 22 Discorsi sopra Pace, Guerra, etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

E2 Sub-Unit 23 Li abusi del mondo 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

E3 Sub-Unit 24 Discorsi sopra Belezza, Nobilita, etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

E4 Sub-Unit 25 Di Ira, con certi belli detti di Ariosto etc. 

  Nucleus Poetry, philosophical discourse 

F Post-Unit Imprint 

G Teaching Unit ‘Ragionamenti e Discorsi’ Group (Advanced) 

G1 Sub-Unit 26 Ragionamenti sopra Fortuna etc. 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Philosophical discourse 

G2 Sub-Unit 27 Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et Filosofia, etc. 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Philosophical discourse 

G3 Sub-Unit 28 Ragionamenti sopra Diligentia, Humanita, etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G4 Sub-Unit 29 Ragionamenti sopra Silentio, & Liberalita, etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G5 Sub-Unit 30 De li costume de certe genti 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G6 Sub-Unit 31 Discorsi sopra Musica & Amor 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G7 Sub-Unit 32 Discorso sopra libidine & la sua forza 
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  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G8 Sub-Unit 33 Ragionamenti sopra virtu etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G9 Sub-Unit 34 L’opinione di Marco Aurelio & Ovidio sopra amore & che cosa è 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G10 Sub-Unit 35 Diversita de gli huomini 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G11 Sub-Unit 36 Certi belli dotti & galanti detti, tolti da Antonio Guevara etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G12 Sub-Unit 37 Parole di Plutarco, scritte da lui, etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G13 Sub-Unit 38 Discorso del detto Autore sopra Belta 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G14 Sub-Unit 39 Certi belli brevi detti & belle sentenze del detto autore etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse, Aphorisms 

G15 Sub-Unit 40 Discorso in laude di Henrico ottavo, Re di Inghilterra 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G16 Sub-Unit 41 Belli discorsi di Antonio Guevara sopra diverse occasione 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

G17 Sub-Unit 42 Discorsi del detto Autore circa Capitani et Soldati etc. 

  Nucleus Philosophical discourse 

H Post-Unit Imprint 

I Teaching Unit  

I1 Sub-Unit 43 Nomi di tutti i membri che apertengono all’huomo etc. 

 Nucleus Vocabulary 

J Post-Unit Imprint 

K Teaching Unit  

K1 Sub-unit 44 Certe preghiere etc. 

 Nucleus Religious Instruction, Prayers 

L Post-Unit Imprint 

M Teaching Unit  

M1 Sub-unit 45 Necessary rules, for Englishmen to learne to reade, speake and 

write true Italian 

 Nucleus Rules (Italian pronunciation and grammar) 

N Post-Unit Imprint 

O Teaching Unit  

O1 Sub-unit 46 Regole necessarie per indurre gli’italiani a proferir la Lingua 

Inglese 

 Nucleus Rules (English pronunciation) 

P Post-Unit Author’s signoff 

Q Frame Printer’s note 
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Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content:  

 

 

A Pre-Unit: 

 Title Page 

Dudley family coat-of-arms (bear and ragged staff) 

 Dedication to “Roberto Dudleo, Nobil Conte di Licestra, etc.” (Italian) 

 Dedication to “Robert Dudley, Earle of Leycester, etc.” (English) 

 Address to “Gentilhuomini Inglesi” (Italian) 

 Address to “the friendly, curteous, and indifferent reader” (English) 

 Address to “Gentilhuomini e Mercanti Italiani” (Italian) 

 Commendations (various authors, Italian and English (one French verse)) 

 

B Frame: 

Table of Contents (Italian and English in parallel-text format) 

 Errata 

 

C Teaching Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1:  

 Boundary (opening): “Italiano Parlar familiare – Englishe familiare speach” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C2 Sub-Unit 2:  

 Boundary (opening): “A parlar con donzella – To speake with a damsel” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C3 Sub-Unit 3:  

 Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare con huomo overo con donna – Familiare 

speache with man or woman” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C4 Sub-Unit 4:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare – Familiare speache” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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C5 Sub-Unit 5:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare con homo o con donna – Familiar speache with 

man or woman” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C6 Sub-Unit 6:  

Boundary (opening): “Altro parlar familiare – Other familiare talke” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C7 Sub-Unit 7:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar con un Gentilhuomo – To speake with a Gentleman” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C8 Sub-Unit 8:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar con una Gentildonna – To speake with a 

Gentlewoman” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C9 Sub-Unit 9:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar con mercante – To speake with a marchant” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C10 Sub-Unit 10:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar con donna – To speake with a woman” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C11 Sub-Unit 11:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar con servitore – To speake to a servant” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C12 Sub-Unit 12:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare – Familiare speache” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C13 Sub-unit 13:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare – Familiare talke” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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C14 Sub-unit 14:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar amoroso – Amorous talke” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C15 Sub-unit 15:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar Dinghilterra – To speake of England” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C16 Sub-unit 16:  

Boundary (opening): “Parlar familiare – Familiare talke” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C17 Sub-unit 17:  

Boundary (opening): “A parlar al buio – To talke in the darke” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

D Teaching Unit 

  

D1 Sub-unit 18:  

Boundary (opening): “Sentenze divine e profane – Sentences divine and profane” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

 

D2 Sub-unit 19:  

Boundary (opening): “Proverbii – Proverbes” 

 Nucleus: Proverbial wisdom  

 

D3 Sub-unit 20:  

Boundary (opening): “Belli detti – Fyne sayeinges”  

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

 

D4 Sub-unit 21:  

Boundary (opening): “Belle domande – Prety demaundes” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

 

E Teaching Unit 
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E1 Sub-unit 22:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorsi sopra pace, guerra, invidia, & superbia – Discourses 

upon Peace, Warre, Envie, and Pride” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

E2 Sub-unit 23:  

Boundary (opening): “Li abusi del mondo – The abuses of the world” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

E3 Sub-unit 24:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorsi sopra belezza nobilita, poverta, preghiera necessaria, 

etc. – Discourses upon beautie, nobilitie, povertie, a necessary prayer, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

E4 Sub-unit 25:  

Boundary (opening): “Di Ira, con certi belli detti di Ariosto, & di altri Poeti, etc. – Of 

wrath, with certain fine sayings of Ariosto, and other Poets, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Poetry, Philosophical discourse 

 

F Post-Unit: Imprint 

 

G Teaching Unit  

 

G1 Sub-unit 26:  

Boundary (opening): “Ragionamenti sopra Fortuna, & che cosa sia Fortuna– 

Reasonyngs uppon Fortune, and what Fortune is” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Philosophical discourse 

 

G2 Sub-unit 27:  

Boundary (opening): “Ragionamenti sopra Dotrina, et Filosofia, et che cosa siano 

Scrittori etc. – Reasonynges uppon Learnyng, and Philosophie, and what writers are 

etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Philosophical discourse 

 

G3 Sub-unit 28:  
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Boundary (opening): “Ragionamenti sopra Diligentia, Humanita, Clementia, 

temperantia, & Sobrieta – Reasonyngs uppon Diligence, Humanitie, Clemencie, 

Temperance, and Sobrietie” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G4 Sub-unit 29:  

Boundary (opening): “Ragionamenti sopra Silentio, & Liberalita, & in laude di Eta – 

Reasonynges upon Silence and Liberalitie and in prayse of Age” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G5 Sub-unit 30:  

Boundary (opening): “De li costume de certe genti – Of the manners of certayne 

Nations” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G6 Sub-unit 31:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorsi sopra Musica & Amor – Discourses uppon Musicke 

and Love” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G7 Sub-unit 32:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorso sopra libidine, & la sua forza – A Discourse upon 

Lust, and the force therof” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse. 

 

G8 Sub-unit 33:  

Boundary (opening): “Ragionamenti sopra virtu, etc. – Reasonyngs uppon Vertue, 

etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G9 Sub-unit 34:  

Boundary (opening): “L’opinione di Marco Aurelio, & Ovidio, sopra amore, et che 

cosa é – The opinion of Marcus Aurelius, and Ovid, uppon Love, and what it is” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G10 Sub-unit 35:  

Boundary (opening): “Diversita de gli huomini – The Diversities of men” 
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 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G11 Sub-unit 36:  

Boundary (opening): “Certi belli, dotti, et galanti detti, tolti da Antonio Guevara etc. 

– Certayn fine, learned, and gallant sayings, taken from Antonio Guevara etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G12 Sub-unit 37:  

Boundary (opening): “Parole di Plutarco scritte da lui etc. – Woordes written by 

Plutarch etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G13 Sub-unit 38:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorso del detto autore, sopra Belta – A Discourse of the said 

authour, upon Beautie” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G14 Sub-unit 39:  

Boundary (opening): “Certi belli brevi detti, & belle sentenze dal detto Autore etc. – 

Certaine fine briefe sayings, and fine sentences of the sayd Authour etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse, Aphorisms 

 

G15 Sub-unit 40:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorso in laude di Henrico ottavo, Re di Inghilterra – A 

discourse in prayse of Henrye the eight, kyng of Englande” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G16 Sub-unit 41:  

Boundary (opening): “Belli discorsi di Antonio Guevara etc. – Fine discourses of 

Antonio Guevara etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 

 

G17 Sub-unit 42:  

Boundary (opening): “Discorsi del detto Autore circa Capitani et Soldati etc. – 

Discourses of the saide Authour, concernyng Captaines and soldiers etc.” 

 Nucleus: Philosophical discourse 
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H Post-Unit: Imprint 

 

I Teaching Unit 

 

I1 Sub-unit 43: “Nomi di tutti I membri che apertengono all’huomo etc. - Of all the 

members appertaynyng to man etc.” 

Boundary (opening): “Di gratia fatemi etc. – I pray you shewe me etc” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary (body parts) 

Boundary (closing): “Veramente voi gli havete nominato etc. – Truly you have 

named them etc.” 

Boundary (opening): “Ditemi qualcosa circa parenti – Tel me something about 

parents” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary (relations, months, days, numbers, etc.) 

Boundary (closing): “Certo io credo etc. – Certis I believe etc.” 

 

J Post-Unit: Imprint 

 

K Teaching Unit 

 

K1 Sub-Unit 44:  

Boundary (opening): Dialogue “Certe preghiere etc. – Certayne prayers etc.” 

 Nucleus: Prayers, Religious instruction 

 

L Post-Unit:  

“FINIS” 

Imprint 

 

M Teaching Unit 

 

M1 Sub-Unit 45:  

 Boundary (opening): “Necessary rules, for Englishmen to learne to reade, speake and 

write true Italian” 

Nucleus: Italian pronunciation and grammar guidelines (English) 

 

N Post-Unit:  

“FINIS” 

Imprint 
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O Teaching Unit 

 

O1 Sub-Unit 46:  

 Boundary (opening): “Regole necessarie per indurre gli’taliani a proferir la Lingua 

Inglese” 

Nucleus: English pronunciation guidelines (Italian) 

 

P Post-Unit:  

Author’s signoff 

 

Q Frame: Printer’s note  
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Appendix B: Noel de Berlaimont’s Colloques - Textual 

structure and boundaries 

 

The following breakdown is based on the 1586 edition available at the Early English Books 

Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below summarises the 

application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per Hüllen is shown after 

the table. 

 

Noel de Berlaimont 

Colloques ou dialogues, auec vn dictionaire en sept languages, Flamen, Anglois, Alleman, 

Latin, Italien, Espaignol, & Francois (1586) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page, Latin Epistles to the Reader 

B Frame (1
st
 Book) Self-appraisal and description of contents 

C Teaching Unit  

C1 Sub-Unit 1 A dinner of ten persons 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C2 Sub-Unit 2 Buying and selling 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C3 Sub-Unit 3 Debt collection 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C4 Sub-Unit 4 Asking the way 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C5 Sub-Unit 5 Conversation at the Inn 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C6 Sub-Unit 6 Getting up in the morning 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C7 Sub-Unit 7 Trade of merchandise  

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

D Post-Unit Numbers, Days of the week 

 Nucleus Descriptive Vocabulary  

E Teaching Unit  

E1 Sub-Unit 8 Letters and Contracts 

E11 Nuclei Example letter 

E12   Example letter 

E13   Example letter 

E14   Example letter 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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E15   Example letter 

E16   Example letter 

E17   Example letter 

E18   Example letter 

E19   Example letter 

F Post-Unit Rules 

G Frame (2
nd

 Book) Self-appraisal and description of contents 

H Teaching Unit  

H1 Sub-Unit 9  

 Nucleus Vocabulary 

H2 Sub-Unit 10  

 Nucleus Rules (verb conjugations) 

H3 Sub-Unit 11  

 Nucleus Rules (grammar and pronunciation) 

I Frame Colophon 

 

 

Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content:  

 

 

A Pre-Unit: Title Page, Latin Epistles  

 “Colloquia et Dictionariolum Septem Linguarum…” 

Liber ad Emptores  

 Benevolo Lectori  

 

B Frame: First Book 

 Self-appraisal, epistle to the Reader (Seven Languages) 

 “The Table of the Book…” 

 

C Teaching Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1: Conversation between family, relatives and friends around dinner time. 

Boundary (opening): “A Dinner of Ten Persons to weet: Hermes, Iohn, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

  

C2 Sub-Unit 2: Negotiating and bargaining between buyers and sellers. 

Boundary (opening): “For to learne to buye and sell: Katherin, Margaret, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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C3 Sub-Unit 3: Resolving disputes between Creditors and Debtors. 

Boundary (opening): “For to demaund debtes: Morgen, Gualter, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C4 Sub-Unit 4: Requesting assistance with directions; merchants travelling together. 

Boundary (opening): “For to aske the way” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C5 Sub-Unit 5: Requesting lodgings; meeting strangers; looking after horses. 

Boundary (opening): “Common talke being in the Inne: Robert, Simon, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue  

 

C6 Sub-Unit 6: Getting up in the morning; going for a walk; having breakfast. 

Boundary (opening): “Communication at the Oprysing: Symon, Robert, etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue  

 

C7 Sub-Unit 7: Negotiations between merchants; coinage and exchange rates. 

Boundary (opening): “Proposes of merchandise” 

Nucleus: Conversational dialogue  

 

D Post-Unit:  

Boundary (opening): “The Nombers” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary (Numbers) 

Boundary (opening): “The Dayes of the Weeke” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary (Days) 

 

E Teaching Unit 

 

E1 Sub-Unit 8: Letters and Contracts 

 

E11 Boundary (opening): “A letter to write to any frinde” 

Nucleus: Example Letter 

Boundary (opening): “Answere” 

Nucleus: Example Letter 

 

E12 Boundary (opening): “A letter to write to ones debtours” 
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Nucleus: Example Letter  

Boundary (opening): “Answere” 

Nucleus: Example Letter 

 

E13 Boundary (opening): “To paye a debt with excusation” 

 Nucleus: Example Letter 

 

E14 Boundary (opening): “An other letter” 

 Nucleus: Example Letter  

 

E15 Boundary (opening): “A contract of hyring a house” 

 Nucleus: Legal Documentation 

 

E16 Boundary (opening): “Quitance of hyring an house” 

 Nucleus: Legal Documentation 

 

E17 Boundary (opening): “An obligacion for payementes” 

 Nucleus: Legal Documentation 

 

E18 Boundary (opening): “An obligacion for mony lent” 

 Nucleus: Legal Documentation 

 

E19 Boundary (opening): “A Quitance” 

 Nucleus: Legal Documentation 

 

F Post-unit 

Boundary (opening): “Supersciptions of letters” 

 Nucleus: Rules 

  

G Frame: Second Book. 

Self-appraisal, preface to vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation Rules 

 “Heere beginneth the Second Booke. 

 The prologe of the second booke”. 

 

H Teaching Unit 

 

H1 Sub-Unit 9  
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 Nucleus: Vocabulary 

 

H2 Sub-Unit 10: Verb Conjugations 

 Boundary (opening): “Heere after followe the Coniugations…” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (closing): “Finis” 

 

H3 Sub-Unit 11: Pronunciation and Grammar 

 Boundary (opening): “S’ensuit une petit traité…parler François, Italien, Espagnol & 

Flamen” 

 Nucleus: Rules 

 Boundary (closing): “Finis” 

 

I Frame: Colophon 
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Appendix C: Peter du Ploich’s A Treatise in English 

and Frenche – Textual structure and boundaries 

 

The following breakdown is based on the 1551 edition available at the Early English Books 

Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below summarises the 

application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per Hüllen is shown after 

the table. 

 

Peter Du Ploich 

A Treatise in English and Frenche (1551) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page 

B Frame Self-appraisal and Preface 

C Teaching Unit  

C1 Sub-Unit 1 Catechism 

 Nucleus Religious Instruction, Prayers 

C2 Sub-Unit 2 Litany and Suffrages 

 Nucleus Religious Instruction, Prayers 

C3 Sub-Unit 3 Evening Prayers 

 Nucleus Religious Instruction, Prayers 

C4 Sub-Unit 4 To Speak at the Table 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C5 Sub-Unit 5 To Ask the Way 

 Nuclei Conversational dialogue (Getting up in the morning) 

  Conversational dialogue (Riding) 

  Conversational dialogue (Going to Bed) 

  Conversational dialogue (Arising) 

C6 Sub-Unit 6 To Buy and Sell 

 Nuclei Conversational dialogue 

  Conversational dialogue 

D Post-Unit Numbers 

 Nucleus Descriptive Vocabulary  

E Teaching Unit  

E1 Sub-unit 7 French Spelling and  Pronunciation  

    Rules  

E2 Sub-unit 8 French Verb Conjugations 

    Rules  

F Post-Unit Epistles, Table of Contents 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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G Frame Colophon 

 

 

Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content:  

 

 

A Pre-Unit: Title Page  

 “A Treatise in English and Frenche right necessary and profittable…” 

 

B Frame: Preface 

 Self-appraisal: “The Auctor of these smal and short introductions…” 

 

C Teaching Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1: Catechism 

 Boundary (opening): “The fyrst Chapter” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

  

C2 Sub-Unit 2: Litany and Suffrages 

 Boundary (opening): “The Second Chapter…” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

  

C3 Sub-Unit 3: Evening Prayers 

Boundary (opening): “The Third Chaptier…” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

Boundary (opening): “A prayer made to God in maner of confession” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 

C4 Sub-Unit 4: To Speak at the Table 

 Boundary (opening): “The iiii Chapiter…” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C5 Sub-Unit 5: For to Ask the Way 

Boundary (opening): “The v Chapiter” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 Boundary (opening): “Other communications in ridinge” 
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 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 Boundary (opening): “For to go to bed” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 Boundary (opening): “For to aryse” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C6 Sub-Unit 6: To Buy and Sell  

Boundary (opening): “For to bie and sell” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

Boundary (opening): “An other maner to bie and sell” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

D Post-Unit: Numbers 

 Boundary (opening): “The numbre for to recken” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary  

Boundary (closing): “Enseignement pour gens de finance…” 

 

E Teaching Unit  

 

E1 Sub-Unit 7: Spelling and Pronunciation 

Boundary (opening): “The vii Chapiter” 

 Nucleus: Rules 

 

E2 Sub-Unit 8: Verb Conjugations 

Boundary (opening): “The viii Chapiter” 

 Nucleus: Rules 

 

F Post-Unit: Epistles, Table of Contents 

“Petrus Du Ploich ad Lectorum” 

 “Iohannis Alexander Scholaris…” 

 “The Table” 

 

G Frame: Colophon 
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Appendix D: Claudius Hollyband’s Parallel-Text 

Dialogue Manuals – Textual structure and boundaries 

 

1. The French Schoolemaister  

 

The following breakdown is based on the 1573 edition available at the Early English Books 

Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below summarises the 

application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per Hüllen is shown after 

the table. 

 

Claudius Hollyband 

The French Schoolemaister (1573) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page, Epistles 

B Frame Self-appraisal and Commendations 

C Teaching Unit  

C1 Sub-Unit 1 French Pronunciation Guidelines 

 Nucleus Rules 

C2 Sub-Unit 2 French Grammar Rules 

 Nucleus Rules 

D Frame Self-Appraisal 

E Teaching Unit  

E1 Sub-unit 3 Familiar Talks 

    Conversational dialogue (at dinner) 

E2 Sub-unit 4 For to ask the way, buy and sell 

    Conversational dialogue 

E3 Sub-unit 5 Proverbs 

  Proverbial Wisdom 

E4 Sub-unit 6 Orations, Graces, The Ten Commandments, Benediction 

  Religious Instruction, Prayers 

E5 Sub-unit 7 Vocabulaire 

  Vocabulary 

F Post-Unit Table of Contents 

G Frame Colophon 

 

 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content: 

 

 

A Pre-Unit: Title Page and Epistles 

 Dedication to “Maister Robert Sackvill” (English) 

 Epistle to the Reader (English and French) 

  

B Frame: Self-Appraisal and Commendations  

 “A Warning to the Reader” 

 Commendations (Latin, French, English) 

 

C  Teaching Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1: French pronunciation guidelines (English and French) 

 Boundary (opening): “The manner to pronounce the Frenche Letters” 

 Nucleus: Rules 

 Boundary (opening): “How one may rule himself in the vowels” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (opening): “Of the diphthongs…” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (opening): “Now let us come to the consonants” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (opening): “In what wordes, S, ought to be pronounced” 

Nucleus: Rules 

 

C2 Sub-Unit 2: French grammar rules (English and French) 

Boundary (opening): “…now I will teache some rules of grammar…” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (opening): “Of Verbes” 

Nucleus: Rules 

Boundary (closing): “These two verbes be called in Latin verba artis… 

 

D Frame: Self-Appraisal  

“To the end that I may teache by experience and practise…” 

  

E Teaching Unit 
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E1 Sub-Unit 3:  

 Boundary (opening): “Familiar Talkes for to Speake in all Places” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue  

 

E2 Sub-Unit 4:  

Boundary (opening): “For to aske the way, buie & sel: with other familiar 

communications” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue  

 

E3 Sub-Unit 5:  

 Boundary (opening): “Here followeth certayne Proverbs…” 

 Nucleus: Proverbial Wisdom 

 Boundary (closing): “FINIS” 

 

E4 Sub-Unit 6:  

 Boundary (opening): “L’Oraison Dominicale” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 Boundary (opening): “Graces” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 Boundary (opening): “Les dix commendemens” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 Boundary (opening): “Oraison pour dire au matin…” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 Boundary (opening): “Oraison pour dire au soir” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

Boundary (closing): “FIN” 

 Boundary (opening): “Oraison” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 Boundary (opening): “La Benediction…” 

 Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers 

 

E5 Sub-Unit 7: 

 Boundary (opening): “Vocabulaire en Anglois & François…” 

 Nucleus: Vocabulary 

 Boundary (closing): “The ende of the vocabulary” 
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F Post-Unit:  

 Boundary (opening): “This Table sheweth the contence of this book” 

 Nucleus: Table of Contents  

 Boundary (closing): “FINIS” 

 

G Frame: Colophon 

 

2. The French Littelton  

 

The following breakdown is based on the ‘1566’ (1576
326

) edition available at the Early 

English Books Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below 

summarises the application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per 

Hüllen is shown after the table. 

 

 

Claudius Hollyband 

The French Littelton (1576) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page, Epistles, Sonnet 

B Frame Imprint & Self-appraisal 

C Teaching 

Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1 For Travellers 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C2 Sub-Unit 2 Of the Inn 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C3 Sub-Unit 3 Of the Weight 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C4 Sub-Unit 4 Of Scholars and School 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

C5 Sub-Unit 5 For merchants to buy and sell 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

D Teaching 

Unit 

 

D1 Sub-Unit 6 Proverbs 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Proverbial Wisdom 

D2 Sub-Unit 7 Golden Sayings 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

                                                                 
326

 Refer to footnote 22 on page 11. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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D3 Sub-Unit 8  

 Nucleus Vocabulary 

E Teaching 

Unit 

 

E1 Sub-Unit 9  

 Nucleus Religious Instruction, Prayers 

F Frame Colophon 

G Pre-Unit Title Page 

H Frame Printer’s imprint 

I Teaching 

Unit 

 

I1 Sub-Unit 

10 
Anti-Dance Tract 

 Nucleus Continuous Text 

I2 Sub-Unit 

11 
French Pronunciation, Syntax and Verb Conjugation 

 Nucleus Rules 

J Post-Unit Author’s signoff 

K Frame Colophon 

 

 

Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content: 

 

 

A Pre-Unit: Epistles 

 Dedication to “M. Robert Sackevill” (English) 

 Commendation (George Gascoigne, English) 

 Sonnet (Anonymous, French) 

 

B Frame: Printer’s imprint & Self-Appraisal  

 

C Teaching Unit 

  

C1 Sub-Unit 1:  

Boundary (opening): “For Travailers” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

  

C2 Sub-Unit 2:  

Boundary (opening): “Of the Inne” 
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 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

  

C3 Sub-Unit 3:  

Boundary (opening): “Of the Weight” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C4 Sub-Unit 4:  

Boundary (opening): “Of Scholars and Schoole” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

C5 Sub-Unit 5:  

Boundary (opening): “For marchauntes to buy and sell” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

D Teaching Unit 

 

D1 Sub-Unit 6:  

 Boundary (opening): “Proverbes. Maister Claudius, I pray you teach me…etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 Boundary (opening): “Let us see then which bee those Proverbes” 

 Nucleus: Proverbial Wisdom 

  

D2 Sub-Unit 7:  

 Boundary (opening): “Golden Sayings. You have shewd me faire proverbes…etc.” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue, Aphorisms 

 

D3 Sub-Unit 8:  

 Boundary (opening): “Of all the members of a mans body…” 

Nucleus: Vocabulary (body parts, relations, days and months of the year, numbers) 

Boundary (closing): “The ende of the vocabulary”  

 

E Teaching Unit 

 

E1 Sub-Unit 9:  

Boundary (opening): “L’Oraison dominicale” 

Nucleus: Religious Instruction, Prayers (French) 
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F Frame: Colophon 

 

G Pre-Unit: Title Page 

 “Traicte des danses…” 

 

H Frame: Printer’s imprint 

 

I Teaching Unit 

 

I1 Sub-Unit 10:  

 Boundary (opening): “Des Danses. Traicte, Auquel est…” 

Nucleus: Continuous Text (French). 

Boundary (closing): “Louange à Dieu” 

 

I2 Sub-Unit 11:  

 Boundary (opening): “Rules for the pronounciation…” 

Nucleus: Rules (English and French) 

Boundary (opening): “Certaine Rules of Sintaxe” 

Nucleus: Rules (English and French) 

Boundary (opening): “Advertisement for verbes personals” 

Nucleus: Rules (English and French) 

Boundary (opening): “Verbes Impersonals” 

Nucleus: Rules (English and French) 

 

J Post-Unit: Author’s signoff  

 Boundary (opening): “The reader shall not marke the English of this booke…etc.” 

 Nucleus: Self-Appraisal 

 

K Frame: Colophon 

 

3. The Pretie and Wittie History of Arnalt & Lucenda   

 

The following breakdown is based on the 1575 edition available at the Early English Books 

Online website – refer http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home. The table below summarises the 

application of Hüllen’s guidelines. The full breakdown of the text as per Hüllen is shown after 

the table. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
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Claudius Hollyband 

Arnalt & Lucenda (1575) 

Level Unit Content 

A Pre-Unit Title Page, Epistles 

B Frame Colophon 

C Teaching Unit  

C1 Sub-Unit 1 Arnalt & Lucenda 

 Nucleus Continuous Text 

D Teaching Unit  

D1 Sub-Unit 2 Italian Pronunciation Guidelines 

  Nucleus Rules 

E Teaching Unit  

E1 Sub-unit 3 Asking the way 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E2 Sub-Unit 4 Of the Inn 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E3 Sub-Unit 5 For the stable 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E4 Sub-Unit 6 For to go to sleep 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E5 Sub-Unit 7 For the physician 

  Conversational dialogue 

E6 Sub-Unit 8 For to weigh money 

  Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E7 Sub-Unit 9 Of numbers 

 Nucleus Vocabulary (numbers) 

E8 Sub-Unit 10 For to buy cloth etc. 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E9 Sub-Unit 11 To cheapen horses etc. 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E10 Sub-Unit 12 To shoe a horse 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E11 Sub-Unit 13 To go by water 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E12 Sub-Unit 14 To bid one 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E13 Sub-Unit 15 To be married 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E14 Sub-Unit 16 To serve a master 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 
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E15 Sub-Unit 17 Of the scrivener 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E16 Sub-Unit 18 Of the goldsmith 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E17 Sub-Unit 19 For bricklayers 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E18 Sub-Unit 20 Of the cutler 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E19 Sub-Unit 21 To sing and dance 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E20 Sub-Unit 22 Of the book binder 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E21 Sub-Unit 23 Of the saddler 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E22 Sub-Unit 24 Of the shoemaker 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E23 Sub-Unit 24 Of the tailor 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E24 Sub-Unit 26 To bind one’s son (employment) 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E25 Sub-Unit 27 The schoolmaster 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E26 Sub-Unit 28 Of a captain 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E27 Sub-Unit 29 To talk with women 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

E28 Sub-Unit 30 For the customs 

 Nucleus Conversational dialogue 

F Post-Unit Imprint 

G Teaching Unit Italian Noun declination and Verb Conjugation 

 Nucleus Rules 

H Post-Unit  

I Frame Printer’s note 

 

 

Full breakdown of textual structure indicating boundaries between paratextual and 

pedagogical content: 

 

 

A Pre-Unit: Epistles 

 Dedication to “Sir Hierome Bowes” (Hollyband, English) 
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 Commendation (William Elderton, English) 

 Address to the Reader (Hollyband, English) 

 Dedication to “Lodovico da Diacceto” (Bartholomew Marraffi, Italian and English) 

 

B Frame: Colophon 

 

C Teaching Unit 

 

C1 Sub-Unit 1: Arnalt et Lucenda 

 Boundary (opening): “Having this sommer past…/Sendomi questa state passata…” 

Nucleus: Continuous Text (English and Italian parallel-text format). 

Boundary (closing): “Th’ende of Arnalt and Lucenda/Fine d’Arnalte et Lucenda” 

  

D Teaching Unit 

 

D1 Sub-Unit 2: Italian Pronunciation Guidelines (English) 

 Boundary (opening): “Certaine rules for the pronunciation of th’Italian tongue” 

Nucleus: Rules 

 

E Teaching Unit 

 

E1 Sub-Unit 3:  

Boundary (opening): “Modo di Favellar, et primo come il viadante domandara la 

strada” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E2 Sub-Unit 4:  

Boundary (opening): “Dell’Ostaria – Of the Inne of Lodging” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E3 Sub-Unit 5:  

Boundary (opening): “Per la stala – For the Stable” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue. 

 

E4 Sub-Unit 6:  

Boundary (opening): “Per il dormire – For to go to sleepe” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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E5 Sub-Unit 7:  

Boundary (opening): “Pe’l Signor Medico – For the Phisition” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E6 Sub-Unit 8:  

Boundary (opening): “Per pesar denari, et numerare – For to weigh mony, & tell” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E7 Sub-Unit 9:  

Boundary (opening): “D’il numero – Of the number” 

 Nucleus: Vocabulary (Numbers). 

 

E8 Sub-Unit 10:  

Boundary (opening): “Per comperar panno… – For to buie clothe…” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E9 Sub-Unit 11:  

Boundary (opening): “Per mercantare cavalli…– To cheepen horses…” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E10 Sub-Unit 12:  

Boundary (opening): “Per ferrar un cavallo – To shoe a horse” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E11 Sub-unit 13:  

Boundary (opening): “Per navigare – To go by water” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E12 Sub-unit 14:  

Boundary (opening): “Per invitar uno – To bid one” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E13 Sub-unit 15:  

Boundary (opening): “Per maritarsi – To be maryed” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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E14 Sub-unit 16:  

Boundary (opening): “Per accordarsi à patrone… – To binde himselfe with a 

maister…” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E15 Sub-unit 17:  

Boundary (opening): “De’l Nodaro – Of the Scrivener” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E16 Sub-unit 18:  

Boundary (opening): “Da l’orefice – Of the Goldsmith” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E17 Sub-unit 19:  

Boundary (opening): “Per muratori – For Bricklayers” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E18 Sub-unit 20:  

Boundary (opening): “Dal Spadoro – Of the Cutlar” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E19 Sub-unit 21:  

Boundary (opening): “Per cantare & ballare – To sing and daunce” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E20 Sub-unit 22:  

Boundary (opening): “Dal libraro – Of the Booke Binder” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E21 Sub-unit 23:  

Boundary (opening): “Del Selaro – Of the Sadler” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E22 Sub-unit 24:  

Boundary (opening): “Dal Calzolaro – Of the Shoemaker” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 
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E23 Sub-unit 25:  

Boundary (opening): “Dal Sarto – Of the Tailor” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E24 Sub-unit 26:  

Boundary (opening): “Per accordar un figliuol – To binde ones sonne” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E25 Sub-unit 27:  

Boundary (opening): “Maestro di Scola – The Schoolmaister” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E26 Sub-unit 28:  

Boundary (opening): “Dal S. Capitano – Of a Captaine” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E27 Sub-unit 29:  

Boundary (opening): “Ragionar con donne – To talke with wemen” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

E28 Sub-unit 30:  

Boundary (opening): “Per il datio – For the custome” 

 Nucleus: Conversational dialogue 

 

F Post-Unit: Imprint 

 

G Teaching Unit 

 

G1 Sub-Unit 31: Italian Grammar Rules (English) 

 Boundary (opening): “For to decline a nowne”  

Nucleus: Rules 

 

H Post-Unit:  

 “FINIS” 

 

I Frame: Printer’s note. 
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